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ABSTRACT
THE COMPREHENSIVE MATH & SCIENCE PROGRAM (CMSP):
A MODEL PROJECT TO INCREASE MATHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT
IN A FIRST COURSE IN HIGH SCHOOL ALGEBRA (1979-1983)
MAY 1987
GILBERT J. LOPEZ, M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor William J. Masalski

The Comprehensive Math & Science Program (CMSP) is an action research project
aimed at developing model curriculum and organizational strategies to rebuild and establish
students' foundation for high school algebra. The CMSP research effort was initiated as
part of a national effort to significantly increase minority student representation in colleges
of engineering which at the time of national project impetus in 1973 was well below
parity.

The underrepresentation appears to stem from an insufficient pool of minority

students who graduate from high school with the requisite mathematics and science
background.

The problem is compounded by the apparent inadequate mathematics

instruction that minority students receive in the middle and junior high school which leaves
them largely underprepared to enroll and achieve in high school algebra coursework.
A founding assumption that guided CMSP work was that all students can learn
mathematics very well given the foundation and academic support for the mathematics they
m

rented IQ 1mm in the classroom. This precept led to the development and design of

a three semeter Prealgebra and Algebra model curriculum that was test implemented in
three sequential cycles of model project activity during the period from 1979 to 1983.
With each succeeding cycle of project activity the curriculum model was shaped and
modified by timely and continual feedback from participating teachers and students. In all,
eleven public schools in New York City, 70 teachers and over 2,000 randomly selected
students participated in the development and test implementation of the mathematics
Vll

curriculum model. All of the schools participating in the CMSP had a predominant Black
and Hispanic student enrollment and all but one were characterized by low enrollment and
achievement in a first course in high school algebra. The CMSP model curriculum that
was developed and test implemented allowed students entering high school with inadequate
mathematics background to build a foundation for algebra in the space of a single semester.
This provided students with the preparation and opportunity to enroll and achieve in the
study of a first course in algebra as prescribed by the New York State Board of Regents.
Students who studied the first course in algebra utilizing the CMSP model curriculum
outperformed similar student groups by better than two-to-one margins on New York
State Regents Algebra Examinations. This better Regents examination performance was
consistent across the diversity of participant schools and in the repeated cycles of model
test implementation. Objective assessment of the model was hampered by the very high
attrition rate of students which reduced the randomness of the participating student
population. Nevertheless, the CMSP model project demonstrated that inadequate
mathematics instruction at the middle and junior high school need not preclude students
entering high school from enrolling and achieving in a first course in high school algebra.
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CHAPTER 1

OVERVIEW AND RESEARCH PROJECT SUMMARY

1.1

Introduction
Low student achievement in mathematics at the elementary and secondary school levels

is a matter of record and is widely acknowledged to be a serious and pervasive problem in
the nation's school systems.1 The problem is especially acute in the inner city schools of
large metropolitan areas where complex socioeconomic factors aggravate the process of
education as a whole.
For example, students in the inner city schools of New York City score markedly
lower on standardized mathematics achievement tests compared to the school populations
in outlying fringe and suburban areas.2 This low level of performance becomes magnified
as students progress through junior and senior high school, leaving an extremely small
pool of students who eventually complete and are successful in a traditional academic
mathematics program before their high school graduation. In many of these New York
City high schools (with enrollments of over 2,000) there is barely one class at the 12th
grade level that has successfully completed a traditional three year mathematics sequence of
algebra, geometry, and trigonometry.
As in many other large cities, the inner city schools of New York are populated largely
by minority students* and are located in low income neighborhoods isolated from any
convenient interaction with modem industrial, business and higher education institutions.
As such, minority students have little opportunity to meet personally with scientists and
engineers with whom they may discover and leam about the challenging and rewarding

* For the purposes of this project study, the term "minority" refers to Black and Hispanic persons.

1

2

and rewarding nature of scientific and engineering vocations. Nor arc there available the
opportunities to see or experience how products and services of modem technology accrue
from the study and applications of mathematics and science. The problem is further
exacerbated by the very severe shortage of qualified mathematics teachers that appears to
exist in the junior high and middle schools located in the inner city of large metropolitan
areas. Students in these schools may not be getting the necessary mathematics foundation
to enroll in and successfully pursue more rigorous mathematics study in high schools.
This jack of exposure to the necessary constituents, coupled with an

inadequate

background in mathematics and science, places students from inner city schools in the
difficult position of trying to master school subjects which may appear to have no purpose
or application to their lives. This double barrier to learning is reflected in the small number
of minority high school graduates who have the inclination and proficiency to pursue and
succeed in the study of engineering or the physical sciences at the college level. The
consequence of this is the marked underrepresentation of minority persons currently
employed in the engineering and science professions.3

1.2 A Direction for Study and Solution
Any significant advances that minorities make in engineering and science professions
both now and in the forseeeable future are ultimately tied to the quality of secondary
education, in particular, the quality of mathematics education that minorities receive. Only
with a very strong mathematics foundation acquired in_high school can students be
expected to successfully complete the rigorous mathematics course sequences that make up
engineering and science college programs of study. This fact underlies the research and
development to be described and examined in this model project case study: a project
effort that has sought directions for study of and solutions to the problem of minority
underrepresentation in the nation's engineering colleges. The project is described in terms

3

of a long term process of action research and model development and test implementation
that has taken place in several New York City high schools during the period from
September 1979 to June 1983. During this period of research and development activity, a
model of mathematics curriculum and instruction has evolved that differs significantly from
conventional high school mathematics course offerings and student evaluation procedures
currently utilized in New York City high schools.
Using a field based and systems approach, the model has been researched, developed
and tested extensively in eleven New York City schools (three junior high schools and
eight high schools) where over 2,000 student participants were selected

at random

from

the schools' incoming seventh and ninth grade student populations. The participant
schools test-implemented the model in lieu of regular school day mathematics programs,
providing the necessary personnel and institutional resources to allow for objective and
detailed comparisons of participant student mathematics achievement both within and
across schools.

Data and findings from the four years of project research and

development show the model's promise to bring about a substantial increase in the pool of
entering ninth year high school students who enroll and achieve in the first course

in

algebra as prescribed bv the New York State Board of Regents.
The model of mathematics curriculum and instruction reported in this model project
case study has, over the years, taken on the designation "CMSP", an abbreviation for
Comprehensive Math & Science Program which is the official name of the project.
Hereafter, all references to the model of mathematics curriculum and instruction will appear
as CMSP model, model project, or CMSP.
The CMSP research and developmental work directed at the first course in high
school algebra represents the first phase of a larger, more comprehensive model building
effort that will encompass the full four years of high school mathematics study in New
York City. The model project work during the first phase was directed at demonstrating

4

the feasibility and utility of a curriculum model that could be used to restructure precollege
mathematics programs in high schools where higher student mathematics achievement was
desired.
The CMSP project efforts were promulgated on the belief that the essential and core
subject in high school mathematics is algebra. Unless a student has a solid foundation and
achieves at a high level in the very first course in algebra, enrollment in and completion of
a traditional three to four year high school mathematics sequence (Algebra 1, Geometry,
Algebra 2/Trigonometry and Precalculus/Calculus) is unlikely. This belief stems from the
notion that fragmented and insufficient achievement in high school mathematics is one of
the major obstacles preventing minority students from considering and

successfully

pursuing engineering or science based college study. Until this obstacle is overcome, the
quest for parity by minorities in the engineering and science professions will be seriously
hampered. The CMSP model project experience to be described in this chapter, as an
overview, and in later chapters, in detail, provides a base for study of the factors which
impede high school student mathematics achievement together with a model that can be
further researched and explored as a pedagogical and curriculum strategy to enhance
mathematics learning.
The problem being addressed by the CMSP is a highly complex one and is
compounded because it is immersed within the larger context of the New York City high
school population and the nation's high school system as a whole. The latter in its present
state has been deemed by several national commissions and task forces as being less than
adequate to meet the nation's future need for a strong technical workforce and educated
citizenry. The "Nation At Risk" report outlines recommendations and plans of action
which include increasing high school graduation requirements to three years of
mathematics "to equip graduates to understand geometric and algebraic concepts" as well
as a host of other mathematical principles and topics.4 This is in sharp contrast to the

5

minimum mathematics requirement for graduation from many of the nation's high schools
which, for the most part, is well below those recommended by the national commissions.5
Resolving these contradictions in standards will need considerable discourse and time.
And higher academic standards in the nation's high school systems will probably require
legislation at the state and, possibly, federal levels. Commensurate with the enactment of
higher academic standards, comprehensive support programs must be put in place to
insure that students in need obtain the necessary academic assistance to meet the new
standards. In the interim, large populations of high school students will continue to have
inadequate schooling in the study of mathematics either to prepare them for subsequent
high school and college study in mathematics and science or for entry level positions in the
growing technical marketplace.

1.2.1 Perspectives on Past Development Efforts
The irony of the current dilemma is that similar national concerns about high school
mathematics and science education were raised soon after the launching of Sputnik by the
USSR in 1957. This spectacular event was followed by a deluge of federal and private
foundation sponsored programs aimed specifically at increasing high school student
achievement in mathematics and science. The primary goal of these programs was in
developing new mathematics and science curricula and in teacher training, the aim of which
was to keep schools abreast of new pedagogical techniques and to introduce aspects of
modem sciences and technologies emerging during the post-Sputnik era.
It is a paradox that the proliferation of mathematics and science developmental
programs, funded heavily over a period of more than twenty years, paralleled the decline in
student achievement as measured by the National Assessment of Educational Progress
(NAEP) studies and SAT-Math scores.6 Inferences can be made from this coincidence that
the programs themselves were not broad enough in scope nor sufficient in duration to
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offset the many complex factors contributing to the decline in student achievement.
However, what is of greater importance than claims or conjectures of the programs' and
their effect on student achievement is the fact that few, if any, of those developmental
programs or their spinoffs are in existence in the high schools today.7
What is to be gained foremost from these past developmental program experiences is
that making cumculwm changes in a high school system that is Steeped in tradition is a
highly CQmplgx businggg. History tells us we must go beyond the accepted theories and
methods of curriculum development and teacher training which, as strategies, have not
been sufficient to effect large scale improvement in mathematics and science education. If
there are to be comprehensive efforts to improve high school mathematics education
significantly, we must broaden our view when investigating the problem. Essential to this
is obtaining a better understanding of the nature of the problem in all its aspects, including
the variabilities in institutional culture and the non-linear and dynamic processes of
teaching and learning. There must also be a realization that current traditional models of
educational research and theoretical inquiry mav be inadequate to deal with the enormous
complexity of the problem. The very small return on the huge federal investment in
educational research and development over the last twenty years supports this argument.
The National Science Foundation (NSF) alone spent over 800 million dollars from 1962 to
1980 specifically on precollege mathematics and science education, primarily in the area of
•

•

mathematics and science curriculum development and teacher training.

o

In the quest for a direction for study and solution, the CMSP pursued an experimental
and field based approach largely because of the ineffectiveness of previous federally and
state subsidized mathematics programs of remediation. These were created to stem the
severe decline in student mathematics achievement in high schools with predominant
minority student populations. Model projects that were developed to address the problem
of minority students' underachievement, including diagnostic/prescriptives, Mastery
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Learning, School Improvement Programs and Project SEED concentrated their efforts at
the elementary and junior high school levels where the more centralized organizational
qualities of these institutions lent themselves to the methodological approaches that were
inherent in the model project strategies. However, the departmentalization along specific
academic disciplines that characterizes urban high schools makes them almost impervious
to methodological approaches to change. It can be argued with some conviction that high
schools (and colleges also) will respond to significant curriculum changes only where it
can be shown and demonstrated conclusively that such changes are practical and will bring
about a marked and long term improvement in student achievement as a whole. It was
with this contention that the CMSP first initiated its research and development efforts to
create and test generalizable models of mathematics curriculum and instruction within the
working environment of large high schools in New York City in 1978.

1.2.2 The National Minority Engineering Effort
The systems and field based approach taken by the CMSP in its research and
development efforts has enabled examination of, at close range, the diversity and
interdependence of school related factors which preclude or deter minority high school
students from developing high levels of mathematics proficiency. In addition, the model
project has sought to integrate and enrich the high school mathematics curriculum with
personal and practical examples of science and technology in order to offset the scarcity of
such learning experiences in the inner city high school and community environment.
Examples of work in these contexts can be found in the many precollege and college
intervention programs around the country which have been developed in the decade of the
1970s to increase minority student enrollment in engineering colleges. Since 1973, a
national effort has been in effect to identify, recruit and nurture minority students who have
the interest and background for engineering college study. These efforts have taken place
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both at the high school and college levels where students participating in special programs
have obtained technical career counseling, academic enrichment, support services and
financial aid incentives.9-10 Since their inception, the special programs in operation across
the country have made a dramatic impact on minority student enrollment in engineering
colleges.
In the 1981/82 academic year, over 11,000 (10%) of the more than 110,000
engineering college freshmen were identified as underrepresented minorities-Black,
Hispanic and Native American students. This is in contrast to 1973/74 (the first year such
data were compiled) when just over 3,000 minority students (or 6%) were part of the total
freshman engineering population of 50,000.11 Most of these freshman enrollment gains
are directly attributable to the special minority engineering programs and student service
organizations in place at engineering colleges. The gains were also bolstered by regionally
established precollege consortia (consisting of high schools, colleges and industry) which
help prepare and assist students in making the connections between high school and
engineering college.12
The increase in minority engineering enrollment over the last decade, while substantial,
have been overshadowed by the markedly lower rate of minority engineering graduates as
compared to the graduation rate of the general engineering student population. In 1981,
the rate at which of Blacks, Hispanics and Native Americans graduating from engineering
college was 4.7 percent. This figure is far below the 25% percent that minorities comprise
in the nation's college age population on the basis of the 1980 census.13

Cognizant of

these data, the national minority engineering effort revised its earlier goal of achieving
parity in minority engineering student enrollment by 1984 to one of graduating 8,000
minority engineering students by 1988.14
Underlying this new goal and all other attempts to gain parity for minorities in
engineering and science based occupations and professions is the gxtrgmgly small pqq! of
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minority students who achieve in the study of mathematics and science at the precolle^e
level. Unless this pool is increased significantly, minorities will continue to lose ground
not only in their quest for parity in higher education but also in professional and technical
career opportunities beyond high school.
While the current precollege and extracurricular efforts are needed to continue to
identify, nurture and produce greater numbers of minority students with an adequate
mathematics foundation for engineering, the ultimate solution will be realized through
the implementation of major program strategies to substantially increase minority student
achievement in high school mathematics. The CMSP model project effort is one such
strategy that is addressing this issue.

1.3 The CMSP: A Systems And Field Based Approach To The Problem
The dilemma in education that minorities and the general student population face has
no precedent.

Any attempt to correct the situation must invariably use an approach that

leads to the creation and building of curriculum models that take into account the
multiplicity of variables that interplay in the high school mathematics classroom. The
CMSP has adhered to this research doctrine by experimentation and development within
the high school environment itself. This field work and experimentation has been aimed at
investigating curriculum and instructional practices under real world conditions. Through
an empirical process the CMSP has researched and developed curriculum based models
that appear to foster student achievement in fundamental coursework in prealgebra and
algebra, both of which are prerequisite for the traditional high school courses in geometry
and trigonometry which follow. The project work has been conducted utilizing scientific
and engineering management principles, and the model project case study will show that
significant progress has been made in finding ways to reduce the complexity of our current
problems in secondary school mathematics education.
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The systems and field based approach which has been utilized in the CMSP has great
potential for inquiry and creating models to better understand the ways teachers and
students interact in the process of teaching and learning. The approach rests on the belief
that current techniques and developmental strategies for making change in education are
prescriptive and authoritative in nature and thus their impact can be only transitory. This
has been shown to be true by the great failure of the "new Math and Science"
education reform movements of the 1960’s.15 In contrast, the field based and systems
approach utilized in the CMSP model project is evolutionary and dynamic where in the real
world environment of the schools, students and teachers play a decisive role in the
process of curriculum change and development.

It is through their immediate and

continual feedback and assessment of program elements that a model project evolves.
And ultimately it is the consensus of opinion of participant students and teachers (however
arrived at—either though higher classroom achievement or long term use of curriculum
materials) that ultimately determines the effectiveness and utility of model project efforts
over the long term. Herein lies the nature and reality of systems and field based project
efforts-success can neither be prescribed nor instituted; it must be proven without
reservation prior to acceptance and wholescale use by the school community.

1.3.1 Goals and Premises
The primary goal of the CMSP, since its inception in 1979, has been to research,
develop and test models of mathematics curriculum and instruction aimed at significantly
increasing the pool of students in the inner city high schools of New York City who enroll
and achieve in the study of the traditional 3-year high school mathematics program. In the
attainment of this goal, the CMSP focused its initial efforts on the first course in algebra
generally taken in the ninth grade. Because of the prerequisite and sequential nature of the
traditional high school precollege mathematics curriculum, the first course in algebra must
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be mastered if students are to have any opportunity to continue achieving at the next level
and subsequent mathematics courses-geometry and trigonometry-prior to high school
graduation.
Setting forth the project goal: to create a model that would insure the mastery of a first
course in algebra, two interelated premises were established as cornerstones on which
project efforts would be directed and assessed:

1) the major deterrent to the successful learning and completion of a first
course in algebra is the lack of student preparation in the basic arithmetic
upon which algebraic concepts and algorithms are founded.

2) for most entering ninth year high school students, preparedness for a
first course in algebra can be attained in one semester, independently of
students' prior mathematics proficiency and background.

The first premise is grounded on the sequential nature of the high school mathematics
curriculum where advancement to higher level courses is highly dependent on student
mastery of preceding coursework.

The second is based on the concept that the

fundamentals of mathematics can be learned well by most students in a relatively short
period of time—provided the mathematics curriculum and instruction has the structure and
continuity to foster and reinforce student concentration and effort
Both of these premises have been tested by the CMSP through the research,
development and test-implementation of a model system of mathematics curriculum and
instruction which focuses on building strong academic foundations as a precursor to the
study of algebra. Research and development work undertaken by the CMSP is based on
experimental project efforts at eleven New York City inner-city junior high and secondary
schools over a four-year period where definition, feasibility and building of the model
prototype took place during regular school day hours within the high school environment.
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This experimental work has yielded strong indications that significant achievement gains in
the study of algebra can accrue when students have a well grounded foundation in
arithmetic skills and problem solving routines. The project work was conducted on a
sizable scale with a pool of randomly selected high school students at the seventh and ninth
grade levels who would have otherwise been programmed and tracked in "remedial
mathematics" programs of study. Preliminary data and findings show that the students
who participated in the CMSP project outperformed similar student groups at the same
participant schools by two-to-one margins on standardized mathematics competency and
algebra examinations administered by the New York State Board of Regents.

1-3.2 Systems and Field Based Research and Development
The organization and design of the CMSP model was predicated on the proposition
that the curriculum (in the broadest sense of the term) could be more realistically developed
while the effort was undertaken in the very environment in which it was to be
used-namely, in the working day classroom.

The process undertaken by CMSP is

evolutionary rather than prescriptive as in traditional educational research where projects
and curricula tend to be fully developed prior to large scale implementation.

The

evolutionary research process utilized by the CMSP is akin to the methods and techniques
used in engineering in the development of new products and systems.

Using the

engineering approach, the growth of a new product is tempered by a dynamic sequence of
events that calls into play the tenets of Research, Design, Development, Test & Evaluation
(R,D,D,T&E) at each stage of its maturation. The inherent value of this approach is that a
model prototype can be shaped and modified in stages and on the basis of steady and
timely feedback.

This includes full-scale testing of model prototypes directly in the

environments in which they will be used. In this mode of systems development, all of the
elements of the model system are developed and continually tested in a parallel and
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hierarchical project arrangement that insures controlled and evolutionary growth.
The systems and field based approach utilized by CMSP has been largely avoided in
much of the mathematics and science educational research and development efforts of the
past. This may be because the process of gaining access to a typical urban high school to
conduct experimentation and develop and research models with the intention of making
substantial change in the curriculum and instructional programs is both time consuming
and complex. The process requires organization, sustained planning and collaborative
negotiations with public school and higher education officials. This organizational
process can readily tax the often limited resources

of traditional education

research

projects and stretch project time lines well beyond reasonable limits. However, the
!

collaboration of high schools and colleges is an essential quality of systems and field
based projects and unless joint institutional commitments are firmly established prior to
model project effort, coordinated and useful modes of research and development of
inquiry are unlikely.
Creating and developing a curriculum model prototype under field based conditions
carries with it the responsibility of recording and describing the evolving chain of events
and organizational strategies that are used to develop and test-implement the model. This is
where evolutionary field based and traditional top down approaches to curriculum
development differ sharply. In the former, project implementation strategies become an
inherent ongoing part of the development of a model curriculum, while the latter assumes
that diffusion of the model curriculum that is developed will take place automatically or
within the realm of school administrative practice.

Traditional curriculum development

and research practices, because of their prescriptive nature,

do not

provide any

information and the wealth of data that is generally available in the diffusion and model
test-implementation process. This is a research limitation because it is as important to
know why a model curriculum or instructional strategy does not work as it is to know why
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it succeeds.
In many respects, the development of curricula is only part of the process of creating a
model for educational change. Creating the structure for implementation is equally as
important as the curriculum product itself; and the lack thereof may mean the difference
between acceptance or rejection by a school or school system. The mathematics and
science cuniculum development of the 1960's and 1970's has shown that even the most
highly regarded curriculum can go underutilized for lack of an entry point into the school
system.
The systems and field based experiences of the CMSP have demonstrated that
curriculum development and Implementation strategies are mutually supportive and
interdependent. Both these strategies need to be researched, developed and fine tuned in
consonance. As integrated parts of a complete system they can be tried and field tested and
evaluated almost simultaneously across a wide range of environments and conditions.
Through this integrated process of systems research and field based development, the
model s effectiveness is heightened and replication difficulties minimized substantially.
In conducting research and development under field based conditions, model project
activity is immersed into the real world environment of the school with no assurances or
guarantees of project outcomes or continuance in a given school. Uncontrollable factors
such as cuts in budgets, excessive student absences or dropouts, teacher layoffs, changes
in attitude on the part of administrators toward the project, experience and background of
the teaching staff, professional relationships between teachers and department chairpersons
and general administrative stability of the school in particular can greatly influence the
normal operation and longevity of a project. Any of these factors peculiar to a school are
completely beyond the control of the research investigator and all are very difficult to
ascertain or predict prior to project implementation.

During the course of project

implementation, the occurrence of any one of the factors can seriously disrupt or even lead
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to the eventual termination of the project in a school.
It is often with this air of uncertainty that field based projects such as the CMSP must
operate on a day-to-day basis. Over a prolonged period of time of working in the school,
however, if the model project is found to establish a curriculum structure that contributes
to student mathematics achievement, it will be perceived by the school community as
being useful and an integral part of the school's developmental and instructional
resources. With this recognition and acceptance, the model project is less apt to be
disrupted or cut. Because of the intimate collaboration and acceptance by the school,
curriculum models can be researched and developed as comprehensive educational
systems and with far more clarity and depth than projects which operate outside of the
school environment. This is the basic strength of the systems and field based project
approach.

1.3.3 Curriculum Model Design
The curriculum model design that has evolved over the four-year project period of
CMSP research and development has been predicated on creating classroom and
curriculum strategies that give all incoming ninth grade students the opportunity to work
to their highest level of academic mathematics potential. The model was designed to
provide a framework for a highly structured prealgebra and algebra curriculum that has
four key elements:

1.

A Zero-Base Start: The incorporation of a highly structured and intensive
one-semester program of study that sequences basic arithmetic operations
with a heavy emphasis on word problem solving and geometric applications.

2.

A Complementary Mathematics Curriculum: The development of a parallel,
interlocking set of mathematics courses taken over a three-semester period
(students take two mathematics courses each semester for three semesters) that
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substantially increases the rate of mathematics instruction and gives students
considerably more time to apply and reinforce their mathematics learning.

3*

~andQm

Selection qnd Heterogeneous Class Grouping- Students who

are enrolled to study mathematics utilizing the CMSP model are selected at
random from the entire incoming 9th grade student body and are grouped
heterogeneously for each of the two CMSP complementary courses.

Uniform Pape and External Testing: All participating classes move at the
same instructional pace and are evaluated on the basis of uniform tests
constructed outside the classroom but administered by the classroom teacher.

Each of these elements serves to intensify and broaden both the teaching and learning
of mathematics. The elements have also provided the foundation for the development of
curriculum materials that have a problem solving orientation and a structure that promotes
class mastery of given mathematics topics as
term.

the class progresses throughout the

This is accomplished by organizing the curricula of both courses in parallel so

that a particular mathematics topic is seen and studied by the class twice, doubling the
length of time generally assigned. This parallel arrangement of the two courses interlocks
the continuum of topics over a full semester, providing students with continuous
instruction and reinforcement of learning. Redundancy and saturation of learning in a
given mathematics topic is minimized because of the complementary way in which both
courses present problems for study and review. In one course, problems for a given topic
are numerical in form, while in the other, the same topic is presented geometrically. In
both courses there is a heavy emphasis on word problems which are constructed based on
real world situations and within the context of important mathematical themes and
concepts.
The complementary curriculum is supported by a zero based start which makes no
assumptions on what a student's mathematics background is prior to program enrollment.
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This gives every student an opportunity to review thoroughly and to strengthen arithmetic
operations and problem solving routines during a single semester prealgebra course. The
same complementary parallel course approach is continued for two additional semesters in
the first year algebra course as prescribed by the New York State Board of Regents.
Figure 1 is a block diagram representation of the complementary courses organized over a
three-semester period. Each of the complementary semester course blocks indicates the
mathematics topics which are taught in parallel.
The achievement level of all CMSP classes in a given school is measured by the
administration of uniform tests on a bi-weekly basis. The uniform tests help regulate the
pace of both courses and assure that progression to the next course topic is consistent with
mastery of the previous unit. The external construction of unit tests minimizes teachers'
teaching to the test and makes determination of class mastery a more objective process.

1.3.4 Parallel Approach to Project Test-Implementation
The CMSP organized its research and development efforts into four distinct and
overlapping three-semester cycles during the September 1979 to June 1983 model project
period. This organizational design has allowed the model to be researched, developed and
field testedwith a continuously renewed student and teacher population. In all, thirteen
schools, 70 teachers and over 2,000 randomly selected students participated in the
development and test-implementation of the model. The flow of the cycles of project
activity as well as the number of schools and students involved in each cycle is illustrated
in Figure 2. The first two cycles of project activity were essentially periods of problem
definition and feasibility testing, where a process of almost continuous testing and
modification allowed a rudimentary form of the model to emerge. In the third and fourth
cycles a process of design and development, coupled with a close scrutiny of data and
teacher feedback helped shape the model's complementary course structure. And, finally,

COMPREHENSIVE MATH & SCIENCE PROGRAM (CMSD
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the experience gained from the first four cycles provided an organizational base to build a
framework for the development of a model prototype which would be test implemented
on a large scale within a network of seven high schools beginning in the Fall of 1983.
The CMSP began its first cycle of research and development and test-implementation
in New York City in the Fall of 1979 with eight high schools and three junior high schools
which agreed to participate in the CMSP effort over a three semester period. Each of the
participant schools selected approximately 60 students (two classes) at random from their
incoming student populations to study prealgebra and algebra using the CMSP model in
lieu of the school’s regular mathematics program. One of the schools, Brooklyn Technical
High School, started with four classes. A total of about 700 students and 24 mathematics
teachers participated in the first cycle of project activity.
The selection of eleven schools to become involved in the very first cycle of model
experimentation and development was a key decision that laid the foundation for parallel
field based operations. The parallel approach to model project research and development
established a research mechanism that insured substantive and timely feedback from a
variety of sources. In addition, conducting project activity in several different schools
allowed the CMSP to interact with a critical mass of teachers, department chairpersons and
principals. These relationships with the staff of the eleven participant schools quickly
established project acceptance and provided an initial sense of whether the model in its
rudimentary form was progressing.
In the final analysis, the ultimate value of the parallel approach was in maintaining
model project stability over a prolonged period of time in the face of the uncertainties that
occur regularly in large city school systems. Operation within a single school or just a few
schools would have made the project vulnerable to factors beyond its control. Although
taking the parallel approach added complexity to the project management overall, the
advantages gained in project endurance and time saved in obtaining knowledge and results
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from many sources of experimentation far outweighed the complexity of organization.
The parallel approach proved its value in CMSP implementation on a number of
occasions. After the first year of model project activity, three of the original eleven schools
were phased out of the project for a variety of reasons which included high student dropout
rates, lack of faculty consensus, and school budget difficulties.
In the second cycle (September 1980-January 1981) three of the eight remaining
schools (two high schools and one junior high school) and one new high school enrolled a
new group of randomly selected incoming students (60 students at each school), for a total
of approximately 240 students. Difficulties arose once more that were again beyond the
project's control, except in this instance it was a pedagogical issue that surfaced gradually
at the three junior high schools as course content became more involved.
Almost a year after the inception of the first cycle, it became apparent that most of the
junior high school teachers participating in the CMSP lacked the experience and
background in mathematics to cross the pedagogical threshold from prealgebra to algebra.
This had a serious negative impact on student achievement and at each of the three junior
high schools there was almost no progress in mathematics coursework beyond prealgebra.
At that point in time, a situation had arisen that none of the three junior high schools nor
the CMSP could alter with the instructional resources available. And, as the project
continued, the problem became more accentuated and created an impasse that led to the
termination of project activity at all three junior high schools.
This experience, which occurred well into the project's second cycle, again
demonstrated the uncertainties which are prevalent in field based projects. After two cycles
of project activity, seven of the original eleven schools had ceased participation in the
project for reasons that could not have been predicted at project inception nor could they be
controlled during project test-implementation.
The value of taking a parallel approach in implementing field based educational
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projects cannot be overstated. And, in the CMSP experience described, the experimental
efforts over the two-year period would have been totally forfeited had only a few schools
been selected to participate at project inception in 1979. Because eleven schools were
selected, the project was able to withstand the severe attrition of participating schools and
continue its research and development with the four remaining high schools in the third
cycle.
Following the three cycles of model project activity, a more thorough understanding of
the variables that influence project stability in the schools was gained. The experience
enabled the CMSP to plan and organize a larger scale and long term project effort that
began in the Fall of 1983. In this later phase of CMSP work (to be chronicled in a future
project case study) a network of seven high schools participated in the development and
implementation of a model prototype and tested the premises and effectiveness of the
CMSP model on a larger scale.

1.4 New York Citv: A Microcosm
Ideally, a model intended to produce a specific outcome should be created and tested
within environments that allow the model builder to generalize the model to the real world.
The test environments should be as diverse and as rigorous as possible so that a process of
worst case analysis can be implemented in the progressive stages of model development.
Adhering to these principles of worst case analysis minimizes design faults and provides a
strong and viable base for model replication and assessment of results.
In creating and testing curriculum materials within a school environment, the school
itself plays a decisive role in regulating and controlling the pace of the project effort. Very
little can be accomplished if the school environment is unstable or if the school is not
supportive of the work to be undertaken. Given these two basic requirements, stability
and a supportive environment, the investigator must insure that model building efforts take
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place in as many different schools as can be managed effectively. The more schools, the
better the chances for eventual model generalizability and project maturation. The schools
that participated in the CMSP represented a broad cross section of the New York City
schools, and as a block, provided the diversity of school characteristics that made test
implementation of the CMSP model a comprehensive project effort.
The New York City high school system provides a large and diverse arena from which
to study and analyze the decline in high school student mathematics achievement. Much of
the difficulty that might be encountered in problem definition and analysis is removed
because of the traditional and highly uniform precollege mathematics curriculum structure
that is in place at the state and local district level. In terms of traditional precollege
mathematics courses offered and student enrollment in these courses at comprehensive/
academic high schools with a predominance of minority students, there also does not
appear to be a shortage of qualified mathematics teachers.
The New York City public school system is the largest in the country. In 1979/80
(when the project started) close to one million students were enrolled in grades K-12 in
984 separate school buildings.16 The system is decentralized at grade levels K-9 with
thirty-two community school boards

governing elementary and junior high school

education in given local school districts. The high school system is one enormous
enterprise that is administered by the city's central board of education. In 1979/80 it was
comprised of nearly 300,000 students in grades 9-12 enrolled in 112 high schools.17 (See
Appendix A.)
Because of its magnitude and diversity of population, the New York City public
school system can be viewed as a microcosm of the nation's high school system. Within
its boundaries a full range of academic, social, economic and political considerations exist
to characterize and influence the education of adolescent youth. These same considerations
are notable and in operation in many of the large urban high school systems throughout the
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country. While each school system is unique with its own set of regional characteristics,
there are also common demographic and academic traits. Prominent among these is the
large minority student population that dominates high school enrollment. Insufficient
preparedness m basic mathematics skills among minority high school students is another.
The high dropout rate is still another. As in New York City, minority students in large
U.S. cities are advancing to secondary schools without the necessary preparation to pursue
traditional academic high school mathematics coursework successfully.
There are contrasts in student mathematics performance among the high schools in the
New York City school system which bear a striking resemblance to the wide variation in
SAT median mathematics scores in state school systems nationwide. At one extreme, there
are high schools in New York City where an essential course in 10th or 11th Year
Mathematics cannot be offered because there is an insufficient number of students with the
prerequisite knowledge base to fill a single class. In contrast, at the other end of the
spectrum, in two of the nation's most successful public high schools, Bronx High School
of Science and Stuyvesant High School, all juniors take 11th Year mathematics (as many
as 20 full-size classes) and both schools have consistently dominated the proportion of
National Merit Scholarship and Westinghouse Science awards.18 The irony of these
mathematics achievement comparisons is that at both extremes the traditional three-year
mathematics sequence of courses is in place with a sufficiency of qualified mathematics
teachers to provide the necessary instruction. What appears to be the basic deterrent to
improved mathematics performance for schools at the low end of the achievement scale is
the increasing shortage

of students

who

are academically prepared to engage

successfully in the traditional mathematics courses of study as they enter high school.
The problem is the most serious in New York City high schools with predominant
minority populations because of the apparent severe mathematics teacher shortage that
prevails at the local middle and junior high schools from which the high schools draw their
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entering student populations*

Invariably,

students

from

these

feeder

schools

enter their neighborhood high schools with a very poor foundation in mathematics and
have almost no chance of being enrolled or succeeding in traditional 3-year high school
mathematics programs. Instead, students' poor mathematics preparation inevitably leads
them to a trail of high school "remediation" which rarely provides the basis for continued
and advanced mathematics coursework beyond the two years (mathematics competency)
required for high school graduation in New York City.
The CMSP, focusing its research and development efforts on the high school level,
has recognized the enormous difficulty of trying to rectify the problems of mathematics
teacher shortages at inner city junior high and middle schools, a problem of enormous
proportion. Solving this problem will require huge investments of funds for teacher
training over long periods of time with no assurance that such efforts (which have been
tried before) will provide a workable solution. In contrast, the high schools provide a
working academic setting and a sufficiency of qualified mathematics teachers to research,
develop, and test curriculum based models.

*

Student underprepareness for precollege mathematics upon high school entry strongly suggests
inadequate or discontinuities in mathematics instruction at middle and junior high school levels

CHAPTER 2
A LOOK AT RELEVANT NATIONAL AND NEW YORK CITY
MATHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT DATA

2A

Minority Engineering Data and Their Implication
The underrepresentation of minorities in the professional fields is a reflection of

students choice of college major, the foundations they attained in high school, and their
progress and achievement in their chosen four to eight year program of college study.
Students who elect to pursue engineering college study invariably take and excel in three
years of science (biology, chemistry and physics) and four years of mathematics including
algebra, geometry, trigonometry, precalculus and the rudiments of calculus. Not only is
four years of high school mathematics study required for enrollment in engineering and
science based college study, it is also required for the fundamental core of mathemathics
coursework in most college programs of study during the first two years of college.
In comparison to other undergraduate programs of study, engineering is a rigorous
four year program course of study whose structure and content is built upon a mathematics
core. Success in the first two years, for engineering college majors, is highly dependent
on students' mathematics proficiency gained in high school and their capacity to endure
the rigor of the four consecutive college semesters of the Calculus, Differential Equations
and Engineering Mathematics.

Coincident with mastery of this mathematics core,

engineering majors must also enroll and achieve in Chemistry and Physics courses whose
principles and concepts are bound in the abstractions of the Calculus and higher order
mathematics.
The high demand for technical and scientific personnel during the last decade has been
paralleled by a sharp increase in the number of students who major in engineering
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and science.1 Both minority high school students and the greater high school populations
have recognized the value of a rewarding and high paying scientific and technical career.
The average starting salary for new engineering graduates with no work experience was
$25,000 in 1985--and students

flocked to the nation's engineering colleges in

unprecedented numbers in the last decade.2 Minority students' gravitation to engineering
colleges has been carefully documented by the Engineering Manpower Commission and
analyzed by the National Action Council for Minorities in Engineering (NACME) since
1973. These longitudinal data plus National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)
data and the Profiles of College Bound Seniors, compiled annually since 1971 by the
College Board, in addition to data on high school mathematics enrollment and achievement
in New York City public high schools provide a broad data base on which to make
comparisons and draw conclusions on the disparity in mathematics course enrollment and
achievement by minority high school students.
Because the engineering college program is so closely aligned to mathematics and
because of the uniformity of the curriculum among engineering colleges, engineering
college enrollment and graduation data can provide a stable statistical context in which to
examine minority student enrollment and graduation as compared to the general student
population. The Engineering Manpower Commission (EMC), under the aegis of the
American Society of Engineering Societies (AAES), documents engineering college
enrollment and graduation at colleges accredited by the Accreditation Board for
Engineering and Technology (ABET) on a yearly basis.3
The EMC has been compiling engineering enrollment and graduation data for Black,
Hispanic and American Indian students since 1973. In January of 1982, a comprehensive
report by the American Association of Engineering Societies (AAES) examined EMC data
in the context of Black, Hispanic American Indian and Asian/Pacific Islander enrollment
and graduation over a nine year period—1973 to 1981.4

The longitudinal data enabled
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the analysis of enrollment versus graduation for each of the four ethnic groups. In the
report enrollment data show that the retention of Blacks at the nation's engineering
colleges "appears to be a serious problem". The report continues:

Although it is not possible to tell from the gross numbers exactly how many
individual students who enter as freshmen in engineering receive their
baccalaureate degrees four or five years later, one can look at the total number of
entering freshmen and compare that with the number of graduates, say, five
years later, bearing in mind that the graduating class may not be made up of only
those students who entered as freshman engineering students four years earlier.
For Black students, the numbers show that 1978 graduates were only 42
percent of the entering freshman class in 1973 and 1981 graduates were only 33
percent of the entering freshman class four years earlier in 1976.5

While the report did not draw any similar conclusions about Hispanic or American
Indian engineering studepts, the enrollment and graduation data presented in the report
indicate that for these two ethnic groups a serious retention problem also exists.

The

report states:

Of the nearly 63,000 graduates who received baccalaureate degrees in
engineering in 1981, all minorities accounted for 8.3 percent, while Blacks,
Hispanics and American Indians taken as a group accounted for only 4.7 percent
of the group.6

The disparity between Black, Hispanic, American Indian and Asian/Pacific Islander
engineering students is clearly shown in the above data analysis. On the basis of 1980
census data. Black, Hispanic and American Indian students accounted for 25% of the
college age population, yet their representation as engineering graduates in 1981 was just
4.7%.

By contrast, students classified as Asian/Pacific Islanders in the report were

overrepresented in engineering degrees earned in 1981 with 3.6% of the total compared
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with their 2 % representation in the college age population-again on the basis of 1980
census data.
The AAES report does not make any general comparisons on retention between Black,
Hispanic and American Indian students to the larger population, however, sufficient data
are available from the NACME 1985 Annual Renon to assemble a graphical account.7
Figure 3 is a graphical representation of engineering enrollment and graduation from the
academic years 1970/71 to 1984/85.
The lower half of the graph details freshman enrollment of Black, Hispanic and
American Indian students as individual groups and also their figures are combined to give
totals for minority freshman enrollment and graduation.

By utilizing straight line

comparisons between freshman enrollment and graduation four years later-e.g., 1974 and
1978, 1975 and 1979, 1976 and 1980, etc.--an average graduation rate for minority
students of approximately 35% is obtained. This average graduation figure has to be
qualified as not being wholly accurate because, as noted previously, the students counted
in their freshman year and those graduating may not be entirely the same students. If
transfers into and out of the four-year engineering program affect a substantial part of the
total enrollment, this information could have a marked affect on the legitimacy of the data
as it is presently compiled. Taking this factor into account and making the assumption that
the transfer rate is not appreciably different between minority students and the larger
engineering population, (this may be a large assumption) a general comparison can be
made on minority student retention in engineering colleges.
The top half of Figure 3 shows total freshman engineering enrollments and graduates
(including the minority students represented in the bottom part of the graph—but not
including students from the University of Puerto Rico). Utilizing the same technique for
calculating minority students graduation rate it is found that the average graduation rate.
for the larger engineering population was 70% or twice that of minority students whose
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graduation

wag 35%. Actually, the difference is probably somewhat higher because

the larger population data include minority students whose lower graduation rate reduced
the overall graduation rate.
In looking at the graphical data, a number of statistical patterns and trends come to
bean

Ereshman enrollments for Black, Hispanic and America Indian students
increased substantially over the academic year periods from 1973/74 rn
1980/81. The almost fourfold increase by minority students-from 2,987 to
11,116-during this time was more than twice as great as the increase for the
larger population which during the same period of time grew from 51,925
to 115,280. The same dramatic increases occurred with minority graduates
which rose from 1,256 in 1973 to 3,817 in 1985, a rise of greater than
200%. This is in contrast to a 77% increase (from 43,086 graduates in
1974 to 76,576 in 1985) by the larger engineering student population.

2)

Freshman enrollments for both minority students and the larger population
peaked in the 1981/82 academic year to 115,280 for the larger population to
11,116 (9.6% of the total) for minority students.

3)

There has been a steady decline in engineering freshman enrollments since
the peak year of 1981/82. In the larger population, freshman enrollments
decreased 10,906 students from 115,280 to 104,374 in 1984/85, a 9.5%
drop. For minority students the percentage decrease was less. During the
three years following the peak at 11,116 in 1981/82, freshman enrollments
declined by 522 students to 10,594, the equivalent of a 4.7% decrease.
Almost all of the decreases in the total minority student freshman enrollment
are accounted for by declines in Black student enrollment-from 7,016 in the
peak year of 1981/82 to 6,245 in 1984/85 for a reduction of 722 students,
an 11 % drop. This number is larger than the 522 drop registered for the
total minority enrollment figure, however slight increases in Hispanic
student freshman enrollments account for the differences in the Black and
total minority student freshman declines.
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4)

During the period of declining enrollments from 1982/83 to 1984/85, the
graduation rate for the larger student population increased from 66,652 to
76,576 a 15% increase. At the same time minority student graduates
increased from 3,007 to 3,817, a 26% increase.

Looking at the overall data there are signs of both encouragement and dismay. The
encouraging signs are the dramatic increases in minority freshman enrollment and
graduations that have occurred since 1973 in the nation's engineering colleges—over a
threefold increase was realized with each minority group. Much of the progress in
increasing minorities in engineering can be attributed to a national concern expressed by
the private sector in consort with the nation's engineering colleges.
111 1973> the national minority engineering effort (as it has been called since its
inception), supported almost exclusively by a group of large industrial corporations and the
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, initiated a comprehensive program effort to identify and
counsel minority students towards engineering college study.7 Since then a myriad of
precollege and college oriented programs have evolved, each with a common purpose-to
increase minority engineering student enrollment and graduation. These programs have
operated

under the aegis of over 150 engineering colleges located in every major

geographic region of the country. The national effort has been focused by the National
Action Council for Minorities in Engineering (NACME), which in 1986 had on its Board
of Directors the executives of 19 industrial corporations in the top 100 of The Fortune 500
listing, including E.I. du Pont de Nemours, Exxon, AT&T, United States Steel, Hewlett
Packard, General Electric, General Motors, RCA and General Dynamics, among others.8
While NACME has provided a central focus and a national outlook for the minority
engineering effort (including the organization of an annual forum to highlight the national
efforts, program accomplishments and goals, the establishment of a network of resource
and program development and the administration and award of NACME scholarship funds
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to minority students enrolled in engineering colleges), the actual work with students has
been undertaken by college and precollege programs guided by the principles and contexts
of the National Association of Minority Program Administrators (NAMEPA) and the
National Association of Precollege Directors (NAPD).9*10 These two national
organizations, whose programs are supported almost exclusively by funds and grants from
the private sector, provide guidance and academic supportive services to a significant
portion of the minority students enrolled in engineering colleges and to thousands of
minority high school students with an interest in pursuing engineering college programs of
study. These two national program efforts are quite substantial and are the direct result of
the formation of the national minority engineering effort, itself initiated in 1973. It is
generally recognized in the engineering education community that the significant rise in
minority engineering college enrollment and graduation would not have occurred without
the concerted efforts at the national level, through NACME, and at the regional and local
levels through the work of NAMEPA and NAPD programs.
The less encouraging sign of the last decade in national minority engineering program
efforts is the persistent two-to-one difference in graduation rate between engineering
minority students and the larger majority engineering student population. The steady (and
average) 35% graduation rate for minority engineering students coupled with the decreases
in minority freshman enrollment in engineering colleges in the last three years is bound to
adversely impact the significant progress that has been made to gain parity in minority
engineering graduates since 1973. With fewer minority students coming into the pipeline
and a continually lower rate of graduation, closing the wide gap in the forseeable future
between minority and non-minority engineering students would appear to be difficult. The
lower enrollments will eventually have an effect on the number of students graduating and
unless some new approach is taken to better prepare minority students for engineering
college study, the national minority engineering effort will be characterized by a leveling
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off of minority engineering graduates. Minority engineering data show that this is already
happening.
Tfo

swccssfyl completion qf an engineering college program is fundamentally

functiQn pf a student's mathematical proficiency. Other factors such as social adaptation,
financial considerations, perserverance and a general interest in science and technology
may also contribute to success or failure at engineering college. However, the heavy
mathematics conceptual framework and emphasis on mathematical problem solving
embodied in engineering college coursework requires

that prospective engineering

students have both the mathematics proficiency and the capacity to compete academically
in a rigorous and demanding four years college study.
Reviewing the minority engineering graduation data, it can be argued that, in large
P311’ the problem of lower retennon stems from a general underpreparedness of minority
freshmen as they begin their course of engineering college study, in particular, their
mathematics background and proficiency.

Given the predominance of mathematics in

engineering college coursework, the argument is consistent with the widely accepted fact
that the quality of a student's academic preparation at the time of college entry is the maior
determinant for success in college.11 The argument, if valid, has serious consequences
for future efforts directed at increasing minority engineering student enrollment and
graduates.
The implications are clear—unless the pool of minority high school students who enroll
and achieve in precollege mathematics is substantially increased, progress towards the goal
of fair representation of minority students in engineering college, and ultimately in the
engineering profession, will be difficult to realize. It also follows that increasing the pool
of minority students proficient in precollege mathematics will be dependent on the public
school systems' increasing student mathematics achievement overall. In the long term, a
genuine solution to the problem will require that disparities in mathematics achievement
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between minority and non-minority students be reduced to insignificance.
The current state of minority student enrollment and achievement in precollege
mathematics is not encouraging either at the high school level or in the mathematics
foundation building years at the elementary and junior high schools. National mathematics
assessment data tend to be general and give only slight indications of achievement
differences between minority and non-minority students in mathematics. Taken as a whole
the national data do not present the extremes which are demonstrated in engineering college
performance-e.g., the two-to-one differences in minority and non- minority graduation
rates.
Disparities in performance in mathematics do indeed exist and correlate with the wide
differerences in minority and non-minority graduation rates when examined in the context
of mathematics achievement at the high end (scores of 90% and above) rather than general
or average mathematics performance data. Engineering college majors are more likely to
be high mathematics achievers. For example, comparing the number of minority students
who score above 600 on the SAT-Math and College Board mathematics Achievement
Tests with the performance of non-minority students on the same tests would yield data
that would be relevant to minority engineering student retention and graduation. Likewise,
inferences could also be made by looking at national and local mathematics assessment data
and determining high mathematics performance differences between minority and
non-minority students. And thirdly, examining mathematics exam data of New York City
students, where the structure and organization of of the high school system are along racial
lines, a clearer picture of the disparity in mathematics achievement for minority students
can be obtained.
By analysis of upper level precollege mathematics achievement data at national and
local levels it may be surmised that the current enrollment and retention patterns of
minority students in engineering colleges is

commensurate

with

the

inadequate
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levels of mathematics achievement that prevail for minority students with much less
academic preparation at the precollege level. And because of this, a larger percentages of
minonty students is opting to pursue engineering college study than their non-minority
counterparts. There is currently
students

national concern about the growing number of

in need of mathematics remediation who are applying to engineering

colleges—some estimates are as high as 30% of the entering freshman population12. What
proportion of these underprepared students are minority is currently not available from
existing minority engineering data.
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National Mathematics Assessment Data, SAT-Math and Achievement Tew
A national perspective on the differences in mathematics achievement between minority

and non-minority students can be obtained by examining the results of the mathematics
assessment of the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), and the annual
SAT and Achievement Data from the College Board.

National Assessment of Educational Progress Mathematics Assessment:
In an analysis of the results of the third NAEP Mathematics Assessment at the
secondary school, mathematics achievement differences are apparent between White,
Black and Hispanic students.13

And the differences widen as student age increases.

Table 1 summarizes the NAEP data, showing the mathematics performance of White,
Black and Hispanic students taking NAEP test exercises in 1978 and again in 1982,
including net change in performance in the two test years. While the 15 and 10 point
differences that exist between 17-year old Black, Hispanic and White students respectively
show that White students do better on the NAEP tests, the NAEP data in itself is not
conclusive in demonstrating wide disparity in math performance. In fact the gains made
by Black and Hispanic 13 year olds on the 1982 test were significant (+6.5%) compared to
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13 year old White students whose performance gains were limited to 3.2%. This suggests
that the gap in math performance narrowed for 13-year olds.

Mean Changes in Performance for White. Black, and Hispanic Students
Age 9
Average
Performance
1978
1982

Nation
White
Black
Hispanic

55.4%
58.1
43.1
46.6

56.4%
58.8
45.2
47.7

Age 13
Average
Change
Perf
1.0%

0.7
2.1
1.1

Performance
1978
1982

56 6%
59.9
41.7
45.4

60.5%
63.1
48.2
51.9

Age 1 7
Average
Change
Perf

3.9%*
3.2*
6.5*
6.5

Performance
1978
1982

60 4%
63.2
43.7
48.5

60.2%
63 1
45 0
49.4

Change
Perf
-0 2%
-0 2

1 3
0.9

•Change is significant at the 05 level

TABLE 1
Reprinted with permission from the Mathematics Teacher.

However, the weakness of the NAEP statistics in trying to show disparity is that the
data are averaged on the "basis of the mathematical performance of a representative national
sample of over 70,000 9-, 13- and 17-year olds taking NAEP tests that include 250-450
mathematics exercises covering a wide range of basic mathematics objectives".14 Because
of this, 10-15 point differences in White/Black mathematics performance can take on a
variety of meaning and not necessarily show that a severe problem or wide educational
disparity exists. If taken as a trend that will continue in later years, the gains made by
Black and Hispanic 13 year olds could be construed to mean that the difference in math
performance of White versus Black and Hispanic students that currently exists in the
NAEP data will be narrowed considerably in the future. This scenario is a possibility, but
is unlikely because of the nation's growing shortages of licensed and qualified math
teachers across the spectrum of grade levels.15

The complexities of inner city
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socioeconomics will tend to amplify difficulties in school systems that are predominantly
Black and Hispanic, and because of this, future gains in student mathematical achievement
m these schools generally will be less prevalent and more difficult to attain.
The NAEP data are useful for compiling a longitudinal study which, over the course of
time, might indicate student age groups that are vulnerable to lower perfoimance in
mathematics. For example, in Table 1 the data for 13 year olds show a much larger net
change in math performance than for 17 year olds. If the 1982 gains for 13 year olds do
not hold constant when the next NAEP math assessment is done (when the new group of
students is 17 years old) it might suggest that the transition from the middle school to high
school is a break point in data compilation and reduction that needs to be further refined or
changed considerably. For example, is reasonable comparative data obtained when
similar mathematical exercises are given to students of different age groups even though
the curriculum content and emphasis given to each age group are quite different? In fact,
one of the reasons why the 13 year old group may have done better than either the 9 or 17
year olds is because the NAEP mathematics exercises more closely resemble the type of
mathematical coursework that 13 year olds are taking at the time of the NAEP mathematics
assessment.

This is especially true for arithmetic topics where memorization and

familiarity with the content of the material plays a major role in how students perform on
tests. In this context, the computational aspects of middle school mathematics instruction
and classroom practices which lead to "teaching to the test" can weigh heavily on objective
type exercises such as those used in the NAEP mathematics assessment exercises.

College Board Data
SAT data looked at from a longitudinal perspective show that during the period from
1976 to 1985 Black college bound seniors gained 14 points on the SAT-Math (332 to
346). In the same period White students had a net loss of 2 points on SAT-Math (493 to
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491). There were also reasonable large gains made on the SAT-Math by Puerto Rican
students (401 to 409) and Mexican American students (410 to 426). Although the gains
made by minority students were substantial, the relatively small change in SAT-Math
scores of all students (472 to 475) over the 1976-1985 period indicates that a threshold in
SAT-Math performance has been reached and that incremental gains by Black/Hispanic
students in the future will lessen.

(Table 2 shows College Board longitudinal data by

ethnic group.)
As in the NAEP data, the SAT-Math performance gains for Black/Hispanic students
are notable, however, when direct comparisons of the SAT-Math test scores are made
between White and Black/Hispanic students, the wide disparities in student math test
performance become very apparent.

In 1985 there was a 115-point

difference,

in

SAT-Math scores between White and Black students-491 vs. 376. The differences in
scores were smaller between White and Puerto Rican students-491 vs. 409 and between
White and Mexican American students-491 vs. 426, but as a measure of comparison the
differences show a significantly wide disparity.
When the SAT-Math scores were examined in the context of the college bound student
profiles compiled by the College Board, the differences between and Black/Hispanic
SAT-Math scores become more focused and considerably more serious when analyzed.
In the College Board's Profiles. College Bound Seniors. 1985. the latest and final annual
College Board report summarizes students' backgrounds and performance by racial/ethnic
group and sex, based on the Admissions Testing Program (ATP).16
The comprehensiveness of the College Board "Profiles 1985" report allows the issue
of disparity in Black/Hispanic math achievement to be examined from a number of
different perspectives, especially as it relates to high scores on SAT-Math and Mathematics
Achievement Tests Level 1 and 2. Comparison and analysis of these high math score
intervals, plus examination of the scores within the group of students who stated that
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SAT® Averages by Ethnic Group, 1976-1985
SAT-Verbal
76*

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

American Indian

388

390

387

386

390

391

388

388

390

392

Asian-American

414

405

401

396

396

397

398

395

398

404

Black

332

330

332

330

330

332

341

339

342

346

Mexican-American

371

370

370

370

372

373

377

375

376

382

Puerto Rican

364

355

349

345

350

353

360

358

358

368

White

451

448

446

444

442

442

444

443

445

449

Other

410

402

399

393

394

388

392

386

388

391

All Students

431

429

429

427

424

424

426

425

426

431

SAT-Mathematical
76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

American Indian

420

421

419

421

426

425

424

425

427

428

Asian-American

518

514

510

511

509

513

513

514

519

518

Black

354

357

354

358

360

362

366

369

373

376

Mexican-American

410

408

402

410

413

415

416

417

420

426

Puerto Rican

401

397

388

388

394

398

403

403

405

409

White

493

489

485

483

482

483

483

484

487

491

Other

458

457

450

447

449

447

449

446

450

448

All Students

472

470

468

467

466

466

467

468

471

475

1976 is the first year for which SAT scores by ethnic group are available.

Source:

The College Board.
TABLE 2
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engineering was their first choice of an intended area of college study, solidifies the data
which show wide disparity in math achievement for minorities and partially explains their
lower graduation rates in engineering colleges-i.e., 35%.
Direct comparisons of S AT-Math achievement over a range of test intervals is shown
in Table 3 categorized by White, Black, Puerto Rican and Mexican American college
bound high school seniors. The one difference that is immediately apparent in the data is
the larger number of White SAT test takers (678,942) as compared to Blacks and
Hispanics (94,867). The Black/Hispanic total represents less than 10% of the total college
bound

senior population-977,361 (including White, Asian/Pacific American and

remaining test takers who did not report their ethnicity and those who classified themselves
as Other and were not assigned to the designated ethnic groups that were included in
Profiles, College Bound Seniors 1985V The smaller number of Black/Hispanic SAT
takers is of importance in the analysis of data, because on the basis of the 1980 census,
Blacks and Hispanics made up almost 21% of the nation's 15 to 19 year old population.17
In particular, the much smaller percentage of Black students taking the SAT argues
strongly that academic underpreparation was a key factor for not taking the SAT while
national data indicate an increase in the percentage of Black high school graduates. In
1982 the percent of Black and White students age 18-19 years graduating from high school
showed only a twelve point difference-64% for Whites and 52% for Blacks-while in
1974 there was a 17 point spread.18 It can be assumed that students who complete high
school and satisfy requirements for graduation and understand the benefits that accrue
with a college education will probably consider college as an option beyond high school
and would take the SAT. Using this assumption, then the major deterrent to taking the
SAT is student underpreparedness for the subject matter on the test. If this assumption is
true, then the disparity between Black and White SAT test takers will continue to
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L28S SAT-MATH

TESTSCORRS

750 - 800
700 - 749
650 - 699

WHTTR
N
%.

BLACK
2L

ft

DATA comparisons

MEX. AMRR.
U

3l

P. RICAN
JL 3sl

TOTAL BI7HTSP
_M_ ft

5,804(1%)

27 (0%)

25 (0%)

12 (0%)

64

(.07%)

20,318(3%)

157 (0%)

131 (1%)

55 (1%)

343

(.4%)

38,257 (6%)

511 (1%)

328 (2%)

121 (2%)

960

(1.0%)

600 - 649

64,716(10%)

1,212 (2%)

746 (4%)

284 (4%)

2,242

(2.3%)

550 - 599

92,991 (14%)

2,654 (4%)

1368 (8%)

495 (7%)

4317

(4.7%)

500 - 549

105,104(15%)

4,499 (6%)

1,913 (11%)

663 (9%)

7,075

(7.5%)

327,190 (49%)

9,060 (13%)

4311 (26%)

1,630(23%)

1985 SAT-MATH COMPOSITE

DATA

TEST SCORES

WHITE

BLACK

N

678,942

70,156

17,246

7,465

Mean

490

376

426

405

S.D.

113

97

107

111

MEX. AMER

TABLE 3

15,201 (16%)

P.RICAN

TOTAL BL/HISP.

94,889
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occur—e.g., the College Board Profiles of College Bound Seniors for 1984 and 1985
showed 1,100 less Black students took the SAT in 1985 than in 1984.19
The disparity in math achievement between White and Black/Hispanic students is
compelling when the upper end SAT-Math achievement data shown in Table 3 are
examined. In the analysis of this high end SAT-Math test data, the 500-549 range is used
as an arbitrary reference score for two basic reasons; 1) it is above the 475 national average
of all students and 2) it is slightly below the mean score (556) of all students who selected
engineering as a first choice of intended area for college study.
The SAT-Math achievement differences for White and Black/Hispanic students are
dramatic in comparing test scores of 500 and over and become extremely poignant when
comparisons are made at each higher level score interval.

The composite data shown in

Table 3 show that the ratio between White student test takers (678,942) and Black/Hispanic
test takers (94,889) is approximately seven to one. Using this ratio a comparison can be
made showing the SAT-Math percentage margins between White and Black/Hispanic
students.

Accordingly, the percentage of White students scoring 500 and above was

approximately three times the percentage of Black/Hispanic students scoring 500 and
above.

At test scores of 600 and above the percentage margin was five times

and the

disparity grew more extreme in scores of 700 and above where the percentage margin
between White and Black students was nine-to-one. In absolute terms, there were only
407 Black/Hispanic students nationwide that scored 700 and above on the SAT-Math.
The same vast contrasts appeared in a tabulation of the College Board's 1985
Mathematics Achievement Tests, Levels 1 and 2.

Table 4 shows comparisons of

aggregate scores for White and Black/Hispanic students for test score intervals of 500 and
above, 600 and above, and 700 and above. As with the SAT-Math, there are extremely
wide disparities

between

White and

Black/Hispanic students.

note that although only 79 Black/Hispanic
Mathematics Achievement

It is interesting to

students scored 700 and above on the

Test Level 1, about

three

times that

number, 243,
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1 985 MATH ACHIEVEMENT LEVEL 1 & 2 COMPARISONS
BETWEEN WHITE & B L A :k/hispANIC STUDENTS

TEST SCORES

WHITE
N ft

black

MEX. AMER.
ii
.ft

2L _ft

TQT.. BL/HISP.
tL ft

P. RICAN
Ji 3sl

Math Level 1
7

(0%)

4

(1%)

17 (.2%)

(1%)

21

(1%)

14

(2%)

62 (.7%)

107

(2%)

81

(3%)

22

(16%)

328

(7%)

191

(7%)

82 (13%)

19,529

(19%)

571 (12%)

321 (12%)

108 (17%)

1,000 (12%)

21,362

(21%)

946 (20%)

534 (20%)

147 (23%)

1,627 (20%)

1,985 (42%)

1,155 (43%)

377

(59%)

3,517 (42.9%;

750 - 800

909

(1%)

6

700 - 749

3,487

(4%)

27

650 - 699

9,881

(10%)

600-649

15,988

550 - 599
500-549

71,156 (71%)

(0%)

(3%)

210

(3%)

601

(7%)

Math Level 2
750 - 800

5,379

(18%)

49

(5%)

33

(6%)

16

(13%)

98

(6%)

700 - 749

5,794

(19%)

86

(8%)

47

(9%)

12

(9%)

145

(9%)

650 - 699

6,979

(23%)

141

(14%)

100

(19%)

24

(19%)

265

(16%)

600 - 649

6334

(21%)

222

(22%)

115

(21%)

27

(21%)

364

(22%)

3,643

(12%)

206

(20%)

111

(21%)

27

(21%)

344

(20%)

550 - 599

1312

(4%)

114

(11%)

55

(10%)

9

(7%)

178

500 - 549

(11%)

29,441

(97%)

818 (80%)

"461* (86%)

TABLE

4

Tl5

(89%)

1,394 (84%)
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did so on the Mathematics Achievement Test Level 2.

For White students the ratio was

5-to-l for test scores of 750 and over between the Level 1 and Level 2 test. This was
probably an indication of the confidence level of thestudents who elected to take the Level
2 test. Since high achievement on the more difficult Level 2 test is of greater value to
students as they seek admission to competitive colleges, there is little need to take the less
rigorous Level 1 test.

This supposition is confirmed by the fact that 78% of the

contingent of all students who took the Mathematics Achievement Test Level 2 scored
600 or higher, while on the Mathematics Achievement Test Level 1 only 29% scored in
the 600 and above range.
Another problematic occurrence in the Mathematics Achievement Level I test is that
483 less Black students took the Mathematics Achievement Test Level 1 in 1985 as in 1984
(4,746 vs. 5,229)--10% less-which is a substantial drop in test takers. (See Tables 5 and
6.) It remains to be seen in future years whether this drop off is the start of a downward
trend or simply an isolated anomaly in 1985. It is a statistic that needs to be closely
monitored because it could be indicative of further weakness in

secondary school

mathematics programs for Black students.
In contrast to the Mathematics portion of the SAT, the College Board Mathematics
Achievement Tests Levels 1 and 2 are more reflective of the content of the secondary
school curriculum, in particular algebra, geometry and trigonometry. Therefore, student
performance on these tests is more dependent on student enrollment and achievement in the
traditional mathematics courses given in high school as part of the academic and precollege
programs. Because of the closer tie to the secondary math curriculum, it is possible that
students who take the achievement tests are more likely to score higher than they do on the
SAT-Math.
The lower performance of Black/Hispanic students on the Mathematics Achievement
Tests is a better indicator than the SAT that underpreparation for the test is a key factor
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Ii>84 COMPOS1TF. hat A

E-Q R MATH ACH1RVF.MF.nt JLLA1A
LEVELS

1*2

MATH LEVEL 1

WHITg

black

MEX. AMER

P- RICAN

102,855

5,229

2,438

630

Mean

546

481

486

510

S.D.

90

87

89

93

N

TOT. BL/HISP.

8,297

MATH LEVEL 2

N
Mean
S.D.

WHITE

BLACK

MEX. AMER

P. RICAN

29,113

954

390

142

661

577

603

543

89

107

105

97

TABLE 5

TOT. BL/HISP.

1,486
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lass

COMPQS1TF.

DATA

E-QR MATH AOHIF.VF.MF.NT TESTS
LEVELS 1A2

MATH LEVEL 1

WHITE

BLACK

MEX. AMER

P. RICAN

100,458

4,746

2,964

640

Mean

544

478

483

511

S.D.

89

85

87

91

N

TOT. BL/HISP

8,080

MATH LEVEL 2

WHITE

BLACK

MEX. AMER

P. RICAN

30,768

1,023

539

128

Mean

660

581

598

620

S.D.

87

106

99

101

N

TABLE 6

TOT. BL/HISP.

1,890
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explaining the lower test scores. However, although the SAT is described as a test of
developed ability and not necessarily a measure of what has been learned in the
mathematics classroom, students also need to have a basic knowledge and proficiency in
arithmetic, algebra and geometry in order to test well on the mathematics portion of the
SAT. Thus it can be surmised that the great disparity in performance noted above, that
exists between Black/Hispanic students and their White counterparts on the S AT-Math and
the Mathematics Achievement Tests is primarily a function of differences in the
mathematics instructional programs available to both constituents of students-which, in
the major urban areas of the country, are racially, economically and ethnically segregated.20
Another important set of data included in the College Board’s Profiles. Collie. Rmmri
Senior^ 198$ are student responses to their first choice of college major. Table 7 shows
first choice of an intended college major among groups of White, Black,
Mexican-American and Puerto Rican students and their respective S AT-Math scores in the
25th, 50th and 75th percentiles. The data are revealing in that a greater proportion of male
students than female students selected engineering as their first choice of a college major.
This was the case for both White and Black/Hispanic students where 82% of the males
chose engineering in contrast to less than 14% of the females. Engineering still remains a
field of college study which is predominantly male.
A major clue as to why Black/Hispanic students graduate from engineering colleges at
less than half the rate than their White counterparts can be obtained by comparing the
SAT-Math percentiles. However, before developing an argument along these lines, the
data must be qualified. Because of the thrust of the national minority engineering effort
and the vigorous affirmative action recruitment by engineering colleges in the last decade it
must be assumed that most minority students who selected engineering as their first choice
college major eventually enrolled as engineering college majors. This is a fairly safe
assumption considering that the 1984/85 first year enrollment figure of 10,594 for minority
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1985 SAT MATH SCORES FOR SENIORS WHO CHOSE ENGINEERING FIRST
AS THEIR INTENDED AREA OF COLLEGE STUDY

E 3&HSICI 'AGES

SAT-MATH PERCENTILES

MALE

FEMALE

TOTAL

25TH

50TH

75TH

WHITE

66,855
(20.2%)

11,263
(3.1%)

78,118
(11.2%)

488

570

596

BLACK

6,081
(20.1)

2,126
(4.6)

8,207
00.7)

345

430

514

MEXICAN 2,000
AMER.
(22.7)

423
(4.2)

2,423
(12.9)

408

491

571

PUERTO
RICAN

678
(19.2)

112
(2.5)

790
(9.8)

381

478

570

8,759

2,661

10,630

Table 7
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students in the nation's engineering colleges approximated the 1984 minority SAT takers
(11,168) who selected engineering as their first choice of college major. Note that in this
approximation that two-thirds of the students who entered full time coUege study each year
took the SAT 21 which increased the pool of available minority engineering candidates to
approximately 16,000. Assuming further that acceptance in the chosen major was at a
70% rate, then the number of intended engineering college majors was close to the number
that actually enrolled as first year engineering college students. These assumptions appear
to hold for White students also.
It is a given that the stronger a student’s mathematics background and proficiency the
better the student s chances are for successfully completing an engineering college program
of study. By examining the data it can be seen that 50% of Black students who considered
engineering as their first choice did not score higher than 430 on the SAT-Math. This is
.140 points below that of White students-50% of whom scored 570 or higher. This is a
strong indicator that Black students who went on to engineering college did so with much
less mathematics preparation and proficiency than their White counterparts and therefore
were more vulnerable to academic difficulties in the heavily weighted mathematics based
courses that occur in first and second year engineering college study.

The same is true

for Puerto-Rican and Mexican American students where the 50th percentile figure on the
SAT-Math is also considerably lower than for White students-478 and 491 respectively.
What may be inferred from the vastly lower SAT-Math scores for prospective
minority student engineering college majors is that more than half enter engineering college
with much less mathematics preparation than White students. This weaker mathematics
background can put minority students in serious academic jeopardy at the very start of
engineering college study. Thereafter, they must struggle to keep up with requisite math
and science based coursework and compete academically with a larger surrounding White
population that has a stronger mathematics foundation.

The mathematics focus is
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especially intensive during the first two years of engineering college study where mastery
of four semesters of calculus establishes the base for almost all of the science based and
engineering coursework required for the Bachelor's degree in engineering. A large
number of Black/Hispanic students who enter engineering college with a less than adequate
mathematics foundation must, as a consequence, experience more difficulty in mastering
engineering coursework. And over a four year period it is reflected in a retention rate for
minority engineering students that is half (35%) that of the larger majority population’s
(70%).

23 Profile of the New York City Public School System and the Renortinr of
School Data Along Ethnic/Racial Lines
The New York City public school system provides a rich and large educational
environment in which to examine student mathematics achievement. The data can be
explored from a racial/ethnic perspective that highlights the disparities in mathematics
achievement for minority students across all grade levels in which standardized testing is
administered. As the nation's largest public school system, New York City had an
enrollment in the 1982/83 academic year of 918,384 students dispersed throughout the
city's 983 different schools located in thirty-three separate community school districts.
Coupled with a diverse student population that extends across economic, ethnic and racial
lines, many of the individual school communities within New York City share a
resemblance to the diversity of school systems that can be found throughout the country.
New York City can indeed be looked at as a microcosm of the nation's urban public school
systems.
At one end of the spectrum, in the New York City public school system, there are
public schools located in middle class neighborhoods where an overwhelming majority of
students are reading and performing in mathematics at or above grade level, and where
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daily attendance is extremely high and truancy and drop out rates are insignificant. In
contrast, in schools located in lower income neighborhoods just the opposite is true.
Across grade levels, and starting as early as the second grade, students who attend these
schools which have predominant Black and Hispanic student populations are behind
grade level in reading and in mathematics. And the achievement gaps widen as students
continue through the middle grades and high school with successively weaker foundations
at each step in the formal process of schooling. The outcome of this steady decline in
student achievement is a prevalence of low attendance, high truancy and extremely low
rates of completion of high school. And for many of the students who do complete high
school, a lack of academic competency severely limits their options for the more rigorous
majors in college or for meaningful employment in the job market place. New York City
high schools with predominant Black and Hispanic populations graduate few students with
the highly regarded New York State "Regents" endorsed diploma that indicates mastery of
traditional precollege courses has been attained.
Demographically, the schools with long histories of lower student achievement are
those which have predominant Black/Hispanic student populations and are located in the
city’s low income neighborhoods which are overwhelmingly populated by Black and
Hispanic people. This demographic pattern exists in New York City as it does in many of
the largest metropolitan areas of the country. In the last decade, in these major urban areas
there has been an increase in the proportion of Black and Hispanic students that makes up
the total school system enrollment.
The phenomenon of a predominant minority public school enrollment can be attributed
to a more youthful Black and Hispanic population and is due also to a White exodus from
the urban public school system. For example, in the New York City public school system,
the proportion of White students in academic comprehensive high schools decreased from
44% (115,180) in 1973 to 29% (68,344) in 1982-reduction of almost 40%. During this
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period, overall academic comprehensive high school enrollment decreased by less than
10%, from 263,214 to 238,299.22

Similar reductions in the White student population

occurred m the Boston public school system during the period between 1970 and 1982
where the White student enrollment diminished from 70% to 36%.23
This pattern of increasing proportion of Black and Hispanic students in the public
school systems of the nation's major urban areas is compelling and is likely to continue in
the future as the nation's school age population becomes increasingly Black and Hispanic.
The trend is suggestive of a distressing turn of events that is establishing racially divided
school communities and an ironic return to the segregated system of schooling that the
United States Supreme Court found to be unequal and discriminatory in the Brown vs.
Board of Education ruling in 1954 24
In 1975, the New York City Board of Education began compiling data in a
comprehensive annual report entitled. School Profiles. The initial School Profiles report,
published in April 1975, provided concise and detailed information on the schools and
student population that comprised K-9 for the years 1973/74. Subsequent reports have
enlarged on the population and have included data and information on the high school
level-reported first in the School Profiles 1974/75 report.
The data compiled in the New York City School Profiles annual series include
information on school enrollment detailed by five ethnic/racial categories: Black, American
Indian, Asian, Hispanic and White. The data and information on K-12 enrollment are
presented in a hierarchy that lists enrollment for: 1) each of the five boroughs of the city,
and 2) each of the school districts within a borough, and 3) each of the schools within the
school district. At each of these areas of compilation, pupil data reported at grade levels
2-9 include test scores in reading and mathematics in terms of percentage of students and
their grade equivalents: at grade level, one year below grade level, and two years below
grade level.

Also included are data on attendance, admissions, and departures,
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promotions, normal aid to families with dependent children, eligibility for free lunch,
staffing patterns, and salary scales,

A

page of the data reported in School

Profile.

to«->«t

for a sample school is shown in Appendix B.
In grades K-9, students enrolled in the New York City public school system attend
school in thirty-three community school districts that are located in the five boroughs of the
city: Manhattan, the Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens and Staten Island. (See map in Figure 4.)
The high school system consisting of 112 high schools, is not part of the
thirty-threecommunity school district arrangement, but is organized as a separate division
that is governed directly by the New York City Central Board of Education.
In the 1982/83 academic year student enrollment in the K-9 grade levels totaled
627,448, spread among the thirty-three community school districts. The average school
district enrollment was 19,000, bounded by a range of 10,920 at the low end (District 1 in
Manhattan) to 32,608 at the high end (District 10 in the Bronx).

To provide an

appreciation for how the system is patterned along ethnic/racial lines. Table 8 lists students
by total district, enrollment and percent ethnic composition in each of the five boroughs of
the city. A further breakdown of the ethnic/racial student composition at each of the
thirty-three community school districts is shown in Appendices Cl and C2. As shown in
Table 8, the boroughs of Manhattan, the Bronx and Brooklyn had a higher proportion of
Black/Hispanic student enrollments at the elementary (K-6) and junior high/middle school
level (5-9)--82% and 76% respectively than did the boroughs of Queens and Staten Island
whose enrollment of Black/Hispanic students at the same grade levels were 53% and 18%
respectively. The proportion of Black/Hispanic students in a particular district or borough
follows the housing patterns of the city along racial/ethnic lines. For example, District 5 in
Manhattan, located in the heart of Harlem has a population which is almost entirely Black
and Hispanic and its district enrollment of 11,218 students is 99.6% minority with a
composition of 9,253 Black students and 1,910 Hispanic students. Located just above
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THE COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICTS

Figure 4
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1982/83 SCHOOL DISTRICT ENROLLMENT
IN THE FIVE BOROUGHS OF NEW YORK CITY
INCLUDING NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF BLACK/HISPANIC STUDENTS

5 NYC BOROUGHS
Total Elementary
Total JHS/IS
Total

MANHATTAN DIST. 1-6
Total Elementary
Total JHS/IS
Total

BRONX DIST. 7-12
Total Elementary
Total JHS/IS
Total

TOTAL
enroll.

BLACK &
HISPANIC

435,056

310,324
134,214
444,538

71.3%
69.7%
70.8%

81.6%

85,071

49,319
20.302
69,621

90,755

80,555

mm
627,448

60,409

24,662

% BLACK &
HISPANIC

£2,3%
81.8%

4Q.96Q

-26.511

131,715

117,066

88.7%
89.1%
88.8%

BROOKLYN DIST. 13-23 & 32
Total Elementary
162,161
Total JHS/IS
66.438
Total
228,599

123,266
49.744
173,010

76.0%
74.8%
75.6%

QUEENS DIST, 24-30 & 33
Total Elementary
Total JHS/IS
Total

101,215
48.Q55
149,270

53,454
25.472
78,926

52.8%
53.0%
52.9%

STATEN ISLAND DIST, 31
Total Elementary
Total JHS/IS
Total

20,516
12.277
32,893

3,730
2,185
5,915

18.2%
MMl
18.0%

SOURCE: School Profiles 1982/83. New York City Board of Education

TABLE 8
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District 5 is District 6 in the Washington Heights area which also has a heavy Hispanic and
Black population. District 6's enrollment of 19,391 students is 94.6% minority with
14,811 Hispanic students and 3,538 Black students. The same pattern of heavy
Black/Hispanic student enrollments occurs in the community school districts of the
boroughs of the Bronx and Brooklyn where there are predominantly Black and Hispanic
populated neighborhoods.
A similar pattern of enrollment by racial concentration of White students is found in the
boroughs of Queens and Staten Island where a large majority of the city's White
population resides. Community School District 26, located in the middle class and largely
White populated neighborhood of Flushing, Queens which had a White student enrollment
of 16,523 or 72% of the total enrollment. The pattern of heavy White student enrollment
was the same in the borough of Staten Island where Community School District 31 (the
only community school district in the borough) the White student population represents
82% of the total.

2.4 Standardized Mathematics Testing and Achievement in New York City Community
School Districts 5 and 26
The racial/ethnic data provided by the School Profiles report establishes a base with
which to make comparisons of mathematics achievement data. The data to be examined are
organized by the selection of a school district and a particular junior high school within the
district whose student enrollment is predominantly Black and Hispanic and a comparably
sized district and school enrollment which is predominantly White.
Two districts that fit the demographic characteristics of the data comparisons are
District 5 located in Harlem and District 26 located in the Bayside section of Queens. In
1982/83, both districts had approximately the same size student enrollments--11,2128 in
District 5 and 12,101 in District 26. However, all seventeen elementary and junior
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high/intermediate schools located in District 5 were designated as Chapter 1 schools while
none of the twenty-five schools in District 26 had a Chapter 1 designation.
Chapter 1 designated schools in the New York City public school system qualify to
"...receive additional educational services under Chapter 1 of the Educational
Consolidation Improvement Act (ECIA), if its percentage of low income pupils is equal to
or greater than the city wide percentage of low income pupils."25* In District 5 the
percentage of students eligible to receive reduced cost or free lunches is 85% as compared
to District 26 where it is 28%. Students in District 5 who come from familities receiving
AFDC payments number 6,641 out of the 11,218 total district population-while at District
26, students in this category number only 267 out of the 12,101 total district
population—2%.

See Appendices D1 and D2 for more detailed information on

characteristics of Districts 5 and 26 as reproduced from the pages of the School Profiles
1982/83 report
From an instructional staffing standpoint, there appears to be little difference between
the percent of certified teachers who were teaching mathematics in either of the two
districts. In District 5 it was 94% and in District 26 it was 95%.26 However these data are
deceptive, since certification simply indicates that the districts' teachers who teach
mathematics are certified to teach in the districts' classrooms. Information is not specific
as to whether the licenses of the teachers are for teaching the subject .of
mathematics, or whether they are academically qualified to teach the mathematics CQhr$e.s,
they

are

scheduled

for. This is an important point and must be kept in mind in the

examination of the comparative mathematics achievement data.
Table 9 shows comparative mathematics achievement for all of the students in
Community School District 5 and 26 at grade levels 7, 8 and 9. The data are aggregate
♦The percentage of low income pupils is determined by dividing the school's October 29 1982 register into
the weighted sum of free and reduced cost lunch-eligible pupils enrolled in the school and children aged 5 to
17 receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFCD) payments.
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1982/83 STANDARDIZED MATH TEST SCORE COMPARISONS
BETWEEN COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICTS 5 AND 26

DISTRICT
AT GRADE

5

1 YR.
BELOW

DISTRICT
2 YRS.
below

-N_

AT GRADE
LEVEL

38.2%

1592

51.4%

33.0%

60.7%

42.7%

grade

-£L

LEVEL

7

1692

33.9%

53.8%

8

1065

32.5%

9

300

36.3%

26
1 YR.
below

2 YRS.
BELOW

70.4%

21.9%

15.9%

1367

75.3%

16.7%

9.4%

930

77.2%

20.9%

12.9%

TABLE 9

1982/83 STANDARDIZED MATH TEST SCORE COMPARISONS
BETWEEN MANHATTAN AND QUEENS

MANHATTAN
AT GRADE
GRADE

LEVEL

1 YR.

BELOW

QUEENS
2 YRS.
BELOW

AT-GRADE
JL

LEVEL

1 YR.
below

2 YRS.
BELOW

7

10,568

37.6%

51.6%

38.2%

18,479

53.6%

35.7%

23.8%

8

6,860

44.5%

40.7%

26.8%

15,239

60.2%

26.8%

15.8%

9

4,442

49.4%

47.5%

32.1%

8,010

68.0%

29.1%

18.1%

TABLE 10

SOURCE: School Profiles 1983-83. New York City Board of Education
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1982/83 school year and are organized to show: 1) the number of students taking the test,
2) the percent of students at or above grade level, 3) the percent of students one year
below grade level, and 4) the percent of students two years below grade level.
The mathematics test used by New York City for grade level testing during the three
designated testing years was the Stanford Diagnostic Mathematics Test, a three-part test
that essentially tests a student's proficiency in whole number arithmetic with some
problems that involve basic geometric shapes and properties, simple tables and graphs and
rudimentary measurement problems.27 The disparity in mathematics test performance
between the students in District 5 and 26 is evident in Table 9. At the 9th grade level in
District 5, over 42% of the students tested two years or more below grade level while at
District 26 only 12.9% of the 9th graders showed the same deficiency in test results. The
comparative figures for test scores one year below grade level are just as disparate, with
51.4% of the 8th graders in District 5 scoring in this range as compared to only 16.7% of
the 8th graders in District 26. The differences in test scores for 7th graders show the same
wide contrasts. And a comparison of the average percentage of students at or above grade
level in District 26 shows that it is twice that of District 5 (70% vs. 32%).
The low levels of student mathematics test performance shown in the District 5
mathematics test data are not reflected with the same acuteness when viewed at the borough
level. Table 10 shows the same mathematics test score statistics but with the larger junior
high school population of the borough of Manhattan that includes Community School
District 2. District 2 in Manhattan is noteworthy because of its relatively high White and
Asian student population-28.7 % and 29.1% respectively-for a total of 61%. This is in
contrast to the other five largely Black and Hispanic populated districts in Manhattan where
the White and Asian student population combined does not exceed 13% of the total student
enrollment. The higher mathematics test scores of District 2 alone are sufficient to skew
the data of the total junior high school enrollment in the borough of Manhattan. The
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relatively higher level of mathematics performance of District 2 is indicated in Table 11
along with the singling out of Junior High School 167 located in the middle class
neighborhood of the upper eastside of Manhattan

where

student

mathematics

performance is comparable to the largely White populated junior high schools located in
District 26 in the borough of Queens. The racial/ethnic enrollment proportions of Junior
High School 167 are 42% White, 26% Black, 10% Asian, and 22% Hispanic.
The comparison of two selected junior high schools located in Districts 5 and 26 is
shown in Table 12. The two schools, P.S. 43 in District 5 and P.S. 216 in District 26
have almost the same size enrollments: 1,044 students at P.S. 43 and 1,045 students at
P.S. 216. The mathematics test data show the very wide disparity that exists between the
two schools. At the 9th grade level more than six times as many students in P.S. 43 tested
two years below grade level than at P.S. 216 (47.2% vs. 6.9%). The same extreme
differences exist at the 7th and 8th grades. In the comparison of number of students who
tested at or above grade level, only one-third of the population at P.S. 43 attained this
mean equivalent score whereas greater than 80% of the students at P.S. 216 had test scores
at this level. The disparity in mathematics test scores that exists between these two schools
is consistent when comparisons are made of other junior high schools in school districts
which have predominant Black and Hispanic student populations compared to
predominantly White student populations.
As a further illustration of the low level of Black/Hispanic student mathematics test
performance. Table 13 shows a listing of New York City junior high schools in districts
where Black and Hispanic student enrollment exceeds 94% of the total student
enrollment. The schools have been selected on the basis of size and each has a total
student enrollment in the vicinity of 1,000 students. As can be seen, all of the schools
listed have mathematics test scores in the same low range as exhibited by P.S. 43 in
District 5 in Manhattan.

Typically, the at or above grade level scores range from 28% to
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1982/83 STANDARDIZED MATH TEST SCORE COMPARISONS
BETWEEN COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 2 AND PUBLIC SCHOOL 167

DISTRICT 2
AT GRADE
LEVEL

1 YR.
BELOW

PUBLIC SCHOOL 167
2YRS.

BELQW

£L

LEVEL

1 YR.
BELOW

2 YRS.
BELOW

32.3%

22.8%

457

67.0%

26.3%

16.2%

68.2%

22.6%

14.1%

336

75.6%

17.6%

11.0%

69.4%

28.3%

18.9%

283

62.9%

33.6%

23.0%

grade

N

7

2,042

59.3%

8

1,442

9

1,227

AT. GRADE

TABLE 11

1982/83 STANDARDIZED MATH TEST SCORE COMPARISONS
BETWEEN PUBLIC SCHOOLS 43 AND 216

PUBLIC

AT GRADE
LEVEL

PUBLIC SCHOOL 216

SCHOOL 43
1 YR.
BELOW

2 YRS.
BELOW

1 YR.
BELOW

2 YRS.
BELOW

80.5%

13.9%

10.3%

386

85.1%

10.7%

7.1%

233

84.5%

13.7%

6.9%

CL

GRADE

n

7

460

32.0%

51.3%

34.3%

446

8

275

34.2%

51.6%

33.5%

9

300

36.3%

60.7%

42.7%

TABLE 12

SOURCE: School Profiles 1982-83. New York City Board of Education

ATGRADE
1J.VEL
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CHAPTER 1 JUNIOR HIGH / INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS IN DISTRICTS WITH
GREATER THAN 94% BLACK / HISPANIC ENROLLMENT

/- GRADE

LEVEL
\

DISTRICT
#

SCHOOL
#

TOTAL
ENROLLED

' AT GRADE

U

LEVEL

32

383

1,061

285

84.6%

7.7%

4.2%

32

111

947

214

33.6%

45.3%

27.6%

23

263

949

327

38.8%

41.6%

25.1%

16

324

933

174

28.7%

56.3%

36.2%

13

265

1,048

401

42.9%

43.1%

29.7%

12

167

951

226

38.1%

42.1%

29.6%

9

145

1,054

254

37.8%

41.3%

22.8%

7

162

902

193

33.7%

50.3%

34.2%

6

164

998

442

28.4%

56.2%

42.4%

5

43

1,044

275

34.2%

51.6%

33.5%

117

942

260

42.3%

43.5%

28.5%

4

TABLE 13

SOURCE:

Srhnnl

Profiles 19^*3 New York City Board pf Education

1 YR.
BELOW

2 YRS. '
BELOW
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year or below grade level scores fall within the 40% to 50% range, and the two years or
below grade level scores are in the 22% to 42% range. The single exception in the schools
listed is P.S. 383 located in District 32 in Brooklyn which is a school designated for the
"gifted and talented" and where admission to the school is based on competitive academic
examinations.28

2.5 Arithmetic Test Data for a Sample of Entering 9th Year Students at Eight CMSP
Participating High Schools
The problem of Black and Hispanic student underpreparation in mathematics upon
high school entry is exemplified by mathematics test data collected by the CMSP in its
research and development efforts to find curriculum model alternatives to the standardized
mathematics testing currently utilized as an administrative mechanism for mathematics
course placement. The mathematics test data shown in Table 14 were compiled in three
separate and successive cycles of students who participated in CMSP model development
activity in the Fall of 1983, 1984 and 1985. The students tested were selected randomly
from the incoming 9th grade population at seven CMSP participant schools in September
1983 and from eight CMSP participant schools in September of 1984 and 1985. All but
one of the eight schools are designated as Chapter 1 schools.
The mathematics test scores summarized are the results of three preliminary arithmetic
tests that were administered to CMSP participant classes at each of the eight high schools.
The tests were given primarily to verify class heterogeneity and random selection of
students and also as a broad measure for comparative school analyses. The test was not
used as a diagnostic instrument nor as a predictor for subsequent mathematics performance
since all students began their mathematics coursework at "ground zero" utilizing the CMSP
Model curriculum in prealgebra.
Prior to taking the preliminary arithmetic test, the CMSP-designated classes were
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given an extensive review of arithmetic topics over a three-day period-the equivalent of
five forty-minute periods. This was done just to refresh and jog students' memories but
not to teach the students the topics of the test. After the long summer vacation it was felt

COMPREHENSIVE MATH & SCIENCE PROGRAM (CMSP1
Preliminary Arithmetic Test Data for Incoming 9th

Grade Students Participating

in the CMSP Model Implementation Cycles in the Fall of 1983, 1984 and 1985

Year

Total
Taking
Test

1983

1132

-Test Score Initervals/-\
0-19
20-39
40-59
60-84
85-100

79

234

303

(21%)

123

396

120

(27%)

(35%)

(11%)

218

322

403

187

(10%)

(17%)

(26%)

(32%)

(15%)

167

345

378

483

174

(11%)

(23%)

(24%)

(31%)

(11%)

369

797

1003

1282

481

(9%)

(20%)

(26%)

(33%)

(12%)

(7%)

1984

1985

Total

1253

1547

3932

TABLE 14

that

an extensive review of test topics would

minimize students' doing problems

incorrectly because of memory blocks and thus more clearly reveal the basic deficiencies
in arithmetic which the test was seeking to ascertain on a class by class basis.
The

preliminary CMSP arithmetic test consisted of twenty problems covering
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arithmetic topics in whole numbers, fractions and decimals. Twelve of the test problems
were straight computation and eight were straightforward word problems, seven of which
involved a single arithmetic operation and one which required two operational steps. There
were no algebra or geometry problems nor were there multiple choice selections or
true/false questions. Students were required to work out the solution to each of the
problems in a space provided on the test paper. No partial credit was given for any of the
20 problems and each problem had an equal weight of 5 points-a perfect score therefore
was 100. A parallel version of the preliminary arithmetic test was utilized for each of the
three years that the test was administered. A sample of the test is shown in Appendix E.
By examining the data, it can be seen that student test performance at the high end is
limited--an average of 12% of the incoming class scored in the 85-100 range for the three
years tested. In contrast, 55% of the students scored less than 60 (12 or fewer problems
correct) and 29% scored less than 40 (8 or fewer problems correct).

Again, the

mathematics test results tended to agree with the standardized test results obtained when
students were in junior high school. It is clear from the results on the CMSP preliminary
arithmetic test administered that only a very small percent of the students had demonstrated
a proficiency in arithmetic. Experience in the CMSP has shown that a preliminary test
score of 90 or higher is usually indicative of a student's having had adequate preparation in
arithmetic, but the preparation was still insufficient to achieve at a high level in a traditional
two term first course in high school algebra at the onset.

On the average, not more than

5% of the incoming population at the eight participant schools fell into this high level of
academic preparedness for first year algebra coursework.
While the eight schools participating in the CMSP Model are not fully representative of
all of the high schools in New York City which are designated Chapter 1, they do share the
following characteristics: 1) the schools are large, with enrollments of 2,500 students or
more, 2) student enrollment is predominantly Black and Hispamc-greater than 95% for
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seven of the schools and 80% for the remaining one and 3) seven of the designated
Chapter 1 schools are neighborhood high schools located in the boroughs of Manhattan,
the Bronx and Brooklyn and thus draw their entering 9th grade student population from the
heavily Black and Hispanic community school districts previously described in Section
2.4. The eighth school is a non-Chapter 1 school located in the borough of Queens and is
organized as a magnet or educational option school and which accepts entering 9th grade
students from all boroughs of the city.
Thus the eight CMSP participant high schools face the dilemma that many of the
predominantly Black and Hispanic school in New York City and elsewhere in the nation
face—a small and limited pool of students with the academic preparation to excel in the
traditional precollege mathematics courses that the high schools have to offer. Instead, the
schools must increasingly revert to general and remedial mathematics programs as the
primary option for entering 9th grade student populations. Students at predominant Black
and Hispanic schools who are selected for the traditional Regents mathematics coursework
may find that the regular two-semester coursework is stretched out over three or four
semesters, leaving little chance for students to complete the study of three years of Regents
mathematics coursework before high school graduation.

2.6 Regents 11th Year Mathematics Examination Comparative Data in a Sample of 13
Chapter 1 and 13 Non-Chapter 1 High Schools
Ultimately, it is the number of students who graduate from high school having
completed the study of three years of precollege mathematics at a high level that reveals the
true nature of the disparity between White and Black/Hispanic students. On a national
scale, mathematics data of this son are not available, except as presented in the form of the
NAEP and SAT studies. Unfortunately, the SAT and NAEP studies data do not indicate
the specific number of students nationally who are studying the higher levels of high
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school mathematics at the time the NAEP and SAT examinations are given. However,
even if data on traditional precollege mathematics course enrollment were available they
would have little value because of the large variations in mathematics course content that
exists between the state and district levels across the country.
A two-term algebra course, as offered in New York City, may be substantially
different from what is offered in Atlanta, Georgia for instance. And the variations from
state to state and between schools in a given school district can also be immense.
Considering the range of elements: the plethora of textbooks available for a given high
school mathematics subject, the content and length of a given precollege mathematics
course, the structure by which the course is organized and taught, all are so varied, and
there is no standard for meaningful analysis of national achievement.
The generally accepted model for a traditional high school precollege mathematics
program is the three year sequence that covers a three- to four-year period. The sequence
includes a two-term course in algebra given in the 9th year, a two-term course in geometry
in the tenth year and a two-term eleventh-year course which covers higher level algebra in
the first term and trigonometry in the second term.

This high school mathematics

curriculum sequence is the basic one for which high school mathematics textbooks are
written and is the one that has formed the basis for the Regents Mathematics program
utilized by New York City high schools. Figure 5 is a diagram that shows the major
curriculum topics of the Regents mathematics sequence for grades 9 through 11 in the New
York City high school system. The New York State Regents High School Mathematics
Curriculum shown, was modified in 1974 to include topics in Logic, Statistics, Probability
and Transformation Systems, but the City of New York did not adopt this new curriculum
sequence until June 1984 and high school mathematics achievement data to be examined
below do not include test results from this newer Regents Mathematics curriculum.
Students coming into New York City high schools at the 9th grade are directed at
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NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
3-YEAR REGENTS MATHEMATICS SEQUENCE*
(NEW YORK CITY 1979-1983)

REGENTS ALGEBRA: 9TH YEAR
Term 1

Term 2

Fundamental Operations
First Degree Equations in One Variable
Systems of First Degree Equations
Monomials & Polynomials

Quadratic Equations
Algebraic Fractions
Inequalities
Radicals & Pythagorean Theorem
Introduction to Trigonometry

REGENTS GEOMETRY: 10TH YEAR
Term 1

Term 2

Lines & Angles
Congruent Triangles
Parallel Lines & Quadrilaterals
Circles

Similar Triangles
Area
Inequalities
Locus & Coordinate Geometry

REGENTS ALGEBRA IhTRIGQNQMETRY: 11TH YEAR
Term 1

Term 2

Operations on Rational Expressions
First Degree Equations & Inequalities
Linear Relations & Functions
Operations on Radicals & Complex Numbers
Quadratic Equations & Inequalities

Conic Sections
Trigonometry
Exponents & Logarithms
Variation

FIGURE 5

*

In 1984, New York City adopted a new Integrated Mathematics Sequence, prescribed by the Board of
Regents, that added topics in probability, logic, statistics and transformations.
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either of two high school mathematics programs: 1) the three-year Regents mathematics
program which is closely allied to science coursework in biology, chemistry and physics
or 2) a Fundamentals of Mathematics (FM) program that extends over a two-year period
and satisfies the two-year mathematics course requirement for a local high school
diploma. The differences in the mathematics programs will be examined in detail in
Chapter 3, but a short comparison here is noteworthy.
The differences in content between the two mathematics programs are enormous.
Students taking the Fundamentals of Mathematics path rarely receive the preparation to
advance to a Regents Mathematics course beyond the first year of Algebra, and the
opportunity to enroll in science courses beyond the general science in the 9th and 10th
year is limited. The end result of the two-year Fundamentals of Mathematics program is a
curtailment of mathematics coursework after the two years of mathematics study required
for graduation are completed and the student has passed the mathematics portion of the
Regents Competency Test (RCT) which does not involve mathematics above the 8th grade
level.
In contrast, a student enrolled in the three year Regents mathematics sequence will
study Algebra, Geometry and Trigonometry, subjects which are at the core of mathematics
learning and necessary preparation for the SAT, Mathematics Achievement Test and future
college mathematics study. Taking the three-year Regents mathematics path also gives
students the opportunity to enroll in advanced mathematics courses like Precalculus and
the Calculus during their senior year, giving them a decided edge and foundation if they
pursue college study in science and engineering.
The New York State three-year Regents mathematics sequence is based upon a highly
structured curriculum that is uniform throughout the state. Each course in the three-year
Regents mathematics sequence carries with it a three-hour examination which is
administered by the New York State Board of Regents three times each year: in January,
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June and August. The Regents Examinations, as they are called, are a long standing
tradition in New York and have been administered by the State Board of Regents since
1897, not only in mathematics, but in all of the high school academic disciplines for which
the State Board of Regents establishes curriculum standards.29 As a result of the
uniformity of the Regents examinations, there is a wealth of mathematics data available to
analyze trends and make comparisons at the state, city and district levels.
The Regents examinations provide important data when trying to gain a perspective of
student mathematics achievement because the examinations are a reliable and objective
measure of a student's classroom performance in a given Regents mathematics course. The
examinations reflect the State Regents mathematics curriculum and the mathematics exam
data obtained is largely independent of classroom grading practices since the tests are
uniform and explicit in the point value to be given for each test problem.
The Regents mathematics test data to be examined in Table 15 are the exam results of
the 11th Year Mathematics Regents Examination given during the 1983/84 and 1984/85
academic years.

The examination covered topics

included in the

Algebra II and

Trigonometry mathematics coursework as outlined by the New York State Board of
Regents. An outline of the topics covered in this third course in the Regents three year
mathematics course sequence is as shown in Figure 5.
The 11th Year Mathematics Regents Examination data are being analyzed because they
represent the critical mass of students in the high school system who have the mathematics
background and preparation to pursue mathematics study beyond the two years necessary
for a local high school diploma. The prerequisite and sequential nature of the traditional
mathematics curriculum makes student performance in 11th Year Mathematics highly
dependent on the achievement and the level of mathematics confidence that students
bring with them from the study of mathematics at the 9th and 10th grades. Because of
this, the pool of students in a given high school who enroll in 11th Year Mathematics and
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who achieve at high levels on the 11th Year Mathematics Regents Examination is a fairly
accurate measure of the strength and effectiveness of a school's mathematics program.
Thus, looking at 11th Year Regents Mathematics Exam results provides a strong data
base by which to make school comparisons of 11th Year Mathematics achievement. And
because of the sequential organization of the three year Regents mathematics courses,
reliable inferences can be drawn on the mathematics achievement at the 9th and 10th
years

where

students

gain the foundation and complete the prerequisites for the

mathematics coursework to be taken in the 11th year.

New York City Public High School System
13 Chapter 1 Vs. 13 non-Chapter 1 Schools
Comparison of 11th Year Regents Mathematics Scores -- 1983/84 and 1984/85

1983/84
Total
Enroll

% Black
& Hispanic

40,608

33%

Total
Taking

2,674

__

Non-Chapter 1|
39,185
Chapter 1

98%

591

#>75

#>85

#>95

(%)

(%)

(%)

1,945
(73%)

1,337
(50%)

807

(30%)

294
(11%)

363

179

66

17

(61%)

(30%)

(11%)

(3%)

# Pass

> 65 (%)

TABLE _15
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Nationally, the percent of students who took advanced high school mathematics
courses such as trigonometry decline markedly as compared to the percent of students
who studied a first-year course in algebra (25% vs. 79%).30

The enrollment decline in

upper level mathematics courses suggests the possibility that students in high school are
not likely to pursue the study of mathematics on a year to year basis, unless they achieve
and master prerequisite mathematics coursework at a high level.
The mathematics data shown in Table 15 are organized to show comparative
achievement for the 11th Year Regents Mathematics Examination taken by students at
thirteen Chapter 1 high schools and thirteen non-Chapter 1 high schools. The twenty-six
schools selected were designated as academic comprehensive high schools and offered the
full range of Regents coursework that leads to Regents endorsed diplomas. Selection was
on the basis of student population size and racial/ethnic composition. As indicated, the
Chapter 1 schools selected have a total population for both academic years of close to
40,000—an average of 3,000 students at each of the thirteen schools. The lowest school
enrollment figure was 2,018 and the highest was 4,672.

For the non-Chapter 1 schools,

total enrollment was slightly more than 40,000 with the lowest school enrollment being
2,373 and the highest being 4,288.
The twenty-six schools selected are part of the larger New York City high school
system, which in the 1983/84 school years had seventy-eight schools designated as
comprehensive academic high schools with a total student enrollment of 223,882 students.
Thirty-six of the schools had Chapter 1 status and a total student enrollment of 105,979,
88.4% or 93,705 of whom were Black and Hispanic students.

The remaining 42

non-Chapter 1 schools had a total enrollment of 117,884, with a Black and Hispanic
student enrollment of 51,955 students or 44.7 % of the total.

On balance, the 80,000

students that comprise the population of the twenty-six schools selected for mathematics
data comparison is greater than one-third of the total academic comprehensive student
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population and can be looked upon as being fairly representative of what occurs city
wide.
The racial/ethnic composition of the twenty-six Chapter 1 and non-Chapter 1 high
schools selected for the 11th Year Mathematics Regents Exam comparisons are
much more pronounced than the city wide total of seventy-eight high schools. For the
thirteen Chapter 1 high schools selected the percentage of Black and Hispanic student
enrollment is 98%, while for the non-Chapter 1 schools it is 33%.

The selection of

Chapter 1 high schools with an almost exclusive Black and Hispanic student population
was important in order to insure that all of the students counted as having taken the 11th
Year Regents Mathematics Examination were, to a high degree of probability, Black and
Hispanic.
The Regents exam results provided by the New York City Board of Education are
aggregate data and do not carry with it racial/ethnic identifiers. The selection of Chapter 1
high schools with 98%

Black and Hispanic student populations largely avoids the

problem of counting students in Chapter 1 students who are not Black or Hispanic.
Experience in the New York City high school system has shown that a high school can
often have a substantial majority of White and Asian students enrolled in 11th Year
Regents Mathematics courses at schools which have a predominance of Black and
Hispanic students. In some cases, high schools with Black and Hispanic enrollments as
high as 70% of the total school population have only a minute fraction of its percentage of
Black and Hispanic students enrolled in 11th Year Regents Mathematics classes. Again,
this is a consequence of the lower level of mathematics preparation of Black and Hispanic
students and a system of mathematics course placement which may overlook students who
test low on standardized mathematics tests but who otherwise could achieve in Regents
mathematics coursework given the opportunity and academic support.
Table 15 indicates the sharp differences in precollege mathematics enrollment and
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achievement that exists between Chapter 1 and non-Chapter 1 high schools in the New
York City public school system. The predominance of Black and Hispanic student
population (98%) at the selected Chapter 1 schools allows racial/ethnic comparisons that
parallel the SAT achievement data comparisons made in Section 2.2.
The most notable differences between the Chapter 1 schools and the non-Chapter 1
schools can be found in the achievement levels in exam scores of 85 and higher.

In the

1983/84 exam year, 807 students from the non-Chapter 1 schools scored 85 or higher,
while at the Chapter 1 schools only 66 students scored at this level. This a ratio of more
than 12-to-l. The differences become much more acute with exam scores at or above 95
where only seventeen students in the Chapter 1 schools scored at this level as compared to
294 at the non-Chapter 1 schools—a 17-to-l ratio! The comparative data for the 1984/85
data show the same marked differences in exam test performance. In exam scores 85 or
higher, there is a 9-to-l ratio, and for exam scores above 95, a 16-to-l ratio prevails. The
significant differences in Regents exam scores in 11th Year Mathematics leaves little doubt
of the extremely difficult problems that Chapter 1 schools face in developing a critical mass
of students who enroll and achieve in the traditional three year Regents mathematics
sequence. The sixty-six students at the thirteen Chapter 1 schools who scored 85 or higher
in the 1983/84 year represent an average of only three students per school, or only a
handful of high achieving students that precludes the school from building a critical mass.
And even if the exam level score of identifying the critical mass of students were lowered
to 75, there would still be an average of only seven students at each of the thirteen Chapter
1 schools, hardly enough to program a meaningful fraction of a class beyond 11th Year
Regents Mathematics.
The data also show that large differences exist between the number of students taking
the Regents exam and the number of students passing the exam. There were four and a
half times as many students taking the exam in 1983/84 in non-Chapter 1 schools as there
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were in Chapter 1 schools (2,764 vs. 591). And in 1984/85 the ratio of test takers at
non-Chapter 1 and Chapter 1 schools was 5.5 (2,926 vs. 527). On the average this meant
that less than one full sized class was in place (an average of 22 students) to take the
Regents exam in Chapter 1 schools while there were three full sized classes (an average of
107 students) at the non-Chapter 1 schools.
The 11th Year Regents Mathematics data are significant because they establish with
one exam score a fairly accurate picture of the level of student mathematics attainment at a
given school. It follows that if a only a handful of students are achieving high scores on
the 11th Year Regents Mathematics Examination, then the achievement at the 9th and 10th
year levels is low also since these courses provide the foundation for the 11th Year
Regents Mathematics course. And because the Regents mathematics courses are so closely
tied to Regents science course offerings, the pool of students achieving at a high level in
11th Year Regents mathematics will generally establish the number of students who are
available to enroll in Regents Chemistry and Physics courses. The low number of high
achievers in 11th Year Regents Mathematics at Chapter 1 schools also means that it is
unlikely that advanced mathematics courses beyond 11th Year Regents Mathematics will be
offered. Thus, important precollege mathematics learning opportunities may be denied
even to the handful of students with the mathematics background and interest in pursuing
science and engineering college study.
Mathematics, more so than other subjects that students learn in high school, is highly
dependent on a student's performance on a year to year basis. In order for a student to
successfully complete the three-year Regents mathematics sequence and have that learning
form a base for advanced mathematics coursework either at high school and at college, a
student's performance should be at a level of at least 80 or better rather than the 65 that
connotes a passing course grade. For the most part, in the design of mathematics tests,
and on a Regents examination, a score of 65 can usually be obtained by memorization and
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with repeated practice test taking. In these instances students' test performance may not
provide the core of mathematics learning necessary for high achievement in subsequent
mathematics courses.
If a high school is to function effectively as an academic institution, it must maintain a
critical mfl§§ pf students who are high achievers in 11th Year Regents Mathematics This
is important both from the standpoint of giving students a basic foundation for future
college study and also for solidifying the quality of instruction by the school’s mathematics
and science teaching staff. As the number of high achieving students in upper level
mathematics courses declines, so does the opportunity for teachers to practice and sharpen
their teaching skills. From the data presented, the Chapter 1 schools in New York City
face the dilemma of the continued arrival of students in the 9th and 10th grades who are
underprepared to enroll and achieve in the Regents mathematics courses that the high
schools have to offer. And the situation becomes more acute at the upper grade levels as
the pool of high achieving students becomes less than is required to program students for
the more advanced mathematics courses, thus denying

teachers and students, the

rewarding teaching and learning experiences that both need for academic maintenance and
growth.

CHAPTER 3

ESTABLISHING A RATIONALE AND FRAMEWORK FOR MODEL
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

3.1 The Inconsistencies of Standardized Diagnostic Tests in Mathematics
The low standardized test scores in mathematics for the Chapter 1 middle and junior
high schools listed in Section 2.4, have profound and adverse impact on math enrollment
and achievement levels at the high school level. Most of these schools serve as "feeders"
for the academic comprehensive and vocational high schools that draw students from the
surrounding neighborhood. However, the low math test scores in and of themselves do
not convey the full extent of the adverse impact of low math achievement. The Stanford
Diagnostic Mathematics Test is, for all intents and purposes, a basic arithmetic test, and,
upon the basis of its content, the test is far removed from the level of academic coursework
that students traditionally take in a New York State high school Regents mathematics
program. Taken in this context, the test itself is a very inexact measure of a student's
preparation or foundation for mathematics course enrollment upon high school entry.
It is entirely conceivable that a student who tests at or above grade level on the
Stanford Diagnostic Mathematics Test can enter a first course in Regents mathematics in
high school and be ill-prepared for the much higher level coursework and algebraic content
that is to be learned and mastered. Obviously the 8th or 9th grade students in junior high
school who test one year or two years below grade level—and who bring this "label of
math deficiency" with them as they enter high school--are destined to be placed in
high school mathematics programs which are remedial in nature. And, as a consequence,
these students have little chance of completing the three-year Regents high school
mathematics program of study that provides the mathematics foundation for future college
study in science and engineering. By virtue of inadequate mathematics preparation at the
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college study in science and engineering. By virtue of inadequate mathematics preparation
at the junior high school level and/or by poor test results on standardized tests designed to
diagnose student mathematics proficiency at one point in time, students' options for
advancement along a more competitive precollege mathematics program are essentially
closed.
But how accurate are the results of the Stanford Diagnostic Mathematics Test or any
other standardized test designed to measure mathematics preparedness? Do the test scores
measure with a high degree of reliability what a student is capable of achieving in
mathematics in later years or even in the immediate future? Conventional wisdom and a
long histoy of educational testing within psychometric and statistical domains have,
unfortunately, established a frame of mind that gives the standardized testing mechanisms
far more credibility than are deserved. To have the test scores provide a measure (a
rudimentary one at best) of students' appreciation and skill in basic mathematical exercises
at a particular point in time is one thing, but to use the test score to label students’
"mathematical ability" or to use the test score as a criterion for enrollment in the more
academically rigorous high school mathematics programs goes far beyond what
standardized mathematics tests or any test (including classroom tests) are designed to do.
Mathematics tests, for the most part, are little more than incidental measures of a
student's understanding and skill in handling mathematical procedures or algorithms that
have been recently taught. How accurate the results of the test are is dependent on a host
of interrelated factors—not the least of which is whether the test reflects the material that has
been previously taught and learned. Other factors include the quality of mathematics
instruction at the school, students' familiarity with the format of the test, students'
repeated practice or experience with similar tests, the length of time given for the test, the
classroom test and proctoring environment under which the test is given. Any of these
factors, if not in keeping with reasonable conditions for testing and/or preparation for the
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test, can impede the testing process, contribute to producing a low score and still reveal
little of the students' true mathematics proficiency at the time of test taking.
Unfortunately, with standardized tests there is no follow through (until the next test
year) nor is there any opportunity for personal examination of the test to see what type of
errors the student made. Lacking this additional information, it is virtually impossible to
separate the mathematics proficiency of two students who may, for example, have tested
two years below grade level on a standardized test like the Stanford Diagnostic
Mathematics Test. One student may have simply made errors in computation while the
other mav have had little or no knowledge of how to solve the problems presented on the
test.
To assume that on the basis of a single test score received in the 8th or 9th year that
students scoring two years below grade level are forever incapable of performing well in
9th grade mathematics coursework (whether it is Regents mathematics or coursework
prerequisite to Regents mathematics) or that these students can never be considered
seriously for higher level mathematics is a very poor value judgement at best. But in large
part this is generally how standardized mathematics test scores are used—to judge or
diagnose students' "math ability" and to place students in mathematics courses in high
school. The practice is widespread and seriously undermines and curtails the opportunity
for many students to enroll in the more rigorous Regents mathematics coursework. This is
especially true in junior high schools and high schools with predominant Black and
Hispanic student populations.
It can be argued that the standardized mathematics test is the only instrument available
at the present time and that it is better than nothing. However, any psychometric test
instrument which is unable to distinguish whv a student obtained an incorrect answer on
the test is really of little value in determining whether the student is really unable to do the
mathematics presented on the test. At the extreme ends of testing-the high end, i.e., the
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upper 90th percentile and the low end i.e., the lower 20th percentile-there may be some
value in initially identifying students for special programs, but for the remaining 70% of
the students the results of the test can have a variety of implications, such as whether a
student is judged capable of doing higher level mathematics in high school. The field
based research and development work of the CMSP model has demonstrated that
utilization of standardized mathematics tests for course placement is not only unreliable but
also puts students who test low in serious academic jeopardy by placing them in general
mathematics programs in high school that are little more than the mathematics coursework
experienced in junior high schools. The problem is exacerbated by the lack of structure in
middle school and junior high school level mathematics programs which makes it difficult
for high school counselors to determine the relevancy of the mathematics courses taken by
incoming high school students. This compounds the problem of determining whether
entering high school students have the preparation for the mathematics courses that the
high school has to offer. Under these clouded circumstances of trying to assess student
proficiency there will be a natural tendency by high school counselors and mathematics
departments to rely more heavily on standardized mathematics test scores for mathematics
course placement as students enter high school. Is it possible to tell from aggregate test
scores that improvement in mathematics learning is being made? How reliable are
standardized tests for diagnosing student mathematics preparation for enrollment in higher
level mathematics or for determining mathematics achievement trends for a school or
school district on a year to year basis? And is an increase in standardized test scores
sufficient to state that a student, school or district has made improvements in mathematics
learning? These are extremely important questions for which definitive answers are
ultimately necessary in order to insure that decisions about students' and schools
mathematics programs are sound and promote learning and academic progression.
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The perception of the the elementary and secondary education communities regarding
the reliability and accuracy of standardized mathematics tests to predict and to diagnose
students in mathematics is very strong. These strongly held beliefs in standardized
mathematics tests place an unusually heavy burden on students who test one or two years
below grade level at the junior high school level-and thereafter are deemed incapable of
mathematics learning beyond that of RCT mathematics.
But suppose, because of "unusual circumstances", that the standardized tests being
administered are not producing test results that can be considered reliable. And suppose it
can be shown that for a substantial number of students the test scores are clearly not
providing information that is indicative of the students' capacity to learn mathematics both
in the present and in the future.

What then is the responsibility of the educational

community? And to what extent can standardized diagnostic mathematics tests be rightly
used if, because of unusual circumstances, the tests do not provide useful information as
originally intended or designed? Obviously, an instrument designed for scientific or
educational measurement which gives unreliable data or, because of the nature of the test
environment, provides erroneous data is really worse than no instrument. In medicine and
engineering incorrect measurements of biological and scientific conditions can lead to
undesirable or even harmful consequences unless there is a process in place that allows the
measurement to be repeatedly checked from a variety of sources.

Second and third

opinions are common in medicine and law and the very nature of engineering places an
extremely high value on the accuracy and repeatability of measurements across a wide
range of environmental conditions.
A measurement device used in engineering that does not give a measurement over its
full range in accordance within its accuracy specifications is either discarded or not used.
It is not enough for the instrument to be accurate only at the high or low end of the scale; to
be useful to the scientist or the engineer it must maintain a "linearity of measurement" that
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is accurate across the entire range in which the phenomena to be measured varies.
Should the educational community or the general public accept any less from psychometric
instrumentation and their measurement accuracy in determining who should study Regents
mathematics or be placed in minimum competency mathematics or remedial mathematics
programs? For a significant portion of the Black and Hispanic population in Chapter 1
junior high schools and high schools, standardized diagnostic mathematics tests-which
may have extremely limited value and accuracy in assessing students preparedness to learn
mathematics—play a

decisive role in determining the students' future mathematics

education both in high school and beyond.
Like the faulty engineering instrument, standardized diagnostic mathematics tests'
accuracy may be limited to students who test at the very high and low end of the scale,
leaving the great majority of students with very general indications of mathematics
performance at best and clearly inaccurate mathematics profiles at worst. It may be argued
that the measurement of biological or scientific phenomena is much less complex than the
measurement of students' mathematics aptitude or their capacity to perform intellectually
on a test of "mathematics ability".

However, the analogies between scientific and

educational measurement are legitimate in that both are concerned with accuracy, linearity
and range over which measurements are to be made and the consistency of repeated
measurements over the long term. In keeping with these

accepted principles of

measurement, it may be that the simpler of the measurements, as currently practiced, is the
educational one, rather than those which are scientific.
No matter how accurate an instrument of measurement is specified to be, the accuracy
and reliability of the measurement taken is primarily a function of the stability of the
phenomena measured.

If there are gross fluctuations in the phenomena then the

measurements to be recorded will be characterized by

peaks and valleys which, in order

to have meaning, must be studied carefully in chart form after the measurements are taken.
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Lacking either the time or resource for this post-analysis of test results, the measurements
are generally averaged to give some signs of usefulness and trend. However, when this
is done, the essence of the fluctuating measurement is masked and subtle and important
information may be lost
This "instability of phenomena" is an element of the "unusual circumstances" that
fosters the gross inaccuracies in standardized diagnostic testing in mathematics. This
instability occurs because of the apparent lack of uniform and adequate mathematics
instructional programs at Chapter 1 elementary and junior high schools. As a result, a
great proportion of students attending these schools do not receive the fundamental core
of mathematics learning that students need to respond adequately to the problems on the
standardized diagnostic mathematics tests.
Scores on standardized tests are generally reported as mean grade equivalents and,
presumably, the assumption is made that for a given score the standardized test instrument
is able to determine whether a student is doing mathematics at or above or below a
particular grade level. For this assumption to have meaning a further assumption must be
made that the students tested were adequately prepared to take the test. If this is the case,
then the standardized mathematics test may be a reflection of what students have learned at
the

point in time that the test was administered.

Given the very low scores on

standardized tests that prevail at Chapter 1 junior high schools, the assumption of adequate
preparedness of students prior to test administration is highly questionable.
In its most useful application, the standardized test can provide a measurement of
what students remember or what they may know on the day the test is given. If a student
scores high, there is a degree of certainty that the student's knowledge of the test problems
exists. However, if the student performs poorly, there is no way of knowing whether the
poor performance is due to memory blocks, inaccuracies in calculation or lack of knowing
how to solve the test problems. A student who does not remember an arithmetic algorithm
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at the time of the test or miscalculates is in a far different position academically than a
student who has limited working knowledge of the mathematical concepts and procedures
asked for on the test. Although both students may have obtained the same mean equivalent
score’ thg. mathematics program that should be prescribed for each of the. stnHem< i.
completely different.
And this is the crux of the problem with standardized tests-and especially so in
schools where there exists an inadequate programs of mathematics instruction. It would
appear that a standardized diagnostic test which cannot distinguish between students who
know and don't know how to solve a particular problem or a set of mathematics problems
on a test has little value as a criteria for determining whether a student should be placed in
one mathematics program or another.
The very notion of mean grade equivalents contributes to the unrealistic thinking that
somehow mathematics learning is a linear process—that if we give students the appropriate
remediation, students will gradually respond and improve in their mean grade equivalent
score on standardized tests.

However, teachers are primarily interested in whether

students understand and are able to do the mathematics problems that make up the
coursework. It is ambiguous to state that students can almost do an arithmetic problem.
The students either know how to do the problem or they don't! And yet the standardized
diagnostic system of testing labels 8th grade students in a quasi-proportional way that
suggests that their 6th grade mean equivalent score indicates that they have only mastered
part of the mathematics that 8th grade students should know. Is the part not known by the
students the multiplication algorithm, place value, addition and subtraction or a
combination of these?

The standardized diagnostic test does not give this

information—instead, what is established is a label for students that they are or are not
performing in accordance with some norm reference. And this information has little
bearing on whether students can do mathematics problems of a particular kind and level.
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What teachers and counselors in high school really want to know with a high degree of
confidence i$_th<? lgvgl

Qf

mathematics preparation that students have for the courses that

the, high school hjis to Qffer—especially Regents (precollege) mathematics coursework.
Because of its inability to distinguish how and why students committed errors, the.
standardized diagnostic mathematics test is a very poor assessment device for determining
mathematics preparation for the great majority of students who enter high school in the 9th
and 10th grade.
The concept of mean equivalent scores, besides unfairly labeling students who test
low, is also at odds with the realities of inadequate schooling. If students do not receive
appropriate mathematics instruction during the K-8 school years and test low on a
standardized test at the 8th grade, does this mean that students themselves are unable to
leam mathematics or that the schools were unable to provide the foundation for students to
learn mathematics well? At present, the former is accepted as a given and students who
test low on standardized tests must bear the burden for a consequence that is, for the most
part, beyond their own and their parents' capacity to control.
The standardized diagnostic mathematics test and its manifestations is clouded by a
host of irregularities that makes its continued use as an assessment device for individual
students, schools and districts questionable.

It is a product whose time for serious

re-evaluation as to its usefulness has come. And its merit as a device for quantifying the
levels of student progress in mathematics must be closely examined.
From the perspective of high schools with predominant Black and Hispanic students
populations, the use of the standardized diagnostic test scores as criteria for mathematics
course placement should be discontinued.

Their use as an assessment instrument has

contributed to a litany of high school mathematics courses that are little more than a review
of pre-high school mathematics topics. But more importantly, the use of the test scores
unfairly places "low mathematics ability" labels on incoming 9th grade high school
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students who, through little fault of their own, did not receive the mathematics instruction
needed to prepare them for high school mathematics coursework. This mathematics
ability

labeling is unjust even when high, as it creates a false sense of academic

accomplishment. Its continued use as a mathematics diagnostic instrument may be denying
many students their right to obtain the best mathematics education that the high schools
have to offer, namely. Regents mathematics coursework.
Given the fact that federal and state governments rely on standardized test scores to
determine educational need-and therefore the allocations of funds-it is not likely that
standardized test usage will be curtailed at the elementary and junior high school levels in
the foreseeable future. However, the diagnostic format of the test and the fact that large
proportions of students may not be getting the appropriate mathematics instruction creates
an unstable testing environment which makes meaningful measurement difficult at best and
erroneous at worst. Because of this, large swings in test performance on a year-to-year
basis are possible, which, if not taken into account, can confound the interpretation of test
results.
The standardized diagnostic mathematics test should be used primarily as a very
general group measure only in school and district environments where there is a structured
and continuous program of mathematics that insures that all attending students are
receiving the mathematics foundation that prepares them for subsequent higher level
mathematics courses. And when the standardized tests are given, the movement and
variability of group test scores within a district or school should be looked at carefully to
insure that test score improvements are not simply a function of repeated practice in the
school's mathematics classrooms where the principal aim may be "teaching to the test" at
the expense of true mathematics learning.
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3-2

Mathematics Course Enrollment as a Function of Standardized
Test Scores in New York City High Schools
High schools as well as colleges are constantly faced with the task of determining the

level of student preparation for mathematics course placement. And the dilemma deepens
as greater numbers of students enter high school and college with deficiencies in their
mathematics background. It may well be that the heavy reliance on standardized tests is
creating a problem by grade level labeling students at the high school level.
As more students have tested across a wide range of grade levels, high schools must
create remedial mathematics coursework that is "consistent" with the grade levels tested.
Given the low achievement levels reached at Chapter 1 junior high schools, greater
numbers of Black and Hispanic students enter high school with test scores below grade
level. And, as a consequence, the high schools they enter are inclined to offer mathematics
courses to match the low grade levels tested as a "remediation strategy." And the cycle of
decline in mathematics performance continues as more and more students test low, and still
more remedial classes or general mathematics courses to fulfill students' high school
graduation requirements are offered until such time that the majority of the mathematics
programs in high school are largely remedial in nature.
Over the years, the cyclical process of standardized diagnostic mathematics testing and
placement of students in mathematics remedial courses has become the norm in New York
City high schools with predominant Black and Hispanic student populations. The process
of mathematics remediation, currently in widespread practice at the Chapter 1 schools, not
only seriously limits students' opportunities for learning higher level mathematics
coursework, but also precludes experienced mathematics teachers at these schools from
teaching the mathematics courses they were trained in college to teach. And it also
precludes new and younger mathematics teachers from gaining the classroom mathematics
teaching experience that they need to become proficient in teaching precollege mathematics.
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Given the low achievement test scores on standardized tests that prevail for Black and
Hispanic students in Chapter 1 middle and junior high schools in New York City, the
practice of placing students in remedial courses or non-Regents mathematics courses on the
basis of these low scores as they enter high school continues. The practice is reinforced
because of the wide variations in the mathematics curriculum and the quality of instruction
that characterize the Chapter 1 junior high schools. Because of this, mathematics courses
taken by junior high school students and the grades attained can show large differences
from school to school. This lack of uniformity in the students' academic records leaves
high school counselors and mathematics department chairpersons with no stable
references for appropriate

mathematics course placement.

Thus, test scores on
i

standardized mathematics tests become the instrument of measure.
The placement of students in high school mathematics courses as a function of their
test scores on the standardized diagnostic mathematics tests is a rather serious and
undertaking that can be detrimental to students. For all intents and purposes, once
students are programmed for a general mathematics course or "math remediation", their
future mathematics learning is essentially curtailed after a period of two years in high
school and the students are often unaware of the future consequences.

There are two

factors that contribute to this predicament of students in Chapter 1 schools. The first is the
fact that to graduate. New York City requires the successful completion of two years of
mathematics—either General Mathematics or Regents Mathematics is accepted to fulfill this
mathematics requirement.

The second factor, and the more important one, is the

requirement that a student studying General Mathematics must pass the Regents
Competency Test (RCT) in mathematics in order to graduate from high school.
The RCT graduation requirement, in particular, places an unusual amount of attention
on a specific three hour test that is given twice a year. The number of students passing the
RCT in mathematics is one of the criteria that New York State Education Department uses
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to judge a school s effectiveness.

Because of this, schools, and in particular Chapter 1

schools, are under great pressure to have their students pass the RCT in mathematics and,
as a consequence, will organize general mathematics courses and remedial mathematics
programs to closely resemble the mathematics topics covered on RCT mathematics tests.
Thus a tendency arises where instruction in these general mathematics classes is directed
to teaching to the RCT, not so much as an instructional practice but as a result of the RCT
based course structure. In effect, the RCT becomes, in many schools, the curriculum of
necessity.
The RCT based curriculum, which for many Chapter 1 students may cover a period of
two years, could offer students an opportunity to build a foundation for future mathematics
if its content were in keeping with prerequisites for a first course in Regents mathematics.
However the RCT is a minimum competency test and the mathematics topics and problems
are at a level much lower than needed to prepare students for a first course in algebra.
Another factor that contributes to lower level mathematics learning for students
enrolled in RCT based high school mathematics courses is the fact that the passing grade
for the RCT is set at 65%. Thus what is established is a level of mathematics performance
which is not much higher than that which might be experienced by students in the 7th
grade. An analysis of the test items on a typical test shows that students can obtain a test
score of 65% by correctly solving problems that do not require knowledge above the level
of mathematics which is described in official New York City curriculum guides for the
8 th grade.1
The minimum competency aspects of the RCT also raises

questions as to whether

enrollment in an RCT based mathematics course may actually hinder a student's
opportunity to learn mathematics.

Mathematics, like the study of music and foreign

language, requires constant practice to build a knowledge base which students can use to
learn more mathematics and at a higher level. Without constant practice to regulate
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achievement in progressive stages in basic mathematics, students may be subjected to a
learning process which is circular rather than sequential.
The possible inhibition of mathematics learning by minimum competency testing was
found during the study and analysis of the mathematics assessment of the second National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) conducted in the 1977/78 academic year.2
The authors of the study noted the continual improvement of students' performance on
arithmetic exercises with increasing age. They also point to the fact that:

... many fundamental errors also disappear as students progress in school.
Although over 30% of 9 year olds subtracted the smaller digit from the
larger in a subtraction exercise that required regrouping, only 5% of the
13 year olds and 1 percent of the 17 year olds committed the error.
And they go on to state:
These results have profound implications for minimum competency
programs. Rigid minimum competency programs which hold children
back until they have demonstrated mastery of a given set of skills may
in fact, be depriving them of the very experiences that would lead to
mastery of the particular skills.

To what extent this premise may be operating to detract from school mathematics
learning needs to be further investigated, however, as stated by the researchers, the results
of the NAEP mathematics assessment in the area of basic arithmetic have profound
implications and may be exacerbating the current population of students in minimum
competency programs in mathematics. In large measure, these are students in the Chapter
1 junior high and high schools who have been placed in minimum competency programs
which are terminal and circular in nature and offer little chance of gaining further
experience to do higher level mathematics coursework.
Although high schools consider other factors such as attendance and mathematics
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grades, the placement of entry level students in high school mathematics courses is largely
influenced by students' performance on the mathematics portion of standardized diagnostic
mathematics tests. This practice is not likely to change unless the quality of instruction
improves dramatically at the junior high schools and a uniform and structured program is
put in place that provides sound preparation for the Regents mathematics coursework to be
taken in high school. For this to occur there must be a corresponding increase in the
number of teachers who are qualified to teach the Regents preparatory mathematics course
at the Chapter 1 middle and junior high schools. The junior high school mathematics test
score data presented in Chapter 2 of this study would appear to indicate that such
improvements in teaching are not likely to occur in the near future as there are no signs or
trends that indicate the situation is improving in Chapter 1 junior high schools.
Given the questionable value of using standardized diagnostic mathematics test scores
as a major criteria for mathematics course placement in high school, what other options do
high school counselors have, if as suggested, the use of the standardized diagnostic
mathematics test is discontinued? The apparent lack of structure and uniformity of the
junior high school mathematics curriculum among junior high schools that feed a given
high school makes the examination of students records highly unreliable. And students'
academic history is clouded by the low quality of mathematics instruction that may have
prevailed in the students' Chapter 1 junior high school setting.

The lack of a suitable

mathematics assessment mechanism for entering students does present a dilemma for high
schools, and a variety of strategies have been utilized to circumvent the inadequacies of the
information that high schools have to work with. Two of the major strategies are:

1)

the design of pre-evaluation tests by the high school which are tailored
for the mathematics programs that the high school offers—e.g., various
cut off scores are established on the pre-evaluation test and incoming
students who score above or below these cutoffs are placed in
the school's mathematics courses accordingly, and
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2)

all incoming students (except those who test very low on the
standardized tests) are placed in the first year Regents mathematics
courses for a fixed period of time during the early part of students' first
semester in high school. At the end of this "probationary" period
students classroom performance is evaluated and students who are
passing stay in the Regents mathematics classes and those who aren't are
reprogrammed for general or remedial mathematics courses.

Both of these assessment strategies have shortcomings. The first suffers from the
same major weakness of the standardized diagnostic mathematics test in that it is a single
shot event. And a host a variables exist to affect student performance, including memory
blocks, unfamiliarity with the content and format of the test and the usual anxiety that often
occurs in test taking.

Anxiety is amplified considerably when students take the test in

new and unfamiliar situational environments3 as high school can be upon first entry.
Student mathematics assessment using this pre-evaluation test strategy could be improved
by making the test taking conditions similar to those the CMSP uses in administering
preliminary mathematics tests to students who have participated in the model program.
CMSP allows time for review of mathematics topics on the

test

before the test_is

administered, does not have multiple choice or true/false questions on the test, allows
students more than enough time to complete the test and insures that the test is graded by
experienced mathematics teachers who can qualify student errors on the test.
The second strategy of assessing students, although it allows more time for students to
demonstrate their preparedness for a first course in Regents mathematics, and is probably
worthwhile for the students who pass, plays emotional and educational havoc on students
who fail.

In Chapter 1 schools the failing students would be in the overwhelming

majority. There is probably nothing that can destroy students academic confidence more
than placement in a course for which they are largely underprepared. The "sink or swim"
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strategy, while intended to give all incoming students an opportunity to enroll in Regents
mathematics, unfortunately often operates as a screen which selects a few at the expense of
the many. This strategy is sometimes modified to select students for various versions of
the first year Regents mathematics course—e.g., giving the higher performing students the
traditional two term course sequence, while students performing lower are placed
respectively in three and four term course sequences that cover the same mathematics
topics but at a slower instructional pace.
The high school system in New York City and other urban school systems where
there are large Black and Hispanic student enrollments suffer from the effects of
mismatched mathematics course placement for entry level students. Given the lack of an
instrument or strategy that can provide more meaningful information on incoming students'
mathematics preparation for traditional high school mathematics course offerings, the high
schools, to a large extent, have ameliorated the situation by reducing their mathematics
programs for incoming students to the lowest common denominator. This is reflected in
New York City Chapter 1 high schools by the extremely small number of students who
take and achieve at a high level on the 11th Year Mathematics Regents Examination, and
nationally, by low S AT-Math and Achievement Test scores by Black and Hispanic high
school seniors and their declining enrollment in the nation's engineering colleges.

3.3

The Fundamentals of Mathematics Track Versus Regents Mathematics
As students enter 9th or 10th grade in New York City public high schools there are

essentially two mathematics program paths they can follow in their high school education,
1) Fundamentals of Mathematics or 2) Regents Mathematics. The two programs are
substantially different in terms of course content, structure, length, and academic regard
among the high school mathematics teaching staff.
The Fundamental of Mathematics (FM) program is essentially a two year program
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which, when completed successfully, satisfies the two-year mathematics requirement for
high school graduation in New York City. In addition however, students who complete
the two year FM program must also pass the Regents Competency Test in Mathematics.
The FM course is terminal in nature, and upon completion in the 10th grade, there is little
incentive for students to continue the study of mathematics since high school mathematics
graduation requirements for a local diploma have been met. Thus, students enrolled in the
FM program are not likely to graduate with more than the two years of mathematics.
Completion of mathematics by the 10th grade leaves students with the prospect of taking
no mathematics courses during the 11th and 12th year-a full two years before high school
graduation.
In contrast, the Regents mathematics program is a traditional three-year course
sequence which provides students with the mathematics foundation they will need to
pursue mathematics and science coursework beyond high school in order to be competitive
either in college study or in entry level service oriented job positions.4 Students who
successfully complete the three-year Regents mathematics sequence will have satisfied one
of the rigorous requirements needed to obtain a Regents endorsed high school diploma.
Knowing the value of these courses, as they apply to college admission, students in
Regents mathematics programs are also more likely to continue the study of advanced
mathematics and college level courses in their senior year. In addition to the higher level
mathematics coursework that students experience in Regents mathematics courses, those
who achieve in upper level Regents mathematics coursework (10th and 11th year) gain the
opportunity of being taught by the school's more experienced and qualified mathematics
teachers.
Figure 6 is a diagram that shows the curriculum paths of the two mathematics
programs that students can enroll in as they enter the 9th grade in New York City. The
two program outlines shown are as prescribed by the New York City Board of Education

9TH-12TH GRADE AND 1ST YEAR OF COLLEGE

MW YORK CITY MATH ANI) SCIENCE CURRICULUM SEQUENCE
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and approved by the New York State Education Department to meet diploma and
graduation requirements. Both programs are offered by all of the high schools in the New
York City high school system (except the three specialized high schools-Brooklyn
Technical, Stuyvesant and Bronx Science) where only Regents mathematics programs are
offered. However, the number of Regents mathematics program course offerings are
disproportionately low at Chapter 1 high schools. This is shown to be the case in the data
presented in Chapter 2, Table 15, where almost six times as many students at non-Chapter
1 high schools had taken the 11th Year Mathematics Regents Examination compared to the
number at Chapter 1 high schools during the same year. This is an indication that student
enrollment in prerequisite Regents courses in the 9th and 10th grades at Chapter 1 high
schools is correspondingly low. For the most part, the major mathematics program of
students in Chapter 1 schools is Fundamentals of Mathematics (FM).
The Fundamentals of Mathematics program was adopted by the New York City Board
of Education in response to New York State regulations that require all high school
students in New York State to pass the Regents Competency Test (RCT) as one of the
conditions for graduation and receiving a high school diploma. The latter also requires that
students accumulate two years of Fundamentals of Mathematics course credit in order to
receive a diploma from the local school district. This diploma requirement is different from
receiving a Regents endorsed diploma that requires students to take a three-year Regents
mathematics sequence and pass Regents examinations administered traditionally in the 9th,
10th and 11th grades.
The Regents Competency Test in Mathematics was first administered officially in New
York City in June 1980 and is of the same genre as standardized tests, consisting of two
parts—Reading/Writing and Mathematics. The three-hour RCT Mathematics examination is
given twice each year, in January and in June. The content of the mathematics portion of
the test is essentially arithmetic, including problems involving geometry, graphs, statistics
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and probability- all presented at a very rudimentary level. Problem difficulty and level of
rigor is about the same as that found in traditional 7 th grade mathematics textbooks.
Students are exempt from taking the RCT in mathematics if they enroll in a first
course in Regents mathematics and if they pass a corresponding Regents examination after
the completion of coursework which, as traditionally offered, covers two semesters. This
ruling by The New York State Education Department is a very important one because it has
a profound influence on the availability/choice of mathematics programs as students enter
high school at the 9th grade. At Chapter 1 high schools the choice for most students is at
once Fundamentals of Mathematics and the concomitant goal of passing the RCT
Mathematics test as a requirement for graduation.
In effect, there is little choice for Chapter 1 students: on the one hand they are faced
with the inadequate mathematics preparation received while in junior high school, and
secondly, when they arrive at high school, they find that the major high school
mathematics course offering is not much different from what they had been studying in
junior high school. In addition, the FM program to be taken in high school carries the
added requirement of being closely tied to an examination that must be passed in order to
graduate. Thus, if there is student choice in the matter, they are faced with the major
decision to pursue either the FM track (a relatively easy two year mathematics program
which satisfies the two-year mathematics requirement in preparation for the RCT and a
local diploma) or pursuing the Regents track (a much more rigorous mathematics program
which is sequenced over a three-year period which satisfies the Regents endorsed diploma
requirement, wherein students must pass a Regents examination at the completion of each
of the three mathematics courses).
Unless students in Chapter 1 high schools are able to clearly see the long term value of
enrolling in a Regents mathematics program, the incentives of a much shorter and easier
Fundamentals of Mathematics program of study plus the impact of the RCT will have a
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decided influence on the choice of mathematics program. The value and incentives for
enrolling in a Regents mathematics program are not as clear to a young student in high
school who may not understand why the more rigorous and demanding Regents program
is the program of merit. Students at Chapter 1 high schools are not generally aware that
the completion of at least two Regents mathematics courses (Algebra and Geometry) is
necessary even if there is the slightest consideration that the student will attend college or
work in the increasingly technical and service oriented economy. At the present time
neither home nor school counseling

seems to be raising students' awareness and

perception of the long term and somewhat irreversable effects of opting for the less
rigorous Fundamentals of Mathematics program.

One consequence of this lack of

advisement is the very few students at Chapter 1 high schools who take the College Board
Mathematics Achievement Tests. Table 16 shows the handful of students (44 total) who
took the 1984/85 Mathematics Achievement Test Level 1 at seven Chapter 1 schools
listed. In comparison the three specialized high schools had 1,206 students who took the
tests.
To a large extent, course enrollment in the Fundamentals of Mathematics programs is
reinforced at the school level and district level. At the school level-and especially at
Chapter 1 high schools where success in Regents mathematics programs is minimal- there
is a strong tendency to make the school mathematics program tie directly to the RCT
because the number of students passing the RCT has become a very important academic
indicator of the school’s effectiveness.

In effect, schools are held "accountable" by the

strength or weakness of the "RCT" mathematics programs they offer. It follows that
schools, in order to reduce the chances of being designated ineffective, will be inclined to
offer mathematics programs that maximize students' passing the RCT-and probably at the
expense of students establishing a base for learning higher level mathematics.
At a higher administrative level, the number of high schools in a given school district
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1984/85 MATH ACHIEVEMENT TEST LEVEL 1 COMPARISONS
AT SELECTED CHAPTER 1 AND NON-CHAPTER 1 HIGH SCHOOLS
# TEST
TAKERS

MEAN
SCORE

CHAPTER 1 HIGH SCHOOT S
Evander Childs

7

557

Erasmus Hall

6

465

Washington Irving

5

488

Martin Luther King

6

523

George Washington

6

522

George Wingate

5

404

Julia Richman

9

516

Midwood

117

591

Cardoza

67

597

Bronx Science

402

603

Stuyvesant

532

640

Brooklyn Tech

272

553

NON-CHAPTER 1 HIGH SCHOOLS

TABLE 16
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that fail to meet the RCT standard may be looked upon as reflecting the school district's
effectiveness. And, as a consequence, the tendency towards the RCT standard shifts to the
point where it establishes

the foundation and core for a high school mathematics

curriculum standard. In essence, the New York State Education Department RCT dictates
and district compliances thereof provide a compelling rationale for creating a mathematics
curriculum whose outline and content is structured around the topics and problem sets that
appear in the semi-annual administration of the RCT.

This has essentially been the

evolution of the Fundamentals of Mathematics program-a curriculum strategy whose basic
goal is to maximize students' passing the RCT.
The tendency toward the RCT is amplified by the focus and attention that schools and
districts receive both in the dictates from the New York State Education Department and
through the media and press which give substantial coverage of "lists of ineffective
schools" not meeting RCT standards and the results of the statewide testing program.5
With this media coverage, it is hard for schools, parents of students and students in the
schools not to be conscious of the ranking of "school effectiveness" and be sensitized to
the importance of the RCT as a condition for fulfilling both high school coursework and
graduation requirements.

No such statewide or local school district attention is given to

Regents mathematics coursework or the results of Regents examination, however.
Since there is no Regents mathematics track requirement for high school graduation
with a local high school diploma, the only incentive for pursuing Regents mathematics
courses is students' realization that a three-year sequence in Regents mathematics will
provide a strong foundation for the SAT's and for future higher level mathematics learning
both in high school and in college. The increasing number of high school graduates who
arrive at college with inadequate mathematics preparation indicates that students are opting
for the less rigorous one or two year General Mathematics courses rather than the stronger
traditional three-year mathematics programs of study - i.e., the "Regents" in New York
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City.
What is ironic in New York City is, that traditionally, the major mathematics program
offering in academic comprehensive high schools was the Regents mathematics program.
This is still the case in the specialized high schools of New York City: Stuyvesant, Bronx
High School of Science and Brooklyn Technical High School. However, at the remaining
New York City high schools there has been an enormous decline in the number of
students who take the Regents mathematics examination. Less than half the number of the
students took the 11th Year Regents Mathematics Examination in 1982 as did in 1970.6
During this period high school enrollment decreased by only 10%. Whether this is
attributable to the complexity of factors associated with the general nationwide decline in
mathematics achievement is not clear. However, since the New York City public school
system has traditionally had a strong mathematics program in place and a sufficient number
of high school mathematics teachers to teach the courses at a high standard, the sharp
declines in Regents mathematics present somewhat of a paradox.
Besides the declines in Regents mathematics participation, there has been an extensive
softening of the general mathematics curriculum during the same period of time. The
Fundamentals of Mathematics program that is currently in practice is essentially a general
mathematics program to the extent that the label infers the learning of mathematics found
in traditional 8th grade textbooks. In support of the FM program, the New York City
Board of Education issued two curriculum guides entitled Fundamental of Mathematics,
Part 1. Preparing Students for the RCT and Fundamental of Mathematics Part 2,
Preparing Students for the RCT.^ ®

The two FM

guides

were

published as

experimental editions in 1981 and have since been utilized by New York City high schools
to develop general mathematics programs that conform to the content and structure of
problems that are seen on the RCT.
For students who do complete the FM program in one year, there is the option of
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enrolling in a first course in Regents mathematics or satisfying the second year
mathematics requirement by enrolling in a one-year computer oriented course or consumer
mathematics course that builds on the mathematics coursework learned in Fundamentals of
Mathematics. This second year mathematics course presents an interesting set of options
for students: either to satisfy the two-year mathematics requirement by taking a traditional
course in Regents mathematics which introduces students to the abstractions of algebra or
taking a course where students have the opportunity to work with computers, while at the
same time, continuing their learning of mathematics through BASIC programming.
As described in the bulletin Computer Mathematics: An Introduction, published by the
New York City Board of Education, the computer oriented course "is designed to engage
students in using the computer to solve mathematical problems." The bulletin further goes
on to state that the course "has been prepared to be used with students who have completed
a year of general mathematics or for those who are not meeting success in the more
traditional mathematics programs."^ As indicated, the course becomes an attractive one
year option for students who want to continue on a non Regents mathematics track or for
those students who experience difficulty with Regents mathematics and want to complete
their second year mathematics requirement in a less demanding course of study and "get a
chance to use computers".
The

Computer Mathematics

course essentially

extends the Fundamentals of

Mathematics program for a second year as an optional means of satisfying the two year
mathematics requirement of a general mathematics program. The course emphasis is on
simple BASIC programming, the writing of algorithms and problem applications of FM
topics learned in the first year. Given the choice, a student who has satisfactorily
completed a year Fundamental of Mathematics program of study is more likely to enroll in
a subsequent mathematics course for which a prerequisite base of knowledge has been
established and where students can get to use computers in class.
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Fundamental or General Mathematics course offerings in high school has been a
nationwide trend that has narrowed students options for enrollment in precollege
mathematics courses considerably-especially for students in Chapter 1 high schools. The
student who arrives at high school and is "found" to be unprepared for Regents
mathematics is placed in the Fundamentals of Mathematics program sequence. Once in this
program sequence, the chances are slim that the student will elevate to a Regents
mathematics program.

However, if enrollment in a Regents mathematics class does

occur, the students will probably experience great difficulty in mastering course material
because of the lack of topic coverage and inadequate preparation received in the earlier
Fundamental of Mathematics course.
In effect, the Fundamentals of Mathematics course followed by Computer Mathematics
(or Consumer Math) course, is a two-year course of study that is terminal in nature.
Besides routing students toward the RCT and providing the schedule for students to
accumulate the mathematics course credit needed for graduation, FM has little value or
substance for providing the foundation or core of learning required for students to continue
their mathematics learning after the two-year FM coursework has been completed.

In an

age of science and technology where there is an increasing awareness that students need to
be more mathematically adept rather than less, the limited two-year RCT mathematics
option falls far short. In order to meet the occupational and technical demands of the
future, the traditional three-year Regents Mathematics sequence must be the curriculum
utilized in the mathematics programs offered at the high schools. The FM program and all
other mathematics programs which are tied to minimum competency tests, or dwell in
"generalities" of prealgebra mathematics, are not consistent with the times nor have they
the intrinsic value for providing students with the foundation needed to learn higher level
mathematics both at and beyond high school.
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3.4 Mathematics: Its Distinction and Potential for Student Learning
What is characteristic about mathematics that makes it distinct from other subjects that
students study in high school? And how is learning mathematics different from learning
the other academic core subjects—science or english or social studies?

Both of these

questions raise pedagogical as well as organizational education issues that have a direct
bearing on academic learning not only from the standpoint of accumulating school course
credit but also as a basis for future learning opportunities beyond high school.
Mathematics, as an individual course of study, carries the same weight of course
credit as other academic subjects, so its level of importance in the school day curriculum
for a given semester is on an equal footing with english and social studies. However,
from the perspective of New York City Board of Education and New York State Education
Department course credit requirements, mathematics has less importance than English or
Social Studies. Students in New York City need only complete two years of mathematics
(either Fundamentals of Mathematics, Regents Mathematics or a combination of the two) to
satisfy the requirements for a local diploma, or three years of Regents Mathematics to
qualify for a Regents endorsed diploma. In comparison, four years of english and four
years of social studies are needed to satisfy both the requirements for either a local or a
Regents endorsed diploma.
This lower number course credit required in mathematics than in english and social
studies for graduation is somewhat of a contradiction considering the significance of
mathematics in standardized diagnostic tests where attempts are made to determine
students’ verbal and mathematical competencies even as early as the first grade.
Standardized diagnostic tests are continuously administered to students at all levels of their
schooling; at elementary and middle schools included are grade level tests and IQ Tests,
while high schools administer minimum competency tests and the Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT). The assessment of students' verbal and mathematics proficiency at any given point
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in time is paramount. It is not students' recollection of historical facts nor their current
knowledge of political or socio-economic events that are tested, but instead, students’
ability to solve mathematical problems and comprehend and decipher written passages
and word meanings.
Given the importance that is attributed to standardized tests that are aimed at assessing
students' verbal and mathematics proficiency and the fact that mathematics constitutes
one-half of most standardized tests' value, it is odd that mathematics does not occupy a
larger segment of the school curriculum and course structure in high school. From the
standpoint of academic course time allocation during the regular high school day,
mathematics' single course offering occupies only 25% of academic instructional time
while English, Social Studies and Science make up 75%. The latter subjects, as taught in
high school, can all be categorized as non-mathematical (including Science) because of
their emphasis on reading and the recollection of facts and events. And taken together,
they are inclined to contribute more to students' achievement on the verbal portion of
standardized tests than on the mathematics portion. In actuality, high school students
receive one-quarter the preparation time in mathematics that they do for the verbal as it
applies to standardized tests. And yet, 50% the content of most standardized tests
(including the two-part diagnostic, predictive and minimum competency tests) is based on
students' ability to perform mathematics operations and solve mathematical problems.
The fact that there is a disproportionate amount of instructional time for mathematics is
due serious consideration. Standardized diagnostic or aptitude tests attempt to measure
students' accumulated or developed verbal and mathematical skills and
abilities."10

reasoning

By this definition, the standardized tests can be said to be tests of general

knowledge and are therefore not directly related to the subject matter being tested or studied
by students at the time of the test. This is probably true for the verbal portion of the test,
given the broad topics found in written passages and the grammatical nature of verbal
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exercises. However, in the mathematics portion of the test, what is being tested is whether
students can solve specific mathematical problems. And these problems

are directly

related to only one subject that students are studying in school-Mathematics. And whether
students do well on the mathematics portion of the standardized test is again directly related
to the mathematics course being taken and the quality of instruction received. If the
mathematics course includes topics and problem exercises which are consistent with the
problems on the standardized test, then there is a high likelihood that students will test
well simply because of the direct relationship between what is being tested and what has
been taught.
For example, a typical standardized diagnostic mathematics test given to high school
students will include mathematical problems that are found in 7th and 8th grade
mathematics textbooks. Thus, in taking the test, the student is confronted first with a
format that includes the exercise of problem recognition and recall and then actual solution
of the problem. The more closely the mathematics course taken by students is tied to the
test, the better students' chances of recall and subsequent solution of the problems will be.
In mathematics this is a problem unto itself because teaching to the test becomes a distinct
reality, especially given the rudimentary mathematics levels and skills which are tested in
standardized diagnostic and minimum competency tests at the secondary levels.

And

because of the highly structured and objective nature of the mathematics portion of the
standardized tests, memorization, as preparation for the test, becomes a useful and
pervasive classroom practice, especially if the mathematics course being taught is similar in
content to the examination to be taken.
The problem of teaching to the test is reinforced New York City Chapter 1 high
schools where a majority of students are enrolled in Fundamentals of Mathematics courses
the content of which is inherent in the RCT Mathematics exam.

The problem is further

exacerbated by the tendency for textbook publishers to gear new textbook development to
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educational markets that are perceived to have growth potential. And in recent years the
increased usage and emphasis on standardized diagnostic and minimum competency testing
has been fertile ground for textbook and workbook development.
From the perspective of standardized diagnostic testing, mathematics is different from
other academic subjects, both as it compares in instructional time for student test
preparation and the specificity of the accumulated knowledge being

tested.

In

mathematics, it is the subject of mathematics per se that is being tested, whatever the level
may be, whereas performance on the verbal is a more general consequence of schooling
and home environment and the host of academic subjects including English, Social Studies
and Science. The 3R's clichd, that reading, writing and arithmetic are the three basic skills
that society upholds and desires students to attain in school-only one of the skills,
arithmetic, is tied directly to a school's single subject and course offering.
One of the distinctions that mathematics has from other academic subjects in high
school is in the very close relationship that mathematics courses have in and among
themselves in content and in the prerequisite and sequential nature of their course structure
and organization.

The tradition of building a foundation for mastery at progressively

higher academic levels in subsequent mathematics courses is the central pedagogical design
of high school mathematics. This is true in high school as it is in college where students
are required to master the prerequisite mathematics topics before proceeding to the next
higher level mathematics course. If this tightly structured sequence of mathematics
coursework is viewed over the elementary, secondary and post secondary continuum,
then what is obtained is at least a 14-vear long concentration in mathematics that begins
with arithmetic and ends with some level of the calculus. Students majoring in engineering
or science will necessarily complete 16 to 18 years of mathematics study.

In between

there is plethora of mathematical content that can either impede or propel a student's
academic progress in the school mathematical course sequence.
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The serial organization of mathematics in high school is clearly unique when compared
to other subjects like English, Social studies and Science. Although high school courses in
Biology, Chemistry and Physics are organized as a three-year science sequence, the
courses have little bearing on one another in terms of relative content and conceptual
framework. The same can be said of the four-year sequences of English and Social
Studies where term to term course content is more dependent on students' ability to read
and recall information than it is to study any underlying principle or concepts taught in the
courses.
Learning mathematics is somewhat like learning music or a foreign language in that it
is akin to a process of deciphering code. All three disciplines have distinctive syntax and
forms of expression that are different from English.

And all three are sequentially

structured courses of study in which mastery levels or established stages of achievement
are necessary before students can progress to higher performance levels. And constant
practice and testing is the rule by which all three dictate acceptable topic and/or course
performance levels. Where mathematics parts company from music, foreign language and
any other high school course offering, taught as a subject or skill to be learned, is in its
abstractness and lack of cultural ties. The major distinction between mathematics and all
other high school subjects is the abstract nature of its language and symbolic structure.
Mathematics bears no resemblance to any language or cultural norm either present or past,
yet it has a universal acceptance that is enjoyed by no other academic discipline.
Mathematics is the universal language of science and commerce, used in the same
unaltered form by all countries and modem societies of the world. Primary usage in the
economic world includes the statistical and probability functions that are utilized by
businesses and governments to calculate budgets and predict project expenditures and
returns on investments. In the engineering profession the calculus and linear programming
are widely used as tools in design and development and in the efficient manufacture of
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mechanical and electronic systems.- It is the abstraction of mathematics

and its

generahzability that allows its use across cultures and in many societal applications.
Throughout modem history the utilization of mathematics in scientific inquiries has
established a research doctrine of acceptable "scientific truths" where investigations of
natural phenomena and theoretical concepts in all branches of science can be tested for
completeness and consistency. Rarely are scientific theories or discoveries accepted as
sound in principle unless they have been presented in mathematical terms and subjected to
the scrutiny and rigorous mathematical/analysis by members of the scientific community.
This mathematical analytic process of creating scientific theory and subsequently testing its
applications in the industrial and consumer market has propelled modem society forward
by explosive and exponential growth in industrial and technological developments in the
last century.
The principles of aerodynamic flight discovered by the German scientist Theodore
von Karman several years after the Wright brothers' first flight at Kitty Hawk in 1904 is a
splendid example of how mathematical analysis and design turned a little understood and
long sought invention into

a major transportation industry that has since literally

transformed the once separated world into a community of nations.11 The aviation and
space technology systems that have evolved are now orders of magnitude larger and more
complex than when they were first originated at the turn of the century. Not only was a
new industry created but an aerodynamic science as well. This has led to important
advances and discoveries in the fields of geography, meteorology and astronomy. These
scientific advances and the enormous progress of aerospace and aviation technology made
in the last 80 years would not have occurred without the precision and analytical power of
mathematics that scientists and engineers used as a tool better research and develop the
science and technology of flight
Mathematics as a subject to be learned in New York City public high schools has
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remained virtually unchanged for the last 100 years, and the content of specific courses
like Geometry still closely follow the classical work of Euclid that was done almost 2,400
years ago.14 While there have been infusions of topical treatments in logic, probability and
statistics, the traditional high school mathematics course sequence is still centered around
algebra, geometry and trigonometry, which as a core of study, is intended to prepare
students academically for the higher level mathematics to be encountered in college. As a
utility for practical life applications, traditional high school mathematics study has little
purpose other than being a prerequisite for higher level college mathematics study. While
its almost exclusive academic focus may make mathematics a less compelling course of
study than English, Social Studies or Science, its academic nature is its inherent strength in
th<? schQQl dqy cqmpulum. This abstractness, while making it more difficult for teachers to
find applications for its teaching (which might heighten students' interest) in the end is
what sets mathematics apart from other high school subjects. Its abstractness as a subject
is noted by Whitehead in his Introduction to Mathematic-

Thus we write down as the leading characteristic of mathematics that it deals
with properties and ideas which are applicable to things just because they are
things, and apart from any particular feelings, or emotions, or sensations, in any
way connected with them. This is what is meant by calling mathematics an
abstract science.13

Perhaps mathematics' most important asset as a subject to be learned is the precision
and uniformity of its content across the wide spectrum of courses that are taken from
elementary school through college. A beginning course in algebra taught in China will
cover the same concepts and principles as one that is taught in the United States. And the
manner in which a simple linear equation is solved by students will follow essentially the
same procedures in an algorithmic format. Regardless of the spoken language or culture of
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the student the symbolic expressions and equation solving that make up the study of a first
course in algebra are essentially the same. Although the organization and structure of the
algebra course may differ from school system to school system, the concepts and
principles of the algebra to be learned are in a mathematical form that can be understood
and interpreted largely independently

of the accompanying written language.

For

example, the equation y = mx + b will be recognized as an equation of a straight line in
texts printed in all languages.
A case in point which highlights the universal nature of mathematics learning despite
language differences is the performance of Asian/Pacific American senior high school
students on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT). During the 1984 test year, data on college
bound seniors indicated that 28% of the 20,364 Asian Pacific Americans who took the
test responded "na" to the question, "English as best language".14 In comparing the
verbal performance of these students to the mathematics part of the SAT, the power and
universal quality of mathematics learning is clearly shown.

Although the "limited

English" Asian Pacific American students scored 155 points below the median score for all
students on the verbal portion of the test—271 vs. 426—their median score on the
mathematics portion of the test was 56 points higher than the median mathematics score for
all students—527 vs. 471.
The median SAT-Math score for the "limited English" Asian Pacific American seniors
was also higher than that of Asian Pacific American students who responded "yes" to the
question, "English as best language"-527 vs. 522. In comparison to this group of Asian
Pacific American students, the "limited English" students verbal performance was 159
points lower in median score-271 vs. 430. This striking imbalance between verbal and
mathematics SAT performance for the "limited English" Asian Pacific American student
could be attributed to a variety of factors including having received stronger mathematics
schooling.

However, the evidence is compelling that mathematics

learning and
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achievement can be attained even with limited English profiHenry
The data make a case both for the universality of mathematics and the academic
strength that high mathematics achievement brings to students for educational opportunities
beyond high school. Despite the "limited English" Asian Pacific American students’ very
low scores on the Verbal portion of the SAT, their place in higher education is assured by
their sterling performance on the mathematics portion of the SAT. There is a compelling
sense of academic discipline about high achievement in mathematics that overrides a limited
proficiency in English. This is shown to be the case not only in the higher than average
enrollments of Asian Pacific American students in the nation's engineering colleges, but
also in their growing faculty and graduate level presence in programs of science and
engineering.15
Achievement in mathematics is more than just having the skill to solve mathematics
problems or conceptualizing an algorithmic process; it is also a wav of thinking that
epitomizes academic discipline and behavior. Mathematics cannot be learned well unless
there is a conscientious effort on the part of the student to concentrate in the classroom and
be consistent in the completion of homework assignments. It matters little whether the
topic of study is arithmetic or the calculus. Disciplined academic behavior is an essential
element for students' high mathematics achievement. But classroom concentration and
disciplined study are academic qualities which are held in high stead by faculty in any
subject area who are seeking to impart knowledge and understanding to students in a
classroom setting. It is just more difficult to quantify these qualities with achievement in
subject areas which are non-mathematical.
Mathematics as a subject to be learned involves a process of memorizing, symbolic
notations and procedures, recognizing numerical and geometric patterns and developing
algebraic, geometric and graphical realtionships. All of these elements of learning are
abstract and have little cultural tie to the learner. As such, it is much more of a purely
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academic and intellectual pursuit than all other academic subjects.

And almost all

mathematics material that is new to students must be taught by a qualified mathematics
teacher and learned in the classroom. Little if any learning will take place at home except
by the determined efforts that students themselves make in doing assigned homework.
This is due mainly to mathematics' lack of cultural ties and abstractness that make
mathematical topics and algorithms not easy to apply to the outside world at the time of
learning. Except in instances where parents or siblings are proficient in the mathematics
being studied at the time, mathematics achievement for most students is almost exclusively
a school-dependent learning experience. This is far different from the formal learning of
English, Social Studies and Science where the ability to read in English is of primary
importance and where socio-economic status and out of school experiences can have a
profound influence on achievement in these subject areas.
Besides being largely inclusive to formal school day learning, mathematics has also
been highly regarded by the general public as a subject to be learned in school. In the 11th
Annual Gallup Poll of the Public's Attitude Towards Public Schools administered in 1979,
mathematics was viewed as "essential by more people than any other school subject."16 In
response to questions on eleven school subjects that were represented in the poll, 97% of
those surveyed cited mathematics as being essential, followed by English Grammar and
Composition-94%,

Civics/Govemment--88%, U.S. History-86% and Science-83%.

The general public is acutely aware of the importance of learning mathematics and
perhaps this view has been reinforced in the public eye by the proliferation of standardized
testing where mathematics stands up as a single school subject
For the college viewpoint it could be argued that if students have the capacity to
achieve in the study of mathematics, then other subjects will also be learned well, given the
opportunity, time and academic support. This thinking is bolstered by 1984 College
Board data which showed that 37% of the Asian Pacific American students surveyed
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selected the Physical Sciences and related areas (Computer Science, Systems Analysis,
Engineering and Mathematics) as the first choice of their intended area of college study,
even though their median Verbal SAT score was 377. This verbal test score was £2
points bqlpw the 459 median score for White students, 23.2% who selected the Physical
Sciences and Other Related Areas as their first choice of intended area of college study.
However, the low verbal score for the Asian Pacific American students was balanced by a
median SAT-Math score which was 13 points above the median for White students-557
vs. 546. The substantially larger enrollment of Asian Pacific students in engineeering
colleges is a true indication of the extremely important role that the SAT-Math has in the
college admission for this group of students whose proficiency in English may not be as
high as the general student population's.
The enrollment and achievement in mathematics coursework presently appears to be
distinctive, and, as an academic subject, is seemingly far less dependent on English
proficiency than are other high school subjects. As has been shown by the Asian Pacific
American students, mathematics achievement can greatly expand and influence students'
academic opportunities beyond high school. However, the same forces that prevail for
foreign bom students (with limited English proficiency) who are proficient in mathematics
should be applicable to Black and Hispanic students who, for socio-economic reasons,
may find their societal experiences limited and language skills lacking, more so than their
White student counterparts.
Because mathematics is abstract and lacks cultural ties,

its learning is probably

influenced much less by socioeconomic factors and language than are other school
courses.

And, as a result, enrollment and achievement in the subject of mathematics can

be more directly related to both course placement and the quality of instruction that takes
place in the classroom. If this is true and school models can be organized and developed to
assure proper placement and quality mathematics instruction, it would open up and yield
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substantial opportunities for Black and Hispanic students to achieve while still in high
school and, at the same time, provide the base to further their education beyond high
school.
A schoolwide mathematics impetus could also set in motion, an intervention strategy
to create a critical mass of student academic leadership that is currently lacking in public
high schools with predominant Black and Hispanic student populations or in high schools
where there is a prevalence of low mathematics achieving students.

By their increased

mathematics achievement, students in Chapter 1 high schools can establish levels of
academic performance that can be used as standards of measure in other academic subject
areas and in so doing lead to general school improvement. This would be beneficial not
only to students but to teachers as well, who, as a consequence of higher student
mathematics achievement, can participate more often in the teaching of higher level
mathematics and science courses.

3.5

The Establishment of a Strong Learning Foundation:
A Maior Kev to Effective Growth in Mathematics Learning
The primary goal in the process of student mathematics assessment is to determine

students' level of preparation for entry level mathematics courses in high school. This is
also a growing issue for colleges where increasing numbers of students arrive in need of
mathematics and English remediation upon to enrollment in college. It is essentially the
same situation that colleges and high schools are facing. The major difference is that
students who elect to attend college with severe deficiencies in their academic background
have more coursework to make up and there is a high probability of their not completing
their four year course of college study. In high school non-completion is less likely, as the
high school, in response to the problem of student underpreparation for high school
coursework reduces its academic

standards and the problem has, in effect, been
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compromised. This "solution" to the problem is widespread, and although not conducive
to promoting student achievement or teacher competitiveness, does indicate that alternative
strategies for assessing students and building stronger high school mathematics programs
are possible and needed.
It follows that if major changes in a high school program can occur which drastically
reduce the quality and level of mathematics education, then the opposite can also be true.
The usual result of not maintaining or supporting a functioning program or institution that
is in place is the consistent deterioration of performance over a period of time.
Conversely, with continual maintenance and occasional redesign and restructuring to
address changing environmental and socioeconomic conditions, the program or institution
can not only become stronger but more versatile in adapting to the new situation. This
alternative strategy can invigorate the institution or program, reinforce purpose, and insure
longevity through continuous cycles of change and adaptation.
The major problem that needs to be addressed is the rebuilding of traditional high
school mathematics programs at Chapter 1 high schools in order to achieve a significant
increase in the 9th grade student population prepared to enroll and achieve in Regents
mathematics coursework. This immediately presents organizational and pedagogical
challenges—organizational in the sense that the placement of students in mathematics
courses must be consistent with their potential to learn if significant progress in student
achievement is to be made.

The current pool of high achieving students in Chapter 1

schools is so small that traditional student selection strategies are unlikely to make any
impact that is measureable. Twenty years of remedial mathematics program model trials
have elapsed with a persistent and continuing decline in traditional precollege mathematics
enrollment. Low mathematics achievement levels in high schools with predominant Black
and Hispanic enrollment provides strong evidence that new and different school
organizational approaches to student course selection are desperately required. The current
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practice of utilizing standardized diagnostic testing for determining a student's academic
future must be reappraised as a school criterion for mathematics course placement. Using
standardized test scores as a means of assessing students' mathematics "ability" appears to
be fraught with serious error and may well be exacerbating the problem rather than
offering any genuine or long lasting solutions.

The problem is pedagogical because,

presently, the extremely small pool of high achieving mathematics students in a given
Chapter 1 school has created an instructional vacuum for teachers whose talents go largely
underutilized.

And except for one or two senior teachers who occasionally have an

opportunity to teach higher level Regents mathematics courses, the majority of the school’s
teachers are relegated to teaching courses that are far below the academic level of their
mathematics background and teaching license. In addition, teaching remedial or general
mathematics courses to students

who

enter high school with poor mathematics

preparation may be beyond the pedagogical training of teachers who had traditionally
taught the more rigorous Regents mathematics courses.

As a result, the quality of

instruction may be lacking even in the lower level remedial or general mathematics
coursework because of the pedagogical mismatch of students and teachers.
Prior to high school entry at the 9th grade, students in New York City public schools
should have followed a mathematics curriculum sequence to prepare them for the
mathematics coursework they would encounter in high school. Currently, the mathematics
preparation's being either along the lines that is prerequisite for the high school Regents
mathematics program or for the less demanding Fundamental of Mathematics program is
a function of the schools and the quality of the mathematics programs offered in grades
K-8. The fact that large numbers of Black and Hispanic students enter Chapter 1 high
schools with severe deficiencies in their mathematics background would suggest that the
quality of mathematics instruction at the feeder schools is seriously lacking.

The

arguments about poor student preparation in Chapter 1 middle and junior high schools
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range from the often heard socioeconomic factors to the poor quality of teaching. While
there may be some value in investigating these arguments and a multitude of others, the
fact remains that an overwhelming number of Black and Hispanic students arrive at
Chapter 1 high schools each year with extremely weak mathematics foundations. As a
result, the major mathematics course offering at the 9th and 10th grade in Chapter 1 high
schools has become the Fundamentals of Mathematics program.
The position taken by the Comprehensive Math & Science Program (CMSP) in the
research and development of a model to significantly increase the pool of students who
achieve in high school mathematics is one that addresses the poorly prepared entering
students at the time of high school entry, rather than their past mathematics learning
experiences. The fact that students arc poorly prepared for high school mathematics and
that this condition has prevailed for over a decade in New York City and elsewhere is
sufficient to prove that a serious problem exists.
Traditional research studies that have taken place over the last decade have provided
little if any guidance or direction toward solutions other than programs of mathematics
remediation.

And thus. Chapter 1 high schools remain with the dilemma of trying to

adapt their instructional resources and traditional mathematics course structure to an
entering student population that is vastly different in mathematics preparation from their
student counterparts of a previous generation.

The result has been the continuing

deterioration of the Regents mathematics program structure and a corresponding increase in
Fundamentals of Mathematics programs. And there appears to be no sustained effort at the
federal or state level (other than programs of remediation) that would counter this
downward trend in Chapter 1 high schools. The problem may grow still more acute when
larger proportions of qualified teachers of high school Regents Mathematics courses
become eligible to retire and leave the system. It is estimated by the United Federation of
Teachers (UFT) that over one half of the nation’s teaching force will have to be replaced
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"by the early 1990's."17 And without a commensurate number of new qualified teachers
to replace the more experienced teachers that leave, an inadequate school staffing pattern
may develop that can seriously impede future efforts to solve the problem.
The difficulties of staffing that loom in the not too distant future brings an added
urgency to the problem because student mathematics achievement at any grade level is
heavily dependent on the formal presentation given in class by qualified mathematics
teachers. The CMSP, in developing curriculum models, has operated on the assumption
that students with weak mathematics foundations entering Chapter 1 high school enter
weak because of discontinuities in their mathematics learning at the 7th and 8th grades.
And these discontinuities in mathematics learning are largely a consequence of a poorly
structured curriculum and the shortage of qualified mathematics teachers at Chapter 1
middle and junior high schools that are designated feeders of the local (neighborhood)
Chapter 1 high schools.
The persistence of student underpreparedness in mathematics upon high school entry
over the last decade would indicate that solving the problem at the middle and junior high
school level may indeed be a difficult if not an impossible task. This will be especially
difficult if the student underpreparedness found is mainly attributable to severe shortages
of qualified mathematics teachers. Increasing the number of qualified mathematics teachers
in Chapter 1 middle and junior high schools would require a massive and costly effort that
includes intensive mathematics training and teacher certification in mathematics. In
addition, a successful solution by a massive teacher training program would aptly require
newly trained teachers’ making long term commitments to teach in middle and junior high
schools located in the city's low income and predominantly Black and Hispanic
neighborhoods.
The irony of the current problem is that there does not appear to be a shortage of
qualified teachers in the New York City Chapter 1 high schools. In fact what appears to be
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the case is a great underutilization of mathematics teachers who, instead of teaching
Regents Geometry and 11th Year Mathematics, are, for the most part, teaching
Fundamentals of Mathematics or beginning courses in Algebra (which in some cases are
stretched out to three and four semesters). If there exists a severe shortage of any kind, it
is the apparent one of students' preparedness to enroll in Regents mathematics courses as
they enter Chapter 1 high schools. Student underpreparedness but nqi inability to do
mathematics is the primary assumption upon which
was initiated in the Fall of 1978.

CMSP model development work

In the continuing years of CMSP efforts,

curriculum-based actions have been developed and test implemented that are counter to the
prevailing methods and strategies of student mathematics assessment—in particular, those
that are heavily dependent on standardized diagnostic tests for course placement.
In its model development work with students in high school in the last decade, the
CMSP has, on numerous occasions, found that significant growth in mathematics learning
is possible in a relatively short time once a strong mathematics foundation has been
acquired.

Positive project experiences like this with participant students have reinforced

the premise that all students can learn mathematics very well provided they have the
foundation and academic support for the mathematics they are expected to learn in the
classroom. The proposition that mathematics can be learned by all is not new and was
advanced by Morris Kline, the noted mathematician, in his book, Mathematics: A Cultural
Approach. He states convincingly that students:

... can be assured that the subject is within their grasp and that no special gifts
or qualities of mind are needed to learn mathematics.18

Establishing a fact that all students can learn mathematics very well is intimately tied to
seeking solutions to the problem of mathematics underachievement among Black and
Hispanic students. A basic goal of the CMSP model project was to research and develop
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models that significantly increase the number of Black and Hispanic students at Chapter 1
high schools who enroll and achieve in a first course in Regents Algebra. In addition, the
CMSP goal has to be attained in no more than three semesters by students who enter the
high school at the 9th grade. In this way, students participating in CMSP could continue
Regents mathematics study beyond algebra for the remainder of their high school years and
graduate with at least the minimum of three and half years of the Regents mathematics
coursework that is prerequisite for college study in engineering and science. Electing to
enroll in the

three-year Regents mathematics course sequence, the students would

invariably be drawn to enroll in parallel Regents courses in chemistry and physics that
further bolster their precollege mathematics and science education.
A basic and logical question that arises upon the pronouncement of the CMSP project
goals is, "Where are the 9th grade Regents mathematics students going to be drawn from,
given the mathematics underpreparedness that is so prevalent among entering Chapter 1
high school students?" If the CMSP were to use standardized test scores as a basis for
student selection, the assumption would be that there is little chance for a practical
solution. That was true for remedial high school courses and placement strategies which
were shown to have little ability to increase the proportions of students who go on to
study Regents algebra.

The outcome of these past and current school diagnostic testing

efforts may have encouraged a general sentiment

that if students had not learned

mathematics well enough by the the time they reached the 9th grade, they are simply
incapable of learning algebra, geometry and trigonometry in high school. Given the small
pool of students who achieve in Regents mathematics coursework in Chapter 1 high
schools, this may be a prevailing thought that is reinforced in the schools themselves,
thereby adding to the burden of students who would otherwise seek to enroll in Regents
mathematics coursework.
The major impediment of larger enrollments in the first course in Regents Algebra is
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the student assessment process which, as currently practiced, gives few students in
Chapter 1 high schools the opportunity to qualify for enrollment. However, as argued, the
unreliability of students' middle and junior high school records and the inaccuracies of
standardized diagnostic tests used in high school are limited for assessing mathematics
capacity and student academic potential.

And because of their inherent diagnostic

weaknesses, these assessment strategies may, in fact, be depriving students from realizing
the academic mathematics experiences that they require to learn mathematics well.
One solution is to have no selection process and designate that all incoming students
be programmed for the Regents mathematics sequence. This approach is in keeping with
the CMSP goal of significantly increasing the enrollment of students in Regents algebra,
but it may not necessarily assure achievement. The uneven and varied mathematical
experiences and backgrounds of entering high school students would be a major deterrent
to general achievement in a Regents algebra course. And enrolling all entering 9th year
students immediately in Regents algebra or in a stretched out three- or four-semester course
has not proven to be an effective way to raise either enrollment or achievement in Chapter 1
high schools.
Suppose, however, that the Regents course enrollment is delayed by a single
semester-during which time students are given the opportunity to review and refresh the
mathematics foundation coursework that is prerequisite for achievement in algebra. Would
this not be a possible solution to the Regents course placement problem? The strategy, if
successful, would provide time for students

to complete the three year Regents

mathematics sequence and still leave one semester in the senior year to engage in college
level mathematics coursework before high school graduation. This idea surfaced back in
1978 when the CMSP began experiencing difficulty finding enough eligible high school
juniors and seniors at several New York City high schools to participate in CMSP
academic enrichment activities-in collaboration with the six New York City based
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engineering colleges. At the same time, several of the high school principals participating
in the CMSP model enrichment programs expressed interest in the idea of an in-school
mathematics achievement model.

The idea was also presented to

grant making

corporations and foundations to fund experimentation on a small scale to test the in-school
model concept as a prelude to larger scale model development.
At the time of idea's inception there was little discussion or exchange (philosophic or
educational) on the feasibilty of developing the idea into a practical school strategy for
mathematics course placement. Difficulties in Regents course enrollment existed in
Chapter 1 schools in 1978 as they do currently in 1987, and there was an urgency and a
fundamental need to follow any lead or idea that appeared to have promise. The CMSP
model offered a glimmer of promise and its implementation was not questioned.
However, in retrospect, a dialogue could have taken place at the time which, on the basis
of tradition and convention, could have seriously questioned the soundness of the idea.
Two basic questions: How is it possible for students to review and refresh eight years of
mathematics in one semester, especially if prior schooling may have been inadequate?
Secondly, how will students whose standardized diagnostic test scores are two years or
below at the time of high school entry be affected; can we expect them also to make up the
mathematics work in one semester and then enroll and be successful in a first course in
Regents Algebra?
As is the case in most research and development efforts, at the time of their inception,
work proceeds in spirited fashion on the capital of good hunches. The questions, as
posed, were never looked at seriously as major considerations or project deterrents in the
early stages of model development. This was partly due to the fact that in the previous
four years (1974-1978) of working with high school students there was sufficient
anecdotal evidence of the remarkable academic growth that can take place when students
are given the strong foundation and personal attention for the mathematics subjects that
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they are required to learn for engineering college admission.

Another reason for

non-inquiry to the posed questions was the general good feeling and enthusiasm of the
project participants who, as a collaborative group from high schools, colleges and industry
worked together with a single purpose of mind: to get more students to do well in
precollege mathematics and to increase their awareness of college study in engineering and
science. For the most part the efforts of the participating staff paid off and many high
school students went on to study successfully at engineering colleges.

These early

successes established a solid base which encouraged further investigation of more
complex high school matters such as the issue of Regents Mathematics course placement.
However encouraging and promising the signs of CMSP project success may have been
in 1978, the two fundamental questions concerning student underpreparedness, as cited
above, remain.
The first question centers on the notion of eight years of mathematics schooling and its
importance in providing students with the foundation to enroll and be successful in a first
course in Regents algebra. The first thought in response to this question is: What basic
knowledge is required to prepare students properly for a beginning course in algebra? If
one examines the mathematical operations that are required for students to manipulate
algebraic expressions, it is recognized that basic arithmetic is paramount. In fact, algebra,
as a branch of mathematics study, is arithmetic in form except that letters are substituted
for numbers in the process of designating unknown quantities and solving
equations-which are core concepts of a first course in algebra.
It follows that students' knowledge of arithmetic operations is fundamentally important
in learning basic algebraic concepts.

And these operations include whole numbers,

fractions and decimals, which occur repeatedly in all algebra problems and equation
solving in first year algebra coursework.

Mathematics teachers are sensitive to the

inordinate amount of difficulty that students experience in learning algebra for the first time
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if there are fundamental weaknesses in arithmetic.
How important are other mathematics topics such as geometry, graphing or the newly
added course topis of statistics and probability for success in algebra? Fortunately, none
of these topics stand in isolation in the school curriculum at the middle and junior high
school levels and are themselves based in large part on a fundamental knowledge of
arithmetic. In the end, a knowledge of place value and the four arithmetic operations plus
fractions and decimals are what students need to know well as a base for their continued
study of mathematics in high school. If the assumption of the dependency of algebra on
arithmetic learning is correct, then the amount of mathematics work that must be reviewed
and refreshed as students enter high school is reduced considerably. Secondly, most
students, even those who test poorly, bring a considerable amount of mathematical
knowledge and experience with them upon high school enrollment at the 9th grade.
Almost all students have mastered addition and subtraction of whole numbers and have
conceptualized place value. In addition, the symbols of arithmetic operations have been
well learned as well as basic geometric forms and some elements of ratios and proportions,
as they have been introduced in general science as fundamental measurements of area and
volume.
Further, 9th year students regardless of their mathematics achievement in middle and
junior high schools, have great facility with the manipulation of money and therefore, in
this domain, have a good working knowledge of decimals and fractions and a good sense
of place value-i.e., making change with pennies, nickels, dimes, quarters and half dollars,
and the differences between a dollar bill and larger denominations.

And lastly, all

students understand very well the grading practices of tests and courses which are
expressed in percentages or in values that reflect pass and fail and partial credit. Taken
together, it is an enormous amount of mathematics knowledge that most students have
acquired throughout their eight years of schooling prior to high school admission. Not
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only is the knowledge abundant but is sufficiently learned by students to be used as a
curriculum base upon which to build students foundation for a first course in algebra.
Approaching the problem from the perspective of arithmetic as a base of preparation
for algebra and refreshing the previous eight years of mathematics schooling, creating
strategies for a solution becomes manageable and not nearly as formidable as might be
expected. Students arrive with more than a sufficient amount of knowledge and experience
in arithmetic, however for the majority of students in Chapter 1 high schools, this
mathematics background is fragmented. And this fragmentation appears to have been
caused by the discontinuities in mathematics learning that are encountered in Chapter 1
middle and junior high schools where irregularities in the mathematics that students took
may have occured on a term-to-term basis. If the middle and junior high schools do not
have a mathematics staff that is fully qualified to teach the mathematics prerequisite to the
study of a first course in algebra—and student enrollment and achievement in these courses
in Chapter 1 high schools appears to strongly suggest this—then, without intervention,
students will find their future learning of mathematics inconsistent and susceptible to
failure. Junior high and middle school students may have taken a mathematics course in
one term where instruction was solid and convincing and had that followed by one whose
content was not matched to the previous term's and where instruction was unstructured
and of poor quality. An experience of this sort, which may be typical in Chapter 1 middle
and junior high schools, can seriously erode students' previous mathematics learning and
impair their academic confidence in the classroom. A single term's experience of poor
teaching, however short it might seem along the eight year mathematics continuum, can
have a serious impact on the sequential buildup of students mathematics foundations prior
to their high school entry.
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3.6

Conceptualizing a Model Program To Increase Mathematics Achievement
Formal schooling can be said to be a process of learning how to learn more about

particular courses of study. This is especially so with pre-high school mathematics where
a significant amount of rote learning takes place and memorization is required because of
the abstractness and prerequisite/sequential nature of the subject matter. Learning how to
learn more in mathematics means gaining the capacity to grasp and understand new
material connected to that which was previously learned. This previously learned material,
in order to be a useful base for future mathematics learning, must have been acquired and
learned as a meaningful whole body of knowledge.19 And this is the basic difficulty that
is encountered when students are programmed for courses for which they are insufficiently
prepared, especially as it applies to a first course in algebra.
In learning the fundamental concepts for a first course in algebra it is not enough to be
able to add and subtract. Students must know whole number arithmetic as a meaningful
and complete body of knowledge. This includes using multiplication and division in a
systematic form that allows an interplay of all four algorithms in the solution of single
variable equations requiring arithmetic manipulations. The whole number knowledge base
holds true for fractions and decimals where students must demonstrate a proficiency in all
four arithmetic operations.
In the consideration of a model strategy designed to refresh and review K-8 arithmetic,
where there is no selection criteria for enrollment in a single semester course, the following
applies. Entering student profiles can range from those students on the low end who are
able to perform with facility at least whole number arithmetic with two operations (addition
and subtraction) to students at the high end who have a fairly complete knowledge of
arithmetic and some fundamental learning experiences in algebra (signed numbers and
formula evaluations).
However wide the range of heterogeneity of student mathematical backgrounds may
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seem, it is well within the boundaries of a refresher course if the major elements of the
course are confined to whole numbers, fractions and decimals. These concepts, if
structured properly in a curriculum sequence that begins at ground zero, can give all the
students an opportunity to refresh or reinforce topics they previously learned. And this
intensive review allows the students to assemble their learning of the mathematics
prerequisites into a whole body of knowledge that they can thereafter use as a foundation
to learn algebra. Even students who score high on standardized diagnostic tests can benefit
from this process of renewing their arithmetic foundations as it allows time to reflect on
arithmetic concepts or topics which may have been learned only at a rudimentary or
cursory level. Keeping the better prepared students' interest levels high in an arithmetic
review course is a challenge in curriculum design which requires building in enriching
experiences to maintain classroom participation for these students.
For the vast majority of students, including those who test poorly on standardized
diagnostic tests, a one-semester foundations course in the arithmetic that is prerequisite to a
first course in algebra will circumvent the inaccuracies of standardized testing and current
school diagnostic and pre-evaluation strategies which severely limit student enrollment in
Regents mathematics courses in Chapter 1 schools. Ironically, for students who have
tested two years below grade level on standardized tests, the opportunity to learn
thoroughly the mathematics in a prealgebra course will enable them to get the very
experience they need to break the continuous cycle of mathematics remediation enrollment
Their participation in a formal prealgebra program of study in the ninth grade consequently
removes the stigma of their being designated (once again) "below grade level and thereby
"unable to learn mathematics."

And in schools where students are grouped

heterogeneously within and across mathematics classes in schools that offer a one-term
arithmetic review course, "math ability" designations are meaningless.
The reduced number of topics in the arithmetic review course and the fact that the
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course begins at ground zero helps students who may have tested poorly on standardized
diagnostic tests in two ways: 1) the review course gives students an opportunity to begin
with a fair amount of knowledge that has been previously acquired—i.e., a student who
tests two years below grade level on a standardized diagnostic test given to 8th graders has
done enough problems correctly on the test to demonstrate mastery of addition and
subtraction, and 2) the course, over the length of the term, becomes an extremely useful
tool for assessing students' mathematics strengths and weaknesses. With the course
providing timely and continuous feedback, additional help can be given to students at the
time it is needed and thus make an immediate impact on their learning and mastery of
course material.
The content of the arithmetic review course must be organized to insure the
establishment of a strong learning foundation for all students in the class. This can be
done by structuring the course to utilize the additional periods for mathematics remediation
which are usually allocated and in place in substantial amounts at Chapter 1 high schools.
This additional time will give the class significantly more opportunity to learn thoroughly
and review all aspects of arithmetic that come into play as a prerequisite for algebra.
Problem solving must permeate all written course material and should be the major
classroom practice that determines whether the students are "able to do" the mathematics
that is being taught. When the curriculum is structured to begin at ground zero and the
initial instruction is tempered to identify students whom immediate tutorials over and above
normal class instruction can assist, then the class can progress as a heterogeneous unit and
pick up an instructional/leaming pace as student mathematics foundations become
strengthened through a process of topic review and reinforcement.
There is nothing inherent in the study of mathematics that requires it to be first learned
formally in the early elementary grades. Because of its abstractness and lack of cultural
ties it can be learned at any age since the mathematical concepts and symbolic notations of
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the language have little relation to previously learned material. If anything, learning basic
arithmetic concepts and developing computational skills may be more effectively learned
when the child is older and reading skills have developed to a point where the student can
tackle the more abstract reading of mathematics texts with more reasoning power and
confidence.20
To a large extent, the growing population of adults who are attending college for the
first time after a long absence from secondary school is an example where coursework in
mathematics starts at ground zero and continues thereafter in the course sequences required
for graduation.21 There is little evidence that the adults returning to college are not learning
mathematics, so there is no reason why the same strategy of ground zero approach cannot
be applied at the 9th grade level and also be effective.
Mathematics can play a very important role in revitalizing students' academic
performance in Chapter 1 high schools. It can also have a marked affect on the school
itself if the pool of students who takes and completes a three-year sequence of Regents
mathematics is significantly increased. As a natural consequence of course programming,
increasing the pool of Regents mathematics students will increase student enrollment in
Regents science courses as well. And the basis for greatly expanding the student academic
leadership of the school will have also been established. This will have a positive impact
on the school's senior mathematics and science faculty who will again be teaching the
higher level Regents courses consistent with their educational training and prior classroom
experience.
Through the implementation of a model program which gives all students the
opportunity to enroll in a Regents mathematics program, a multiplying effect may take hold
that leads to the general improvement of the school's academic atmosphere. The high
regard that mathematics occupies in the public eye and the weight that the subject itself
carries on the SAT examination provides a strong rationale for embarking on a model
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mathematics assessment program effort that allows all incoming 9th grade students to build
a strong mathematics foundation for subsequent coursework in Regents algebra. For
students at Chapter 1 schools, the model becomes a unique opportunity to excel in a
subject which is abstract and forms the base for conceptualizations in logic and reasoning.
Achievement in Regents mathematics thereafter can lead to academic growth in high
school and contribute to the building of a strong academic foundation in preparation for the
greater level of rigor and depth found in college programs of study.

CHAPTER 4
ORGANIZING AND SHAPING THE ELEMENTS FOR A MODEL
MATHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM

4.1

Research Applications and Models of Mathematics Education
In 1976 a small booklet of 26 pages entitled Minorities in Engineering: The Chatham

Summer Study on Pre-engineering Education was published by the Alfred P. Sloan
Foundation.

The summer study was initiated by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, a

philanthropic institution that has played a major role in laying the groundwork and
formality for underwriting a host of organizational and programmatic initiatives to increase
the representation of minorities in the engineering professions. Two years earlier, in 1974,
the Sloan Foundation sponsored the publication of Minorities in Engineering: A Blueprint
for Action, a comprehensive report on the things that needed to be done in order to
develop and maintain a long term national minority engineering effort. A Blueprint for
Action is still widely recognized as the reference work by the community of people
involved in the broad based effort at engineering colleges and at precollege levels.1 The
Chatham Summer Study which followed A Blueprint for Action was a more sharply
focused report that examined and analyzed the problems of secondary schools in the inner
city:

... upon the view that the minorities were heavily represented in such schools,
and that the needs for intervention were greatest in such schools, and that the
narrowing of the target would produce both a more coherent summer study and
r\

a more coherent plan of action/

The work that led to The Chatham Summer Study was carried out by individuals that
were brought together for a two week study session convened in Chatham, Massachusetts

!
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in July of 1975. The twenty six participants were, for the most part, administrators and
faculty from

engineering colleges and teachers of mathematics and science from

secondary schools. The wide background and range and experience represented by the
participants allowed a short but intensive study of the secondary school curriculum and
structure, factors which motivate students to pursue engineering college study, and how
precollege efforts should proceed.
Although the charge of The Chatham Study participants represented consideration of a
wide sweep of major elements that characterize the inner city secondary school, the
position and recommendations, as set forth by the Steering Committee, became guideposts
for future action and still serve as well in the current climate of the inner city secondary
school systems. The Steering Committee composed of Robert Jahn, Dean, and William R,
Schowalter, Associate Dean, School of Engineering and Applied Science, Princeton
University, Marvin Feldman, President, Fashion Institute of Technology, James W.
Mayo, Head, Instructional Improvement Implementation Section, National Science
Foundation and John G. Truxal, Dean, College of Engineering and Applied Science, State
University of New York at Stony Brook best summed up the work of the Chatham
Summer Study participants in the overview of the report:

.... it is not possible, at this stage of knowledge and practice, to prescribe any
single course of action that will lead in the context of the secondary school to the
goals to which participants were committed. If minority students are to be
brought in significant numbers into the professions of engineering, it may be
necessary to put in place and test a number of new structural arrangements, in
part because no one at this moment knows which of those structural changes
will work out in the end to be most efficient, and in part because no one knows
whether there exists one single optimum structure that will serve all capable
students in all circumstances; a similar statement might be made about
curriculum, and motivation, and modalities.
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The steering committee went on to state that a broad range of recommended actions needs
to be:

... undertaken if a serious effort is to be made to bring more disadvantaged
minority students into the secondary school years in route to engineering
education. If that broad range of actions is carried out, we believe there will
emerge one or a few best practices which can thereafter be intensively pursued.
In between there must be a process of trial and error: we see no alternative to
that process.3

The broad range of actions recommended by The Chatham Summer Study cover a
variety of school related activities that address relevant areas for improving the education of
students enrolled in secondary schools in the inner city. The recommendations included:

• seeking methods other than standardized tests and formal guidance
procedures to guide students towards precollege engineering study,

• assuring that students enroll in the algebra coursework no
later than the 9th year,

• the creation of project oriented courses which give students opportunities
to engage in building models and analyzing specific outcomes,

• the development of real world applications that would complement
mathematics and science courses and corresponding teacher training
efforts to introduce teachers to engineering techniques and formats of
instruction,
• guidelines to insure that special programs do not focus on a select group
of students at the expense of providing resources to the larger school
population.

Although The Chatham Summer Study lacked the depth or comprehensiveness of A
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Blueprint for Action, its viewpoints and concise recommendations and plans of action
served as the base for many of the precollege efforts that are currently in place attempting
to increase the pool of minority students who enroll in college programs in engineering and
science.

But perhaps the steering committee's

greatest contribution to program

developers seeking to chart new directions for program research and development was the
recognition that the problem of revitalizing inner city high schools is indeed complex and
that "a process of trial and error", followed by close attention to a "few best practices" may
be the only alternative to making significant gains in the future. These insights have had a
profound influence and have guided CMSP model research and development efforts since
its first inception and test implementation in 1978 at Chelsea High School in New York
City.
Thirteen years have passed since The Chatham Summer Study was written and
although there

has been a proliferation of precollege program efforts which have

significantly increased the resources available to participant schools, the "few best
practices" that can be generalized and replicated on a large scale have yet to emerge. This
is true not only for precollege programs associated with the national minority engineering
effort but in the extensive project efforts that have also taken place at the federal, state,
district and school levels. The billions of dollars of federal appropriations emanating from
both the U. S. Department of Education and the National Science Foundation are
convincing evidence that a considerable investment of time, money and effort has been
made to increase educational opportunities for Black and Hispanic students and, indeed,
all students at the secondary level during the past two decades. That this investment of
time, money and effort by a diligent community of researchers and program developers has
had a limited return is exemplified by the renewed concern to improve schools, as cited in
the publication of A Nation At Risk by the President's Commission on Excellence in
Education in 1983.
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The publications A Nation at Risk and Educating Americans for the 21st Century,
commissioned by the National Science Board, cast a shadow on past research and
development efforts to improve mathematics and science education at the secondary school
levels. Reflecting on the weakening of mathematics and science instructional programs
their recommendations cover a broad range of solutions which are not unlike those offered
by The Chatham Summer Study and which have been put into practice by many of the
precollege programs operating under the aegis of the national minority engineering effort.
The spate of national reports and studies that have emerged since A Nation at Risk have
been directed at giving new impetus to school improvement, but at the same time, may
have had a stronger but less obvious message-that past efforts of the educational research
and development community have had limited value in bringing about noticeable positive
change in the nation's schools. From the perspective of inner city high schools with
predominant Black and Hispanic student populations, the situation in these schools may be
worse than two decades ago—achievement is down, dropout rates are too high and the
enrollment and retention of Black and Hispanic students in colleges is markedly lower
than the general student population.4 Taken as a whole, the condition of education in the
system of inner city high schools across the nation is highly unstable.
At the time of The Chatham Summer Study, in 1976, researchers seeking to
investigate and test models to improve mathematics education for students at Chapter 1
schools had a variety of directions to pursue. The recommendations and broad plan of
actions by The Chatham Summer Study was one, but there was a host of others including
Personal Systems of Instruction (PSI), Mastery Learning, Discovery Learning, Time on
Task Projects, Peer Tutoring and the models of mathematics remediation with or without
the resources of media and computer technology. However, at the time of CMSP research
inquiries in 1976, few if any of these models had had any experience at the high school
level.
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PSI and Mastery Learning can be said to be variations of the same pedagogical
theme.5’6*7 Both are teaching methodologies that seek to regulate the pace of learning by
timely and incremental feedback allowing students to correct their defficiencies in the
mastery of specific topics in a given course. PSI has been extensively used in engineering
colleges while Mastery Learning programs had their genesis in elementary and middle
schools. Both are subject-independent, however their structural and frequent feedback
arrangements lend them to the topic-specific

and sequential format of high school

mathematics courses. The major difference between the two methodologies is that PSI is
an individualized program of instruction wherein

students themselves control their

learning pace, while mastery learning is group oriented and it is the teacher (consistent
with class mastery of the specific course topic) that guides the instructional pace.
There were two serious limitations in considering both of these models for possible
application in mathematics courses in Chapter 1 high schools.

The first and most

important is time. The salient quality of PSI and Mastery Learning techniques is being
able to provide students sufficient time to attain levels of mastery in a given course. While
this time-independent approach (modified somewhat in mastery learning) has been shown
to work quite well with students who are moderately prepared for the course they are
taking, it has limited value for students who have serious mathematics deficiencies as
found among entering 9th grade students in Chapter 1 high schools.
The second limitation, somewhat related to the first, is one of methodology, which
makes no allowances for differences in subject curriculum. Both approaches are designed
to be subject independent and operate very much like programmed instruction in that
course material must be divided into small learning units for which behavioral objectives
are established.

In arranging course material in this tightly structured format both

approaches make the major assumption that different subjects offered in schools are
organized, taught and tested in the same way.

In essence, it assumes that learning
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mathematics is the same as learning English. High school teachers as well as college
professors would both have strong arguments against the proposition that teaching
mathematics is the same as teaching a course in English literature. The distinctions
between the humanities and science as presented by C. P. Snow's Two Cultures stand as
the classical argument on why and how these two disciplines of inquiry are set apart.8
The mechanistic aspects of both PSI and Mastery learning although useful in reinforcing
the factual and objective content of a course can make it difficult for students to grasp
"conceptual wholes"

and

preclude meaningful learning so essential to foundation

building.
PSI gets around the subject matter limitation somewhat by confining its objective
orientation to the study of mathematics, science and engineering courses-a major reason
for its popularity in engineering colleges. PSI also avoids the concepts limitation by its
individualized format that gives the major responsibility for learning course content and
concepts to the student while the teacher serves to evaluate final course mastery.
Mastery Learning as an approach to teaching a full size class is in a different milieu
and must be able to overcome the limitations of time, objectivity and conceptualizations for
acceptance in a high school system. It might be argued that its genesis and popularity in
elementary schools has been due to the absence of course departmentalization and the fact
that a single teacher licensed in common branches is responsible for instruction in all
subject areas. This is an ideal situation for implementing Mastery Learning since the
solitary teacher can, in fact, cut across subject material as the approach
dictates-instructional strategies for all course subjects being the same because only one
teacher is involved.
Wide scale implementation of the Mastery Learning techniques in large city public
school systems has not taken hold. This may be found to be ultimately due to inadequate
schooling and resultant student deficiencies that make the approach difficult to
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operationalize. Its philosophy that most students can learn well may be conditional on a set
of minimum competencies that students must bring with them when they enter a new
course of instruction for the first time. The city of Chicago is an example where this set of
minimum competency conditions may have tempered the benefits of Mastery Learning
after it was implemented in the city's public school system as the primary form of
instruction in 1979. Progress in student achievement was not as high as expected and the
approach was severly criticized by an independent school research group that claimed that
mastery learning "... is not consistent with research about effective reading instruction and
effective teaching."9 On the basis of this critical evaluation Mastery Learning was
discontinued as an institutional strategy in the Chicago public school system in 1985.10
While these two approaches have limitations for modeling mathematics courses at
Chapter 1 high schools, they do have one element that can serve a useful purpose and is in
keeping with the content and sequential arrangement of mathematics courses-and that is
the process of frequent and repetitive testing. Unlike courses in English and social studies
where instruction and learning are subjective and may be centered on a period of history or
in literary works of a given genre, mathematics has specific topics that students must
master, in prerequisite order, to build the foundation for continuity of learning at higher
levels. This course arrangement in high school mathematics is such that in most instances
5 to 10 major topics can be easily isolated as specific concepts that students must learn in
the process of mastering the full term course material. Although not necessarily organized
as objectives for study (as in Mastery Learning) the specific topics of a given term could
be structured as segments of instruction for which unit examinations could be prepared to
test both student and class mastery of course materials. The multiplicity of topics appears

to be the case in all of the mathematics courses as they constitute the three-year New
York State Regents mathematics sequence. It would also be the case for an arithmetic
review course which would precede the beginning course in Regents Algebra and which
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would contain the topics of Whole Numbers, Fractions and Decimals.

For such a

prealgebra course at least 10 separate and sequential topics can be singled out for testing.
And if the course is organized to give a heterogeneous class of students an opportunity to
attain mastery of all the topics in a given term, then the framework of a potential model for
Chapter 1 school would begin to emerge.
Another model of mathematics education that has enjoyed wide acceptance in public
school systems across the country where it has been tried is Project SEED. SEED is an
acronym for Special Elementary Education for the Disadvantaged, a project that was
initiated in 1963 by William F. Jontz in Berkeley, California.11 The basic tenet of Project
SEED is Discovery Learning where a Socratic approach is employed to encourage student
inquiry and the discovery of mathematics concepts and principles through an open dialogue
with the class instructor. Project SEED'S unique instructional approach is centered on the
availability of mathematicians and scientists from universities and private industry who can
visit and teach elementary school classes on a daily basis and as a supplement to regular
coursework in arithmetic. As a matter of curriculum structure, the supplementary topics
taught by SEED mathematicians and scientists do not reinforce students regular arithmetic
school program but instead concentrate on topics found in high school and college algebra
coursework.
According to its proponents. Project SEED has enjoyed great success and has been
tested on a wide scale in many inner city school systems in the U.S. and in South America.
Around 15,000 elementary and junior high school students have participated in Project
SEED since its inception in 1963. In statewide evaluations in California and Michigan
conducted by the California Institute of Technology and the American Institute for
Research, students participating in Project SEED had significantly higher scores on tests of
computational skills than comparable groups of students. And, in addition, the students
were able to demonstrate facility with the abstractions

of "conceptually oriented
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mathematics."12
Given these noted successes in schools which have a predominance of "educationally
needy" and "disadvantaged" students. Project SEED is a model that is worthy of
replication, especially at locations where professional mathematicians and scientists are
available and have the time and willingness to participate in a daily school instructional
program. However, the need for a reliable and committed professional staff that is well
trained in Discovery Learning appears to be Project SEED'S biggest limitation for making
greater gains in the number of students the model can serve in a given location. It would
be an impractical task in the City of New York where replication of the model on a large
scale would exhaust the reasonable supply of professional scientists and mathematicians
willing to serve.

New York City has not been a site for Project SEED'S Discovery

Learning instructional approach.
In the years prior to CMSP's 9th grade mathematics model development from 1974 to
1978, the CMSP did utilize a cadre of engineering college professors and engineers from
industry to visit schools to conduct engineering career awareness seminars and work in
consort with mathematics teachers teaching Precalculus courses in an after school program.
Much like Project SEED, this project activity was highly dependent on the time and
availability of scientists from the university and industry. At its peak in 1978, more than
two dozen professional staff members from six universities and three technology based
business firms participated by sharing their experiences both as role models and as experts
in their fields.

However useful and rewarding students found these meetings with

professionals to be, the logistics of scheduling meetings and presentations were difficult to
implement given the heavy workloads of the professional visitors and staff resources of the
CMSP at the time. As CMSP student enrollments grew and more schools were added, the
difficulties in scheduling made the professional visitations unwieldy and difficult to
manage with available resources and the program in its original context was curtailed.
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In retrospect, although visiting scientists and engineers represent an important strategy
for increasing students career awareness and assist in the reinforcement of school
subjects, it is one that is difficult to organize and manage unless there are program
resources available for the specific tasks involved. For example, any reasonably sized
program that would serve around 200 students with a variety of structured learning
activities on a biweekly basis would require at least one full-time staff person to coordinate
visiting professor schedules and program implementation.

The consideration of a full

scale program involving thousands of students in an urban school setting on a daily basis
as in the Project SEED approach would accordingly be a logistically complex undertaking.
The utilization of such techniques has to be carefully evaluated prior to implementation to
insure that large scale costs and logistics don't outweigh the benefits that an extracurricular
program brings to students.
The replication of models like Mastery Learning, PSI and Project SEED

are

time-consuming and complicated tasks given the wide variability that is contained in
methodological approaches.

Since a curriculum is not available for these models,

implementation is subject to wide interpretation by the users of the methodology. In one
case the model can be highly successful, and in another, no differences in academic
achievement may be attained. This is probably what occurred with Mastery Learning in the
Chicago school system, where its implementation was discontinued; whereas in Red Bank,
New Jersey the Mastery Learning program since its system-wide inception, has been
flourishing with significant and consistent higher student achievement in mathematics at the
elementary, middle

and secondary school levels.13

This difference in participant

performance may be due to personality driven effects or may be characteristic of the
school environment that, if peculiar in such programs, would make them hard to replicate
with any degree of uniformity that is meaningful.
The applications of researchers in mathematics education is even more obtuse and
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difficult to apply simply because almost all the research that has been conducted is
theoretically based and very narrowly focused. Further, research investigators that seek to
examine the pedagogical environment and instructional practices in mathematics
classrooms (or in schools) comprise

a very small proportion of the research in

mathematics education as a whole. Perry E. Lanier, in an article addressing the lack of
mathematics classroom inquiry, notes that:

A review of the 580 entries in the tenth annual listing of research on
mathematics education by Suydam and Weaver (1980) showed that 25 studies,
slightly more than 4%, were conducted to address questions of classroom
practice.
In one sense, this last piece of information is encouraging: That there are
nearly 600 people studying some aspect of mathematics education in a given
year is commendable. Yet one wonders about the apparent imbalance when the
need for practical/action research has been noted by scholars, teachers, and
study groups for at least five or ten years. Only 25 of the 580 studies were
directed toward investigating the quality and nature of life in mathematics
classroom. The remainder can be categorized as being primarily concerned
with the theoretic.14

The small proportion of practical/action research as described by Lanier provides a
limited pool of research upon which to draw for developing a framework for mathematics
curriculum model development in Chapter 1 high schools. Add to this the fact that much
of the action research itself is confined to the practice of classroom observations in
classifying and analyzing teacher and student behaviors as determined by an "objective"
investigator 15, and the pool of information that might be gained in building Chapter 1
school curriculum models is reduced further still. Although classroom investigations can
provide important questions and insights on the variables that influence student
achievement and teacher/student interactions, it does not address the central question of the
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wide disparities in mathematics performance between Black/Hispanic students and thnr
White student counterparts in high school. Large scale research investigations focusing
on this complex issue are rare in the literature except to acknowledge that a deep and
pervasive problem exists and that more research on the issue is required.16
The Ford Foundation, cognizant of the need to improve the state of mathematics
education for Black and Hispanic students, initiated a grant program entitled "Minorities
and Mathematics" in 1981 designed specifically to address issues that included student
achievement, preparation for college and the establishment of networks for information and
model program exchanges. Grants totaling $1.7 million were awarded to a "consortium
of community colleges, several predominandy Black universities, public school districts in
various parts of the country, an Ivy League college, a state university and the American
Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS)."17

Although a whole range of

activities were explored by the Ford grant program, none addressed the specific issue of
mathematics achievement of Black and Hispanic students in Chapter 1 high schools in
urban settings. In terms of relevant information and model applications that have since
ensued from the Ford grant program, very few have application in the creation of
broad-based curriculum models for students at Chapter 1 high schools.
Another program that was potentially useful in building a curriculum base for 9th Year
Regents Mathematics was the $700,000 grant awarded to Lehman College by the Fund for
the Improvement of Post Secondary Education (FIPSE). The goal of the grant program
was "to improve the quality of students' performance in high school" as it applied to
reinforcing the study of algebra through the use of computer technology.18 The Lehman
College program was of interest to the CMSP during its inauguration in 1981 because one
of its participant schools was John F. Kennedy which, at the time, was involved in the
test implementation of the first stages of CMSP curriculum model research and
development. The Lehman College model involved a variety of classroom strategies to
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improve achievement in algebra including computer-assisted instruction, algebra
instruction on the computer and instructional games. The program was organized to give
students conventional instruction in algebra several times a week and the students would
visit a computer lab once or twice a week (with computers provided by Lehman College)
where the class could reinforce and apply their algebra learning with courseware
specifically designed by the Lehman College grant program.
The length and implementation of the Lehman College program at John F. Kennedy
High School coincided with CMSP model curriculum efforts. The irony is that neither
proved useful to the school and both programs were discontinued in 1983. For the
Lehman College program no differences in student performance in Regents Algebra
examinations were attained and the foreclosure of the program was a natural consequence.
For the CMSP, however, there were significant student improvements on the Regents
Algebra Examination as a result of students' participation in the CMSP model. However,
the termination of the CMSP model development program activity was discontinued for
more complex reasons that dealt with teacher concerns and a variety of program
administrative difficulties that could not be resolved. These issues of school acceptance of
the CMSP model are taken up in more detail in Chapter 5 in an examination of the first
stages of CMSP model research and development.
Another project emanating from Lehman College that had special appeal and
connection to the work of the CMSP was a special school project that operated under the
aegis of the the College Discovery and Development Program (CDDP), a consortium of the
City University of New York and the New York City Board of Education. The CDDP,
which has been in place since 1963, has as its "long range goal the improvement of
students' skills to enable them to succeed in college."19 The special project directed by
CDDP/Lehman College staff took place at about the same time as the FIPSE sponsored
project described above. The specific aims of both projects were also alike with their focus
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on

the improvement of student achievement in a first course in Regents Algebra.

However, the CDDP project was more clearly focused on increasing the number of
students who enrolled and achieved in the study of Regents Algebra as it applied to
incoming 10th graders at Seward Park High School (a Chapter 1 high school) who were
considered marginally prepared as measured by their previous coursework in prealgebra.
In the realm of CMSP model development efforts, the CDDP project also bore a close
resemblance in terms of instructional organization and the utilization of resources
allocations available at a Chapter 1 high school.

Seward Park High School is located on

the lower east side of Manhattan in New York City and its student population is
predominantly Black and Hispanic with the remainder being largely of Asian origin.
The CDDP organized its mathematics instructional program under the doctrine of
Mastery Learning. One teacher was selected and trained in Mastery Learning prior to
program implementation in the Fall of 1981.

The teacher was then assigned two

experimental classes in which a double period was available for course instruction in a
traditional two term algebra program. This additional period allowed the arithmetically
weak students to review and reinforce basic skills and gave the class more operating time
to spend on "correctives"

through peer tutoring sessions.

It also gave the teacher

considerably more time to delve more deeply into conceptual aspects of algebraic
expressions and their manipulations.
The results of the Regents examination the following year in June 1982 were
substantially higher with CDDP students passing the test at a 76% rate as compared to
46% for the 280 students at Seward Park who took the examination at the same time. The
program was repeated again a year later and the Regents results were equivalent and plans
were being made to offer the program again in the 1983/84 year. No specific data are
available on the 1982/83 results, however the program was curtailed in 1985 when the
single teacher originally involved in the CDDP project left the school.20
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The author of the article states at the onset in describing the CDDP project that the
"success of the special project is due in greatest measure to Herbert Stender, the teacher
selected for this experiment, and the implementation of Mastery Learning techniques in his
classes. If it is the case that the teacher had a significant impact on student performance
then the experimental project would have limited value and may account for why the
program was not continued, i.e., other teachers were not available at the school who could
devote as much time and energy as Mr. Stender apparently did in the first stages of
experimentation.
The CDDP project is another example of the difficulty encountered in conducting
research and development within the environment of a working school. From the program
description and the promising results that were obtained by a group of students who
exhibited underpreparedness for first course in algebra, one could surmise that the program
would be expanded and would be made available to a larger student population of the
school. This did not happen and persons who may be interested in further research or in
replication the experimental program are left to start anew the process of program
development and test-implemenation. Following through with a practical/action research
project which is not proceeding according to a designated plan may at times cause
frustrations and not be consistent with traditional research considerations.

This is

unfortunate because in both the CDDP and Lehman College projects there existed
potentially rich pedagogical and administrative events and experiences which if examined
in depth could have revealed elements and/or combinations of classroom practices that
contributed to or deterred student achievement. In addition, further research inquiries
could have analyzed the difficulties encountered in program organization and development
and the factors that could be attributed to the curtailment of both programs. Obtaining this
information in historical form is still possible, however it would lack the immediacy and
dynamic qualities that are characteristic of practical research and development programs.
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The subject of mathematics education and its consequences for Black and Hispanic
students is taking on increasing importance as the proportion of these students become the
greater part of the student population in the nation's largest metropolitan areas. It is clear
that substantial progress in the search for a solution to the problem of Black and Hispanic
students' underachievement in mathematics and other academic subjects must be made
before the problem reaches levels of indeterminancy. The persistence of the problem and
its multi-dimensional aspects makes it almost impervious to theoretical research
considerations. Traditional research studies which examine the problem from controlled
and narrowly focused conditions have been shown to be ineffective in shedding any light
on how to proceed. If anything, conclusions are reached which are incomplete, but
provide theoretical models for the continuance of such research in the hope that the bits
and pieces examined will evolve into a rationale worthy of consideration. Two decades of
such theoretical research have shown the problem is much more complicated than can be
ascertained in the often isolated and self contained environments of the university and
research agencies. Practical/action research and development project efforts which are
organized directly in the schools experiencing difficulty must be the mainstay in the search
for realistic and long lasting solutions. As stated by the steering committee of The
Chatham Summer Study, project efforts must necessarily be those that are conducted in
real world school environment and utilize a system of trial and error which can ultimately
yield to a set of "best practices" which thereafter can be intensively pursued.
The shape of future research and development, as outlined over a decade ago by The
Chatham Summer Study, still has relevance today as the nation begins anew the quest for
models that will significantly improve mathematics education, not only for Black and
Hispanic students but for all students. The need for students with a strong background in
mathematics and science to face the technological challenges of a future society is
imminent. The CMSP model development effort represents such practical research which
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has, since 1978, organized a process of intervention that has demonstrated that major
structural changes in mathematics curriculum can take place in school settings given the
resources and general support and involvement of the participating school staff.

Its

history of development, organizational principles, records of accomphshment and project
difficulties will be described in greater detail later in this chapter and in Chapters 5 where
examples of the expediency and utility of action oriented research in comparison to
theoretical approaches.

4.2 Precepts and Evolution of a Preliminary Curriculum Model
The major goal of the CMSP research and development effort is to create and test
implement models of mathematics instruction and curriculum that significantly increase the
pool of students at a given school who enroll and achieve in the first course in Regents
Algebra. Implicit in this goal is the plan that students who complete their study of algebra
will continue and complete three years of traditional Regents mathematics coursework that
include the topics of geometry and trigonometry before graduation. This broad goal and
range of project accomplishment as it applies to participant Chapter 1 schools immediately
establishes a priori conditions and assumptions (both philosphical and programmatic) that
the investigator must seriously consider adopting in formulating a set of principles upon
which research and development will be guided and conducted.
The first and foremost of the founding assumptions is that all students can learn
mathematic* very well given the foundation and academic support for the mathematics that
they are expected to learn in the classroom. This is a not a new idea and has been
expressed previously in a number of different ways:
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• through an ancient Simean proverb that heeds:
"What one fool can do, another can,"21
• Morris Kline's assurances:
" the subject is within students’ grasp and that no special gifts
or qualities of mind are needed to learn mathematics,"22

• Jerome Bruner's proclamation:
" any subject can be taught effectively in some intellectually
honest form to any child at any stage of development," 23

• and Benjamin Bloom's proposition:
" what any person in the world can learn, almost all persons
can if provided with appropriate prior and current conditions
of learning."24

These expressions of faith that all students can learn is especially important concerning
the subject of mathematics. Mathematics' abstractness and lack of cultural ties gives
special meaning to the statements because it seems certain that learning can start anew at
any given time and fairly independently of english proficiency and past school experiences.
Bloom's qualifications about appropriate prior and current conditions are noteworthy in
that learning, as a human trait, is based on formal schooling where the foundations for
learning are, in effect, a continual process-i.e., learning how to learn more by virtue of
what has been previously learned and with the support of what is currently being learned.
Taken in the context of mathematics learning, Bloom's proposition has become a principle
that has guided CMSP model efforts. That all persons can learn is a given, that all have
not learned mathematics well is an argument that is evidenced by the recorded disparity of
of achievement between White and Black/Hispanic students. The CMSP's assertion that
all students can learn mathematics well given the foundation and academic support for the
mathematics they are expected to learn in the classroom is further qualification of Bloom's
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proposition and points to the curriculum and classroom instruction as the major influences
on student achievement.
Bloom's perspective and his belief in all students' ability to learn have led to the
methodological approaches of Mastery Learning where all subjects are organized to be
taught in essentially the same manner. While this approach has been shown to have value
at the elementary school level, its rigidity in classroom format makes its implementation
somewhat awkward in institutions which are departmentalized like high schools and
colleges. And although Mastery Learning could be viewed as having special value in the
teaching of mathematics (because its objective content

lends itself to course

modularization) its methodological and "programmed" instruction approach may detract
from students' gaining the conceptual base that is so important for learning how to learn
more mathematics. This is because Mastery Learning programs are highly dependent on
structured teaching practices that are regulated by "objectives and subsequent correctives"
modules of instruction. While this teaching arrangement may be suitable in instances
where the learning of facts and figures is the course objective, it is not a pedagogical
strategy that is particularly useful where conceptualization of mathematical principles are
paramount.
The quantification of mathematics course material in
Learning methodologies, if not controlled

accordance with Mastery

and arranged sequentially to build on

fundamental concepts, can easily overide and minimize students' understanding of the
larger and global quality of mathematics course material. Mastery Learning, taken in this
larger context, while offering the inspirational input that all students can learn, was
deemed somewhat indeterminable as a strategy upon which to build the framework of
initial CMSP model efforts during its early stage in 1978.
At the outset, in trying the build a realistic base for researching and developing the
problem of student mathematics underpreparedness at Chapter 1 high schools, the CMSP
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was driven by two compelling thoughts:

1)

that traditional methods of instruction and "educational innovations" which
had surfaced in the late 1960's and 1970's were having little impact on
student mathematics achievement in Chapter 1 high schools, and

2)

that the methods of trial and error of field based curriculum model
development activity were not strategies that were in common use bv the
educational research community and school administrations.

Both of these considerations strongly influenced the initial direction of how best to
proceed during the early efforts of shaping the CMSP curriculum model. Given the very
low mathematics achievement that Black and Hispanic students were experiencing at the
time there was nothing tangible to take hold of from past research and development except
the constant reminder that the problem was highly complex and that past efforts offered
few clues on which way to proceed. The only real alternative at the time was to employ, as
recommended by The Chatham Summer Study, a system of "trial and error" that would
hopefully lead to a "few best practices that could be more intensively pursued". From this
perspective, the CMSP began investigating a solution through a series of educational
experiments that had their beginning in 1978. The key approach taken by CMSP in
building a rudimentary curriculum model was essentially that used by engineers in the
research and development of new products and systems.
From 1974 to 1978, the CMSP had a well established program of extracurricular
activities that was aimed at providing /science enrichment and pre-engineering college
orientation experiences to high school juniors and seniors with the proficiency and
inclination to consider future study at engineering colleges. At its peak in that period, the
CMSP had programs operating in Springfield, Massachusetts, Hartford and Bridgeport,
Connecticut, and New York City, involving over 400 students in a given year. Eight
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engineering colleges, one technical community college and six industrial concerns
working in conjunction with 15 participating high schools established the operating
environment for program activity. Initiated under a grant from the National Science
Foundation that was awarded jointly to the Schools of Engineering and Education at the
University of Massachusetts and subsequently supported by grants from the private sector
along with budget support from the New York City Board of Education, the CMSP was
organized as a collaborative from its inception. Its special quality was in the blending of
institutional resources of colleges and industry to support model program enrichment
activity at participant high schools.
The full scale CMSP extracurricular enrichment program in place in 1978 was
t

organized and designed around the concept of triumverate model program networks in
which high school(s), an engineering college, and an industrial concern in a given locale
worked cooperatively on behalf of the participating students.

The engineering college

represented the central core of program enrichment activity and the enrichment activity was
focused on increasing students' mathematics preparation and awareness of the
prerequisites and nature of engineering college study. One or two participant high schools
in a given locale were paired with an engineering college for academic and project oriented
learning experiences and a locally based business formed the third leg of the model
network which functioned to heighten student awareness of careers in engineering. Table
17 shows the model program network arrangement and the listing of collaborative
institutions as they were constituted in the Spring of 1978.
The CMSP coordinated the program efforts at each of the model networks from the
environs of the School of Education and the School of Engineering at the University of
Massachusetts. The program enrichment experiences and the staffing patterns were
designed and organized to be uniformly implemented at each of the sites. This parallel
arrangement provided structured program guidelines for the program networks that
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COMPREHENSIVE MATH & SCIENCE PROGRAM (CMSP^
HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE PARTICIPANTS
IN THE 12TH YEAR AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM

HIGH SCHOOLS
Boys & Girls

Samuel Gompers

Louis Brandeis

Washington Irving

Brooklyn Tech

John F. Kennedy

Chelsea

New York Printing

East New York

George Washington

A.I Prince

Bullard Havens

(Springfield, Ma.)

(Bridgeport, Ct.)

Putnam
(Hartford, Ct.)

COLLEGES OF ENGINEERING
City College of New York

Manhattan College

Columbia University

Polytechnic Institute of N.Y.

The Cooper Union

Pratt Institute

University of Bridgeport

University of Hartford

Springfield Technical
Community College

University of Massachusetts

TABLE 17
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facilitated both program coordination and the building and testing of curriculum materials.
The OTganizatipn Qf 4 Structured framework upon which curriculum and program
enrichment activities were developed and tested played a crucial role in initial CMSP
model program developments and has since become a major strategy in the research and
development of a subsequent model of mathematics curriculum and instruction.
Uniformity in the implementation of the earlier CMSP program enrichment activity
was especially important especially for test purposes, considering that participant high
schools were located in three states and had considerably different academic and
administrative qualities. The guiding force in the maintenance of program uniformity was
^e mpdgl program curriculum around which academic and experiential activity was
centered. The curriculum in this instance was devoted to a design project and a course in
precalculus (both conducted after school) that paralleled the mathematics courses that
participating students were taking during the regular school day. The model enrichment
program was organized and staffed as an after school program activity and was scheduled
in four phases over a twelve-month period that began in the second term of the 11th year
and ended in the middle of the last term of the senior year. Figure 7 shows, in schematic
form, the structure and flow of the CMSP model enrichment program as it had evolved in
the Spring of 1978.
The major goal of the CMSP model enrichment program was in keeping with the goal
of the national minority engineering effort at the time: to increase the enrollment of minority
students in engineering colleges. In this context the CMSP was one of the earliest
precollege efforts to formulate academic strategies at the high school level with the focus
on bolstering student mathematics proficiency as a major strategy for preparing students
for enrollment in engineering colleges. The model enrichment program was designed to
instill and build three qualities in students which were identified as the most important
factors in the pursuit

and

successful

completion of engineering college study:

COMPREHENSIVE MATH & SCIENCE PROGRAM (CMSP)
MODEL ENRICHMENT PROGRAM - 1978
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^ mathematics proficiency, 2) general interest in technical matters and 3) perserverance in
completing program enrichment activities. Each of these qualities was measurable by the
various elements of the CMSP model enrichment program activity. And these qualities
formed the basis by which students were assessed and counseled and recommended
appropriately for admission to colleges that included the four-year engineering college
major, the two-year technology college program as well as two-year pre-engineering
programs at technical community colleges.
The major criteria in assessing student preparedness for each of the three levels of
post-secondary education was their performance in the CMSP precalculus course. The
offering of the precalculus course to students participating in the CMSP model enrichment
program was borne out of curriculum work done in collaboration with Doris Stockton,
Professor of Mathematics of the Department of Mathematics and Statistics at the University
of Massachusetts, in 1978.

Professor Stockton was largely responsible for the design of

the CMSP precalculus course which was related to her work at the university, with
entering students who needed to study calculus but were not prepared for it
In her design of the CMSP Precalculus course, Professor Stockton was called upon to
modularize the curriculum in accordance with PSI and Mastery Learning models, and she
also constructed tests that reflected important concepts that students were expected to learn
in a given module. There were seven unit tests in all for the precalculus course, and
overall course achievement was assessed by cumulative midterm and final examinations.
The textbook Precalculus by Salas and Salas* was used as the text for the course.
The structured curriculum design with accompanying module tests and the
corresponding textbook formed the core of the precalculus instructional program.
Not only was the precalculus course used to bolster students' foundation for future study

♦John Wiley and Sons, 1975.
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in calculus at college but the course was also organized to assess students on a periodic
basis in their attainment of the mathematical topics and concepts. The organization of the
course was unusual in that instruction and testing were separated and delegated to high
school mathematics teachers and college professors as distinct program responsibilities.
At each of the individual program networks, a professor and a cadre of engineering
college students worked in consort with a high school mathematics teacher from a local
participant high school. The mathematics teacher was responsible for teaching the course
at the school site in accordance with the modularized format developed by Professor
Stockton, and the college professor was responsible for administering a bi-weekly module
test to CMSP participant high school students at the engineering college site. During the
testing and evaluation session which lasted two hours at the engineering college, the
professor had on hand four to six engineering college students who assisted in proctoring,
grading and providing tutorials for the high school students. The objective of the testing
session was to administer the test in the first hour, grade it immediately, and conduct an
intensive review which included topic reinforcement by the professor and individual
tutorial sessions by the college students. When implemented properly at the engineering
college the test and evaluation sessions were a powerful technique for reinforcing the
precalculus mathematics taught at the high school site.
The separation of mathematics instruction and testing in a mathematics course was a
crucial element in assessing student achievement in the study of the precalculus as a
prerequisite for the study of calculus at engineering college. The task of determining
student performance was delegated to the college professor through the administration of
module tests as well as subsequent class mentoring interaction.

This process of

assessment through external testing was all the more objective because the module test and
its content was not seen by the high school mathematics teacher until after test
administration. This external testing scheme has proven itself to be invaluable because it
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eliminated the possibilties of teaching to the test and provided a platform whereby
participating students could receive objective assessment by another person apart from
instruction and also get immediate reinforcement on mathematical areas that were troubling
to the student or were insufficiently learned the first time.
The external testing scheme has become one of the notable mainstays of the CMSP
model of mathematics and instruction and is one of the three elements that differentiates
the model from traditional programs of mathematics instruction (the other two are the
zero-based start and the complementary curricula—both described in Chapter 1). The
external testing scheme created an initial concern among mathematics teachers who first
participated in the CMSP precalculus course offering. As is often the case, difficulties in
adaptation accompany model programs when there are departures from the participating
teacher’s customary instructional experiences.

After a period of time and initial

adjustments, the mathematics teachers were for the most part comfortable and became used
to the external test arrangement and structured their teaching in accordance with the
modularized topic arrangement designed by Professor Stockton.
Not withstanding teachers' initial concern about the absence of classroom testing, the
process of CMSP external testing is exactly the same as in the administration of New York
State Regents Examinations that occur at the end of a full year's course of Regents
mathematics instruction. Teachers who administer the Regents examination have no
advance knowledge of the content of the examination until the time of the examination.
The major difference between the annual Regents test and the CMSP external testing
scheme is in the one-time/long term test scheduling of the Regents versus the CMSP
frequent/short term module testing. In the CMSP Precalculus model curriculum format,
external test administration occurs on a bi-weekly basis. The idea for the CMSP external
testing scheme was derived from a description of a visiting examiner s program at
Swarthmore College that appeared in a 1978 monograph, "The Testing and Grading of
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Students," published by Change Magazine. The article challenged the inseparatibility of
instruction and examination and implied that instruction and learning are intensified as
faculty members and students work together to meet and impress a sort of common foe,
the visiting examiner."25 In practice, the scheme worked very well for the CMSP, not
only in heightening student and teacher academic competitiveness, but in the involvement
of a third party in the process of student mathematics achievement over the duration of the
precalculus course. This team effort was an important by-product of the external testing
scheme and provided a framework upon which to design and build a model of mathematics
curriculum and instruction.
Most of the curriculum design and test implementation of the precalculus course was
done in a period of time (1977-78) when there appeared to be troubling signs that jhigh
school uniors and seniors participating in the CMSP did not demonstrate the calibre of
mathematics proficiency that students did at their school who had participated in earlier
project cycles. This may have been due to the larger number of students who were
participating, (the CMSP had doubled program enrollment from 100 to 200 between 1977
and 1978).

However there was a general feeling amongst the high school and college

faculty that students were arriving less prepared to engage in the design project or in the
precalculus course.
As a strategy to remedy the

apparent arithmetic weaknesses of students, a

mathematics review module was inserted in the project design course (for juniors) to better
prepare them for the algebraic manipulations that were required in the design

project.

Although this remediation helped, it was troubling because the model was deviating from
its intended purpose, plus, in offering remediation, the CMSP was becoming involved
with instructional issues that were relevant to regular school day mathematics instruction.
It was clear that CMSP efforts to recruit juniors and seniors for its model enrichment
program activities were beginning to suffer from the limited pool of students who were
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mathematically proficient at the participant high schools.

It also became obvious in the

early Spring of 1978, that if the CMSP were to continue its efforts in the model enrichment
program, student recruitment had to be extremely selective or the CMSP had to work more
closely with participant schools at earlier grade levels to create a larger pool of
mathematically prepared students. Being more selective in student recruitment was against
the philosophy of CMSP model efforts and it was inconsistent with the limited staff
resources at the time. Maintaining a program enrollment of 300 students (which was the
capacity of the CMSP model enrichment program at the time) would have required the
participation of a greater number of high schools and the added logistical burden would
have strained the overall management of the project. Since expanding the program to other
schools was not a workable solution, serious consideration was given to exploring the
possibilities of working with the schools at earlier grade levels.
The CMSP would be entering this new project venture with some organizational and
pedagogical experience which had been shown to promote mathematics learning at the
precalculus level—in particular, the external testing scheme and the teaching team concept
that blended the personnel resources from participant engineering colleges and high
schools. It remained to be seen whether these elements could somehow be woven
together in the development of a mathematics instructional model that would increase the
mathematics achievement at earlier grade levels.
In the Spring of 1978, the concept of a new CMSP mathematics instructional model
was discussed with the and Science Chairman of Chelsea High School who indicated he
was interested in the concept and would bring it to the attention of the Principal of Chelsea
High School. After discussion, both agreed the model was worthy of consideration and if
grant funds were available, they would program two classes in the Fall semester of 1978 to
test-implement the model.
With this agreement to go ahead, the CMSP Project Director worked with Arsete
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Lucchesi, Associate Professor of Mathematics at The Cooper Union School of Engineering
and the Chelsea and Science Chairman to develop organizational and curriculum schemes
to be used in the classroom. Professor Lucchesi also made arrangements to have Cooper
Union students available to visit Chelsea High School on a weekly basis to work with the
two classes of students.
Because of the short time available for scheduling two classes for the program, a
random sample could not be made of the total entering 9th year student body. Instead, two
classes of students who were close to the low end in standardized diagnostic test scores
were selected to participate in the fall program activity. These two classes were given
pre-evaluation examinations consisting of twenty arithmetic problems and the average
score for both classes was six correct.
At the start of this initial model development effort, a prescriptive/diagnostic approach
was used along with short modules of instruction that stressed computational arithmetic.
The course was taught to the two participating classes by one teacher who had taught
precalculus in the CMSP model enrichment program. Mathematics instruction was backed
by an after school tutorial program that was coordinated by Professor Lucchesi with five
Cooper Union engineering college students who visited Chelsea High School twice a
week.
The after school tutorial program was organized to complement school day instruction
through the CMSP external testing scheme which identified specific student topic
deficiencies, and the tutorial sessions were utilized to correct them before moving onto a
succeeding topic of mathematics instruction. Although this model scheme did provide
impressive achievement gains for some students, overall class attainment of the specified
achievement goal was disappointing and fell far short of what was expected given the
additional tutorial resources available from The Cooper Union. The basic problem
appeared to be very low class attendance at the after-school tutorial sessions. In its
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structural arrangement, the after school tutorial schedule proved to be an inopportune
resource for the majority of students. The average attendance rate was about 50% and this
lack of attendance made maintaining effective continuity and structure between school day
mathematics instruction and after school tutorial reinforcement improbable.
Because of the lack of student attendance at the after school tutorial sessions and the
very poor gains in arithmetic achievement in the school day program during the Fall
semester, it was decided to abandon the diagnostic/prescriptive approach and concentrate
on building student foundations as if they had little or no prior learning in arithmetic-and
this appeared to be the case with the participating students. This foundation building
program was offered to the same students in the Spring 1979 term in an effort to have them
master Whole Number Arithmetic topics at the very least. In essence, this was a ground
zero approach that stipulated that progress in mathematics learning is seriously hampered
unless a strong foundation is in place for the mathematics that is to be learned in a given
term. The ground zero start became the second major element (after the external testing
scheme) in the evolution of the CMSP preliminary model of instruction.
As a result of inadequate mathematics instruction in their elementary and junior high
schools, the students arrived at Chelsea High School with a fragmented knowledge base
in arithmetic. And this weak arithmetic foundation seemed to deter students' progress in
the Fall 1987 term and also minimized their benefiting

from the structure of the

diagnostic/prescriptive program and the additional tutorial resources available from The
Cooper Union.

Since all students participating in the program displayed this same

weakness in their arithmetic foundation it seemed unwarranted to continue to utilize a
diagnostic/prescriptive instructional approach.
In keeping with this model program assessment, which occurred in the late Fall of
1978, the instructional model was revised to include an additional period of mathematics
during the regular school day. The two periods of instruction were structured so that in a
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given day students received a period of instruction that focused on specific arithmetic
topics and in the additional period that followed, the specific topics introduced or
covered were reinforced and enlarged upon. Each of the periods was taught by a different
teacher, allowing students to learn though different teaching styles and perspectives. This
instructional model arrangement gave students substantially more time to learn arithmetic
fundamentals and also gave them the opportunity to interact with two teachers in their
learning of the same subject material. This involvement of two teachers, in the instruction
and reinforcement of mathematics with the same group of students, was to be the third and
final element in the evolution of a preliminary model of instruction. By late January,
CMSP had completed the development of a framework for a model of curriculum and
instruction which incorporated the following three elements:

1)

a ground zero start in which students begin their learning of
arithmetic with little reference to their past mathematics
background and academic record,

2)

a structured curriculum that allows two teachers to provide
coordinated instruction and reinforcement on the same topics
to students block scheduled for each of the two classes.

3)

a scheme of frequent external testing that utilizes unit tests on
specific mathematics topics that are constructed externally from the
school but administered by the classroom teacher.

In addition to the two mathematics periods, instruction and reinforcement, another
instructional period was set aside for a science project oriented activity that would give
students an opportunity to work together in small project teams and build measurement
devices and scale

plastic model automobile engines.

This period was included to

complement mathematics instruction by giving students a structured science project that
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would require measurement and simple arithmetic problem solving. The intention was to
both heighten student interest through hands-on experiences and develop relationships
between the arithmetic being learned and science principles that could be drawn upon from
the model building.
This more comprehensive program of mathematics and science instructional activity
was organized around a team of three teachers~two mathematics teachers and one science
teacher. One of the mathematics teachers taught the instructional course and the second
teacher taught the reinforcement course. The third member of the teaching team was
responsible for science instruction and the technical aspects of model building in the
science project course. In preparation for test implementing the newly constructed CMSP
model of curriculum and instruction, a CMSP project team consisting of high school and
college staff prepared curriculum materials and module tests to initiate and support Spring
1979 mathematics and science course program activity.
Development of a curriculum in modular structure and corresponding tests was
ongoing and scheduled to keep ahead of formal instruction by about a month. In this way
curriculum revisions and enhancements could be made on a timely basis by virtue of
immediate classroom feedback.

This field based approach to model curriculum

development is in keeping with the research, development, test and evaluation (R,D,T&E)
techniques used in the engineering development of a new product or system. Since its
inception in the Spring of 1978, this process of continual development and testing

has

served CMSP model curriculum development efforts well. It has proven to be an excellent
educational research and development strategy by which to build and test implement
curriculum models in school environments where continual revision and modification is the
rule rather than the exception.
The CMSP model of mathematics curriculum and instruction in its revised and
preliminary form was shown and discussed at length with the Principal of Chelsea High
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School. He approved of the new model and plans for implementation and arranged to have
the same students programmed

for the three periods of mathematics and science

instruction for the Spring 1979 term. Student course schedules were organized in a
blocked sequence that allowed each of the two classes to be kept together as a group for
each of the three instructional periods. Figure 8 illustrates the structure of three block
programmed courses over a week time period.

In addition to regular school day

mathematics and science instruction, arrangements were made by Professor Lucchesi to
have a team of five Cooper Union college students visit the mathematics classes on a
twice-a-week basis.

Their visits were timed to coincide with the mathematics

reinforcement period where the class was divided into five groups for tutorial sessions.
The increased instructional and tutorial resources that combined starting at ground
zero with a highly structured course format had an immediate and very positive impact on
student learning.

Chelsea students' performance on the initial tests on Addition and

Subtraction of Whole Numbers was well above the achievement levels that were
established as goals for each of the module tests—50% of the class scoring 80% or aboveand much higher than the students had demonstrated in the same topics in the fall term.
This much heightened student performance on succeeding modules continued throughout
the Spring term with 80% of both classes typically achieving 80% and better on the module
tests in all of the topics in Whole Number Arithmetic.
The students' mathematics performance was so impressive, considering their low level
of arithmetic performance a term earlier that it provided the impetus to explore the
possibility of testing the potential of the CMSP model program in other schools. Based
on initial student achievement at Chelsea High school, the concept of a ground zero start
appeared to be a sound and effective alternative to the standardized method of diagnostic
testing for assessing student preparedness and mathematics course placement in high
school.

Since all students started at the same point in mathematics coursework when they

Figure
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entered high school and continued thereafter at the same instructional pace (instruction was
regulated by the administration of bi-weekly module tests), reference to students' prior
mathematics learning experiences and history was not necessary. Exceptions to this rule
were later found, however the ground zero approach appeared to benefit all students even
those who might have entered better prepared in the fundamental concepts of arithmetic.
The fine performance and the significant mathematical progress of the participating
students made the preliminary CMSP model a potentially useful strategy that could widely
impact student mathematics achievement at Chapter 1 high schools. Even though the
mathematics achievement was limited to basic arithmetic topics and the model test was
confined to a relatively small group of students at one school, all of the staff and teachers
participating in this initial project venture realized that there was something special
happening that was different. This was mainly due to the mathematics achievement of the
participating students at Chelsea High School, who, in

everyone's opinion, were

performing at a level much higher than would have been expected had they been
programmed for the regular school program of remedial mathematics instruction.
Based on these early promising results, plans were explored to further develop and
test implement the model in other schools beginning in the Fall of 1979. In mid-Spring of
1979, the model program at Chelsea High School was discussed with Nathan Quinones,
Executive Director of the Division of High Schools of the New York City Board of
Education. Mr. Quinones was very interested in the Chelsea model experience and agreed
to visit and spend time at the school to observe the program in action.

The visit to

Chelsea High School impressed Mr. Quinones and he agreed that the model was worthy of
further testing with larger populations at several other high school sites in addition to
Chelsea.
At the same time as planning and program negotiations were being earned out with
Mr. Quinones, consideration was being given to develop and test a parallel program at the
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7th and 8th grades of Chapter 1 junior high schools. The thinking here was that if the
CMSP model was useful in building student foundations in arithmetic as they entered high
school at the 9th grade level, the model would have the same intrinsic value for students as
they crossed the academic boundaries between elementary and junior high school.
Discussions along these lines involved the late Ronald Edmonds who was then serving as
assistant to Chancellor Macchiarola for curriculum and instruction. Mr. Edmonds also
expressed an interest in the CMSP model and recommended that Chancellor's funds be
made available to help test implement the model in two community school districts located
in the East Harlem and Bedford-Stuyvesant sections of New York City. Subsequent
meetings with Anthony Alvarado, Superintendent of Community District #4 in East
Harlem and Jerome Harris, Superintendent of Community District #13 in
Bedford-Stuyvesant led to agreements that established a plan and schedule for test
implementing the CMSP model at junior high schools in these two community school
districts.
With these agreements secured, a comprehensive master plan was developed in the
Spring of 1979 that would cover a four-year project test implementation period from the
Summer of 1979 to the Summer of 1983. This comprehensive plan was submitted for
funding consideration to the consortium of private foundations and corporate grant making
institutions which had been supporting the work of the CMSP model enrichment program
during the period 1976 to 1978.
The larger scale program effort plan, to be implemented in the Fall of 1979, involved
moving the two CMSP staff members ( Gilbert Lopez, the Project Director and Virginia
Sawyer, the Project Administrative Coordinator) from the University of Massachusetts to
the School of Engineering and Applied Science at Columbia University. This was effected
partially by a planning grant from the Exxon Corporation and a two-year grant from the
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation that was awarded to the School of Engineering and Applied
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Science at Columbia University in the Fall of 1978. Both of these grants, supplemented
with grants from other private sector institutions, including IBM, International Paper
Company Foundation, Union Carbide, Stauffer Chemical, Con Edison and General
Electric supported preliminary CMSP model efforts at Chelsea High School and the
development of the

comprehensive master plan that would guide CMSP model

development efforts on a larger scale in the years ahead.

4.3

Initial Project Guidelines and Curriculum Planning
The decision to undertake a large scale replication of the preliminary model of

instruction that had been only slightly tested with a small number of students at Chelsea
High School required that a well established long term plan be developed and approved by
a number of institutions that would be collaborating in the project. The grants from the
Exxon Corporation and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation set the process in motion by
enabling the organization of a consortium of institutions that would support the CMSP
development activity at the high school sites to be selected. Institutions of higher education
included all six engineering colleges in New York City: Columbia University, Pratt
Institute, City College, Polytechnic University (then named Polytechnic Institute of New
York), Manhattan College and The Cooper Union. In addition, arrangements were made
with several industrial concerns to provide grant support and sites for student visitations.
These included AT&T, General Electric Foundation, International Paper Company
Foundation, IBM, Union Carbide, Stauffer Chemical Company and Con Edison.
In late Fall of 1978 efforts were made to establish a project advisory panel which
could provide leadership and counsel to the CMSP as it moved forward with model test
implementation.

The diverse and collaborative nature of the CMSP model made it

imperative that constituencies involved in the broad array of project activity be represented
on the advisory panel. Panel member considerations were given to the High School
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Division and participant high schools, engineering colleges, the private sector, the military
and the United Federation of Teachers (UFT).

Involvement of the UFT was especially

important because the framework of the model involved the restructuring of traditional
programs of mathematics and science and the UFT's advisement would minimize the
probability of pursuing courses of action which could prove to be impractical on a school
or city wide scale basis.
In the establishment of an advisory panel, discussions were held with

persons who

were involved in some way with the CMSP model enrichment program including, officials
and administrators from the high school, deans of engineering colleges, representatives of
private industry and the military. These discussions led to a pool of likely candidates who
were then contacted for membership on the advisory panel. The CMSP advisory panel was
formed in October of 1978 and its first meeting hosted by the Exxon Corporation was held
on December 15, 1978. The membership of the CMSP advisory panel as covened for
1979/80 is shown in Appendix F.
With the advisory panel in place and with the supportive structure from the private
industry and engineering colleges in place, a series of meetings with Nathan Quinones,
Executive Director of the Division of High Schools of the New York City Board of
Education established budgetary plans whereby costs of the project in the first year would
be shared through the combination of budgetary allocations available from the High
School Division and grant funds received from the private sector. The High School
Division funds would be used to cover instructional expense and program coordination at
the high schools and private sector funds would support research and development
activity and the creation of curriculum models and materials.
The same budgetary arrangements were made with Ronald Edmonds, Senior Assistant
to the Chancellor and with Superintendents Anthony Alvarado of District #4 and Dr.
Jerome Harris of Community School District #13 where the CMSP instructional model
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would be tested at selected junior high schools. The funding at the district levels was a bit
more involved than the High School Division's as it required that Chancellor Macchiarola
allocate funds directly to the districts to cover a portion of the instructional expense and the
districts would appropriate the remaining funds needed.
The establishment of project guidelines was a process that grew out of meetings with
principals and supervisors at schools that were being considered as possible sites for
project test implementation. These informal discussions led to a series of planning
meetings in the first part of 1979 with a group of teachers and CMSP staff where
important questions and issues were raised. How many schools should participate? How
many students should be enrolled and what would be the selection process? When and
how were curriculum materials to be developed? And who would coordinate activity at the
individual school sites? All of these were important questions which needed to be
addressed and shaped for the project guidelines and became part of the comprehensive
master plan submitted to the foundations and industrial concerns which supported CMSP
model development efforts in the 1979/80 program year and beyond.
The first issue which had to be resolved was the question of student selection.
Feelings among the teachers and CMSP staff at the planning meetings were leaning toward
a plan that would use standardized diagnostic tests to differentiate students at the top tenth
and bottom tenth percentiles. These students would have been taken out of the "random"
pool and would thereafter programmed for mathematics classes consistent with their test
scores. This would have left 80% of the student population upon which to draw and
would have still permitted reasonable testing of the model. The arguments against this plan
included the fact that the very Chelsea High School students who were then participating in
the CMSP model and achieving success would have been excluded. In addition, several
members of the planning team expressed serious concern about the legitimacy of random
selection unless it included all students i.e., there would always be questions about the
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selection process unless students were drawn randomly from the entire entering school
population without regard tQ t$$t scores on standardized tests, prior academic records nnH
attendance. The argument was persuasive and the guideline for selection of students from
then on would be a completely random selection from the entire student population entering
the 7th grade at participating junior high schools and 9th grade at participating high schools
in the Fall of 1979.
The number of schools and the number of students at each school that would
participate was a function of the personnel and institutional resources that would be made
available to the project in its first year of operation. In the Spring of 1979, the budgetary
plans had not yet been approved and the question of participating schools and student
populations was, at best, a value judgement based on previous experience in the CMSP
model enrichment program. The question rested on the degree of project management that
was required to insure that model test implementation would be conducted as uniformly as
possible. This was necessary in order to maintain a research and a systems development
quality in the model activity taking place at each of the schools.
In the Chelsea High School experience, collaborative project staffing was partially
accomplished by the participation of Professor Lucchesi of The Cooper Union and his
cadre of engineering college students who visited Chelsea on a twice-a-week basis. If the
same arrangement could be made with other New York City based engineering colleges
then the process of program coordination would be minimized as a factor in the selection
of the number of schools that might participate. In further discussions along these lines
with the Deans of the six schools of engineering, the High School Division and Districts
#4 and #13, it appeared feasible to work with a total of nine schools and with a beginning
population of 450 students—approximately 60 students at each school.
The question of program coordination was still a problem—was it better being done
centrally as part of a CMSP staff function or locally by supervisory staff at the participant
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schools? It was apparent that mathematics and science supervisors who might be counted
on to supervise the implementation of the project within the participating schools might
find it difficult to find the time to guide CMSP model activity in accordance with
established project guidelines. This was also true of the college professors who, through
their participation, would be serving in the capacity of special lecturers and coordinators of
tutorial sessions at the school. Because the CMSP model of instruction was to be a field
based activity that would take place directly in the participant schools and during the
regular school day, it was important that program coordination--^ it were to take place
centrally as part of a CMSP staff function—be assumed by a person with classroom
teaching experience in mathematics or science.
This idea of a teacher serving as program coordinator, assigned as part of the central
CMSP staff was presented to the Nathan Quinones for consideration and he agreed that the
program would benefit with the assignment of an experienced high school teacher who
would serve as central project coordinator. He approved the allocation of one full time
position and it was left to the CMSP to find a person with the interest and appropriate
background.
Discussions with administrators and recommendations by teachers led to a meeting
with Chester Singer, an experienced mathematics teacher at John Jay High School, a
Chapter 1 high school. Chester expressed serious interest in the project and was well
aware of the severe weaknesses in mathematics of entering 9th year students at John Jay
High School. After further discussion and agreement with the principal of John Jay High
School, Chester Singer assumed the position of CMSP program coordinator starting in the
Fall 1979 term.
During the Spring of 1979, other important work was taking place to organize and
prepare for the larger scale model program to commence in the Fall of 1979. The first of
these undertakings was the organization of a curriculum planning team that would
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commence work on building a framework for the start of Fall model program activity. The
CMSP, in its exploratory project efforts at Chelsea High School and at the planning
meetings that were held in the early part of 1979, had identified a group of junior high
school and high school mathematics and science teachers who had expressed a desire to be
part of the initial planning process.
In an effort to organize a planning team that would serve a dual purpose, teachers were
recruited to both serve as members of the project planning team and also to participate in a
curriculum writing effort that was scheduled for a three week period in July of 1979. The
summer curriculum development effort took place at Media Center facilities provided by
the School of Education of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst and expenses for
teacher efforts and accommodations were covered by private sector grant funds from the
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation and the Exxon Corporation.

4.4 The Collaboration of Colleges and Industry
The collaboration of engineering colleges was an important part of the initial CMSP
organizational development. Their project participation provided an institutional resource
that principals and mathematics and science chairpersons found extremely worthwhile,
both in terms of academic support and the natural applications that engineering has to
mathematics and science coursework. The engineering college's participation in the CMSP
model enrichment program provided many opportunities for teachers and students to work
with engineering college professors and students in project oriented activities that
reinforced and gave applications for mathematics being studied. The college professors
also played a very important role in the establishment of a project staff team at each of the
participating schools. The team effort was promoted by the instructional and evaluative
roles that both played in the precalculus course. The course collaboration was given
cohesion by the organization of the model enrichment program for high school seniors.
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In the program, students visited

local colleges on a weekly basis for a variety of

experiences which included course testing, laboratory projects and seminars in problem
solving—as illustrated in Figure 7.

The latter gave students the opportunity to explore

mathematical problem strategies not often experienced in the high school classroom.
In the organizational development of the new model project the intent was to maintain
close ties between participating schools and local engineering colleges by

greater

involvement of college personnel and students during the regular school day mathematics
program. This required that professors recruit and supervise a larger number of college
students who would serve as teaching assistants and tutors and also establish a schedule of
regular visitations to the participant schools. The CMSP staff worked with the professors
at each of the engineering colleges to develop a visitation program that would not impose
on professorial time nor further burden the work of the usually active engineering college
student carrying a full

course load.

In particular, college student recruitment for

participation in the new project was directed at juniors and seniors who were in good
standing with grade point averages that hovered around 3.0.
The number of college students that were assigned to each of the participant schools
was based on a five-to-one ratio. This ratio was found to be effective in the CMSP model
enrichment program as it enabled individualized instruction in the classroom without undue
administration by teacher or professor. The ratio was also in keeping with project budget
allocations and appeared to be a reasonable proportion of total project costs (10%) that
could be accommodated as the model project grew larger in the years ahead. As planned,
teams of five college students visited the schools on a twice-a-week basis over an
eight-week period during a given semester. The time period was scheduled to begin about
two weeks after the start of college classes (this was usually about three weeks after the
beginning of school in the Fall and Spring) and end before the week of final examinations.
During this scheduled visitation period, the professors from each of the engineenng
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colleges would visit the schools on a once-a-week basis to supervise the college students
and also to give short presentations on the value of mathematics and how its study relates
to science, engineering and technology. In practice, the engineering colleges were paired
with one or two participant high schools, and a team consisting of one college professor
with a cadre of engineering college students

provided academic support for the

mathematics teachers and students.
Industry collaboration in the new project was patterned after their involvement in the
CMSP model enrichment program. During the period 1974 to 1978 a wide range of
corporate and research organizations had made their facilities and personnel available to
support the CMSP in its efforts to heighten student awareness for careers in science and
engineering.

These institutional resources were

invaluable in giving students an

opportunity to see the technologies that accrue from the application of mathematics and
science principles. Industry involvement also gave students a chance to leave their schools
and inner city home communities and travel by chartered buses to the suburbs to visit
research and manufacturing facilities. On these visits they met workers, engineers and
scientists and experienced the systematic processes of research, development and
manufacturing that produced new ideas, products and services.
Industry collaboration in the new model project were confined to industrial visitations,
however the trips were organized to permit host engineers to visit the schools a day or two
before for the purpose of orienting students on how the visitation day would be scheduled
and what they would be expected to see. These pre-trip visits by engineers served a useful
purpose in that students became acquainted with a person who gave an informative briefing
on the sponsoring company later guided them through the industry visitation. For the most
part, the company profile was a new strata of information for students i.e., size of the
company in terms of gross revenues, number of plants, employees, wage scales and mix
of products and services. This company information was presented to students through
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annual reports and media and advertising publications.
Contacts with administrative personnel of several industries and utilities were made to
arrange for student visitations during the Fall and Spring terms of the 1979/80 academic
year.

The institutions included Con Edison, New York Telephone Co., Ford Motor

Company, General Motors Corporation, IBM Corporation, International Paper Co.,and
the Nassau Recycling Corporation. The plan was to make arrangements with each of these
companies so that each of the classes participating in the new project would have at least
one industry visitation in a given term.
The trip arrangement was coordinated by a full-time staff person of the CMSP who
contacted the industries and organized the trips for 1979/80—as many as twenty individual
trips were made. The tasks involved in organizing and administrating industry visitations
were substantial.

They included arranging for company personnel to visit the schools,

insuring that teacher supervision was in place on the day of the trip, establishing bus
transportation schedules and working with company officials to structure the visitation
agenda for student interest and optimal patterns of company staff support.
This level of project work went beyond the limits of the CMSP staff resources at the
time of idea inception, however, Charles Bowen of the CBM Corporation suggested that
the CMSP apply to IBM's Faculty Loan Program which might consider assigning a full
time IBM employee to the CMSP on a year-to-year basis.

The IBM Faculty Loan

Program is a public service program that IBM developed to bolster the academic staff of

Black colleges. Since its inception in 1969 and over the intervening ten-year period over
two-hundred IBM scientists, engineers and professional staff have been assigned to the
faculty of Black colleges to teach courses in business, mathematics, and computer
26
science/0

Up until the time of the CMSP request, the IBM Faculty Loan Program had been
limited to college level assignments where the IBM Faculty Loan person's basic
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responsibility was teaching college courses.

In contrast, the CMSP industry related

component was directed at the precollege level and primary program tasks were in the
coordination of career and college awareness activities for 9th and 10th grade students
studying algebra. While the precollege efforts of the CMSP were not consistent with the
original guidelines of the IBM Faculty Loan Program at the time, IBM was aware of the
limiting effects of the small pool of minority high school students headed for the college
pipeline. Because of this they made special considerations to assign a full-time person to
the CMSP and Dr. Richard Sha, a computer specialist joined the CMSP staff in the
Summer of 1979.

This addition to the staff brought the number of the CMSP full-time

staff to four including the Project Director, Gil Lopez, the Administrative Coordinator,
Virginia Sawyer, the Academic Coordinator, Chester Singer and Dr. Richard Sha,
Industry Coordinator (on Faculty Loan from IBM).
With a fully complemented staff, and the industries and colleges organized to
collaborate in the new CMSP project, the CMSP was in a position to begin the important
process of high school selection and the outlining of a master plan and model
developmental outline which could be presented to the advisory panel.

School selection

at the high school level would be guided by previous experiences of the CMSP model
enrichment program.

However, work at the junior high school levels would be a

completely new experience for the CMSP and the selection of schools would be
undertaken by the district superintendents. Junior high school selection was influenced
somewhat by location in reference to the collaborating engineering colleges. To the extent
possible the district school selected would be located within a one-to-two mile radius of
each other to insure that travel time and arrangements for college professors and college
students would be logistically feasible.
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4.5 The Selection of Participant Schools
The steps and sequences of events involved in the organizational and curriculum
development of a field based research and development project are by no means linear or
structured. The process can be described as non-linear, dynamic, and compounded by the
diversity of people who administer schools and school districts. The task is made more
challenging by the open environment that characterizes field based work where a
multiplicity of project variables prevails and where assurances of collaboration by project
constituents is tempered by a host of factors which are beyond the control of the central
project staff. This degree of uncertainty is what makes field based systems research and
development far different from theoretical educational research practices and also what
makes it so compelling and fertile as a strategy to get at the heart of complex systems
problems—as is the case with Chapter 1 schools and their low records of student
mathematics achievement
The events that have been heretofore described in the organizational development of
the CMSP model mathematics project took place during the period from August 1978 to
August 1979.

There was a multitude of meetings involving principals, deans of

engineering, mathematics and science department heads, New York City Board of
Education officials, district superintendents and members of their central staff, and
foundation and corporate sponsors.

The meetings themselves were interrelated and

involved obtaining agreements from several different sources before proceeding to the next
step in the organizational development.

The sequence of events was often convoluted,

leading to open ended questions that needed to be resolved by further planning and field
research and by repeated meetings with project constituents.

For example, agreements

had to be obtained from the engineering college deans before high school administrators
could be assured of this source of academic support, the foundations and corporate
sponsors had to know of schools' willingness to participate in the CMSP field based
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activity, and matching budget contributions had to be in place from the New York City
Board of Education before private sector grants could be awarded to support project
activity.

By the same token,

the same degree of financial support had to be shown as

being forthcoming from the private sector before the New York City Board of Education
would authorize budget appropriations to cover instructional expense at participating
schools. From the perspective of project cost sharing, private sector grant funds would be
used to cover research, development and management activity (including faculty and
college student participation) and the New York City Board of Education would cover
those costs associated with school instruction and traditional classroom materials.
The degree of success in organizing and starting a field based project rests on the level
of interest and cooperation that can be obtained from officials and school administrators
where project activity will take place. On the fundamental issue of student mathematics
achievement, it could be assumed that the educational community, both at the secondary
school level and higher education, would express interest and be desirous of significant
project gains that would result in the increase of the student pool taking higher level
mathematics courses.

However, addressing the questions of costs, the restructuring of

the school's mathematics programs, student selection, teacher and class assignments and
the adherence to a schedule of project activity that is, for the most part managed by an
"outside agency" requires that participating institutions make a major commitment to
support the project and become actively involved over the long term.
It was to be expected that school participation and long term involvement would
continue until such time that project efforts cease to show any significant differences in
student achievement or until competing priorities at the school outweighed the benefits of
the project regardless of its success in promoting student mathematics achievement.

In

practical terms, public school and district officials' making long term project commitments
rests on the premise that year-to-year budget allocations will be sufficiently stable to afford
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reasonable support of school instructional activity connected with the CMSP model. It
was with this level of understanding that the process of school selection began in the
early Spring of 1979.
In March of 1979, a meeting with the principals of the high schools which were then
particpating in the CMSP model enrichment program was held at The Cooper Union
School of Engineering. The agenda was centered on the new CMSP model project, its
goals and consideration by the principals to have their schools participate. It was made
clear that participation in the project required adherence and commitment to guidelines and
course formats that were, for the most part, a departure from traditional mathematics
programs.
First and foremost of the required commitments was the random selection of two
classes of students (sixty), who would be entering their school's 9th grade. The second
was the block programming of these students for two periods of mathematics with both
class periods taught by a different teacher. Agreeing to this double period of mathematics
instruction meant that the school would have to make an allocation of four-tenths of a
teaching position in order to cover the additional course-normally not offered except to
students who entered high school testing two or more years below grade level. Since the
student population to be selected for CMSP model participation was to be
random—covering the full range of standardized test scores-the cost of the second period
could only be covered partially by Federal or State remedial education funds. The
remaining costs of offering the courses had to be borne by the school through tax levy
allocations.
While a budget commitment of four-tenths of a teaching position to cover the expense
of two additional mathematics classes had only small bearing on the total school costs, it
could rise to a significant amount if the school decided to implement the model program on
a full scale basis. For example, offering a double period of mathematics over the academic
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year for the entire entering class would cost the school a full-time teaching position for
each five classes offered. The schools considering the model had entering 9th year
populations that ranged from 250 to 600 students and therefore full scale implementation of
the model could cost the school up to four full-time teaching positions (assuming thirty
students per class). The cost of the additional course could either be supported by
lengthening the students' school day—in which case, the school would receive additional
budget allocation from the central school district-or by offering the additional course in
lieu of another subject (the subject not taken would be deferred).

The latter was the

strategy that the CMSP preferred because it decreased the number of different subjects
taken by the student participants and allowed time for after-school tutorials.
The principals had difficulty with the peculiarities of the proposed CMSP model
project, especially the requirement for the random selection of students and the budgeting
constraints that would appear with the offering of the second mathematics course on a
larger scale. Cost was a particularly worrisome concern for schools which had an array of
different programs to offer entering high school students. The choice in the end came
down to a matter of school priority in course offerings. Was student enrollment and
achievement in Regents mathematics in the 9th grade more important than a technical
course offering or foreign language or other school subjects taken at the 9th grade? This is
the question that the high school principals were being asked to consider as they pondered
on whether to participate in the CMSP model project
Although there was general agreement amongst the principals that the model project
was interesting and that the early results from Chelsea High School were a positive
indication that the model could affect achievement, they viewed participation in the new
school day project with reservation. Towards the end of the lively and often raucous two
hour meeting, one of the principals commented that the CMSP model represented an effort
that was "different" and worthy of serious consideration. Earlier in the meeting the
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Principal of Chelsea High School, had interjected that the 9th grade students currently
enjoying success in the rudimentary CMSP model at Chelsea would probably be failing in
the school s regular program of mathematics remediation. Somehow the ground zero start
and the academic support that Chelsea was receiving from the CMSP and The Cooper
Union School of Engineering in the way of professorial time and college student assistance
made the project worthy of consideration.
The two principals' comments had an influencing affect, and further discussions at the
meeting led to agreements by all five of the principals present to participate in the project.
The schools included Washington! Irving, John F. Kennedy, Chelsea, Benjamin Franklin
and East New York. Each of the schools had participated previously in the CMSP model
enrichment program and all had collaborated with local engineering colleges in the
implementation of CMSP model enrichment project activity. Chelsea and Washington
Irving had worked closely with The Cooper Union School of Enginnering, East New York
with Polytechnic Institute of New York (now Polytechnic University), John F. Kennedy
with Manhattan College's School of Engineering, and Benjamin Franklin with Columbia
University.
With the five high schools selected as sites for CMSP model project work in the Fall
of 1979, attention turned to Community School Districts #4 and #13 for the selection of
junior high schools that would participate.

Meetings were held with District #4

Superintendent Anthony Alvarado and he recommended that the program be implemented
at the Rafael Cordero Bilingual School and in Intermediate School (IS) 117. Later
meetings

with principals of both schools at the school sites allowed the CMSP staff to

discuss the details of the project and the commitment that had to be made in order to
implement the model project as planned and designed. The points made were the same as
those with high school principals except that the pace of mathematics instruction and the
content covered at the junior high schools would be considerably less than in the high
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schools.
The Director of the Rafael Cordero Bilingual School saw the CMSP project as a
welcome addition to the school and readily agreed to participate, indicating further that the
school would adapt its schedule and mathematics program consistent with CMSP model
guidelines. The Principal of IS 117 was less receptive and did not view the model with the
same degree of interest as at Rafael Cordero. The CMSP in its collaboration and project
experiences with NYC schools has found that in beginning programs a very strong
endorsement of the program and its aims is required by the principal if the program is to
have any chance of overcoming the inertia in getting started. There are too many obstacles
at the beginning and too many things that can go wrong, which unless acted upon by the
highest authority of the school, can damage a program beyond recovery in its earliest and
potentially most fertile stages of growth. The lack of enthuisasm for the project on the part
of the principal was a clear sign that IS 117 was not a wise choice for participation for the
CMSP model project. This was brought to the attention of Mr. Alvarado and it was
decided that the Rafael Cordero Bilingual School would be the only school in District #4
that would participate in the CMSP model project efforts.
A similar process of junior high school selection took place at Community School
District #13 except that the meetings with the two principals of the schools that were
selected, IS 258 and IS 117, were held jointly in the office of District Superintendent,
Dr. Jerome Harris. The CMSP model project was described to the Principals of IS 258
and IS 117 and they agreed that the project was worthy of consideration and that their
schools would participate.

Before the meeting was over Dr. Hams reinforced the notion

that the schools implement the project in accordance with CMSP model guidelines and
conditions. The point made by Dr. Harris was accepted by the two principals, and before
the meeting ended, plans were made to visit both schools to meet and discuss the program
with the school's mathematics and science staff.
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With the meetings of the high school principals and the two district superintendents, a
total of five high schools and three junior high schools had been selected to participate in
the project in the Fall term. However there remained two schools that needed to be
seriously considered for CMSP model project participation. The two schools, John Jay
High School and Brooklyn Technical High School represented unusual situations that
could provide answers to two important questions: 1) Could the CMSP model project
survive in a school where there was no visible support from the school's mathematics
chairperson? and, 2) Would the CMSP model with its structured curriculum design have a
positive impact on students who had the background and proficiency to enroll in a first
course in algebra?
The first question was directed at John Jay High School, where Chester Singer the
new CMSP academic coordinator, had taught mathematics as a classroom teacher. Chester
Singer's teaching experience at the school and a good relationship with the Principal led to
discussions that made John Jay High School a likely participant in the CMSP model
project.

However a

serious obstacle for John Jay's participation arose when the

mathematics and science chairpersons felt that their busy schedules would not permit them
to supervise the program properly. Hence they could not actively participate in the CMSP
project test implementation in the 1979 Fall term.
The CMSP has always adhered to the doctrine that direct involvement by the
mathematics chairperson was mandatory in implementing a mathematics based program
within a school setting. The pronouncements made by the John Jay mathematics and
science chairpersons disagreed with this doctrine and a decision was made not to enlist
John Jay for CMSP model project participation. Although this decision seemed to be final,
the principal of the high school felt that despite the lack of involvement by the mathematics
and science chairpersons, the CMSP should still consider John Jay as a viable participant
school for the project. To this end he offered to provide some degree of supervision of
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CMSP activity at the school by recruiting a mathematics teacher who was then serving as
assistant to the Mathematics Chairperson.
Although the situation at John Jay High School was contrary to the general operating
principles of the CMSP, it did present a challenge for the project and would further test the
premise that support and direct involvement by the mathematics chairperson is fundamental
for project success and acceptance by the teaching staff.

Given the strong desire by the

principal for John Jay participation, plus Chester Singer's experience at the school and the
interest displayed by the mathematics teacher assigned to supervise CMSP project activity,
it was decided to add John Jay to the list of schools that would participate in the CMSP
model project in the 1979 Fall term.
The second question concerned Brooklyn Technical High School where the CMSP
model enrichment program had been in place since the Spring of 1978.

Brooklyn

Technical High School is one of three specialized high schools in New York City (the
other two are Stuyvesant High Schools and Bronx High School of Science).

Students

who gain admission to the three specialized high schools are amongst the most
academically prepared in the New York City public school system. Despite the academic
preparedness of its students, Brooklyn Technical High School has long suffered from an
unusually high rate of student departures—27% of the average daily register as compared to
departure rates of 8% at Stuyvesant and 12% at the Bronx High School of Science.27
In 1979/80 student enrollment at Brooklyn Technical High School stood at 5,173much larger than the 2,646 student enrollment at Stuyvesant and the 3,181 student
enrollment at Bronx Science. In addition, the economic status of the students at Brooklyn
Technical High School was considerably lower than the Stuyvesant and Bronx Science
students'. Almost 67% of Brooklyn Tech students were eligible for free lunch, while at
Bronx Science and Stuyvesant the figures were 25% and 22% respectively.
The ethnic compostion of the three schools is also quite different and has changed
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considerably in the period from 1971/72 to 1979/80. Table 18 indicates the marked shifts
in the ethnic composition of the student body that has taken place in the eight year period.

Student Ethnic Compostion at Stuwesant. Bronx Science and Brooklyn
Technical High Schools for the Academic Years 1971/72 and 1979/HO

Stuyvesant

Bronx Science

Brooklyn Tech

Year

Black

Hisoanic

Asian

mils

1971/72

10.8%

3.7%

7.9%

77.6%

1979/80

8.7%

2.9%

24.4%

64%

1971/72

11.2%

5.1%

4.9%

78.8%

1979/80

15.5%

7.9%

12.2%

64.3%

1971/72

16.8%

7.8%

8.0%

67.8%

1979/80

48.7%

11.%

16.6%

23.7%

TABLE 18

The shifts in ethnic population of the three schools reflect the changing housing patterns
of New York City in the decade of the 1970's.

As a consequence of the changing

populations, the student body of schools, even when selective, will tend to reflect the
surrounding neighborhood. This "neighborhood effect" appears to have influenced the
student ethnic composition at Brooklyn Technical High School, which is located in the
predominantly Black neighborhood of Fort Greene in Brooklyn, New York and that of
Stuyvesant High School which is located on the lower east side of Manhattan, close to
Chinatown.
The larger student enrollment and its changed ethnic composition has made it difficult
for Brooklyn Tech to enroll students with the same academic preparedness as the students
who enter Stuyvesant and Bronx Science.

The limited pool of Black and Hispanic
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students in the Chapter 1 junior high school who can qualify for entrance to the specialized
high schools serves as an admissions deterrent for Brooklyn Tech in particular. Because
of this situation,

the cutoff scores on the admissions test given at Brooklyn Technical

High school have, over the years, become considerably lower than at Stuyvesant and the
Bronx High School of Science. The lowering of cutoff scores by Brooklyn Technical
High School occurred during the years after a court order required that the three specialized
schools increase their enrollment of "disadvantaged" students. As shown in Table 18, the
Black and Hispanic student population at Brooklyn Tech increased by greater than
two-to-one—from 24.6% in 1971/72 to 59.7% in 1979/80. At Stuyvesant during the same
period there was actually a considerable decrease in the Black and Hispanic student
population from 14.5% in 1971/72 to 11. 6% in 1979/80.
The situation at Brooklyn Technical High School is not unlike that being experienced by
colleges around the country. The decline in preparedness of entering freshmen for
traditional college study has induced colleges to reduce admission standards in order to
maintain the stable enrollments that impact on

institutional resources and faculty

utilization. In response to the lower student preparedness, however, the colleges have
implemented a variety of programs designed for entering freshmen including remedial
programs in english and mathematics and reduced course loads during the freshman year.
The basic remedial and reduced course load strategies designed to gird students' academic
foundations for college study have no equivalency at Brooklyn Technical High School or
at Stuyvesant and Bronx Science-all which under the court order accept students who test
below the academic standard for regular admission. Instead, what is in place is a six week
summer program prior to school entry that provides english and mathematics remediation
for the coursework that will follow in high school. However, once enrolled at the school,
these less prepared students must carry the same course load as students who have been
admitted under the regular admissions standards.
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It is clear why the student departure rate is so much higher at Brooklyn Tech than it is at
Stuyvesant and Bronx Science. The limited pool of high achieving Black and Hispanic
students from feeder junior high schools is at odds with the larger entering student
population that Brooklyn Tech required to maintain yearly student enrollment stability.
Add to this the lack of an ongoing academic year program of academic support and
remediation that could help students with marginal academic backgrounds, and conditions
exist that can lead to academic failure and drop out as has been the case with Brooklyn
Technical High School.
For the CMSP, Brooklyn Technical High School represented an opportunity to
implement an academic support program that could bolster students' mathematics
foundations and provide the additional time to have them achieve in the study of a first
course in Regents Algebra. The CMSP model was be tested more rigorously at Brooklyn
Technical High School precisely because the entering students were better prepared
academically than students entering Chapter 1 schools.

In addition, average daily

attendance at the school was high and all entering 9th year students were required to enroll
in the first course in Regents Algebra (except for students who have passed the course in
the 8th grade). This more stable population of 9th grade students who entered much better
prepared than students at the other participant schools provided the setting to test the
question whether the CMSP model could benefit high achieving students as well as those
who arrived at Chapter 1 high schools with inadequate mathematics background.
The CMSP model project implemented at Brooklyn Tech was the same as in the other
six participant schools, however the starting point in the CMSP three semester model
curriculum was advanced by one term-students at Brooklyn Tech did not take the
one-semester course in prealgebra.

This was essential because all Brooklyn Tech

freshmen are required to take Regents algebra upon school entry in the Fall term. There
are no other mathematics courses offered to Brooklyn Tech students at the 9th year. Thus,
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in the scheduling of the CMSP model for the seven particpating high schools, Brooklyn
Tech would test implement the curriculum model over a two-semester period while the
other six high schools would test implement the model over a three-semester period.
Appendix A is a profile for each of the selected schools as they are portrayed in School
Profiles. 79/80.
With the selection of schools to participate in CMSP project activity in the Fall of 1979,
the latter part of the Spring and the Summer of 1979 were spent on organization,
curriculum planning and staff development. In meetings with the individual principals of
the selected schools agreements were worked out to have:

1)

the selection of the school's mathematics or science chairperson to serve as
school project supervisor,

2)

the selection of two mathematics teachers and one science teacher who
would teach CMSP designed mathematics and science courses and also be
willing to participate and make a commitment to engage in after-school
meetings with students and CMSP staff,

3)

the random selection and heterogeneous class grouping of entering 7th and
9th grade students who would study mathematics and science utilizing the
CMSP model, and

4)

the participant students programmed for an additional period of mathematics
in lieu of a non-technical subject, and scheduling the mathematics and
science periods scheduled in a 1-3-5 sequence as shown in Figure 8 on
Page 168.

The above four items represent critical components of the CMSP model and agreement
was needed on all four items from the principals and mathematics and science chairpersons
of each of the selected schools as a condition for participating in CMSP model test
implemenation in the Fall of 1979.

All of the principals and mathematics and science
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chairpersons agreed, and meeting schedules were organized with the chairpersons to meet
with the teachers at each school who would participate in the CMSP model project. The
selection of teachers was made by the chairpersons.
During the latter part of the Spring semester of 1979, the CMSP staff had several
opportunities to meet with all of the mathematics and science teachers who were selected
and agreed to serve as the CMSP instructional team at their respective schools. In all,
thirty-three mathematics and science (two mathematics teachers and one science teacher
from each of the three junior high schools and six high schools; the tenth school, Brooklyn
Technical High School had four mathematics teachers and two science teachers) would be
participating in the model project in the Fall 1979 term. As part of the support team for
each of the school, an engineering college professor was assigned to visit the participant
schools on a weekly basis with a cadre of engineering college students. The project
activity at each school would be coordinated by the mathematics or science chairperson at
the school who would also serve as a member of

a committee of school project

supervisors which would meet on a weekly basis with the central CMSP staff to provide
feedback and orchestrate the progress of the project. Table 19 lists the number of
teachers, supervisors and college professors at each of the institutions that participated in
the project in the Fall of 1979.
The meetings with the teachers were arranged to outline the CMSP model curriculum,
the developmental aspects of the project and its goals and premises. Most of the teachers
were enthusiastic about the project and all felt that the goals of the project were within
reach given the additional mathematics instructional time in class and the academic support
that would be forthcoming from the engineering colleges and the CMSP staff. Staff
development strategies included reviewing the CMSP prealgebra curriculum (at Brooklyn
Tech curriulum review focused on the CMSP algebra curriculum), outlining the project
experiences at the Chelsea High School, describing the unusual elements of the CMSP
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COMPREHENSIVE MATH & SCIENCE

PROGRAM (CMSPt

Listing Of the Number of Teachers. Supervisors & College Faculty

Participating in the First Cycle of the Model Project Activity (1979/80
HIGH SCHOOLS

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

Brooklyn Tech
Supervisors
— 2
Math Teachers — 4
Science Teachers — 2

Rafael Cordero
Supervisor
- 1
Math Teachers
-2
Science Teachers - 1

Chelsea
Supervisor
— 1
Math Teachers — 2
Science Teachers --1

IS 117
Supervisor
- 1
Math Teachers -2
Science Teachers - 1

East New York
Supervisor
— 1
Math Teachers -- 2
Science Teachers - 1

IS 258
Supervisor
-1
Math Teachers
-2
Science Teachers -1

Beniamin Franklin
Supervisor
— 1
Math Teachers -- 2
Science Teachers --1

COLLEGES
Columbia University
William T. Sanders
Professor, Mech. Engineering

Washington Irving
Supervisor
-1
Math Teachers — 2
Science Teachers — 1

Cooper Union
Arsette Lucchesi
Professor, Mathematics

John Jav
Math Teachers -- 2
Science Teachers --1

Manhattan College
Br. Peter Drake
Professor, Elect. Engineering

John F. Kennedy
Supervisor
— 1
Math Teachers — 2
Science Teachers —1

Medgar Evers
Joshua Berenbaum
Professor, Mathematics
Polytechnic Institute of N.Y
Frank Lupo
Professor, Elect. Engineering
Pratt Institute
Esmet Kamil
Professor, Mech. Engineering

TABLE 19
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model including random selection, uniform instructional pace and external testing,
demonstrating how the the two mathematics teachers would work together as a teaching
team to instill and reinforce student learning, and showing how the science course would
be used to provide project oriented applications to specific mathematics topic learned in the
mathematics courses.
The meetings with the teachers provided the CMSP staff not only with an opportunity
to review and establish instructional and curriculum strategies, they also provided a forum
that aided model development. Many of the teachers had years of experience in the
classroom and suggestions were made that were very helpful in strenghtening the design
and organization of the curriculum model. In particular, a number of teachers were
recruited to develop specific modules in mathematics, and other teachers, along with
school project supervisors, participated in the continuing project planning and the
particulars of getting the project started at their respective schools including the procedures
for the random selection of students, the scheduling classes in the 1-3-5 period
arrangement and the distribution of curriculum materials.

CHAPTER S
THE SYSTEMS AND FIELD BASED DEVELOPMENT
AND TEST IMPLEMENTATION OF A MODEL MATHEMATICS
ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM

5.1

Model Assessment Considerations
Program "success" is an often used term to describe the positive status or outcome of

educational projects. In the best case, success of a project or the validity of an associative
research argument is based on "objective" statistical comparisons of student achievement
using psychometric instrumentation. Hopefully the compiled data fall into neat correlated
patterns from which strong positive inferences can be drawn. At the other extreme,
success can also be judged by the enthusiasm and good feelings displayed by the project
participants (including project directors and researchers) in a process generally classified
as being "subjective", however measured,

i.e., by survey questionnaires, personal

interviews, etc.
In either case, the "evaluative" strategies fall far short in giving a full or reasonably
accurate account as to whether an educational project or process of research and
development is sound or is making useful progress toward stated goals and intentions.
The CMSP, in its field based efforts to research and develop a model curriculum program
aimed at significantly increasing student achievement in the study of a first course in
algebra, required a broad based and reasonably accurate means upon which its progress
and effectiveness could be assessed. While higher mathematics test scores represented a
"necessary but insufficient condition" for determining CMSP model effectiveness for
increasing student achievement, there were other factors that became important,
particularly, because the CMSP was a field based project effort.
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The physical and academic environment of a school, in large part, characterizes its
institutional culture.

The school's academic course offerings, the experience and

background of its faculty, the general academic profiles and socioeconomic status of the
student body, the leadership qualities of the school’s management team, the location of
the school and the condition of its physical plant are all factors that interdependently create
the school's institutional culture and tradition. In conducting field based research and
development within a school setting, the model project is immersed in the school's culture
and tradition, and over a period of time its operation will tend to take on the qualities of the
school if progress in model test implementation is being maintained. When this occurs,
quantitative measures of student achievement take on less importance than whether the
model program itself is being assimilated into the everyday fabric of the school. In the
end, assessing the effectiveness or success of the model program is reduced to:

• whether the model program has gained acceptance by a majority of the
faculty, and

•

whether the school administration deems the model program to be
viable and consistent with the tradition and institutional resources
of the school.

Neither of these two project outcomes can be easily obtained by an outside observer
because both are influenced by the culture of the school and are, therefore, difficult to
track and quantify, if at all possible. It is in this milieu of interrelated factors that the
systems and field based approach stands apart from traditional theoretical educational
research practices. The traditional education research approach centers on the belief that an
"objective observer" can determine what is occurring or what has occurred as a result of an
intervention program or "treatment." It assumes that the process of objective observation
can be isolated from the surrounding culture of the school (or classroom) and that the
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reported observations, for the most part, reflect the realities taking place in the school.
In field based projects, just the opposite is assumed, especially where the project itself
is driven by an outside collaborative agency, as is the case of the CMSP model project
effort. The field based process itself is one of change, and the model project's very
presence in the school environment creates a synergetic condition that influences the nature
of both the model project and that of the school's culture—however small at the beginning
of project activity. The mere start of a program within the school environment is already a
major step in the process of affecting change in the structure of the school's academic
program. The model project becomes part of the school and vice-versa, and over the
period of time the two become indistinguishable. And this is the way it should be if the
goal of the model project is to effect positive and permanent academic change over the long
term. In field based projects the role of the "objective observer" is not one of assessment,
but instead one of overseeing program development, providing specific resources and
serving as a central agency to compile and analyze the plethora of quantitative data that
accumulate over the long gestation periods required for program assimilation.
Given this philosophy of model program assessment, what then should the CMSP
utilize as measure of model program progress toward proving the value of the two
interdependent premises as stated in Chapter 1 and repeated here?

1)

the major deterrent to the successful learning and completion of a first
course in algebra is the lack of preparation in the basic arithmetic upon
which algebraic concepts and algorithms are founded, and

2)

for almost all entering 9th year high school students, preparedness for
a first course in algebra can be attained in one semester, independent of
students' prior mathematics proficiency and background.

Both of these premises are couched in the previously stated belief that "all students can
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learn mathematics very well, given the foundation and academic support for the
mathematics they are expected to learn in the classroom" and in the major goal of the
CMSP model efforts to affect significant increases in the pool of students at Chapter 1 high
schools who enroll in and complete the three year Regents mathematics sequence prior to
high school graduation. For the purposes of this project study, the measures to be adopted
to test the premises were based on:

•

the degree to which students who study prealgebra for a single term are
prepared to enroll in a first course in algebra in the succeeding term,

•

whether there is a significant increase in mathematics test scores by
students participating in the CMSP model as compared to similar group
of students who are studying or have studied the same mathematics in
conventional school mathematics programs,

•

the acceptance of the model project efforts by the faculty and their
consensus to become further involved if the initial model test
implementation shows promise in affecting student achievement, and

•

the general support of the model program by the school's administrative
staff and their willingness to reallocate school resources to allow for
model test implementation and possible future program expansion.

These four assessment parameters go far beyond that necessary to measure model
program effectiveness as qualified by the two interdependent premises previously stated.
To prove the arguments raised, it would probably suffice to look at quantitative data as
they reflect student continuance and achievement in Regents mathematics coursework over
a three semester period. Taking this course of action, however, would defeat the purpose
of field based research and development, which in this instance was to develop and test
implement the model project within the full range of variables that characterize a working
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school environment.
The power of the field based and systems approach is that the problem is investigated
and models are developed within the environment and dynamics of a working school and,
as a result, project outcomes have a systems based quality. Not only is something learned
about specific elements of the model, but the model developed brings with it a global
quality that embodies the complete process of schooling in the given mathematics subject
area, including course placement, class organization, curriculum and instructional paceuniform class testing and student course evaluation. In addition to these elements which,
taken together, make up a system of curriculum and instruction, the field based and
systems approach must also take into account the organizational and administrative aspects
of the school in which model project efforts are taking place. Can the model be shaped
consistent with school resources? And can it survive or compete with the changing
priorities and peculiarities of the school? It is this evolutionary and dynamic quality that
makes the system and field based approach an efficient strategy for investigating complex
educational problems such as that being pursued by the CMSP.
Because of the global quality of the CMSP model project efforts, it is useful to enlarge
on the four basic assessment parameters (noted above) to gain greater insight on why
model efforts work or don't work at the participant schools. In the end what was needed
and desired as a result of the CMSP model project effort was a more complete
understanding of the problem, plus having the strategies and organizational constructs
from which systems and field based research and development with a sharper focus could
have continued beyond the initial phase—e.g., possible larger scale project efforts that
would have commenced in the Fall term of 1983.
The work of the CMSP model project study when originally conceived in 1978
established the foundation for pursuing systems and field based development and research
over the long term in New York City Chapter 1 high schools.

However, future efforts
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could only proceed on the merits of the progress made in creating a model achievement
program that increased student enrollment and achievement in precollege mathematics
during the initial phase of CMSP model project activity.

Basically, whether this was

possible was more a function of the participating school than any model curriculum or
instructional strategy that the CMSP could have created. In the end the participant schools
had to feel strongly that utilization of the CMSP model was beneficial to students and
teachers and that the resources to implement the model were reasonable and consistent with
what could be allocated to mathematics as a course of school study.
From the perspective of model systems development and research, the CMSP had a
primary interest in schools' acceptance of the four primary elements of the CMSP model:
random selection and heterogeneous class grouping, the zero based start, the double
period of mathematics instruction, external testing and uniform pacing. The success in
the launching and the continuance of model test implementation hinged upon the schools'
acceptance and utilization of all four of these model elements. Prior to model project test
implementation in the Fall of 1979, and in meetings with the principals and mathematics
chairpersons, it was agreed that the four elements would be the cornerstones by which the
model project would be guided and conducted at each of the participant schools. In effect,
these four CMSP model elements were accepted as "non-negotiable" elements until such
time they were shown to be unworkable or inconsistent with students mathematics
achievement
The element of the CMSP model that is a significant departure from traditional school
practice is the random selection of students and the heterogeneous grouping of classes
(these two elements are considered as one since they are so closely intertwined- although
random selection ceases to be an issue when the model is fully adopted by the school,
however, class heterogeneity remains in effect). It was felt from the start that this element
of student selection and class grouping was the first major program hurdle that would
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establish the essential working foundation with which model project activity would
proceed.

Adherence to the doctrine of random selection was considered essential in

creating a base for the comparison of student achievement within and across participant
schools. It was also consistent with the larger goal of increasing the pool of high school
students in Chapter 1 schools who enroll and achieve in precollege mathematics.
The random selection of students for participation in the model project also carried
with it the consideration of a "control group" with which "objective" comparisons of
student achievement could be made. Under traditional educational research practices,
presumably a comparable number of students (to those selected randomly) could be
selected and used as a "control" to verify whether the CMSP model "treatment" had any
"significant outcomes." There were two major problems with the selection of a control
group besides being completely against the philosophy of the CMSP model effort. The
first was political: How would you justify to a Black or Hispanic or any parent with
children in Chapter 1 schools that their child has been selected to serve as a "control" for a
model project in which substantial resources would be provided to advance the prospects
of mathematics achievement for another group of students that their child would not be part
of? Secondly, even in the unlikely event that consent was given by the parent, what
parameters could be used to serve as a control, is it the students' socioeconomic status? or
maybe standardized test scores? (which have already been shown to be misleading for
students whose mathematical backgrounds are fragmented by virtue of inadequate
mathematics schooling), or perhaps the students could be paired by originating junior
high/middle schools and the mathematics courses they took there? These three parameters
and more could be used as controls if there was any certainty they were stable. However,
they are not stable to anv degree of confidence, and this is the very crux of the problem.
These non-linearities and instability of variables are what makes the problem complex and
indeterminable and which seriously limits the value of linear and traditional educational
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research approaches to find solutions.
The multivariate and dynamic quality of the working school environment makes it
almost impervious to research methods that seek to compare student achievement though
experimental and control group designs. It was from this rationale that thought was given
to viewing the participant students' achievement as part of the school's tradition and
history of mathematical programs. In particular, a salient characteristic along these lines
was the school's performance on Regents mathematics examinations— e.g.. How many
students took the 9th Year Regents Mathematics Examination? And how many scored over
85%?

And how did the similar school perform on the 10th and 11th Year Regents

Mathematics Examinations? This information is available from the New York City Board
of Education, and compiled over several years, could provide a rather comprehensive and
accurate longitudinal profile of student achievement at a given school. In addition, because
the Regents examinations are administered statewide on the same day each year by the
New York State Education Department, comparisons of student test performance could be
made with other Chapter 1 schools not participating in the CMSP model project and also
across school districts outside of New York City.
In essence, the basis for comparing participating student mathematics achievement
would be the school itself. And this comparison was made compelling by establishing a
standard by which schools could determine whether progress was made by participating in
the CMSP model project and increasing the pool of students who achieved in the study of a
first course in Regents Algebra. The standard established had to be one that—under the
guidelines which the CMSP model project was being conducted-had a fair chance of being
attained. It also had to be a standard that all involved with the project (and this included
students, parents, teachers, school administrative staff, collaborating organizations and the
supporting private sector institutions) could understand and accept as being a legitimate
and worthwhile project accomplishment.

To this end, the traditional psychometric
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sampling and probability functions were avoided, and instead straightforward percentage
comparisons were utilized.
In the engineering profession there is an old adage which states that new product
development is not worthwhile unless performance of the new product is a least twice that
of existing comparable products. This engineering adage of twice the performance had
merit for the CMSP model project, as it provided a standard that everyone could
understand and also accept as a project accomplishment worthy of serious consideration.
Given the college based resources, the additional instructional time and the tight structure
of the model curriculum, the doubling of student mathematics performance, as measured
by Regents mathematics examinations, appeared to be a reasonable goal and challenge for
the participating teachers, students and staff.

By agreement with the teaching and

administrative staff of the participant schools a two- to-one difference in the pass rate of
Regents mathematics examinations was established as the standard bv which mathematics
achievement bv students participating in the CMSP model proiect would be compared.
The achievement comparisons would be made within the school utilizing current and past
student populations taking the same level of Regents examinations.
The zero-based start was another non-traditional aspect of the CMSP model that
needed to be carefully watched in order to insure that beginning instruction evolved in a
sequence that gave all of the students an opportunity to refresh and relearn mathematics
material they had previously encountered in one form or another. The CMSP was already
aware of a perception shared by some teachers and mathematics chairpersons that the
ground zero start was unfair to the better prepared student because "it held them back". In
retrospect this notion of "holding the good kids back" was the most persistent issue of the
CMSP model throughout its developmental cycles of project activity. Even in the face of
evidence that showed otherwise, the perception persisted. This may be an indication that
firmly held educational beliefs are not likely to change regardless of their apparent conflict
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with the student achievement data, however significant.
The ground zero start is at the heart of the CMSP model curriculum structure and from
it emanates the legitimacy of external testing and uniform pacing of instruction, both of
which are elements that allow objective comparisons of student achievement within and
across schools. If students did not start at the same point in the curriculum model and
move at a reasonably consistent pace of classroom instruction, then the program would
have ceased to be one aimed at increasing the pool, and eventually would have gravitated
toward one that was selective which would have destroyed the intent and goals of the
CMSP model effort. From the perspective of CMSP model test implementation, the
screening of students on the basis of their work in the prealgebra program was to be
avoided, and if instances did arise where students were clearly prepared to do mathematics
at levels above prealgebra, they would be handled on a case-by-case basis. The process of
testing all students prior to the start of formal class instruction allowed a measure by which
such "advanced level mathematics" students could be identified. On the whole, however,
students in this category never exceeded more than 5% of the incoming population. And
this small number appears to be typical at the Chapter 1 schools in New York City.
Another concern that would have compromised the integrity of the CMSP model
project elements was the organization and scheduling of two periods of mathematics for
each of the students participating in the program. Besides the two periods, the CMSP
model required that the classes be "block programmed" and that each class be taught by_a
different teacher. In order to reduce the perception that the two classes were one and the
same, it was further required that the class not be scheduled "back to back . Again, these
program organizational requirements were a departure from traditional administrative
practice, and it was important to know whether they could be carried out without serious
disruptions and within the administrative constraints normally experienced at the start of
the school year.
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And finally, the major consideration in attempting to assess the quality and
effectiveness of the CMSP model efforts to research and develop models to increase
student mathematics achievement, were the attitudes and feelings of the participating
teachers and mathematics chairpersons. It would hardly matter if student achievement was
two or three times that of comparable students if the mathematics chairperson or the
faculty at large (or both) questioned the value and potential of the program. Whether
faculty resistance to the model occurred because of competing departmental priorities or
because there was a general disbelief that "all students can learn mathematics very well"
mattered little, for in the end a model project cannot survive with a lack of consensus on
the part of the departmental faculty. This is true even if there is overwhelming support for
the model project from the principal, mathematics chairperson or high administrative
officials outside of the school.
In order for a model project to be judged as being of value and effective, it must be
perceived as such by the school's departmental faculty. And this is correct because in the
final analysis it is the school's constituents who employ the model—the mathematics
teachers, chairpersons and students in their classroom experience over long periods of
time-who must inevitably determine whether the model is better than existing programs
of mathematics instruction.

From the perspective of CMSP model assessment this

acceptance by teachers and mathematics chairpersons is intimately tied to the energies they
devote to school project activity and their desire to continue with succeeding cycles of
model test implementation. The value of the systems and field based approach is such that
personal and subtle faculty perceptions-enormously important assessment factors-can be
ascertained over the course of model test implementation because of the model project
staffs close working relationship with the school and its mathematics department faculty.
From a comprehensive model assessment perspective, what was sought in the CMSP
model project efforts were the elements of curriculum and program structure that could be
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used as the "raw material and fabric" for building a foundation and framework for future
model research and development efforts.

The model framework had to rest on a

foundation that was reasonable and consistent with the traditions and resources of the
school. And the framework also had to be able to withstand the competing school priorities
over long periods of time. Meeting these changing and demanding school environmental
qualities meant that the model framework had to be created and test implemented cyclically
over long periods of time with different sets of teachers and student populations. Given
this longitudinal and evolving process in the school setting, proving stated premises, or
realizing the model project's intended goals, or judging its value to students and teachers
could be ascertained with a reasonable degree of confidence.

5.2 Test Implementation Cycles and Milestones in Model Project Development
The systems and field based approach being utilized by the CMSP to develop and
research a curriculum model entails repeated testing of the model with different groups of
students and teachers. As organized and presented to Nathan Quinones, then Executive
Director of the New York City High School Division, and to the supporting foundations
and companies, the CMSP model would evolve over a period of four years in which a
cyclical process of model test implementation would take place at the participant schools.
The test implementation cycles of model project activity would be structured to allow the
three junior high schools, the six Chapter 1 high schools and Brooklyn Technical High
School to function as three independent programs. Over the four-year period, the three
junior high schools would implement two full cycles of two-year durations, the six high
schools would participate in three full cycles of three-term durations and Brooklyn Tech
would test implement four two-semester cycles. This cyclical schedule of model test
implementation for the three categories of schools is shown in Figure 9, indicating how the
cycles overlapped to take advantage of what was learned in the previous year of the
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preceding cycle. Except for Brooklyn Tech, where the cycles occurred sequentially, this
overlapping of project cycles had proven useful in previous CMSP model development
efforts as it provided a paralleling of project activity and a greater number of participating
teachers.

This increased the level of project development activity and heightened

curriculum feedback and teacher interaction considerably. The greater participation at the
school also gave the schools an opportunity to shape the administrative procedures to
match the peculiar elements of the CMSP model including the random selection of students
and the block programming of mathematics and science classes.
What was expected with the repeated cycles of model test implementation over the four
year period was a structured evolution of a model curriculum that would be shaped and
refined with each cycle of project activity. It was assumed at the time of model program
inception in the Fall of 1979 that the programs at the individual schools would remain
intact and that the model development and research process would be continuous and with
sufficient stabilty to test the premises as originally conceived. This sense of optimism was
reinforced in the Fall term as the model program at each of the participating schools was
started and proceeded throughout the Fall term with no major problems and with a shared
commitment by the teachers and the mathematics and science chairpersons that the project
activity had taken hold and that students appeared to be accepting to the instructional
approach. The optimism was bolstered by the academic support that was provided by the
college professors who provided teachers with college student tutorial assistance. Table 20
shows the number of college students that were involved at each of the ten high schools
and their relationship with the engineering colleges.
The Fall term concluded with the teachers in each of the participant schools feeling
that student achievement was progressing in accordance with the curriculum schedules that
had been developed for their assigned school category i.e., the three junior high schools,
the six Chapter 1 high schools and Brooklyn Tech. As shown in Figure 9, in t he first
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COMPREHENSIVE MATH & SCIENCE PROGRAM (CMSP^
COLLEGE-PUBLIC SCHOOL PAIRINGS
FOR CMSP TUTORIAL COMPONENT FALL SEMESTER 1979

# OF COLLEGE
STUDENT TUTOR SW
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
Rafael Cordero
Benjamin Franklin

11
10

THE COOPER UNION
Brooklyn Tech*
Chelsea
John Jay*
Washington Irving

6
23
6
20

LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY
John Jay*

3

MANHATTAN COLLEGE
John F. Kennedy

12

MEDGAR EVERS
IS 258

10

POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE OF NEW YORK
Brooklyn Tech
East New York

PRATT INSTITUTE
IS 117

(1)

If college student academic program does not conflict with CMSP
school day schedule, only 5 college students for each class are
needed.

*

Spring semester 1980.

TABLE 20

8
8
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cycle, the students at the three junior high schools were expected to complete and master
prealgebra coursework over a three semester period, students at the six high schools were
scheduled to complete and master the prealgebra course in the Fall term and complete the
study of the first term of algebra in the following Spring term, and the Brooklyn Tech
students would take and complete the algebra course in the normal two-term period.
The first year course schedule arrangement allowed the students at the six Chapter 1
high schools to take the Regents Competency Test (RCT) in Mathematics at the completion
of the year's mathematics coursework which covered arithmetic and the fundamentals of
algebra (similar to the topics covered on the RCT) and permitted the Brooklyn Tech
students to take the 9th Year Regents Algebra Examination as scheduled with the rest of the
student body at Brooklyn Tech. In both cases, the administation of the RCT and the
Algebra Regents Examination allowed a comparison of student mathematics test
performance within and across participant schools.
While the Fall semester project activity appeared to show that the project effort was off
to a good start and that high school faculty and supporting college staff were working
together to affect the model's goals, there were some aspects of the project at particular
Chapter 1 high schools that were disturbing but interesting from the standpoint of
developing a comprehensive model that could withstand the perturbations and dynamics of
a working school setting. The first of these project disturbances was student attendance
and attrition, and as the project continued in later cycles, chairpersons support and faculty
acceptance of the project became a source of real concern as it affected the viabilty of the
project in the participating school.
To a large extent the CMSP model development and research has been an empirical
process of trial and error, with the errors and difficulties of model implementation
providing the actuating forces and clues as to what direction to proceed in succeeding
cycles of project activity. Each of the three categories of schools shared its own set of
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problems and peculiar sets of circumstances. It also appeared that the problems were
unique according to the three categories of schools. For the junior high schools it was the
level and stability of mathematics instruction; student retention and the relationships
between faculty and supervisors were the major concerns at the Chapter 1 high schools;
and acceptance of the model by the faculty at large became an issue at Brooklyn Technical
High School. Each of the problems that developed and their ultimate outcome at the
participant schools was an important project experience that helped shape the CMSP model
curriculum and also contributed to a better understanding of the complex process of
implementing new programs of mathematics instruction in the context of an ongoing
school program and operating environment. Because of the differences in project cycle
length and diversity of the programs at the junior high schools and the high schools, the
project experiences gained bear a recount from three points of view. These follow as short
project perspectives which focus on the salient qualities and outcomes as they determined
the course of project participation at each of the participant schools.

The Junior High Schools: The three participant junior high schools represented the
strongest test of the CMSP model concept because the original model concepts were based
on the weaknesses of mathematics instruction at the junior high school. The argument was
that students arrived at high school from junior high school mathematics course
experiences which were too unstuctured and weak to build students arithmetic
foundations. With their particpation in the model project, an opportunity would be gained
to work with students and teachers with the intent of developing and test implementing a
model program that would prepare students for the traditional Regents mathematics courses
offered at high school.
It was very clear from the inception of CMSP project activity at the junior high schools
that they were very interested in seeing that the model project work. Their participation
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was much more personal than in the high schools and the relationships that the teachers
developed with the visiting college professors and students at the start of program activity
was a positive indication that students would gain considerably from this extra measure of
academic support.

In the scheduled meetings with the teachers, the school project

supervisors were always present and the teachers were eager to cover the week's materials
and ask for assistance where they felt unsure.
The progress in all three junior high schools in covering the materials in whole number
arithmetic was much slower than expected. The project schedule was organized to give the
junior high school students twice the time to cover the prealgebra course as was scheduled
for the Chapter 1 high schools. The mastery of a given body of mathematics course
materials in a set period of time was not a serious concern because of the start at the 7th
grade. Because of this the instructional pace was tempered by student mastery of specific
mathematics course topics—which in this instance was set at 80% of the class achieving a
grade of 80% on the unit tests before proceeding to the next mathematics topic. All three
schools found it difficult to achieve at this level of mastery and the level was lowered to
reflect the confidence of the teachers which, as the program progressed through the topics
in whole number arithmetic, varied between 40% and 60% of the classes achieving 80% or
higher on the unit tests.
At the end of the Fall term all three junior high schools seemed to proceeding at a
relatively equal pace and the mean unit test achievement levels on course topics in addition,
subtraction and multiplication of whole numbers were high and within ten percentage
points of one another as follows:

Rafael Cordero-82, IS 117—84 and IS 258—76.

However, even as early as the Fall term it was apparent there was a notable difference in
the instructional quality at IS 258 as compared to the other two schools. As a result, the
CMSP staff spent more time at IS 258 working with the teachers at rudimentary levels of
instruction that were cause for concern. Further inquiry revealed that the teachers were not
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licensed to teach mathematics and had minimal experience teaching mathematics, and
almost none of the experience tied to the traditional course work in prealgebra.
Mathematics background inquiries of the teachers participating at the other two junior high
schools showed similar degrees of mathematics teaching inexperience and a lack of a
formal mathematics academic background (except for one mathematics teacher). None of
the nine mathematics and science teachers had experience teaching algebra and it appeared
that the CMSP model was their first venture in a structured mathematics program that
prepared students for high school mathematics.

The lack of mathematics teaching

experience at the junior high schools began to surface in earnest as coursework moved on
to the division of whole numbers and work in fractions. Student achievement in whole
number division at IS 258 suffered as compared to the other two junior high schools and
three schools ended their coursework in whole number arithmetic (addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division) with the following percentages of students scoring 80% or
higher on a cumulative examination on whole number arithmetic: Rafael Cordero-65%,
IS 117—36% and IS 258-17%.

Clearly, there was a serious problem developing at IS

258 and the small CMSP staff and available academic support from the colleges resources
were insufficient to institute the type of fundamental teacher training that was required. It
had always been assumed that the ground zero approach of the CMSP model would have
special value at the junior high school level because it would give teachers the structure and
students the time to build a strong student mathematics foundation.

However this

assumption was based on teachers' having had the appropriate background and teaching
experience to take advantage of the structured curriculum and uniform pace of instruction.
There was never a consideration that the teachers themselves would have difficulty
teaching fundamental arithmetic topics.
The burgeoning problem at IS 258 became worse and began to surface at IS 117 as
coursework advanced to the topics of fractions. Rafael Cordero seemed to be proceeding
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with few apparent obstacles, except the course material covered at the schools was well
below what was expected for a full of year mathematics instruction in which students had
twice the time of the regular one-semester prealgebra program of instruction. At the end of
the first year of model test implementation it was apparent that the quality of instruction at
the junior high school would be a serious impediment to demonstrating students could
master the content of the prealgebra course in a three-term period. With varying degrees
of success, the participating students at the three junior high schools had completed
coursework in whole number arithmetic and had begun introductory work on the
multiplication of fractions and further coursework in prealgebra was relegated to the Fall
of 1980.
The second year of the program at IS 258 and at IS 117 became increasingly
frustrating for the teachers as they moved on to teaching topics in fractions that they were
unsure of, and this was reflected in low level students achievement on unit tests. The
performance was low enough to preclude any type of mastery of course advancement The
amount of time the small CMSP staff could spend with the teachers was not enough to
overcome the serious deficiencies in the teachers' mathematics backgrounds. In effect, the
teachers were having difficulty with the content of the mathematics course topics they
were expected to teach to students in their classes. This created an obstacle in model
project activity at IS 258 and IS 117 that the CMSP could not remediate with its available
resources.
Discussions were held with the principals and school project supervisors of IS 258
and IS 117 and they agreed that the problem was serious. However, they countered that
the availability of experienced and licensed mathematics teachers was a luxury that Chapter
1 junior and middle high schools did not enjoy and it was not likely to get any better in the
years ahead.

They had hoped that the resources and the structure of the CMSP model

would help alleviate the problem and student achievement would improve steadily as the
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participating teachers gained confidence and experience. The CMSP continued working
with IS 258 and IS 117 for another academic year, 1980/81, however the difficulties being
experienced in the mathematics classroom were beyond the resources and means of the
CMSP or participating colleges. In the spring, the project reached an impasse when it was
realized that CMSP model project activity was being reduced to a program of remediation
that was not much different from that of the school regular mathematics programs of
instruction.

Under these circumstances, little could be learned or contributed to the

building of a model program that would have value in preparing junior high school
students for traditional Regents mathematics coursework.

By agreement with

the

principals of both schools and acknowledgement from the Superintendent of Community
School District #13, the CMSP concluded its model project activity at the end of the Spring
semester of 1981.
The demise of the CMSP model efforts at IS 258 and IS 117 reinforced the
assumption that poor mathematics teaching quality at Chapter 1 junior high schools was
the major cause for the mathematics weaknesses displayed by students from these schools
as they entered Chapter 1 high schools. But yet, there remained Rafael Cordero a junior
high school that appeared to be enjoying a measure of success in mastering the topics of
prealgeabra even if it was at a slower than expected pace.

The enthusiasm of the

participating teachers was still very high in the second year of project activity.

And the

twice a week visitations by the Columbia University students, supervised by an
engineering professor, were in place and continued to be a source of true academic support
and encouragement for both students and teachers. The Acting Director of the school (he
replaced the Director who took a new administrative assignment at the central district
office) was sufficiently impressed with the model project activity in the first year that he
elected to start a second group in the Fall of 1980. This expansion of the program was
accomodated by increasing the course load of the teachers who were currently teaching the
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second year of the CMSP model.
The first group of students who began in the Fall of 1979 made progress in their
CMSP mathematics studies in the second year and were able to complete all of the topics of
fractions and some parts of the units on decimals before most of the students graduated to
high schools at the end of their eight years of schooling. Sufficient material was covered
and mastered to enable the Rafael Cordero students to take an equivalent of the RCT
Mathematics examination that was given in June of 1981. The 8th grade Rafael Cordero
students who had participated in the CMSP passed the test at a 50% rate which, although
not as high as expected, approximated the pass rate at Chapter 1 high schools. The
experience gained in the first year of the project at Rafael Cordero gave the teachers more
insight and confidence with the second group of students. The mathematics course topics
were covered with higher student achievement and with a more reasonable pace of
instruction. By the end of the first year of this second group, the teachers were feeling that
they would probably be able to reach the study of algebra in the third semester as originally
planned in the program schedule for the junior high schools.

However, this did not

materialize because the problems of teacher inexperience arose once again. Although much
later than experienced at IS 258 and at IS 117, the teachers appeared to be treading on new
instructional ground for which they lacked preparation, background and experience. The
difficulties in program continuance occured late in the Fall semester of 1981 when the
participating class had completed most of the CMSP prealgebra coursework with a fair
measure of success, but not at a sufficiently high level that would have enabled students to
proceed in the study of algebra.

However, the teachers were eager to begin the teaching

of algebra as were the students to learn it--even if it meant that a sizable proportion of the
students would have difficulty. This was the conclusion of the CMSP which felt that the
work in prealgebra should be continued to assure that more students had the arithmetic
foundation for the higher level coursework in algebra.

The desires of the teachers
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prevailed and the program at Rafael Cordero proceeded with the study of algebra in late
Fall of 1981.
Because there had been teacher questions about algebra course content and specific
inquiries about the level of instruction, the CMSP established a regular schedule of weekly
meetings specifically to review topics before they were introduced in class instruction.
While these teacher training sessions helped, the course of program study in algebra began
to falter. And this was evident in the very first topics of fundamental operations and in
first degree equation solving in one variable. Lacking the requisites of simple equation
solving, students' progress in higher level algebra topics was impeded and the model
program began to show the same disparaging signs that precluded CMSP continuance at IS
258 and IS 117. The problem at Rafael Cordero was a bit more involved because there
had been progress in prealgebra, however not with the full pool of students that originally
began.

There was an unevenness in the performance of the

students in the two

participating classes, and it was later found out that in the programming of classes at the
beginning of the second cycle that the students were not hetrogeneously grouped. As a
result, one of the classes had students enrolled that were substantially better prepared
academically than the other. The separation of students at Rafael Cordero by academic
preparedness was an avoidance of the CMSP model guideline by the return to the school's
tradition of "ability" grouping. The realization of Rafael Cordero's difficulty to advance
an entire class of heterogeneously grouped students beyond the topics of fractions and
decimals of prealgebra and the beginnings of algebra was especially troubling because it
demanded CMSP staff attention and diverted competing priorities from the several high
schools which were participating in CMSP model test implementation at the time. Given
the limited staff resources and realizing that continued efforts at the Rafael Cordero school
would create demands that could not be met without seriously overextending the entire
project, it was decided to curtail CMSP project activity at the school at the conclusion of
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the Spring semester of 1982. Thereafter, the CMSP would focus its program efforts
completely at the high school level where there was a sufficiency of qualified high schools
teachers who could take advantage of the CMSP model structure throughout its three
semester course period.
In retrospect, the project experience at Rafael Cordero, viewed from a prealgebra
perspective was quite encouraging as a model program. In two cycles of model test
implementation, heterogeneous groups of students selected at the 7th grade were able to
make substantial progress in completing the topics that were central to the CMSP
prealgebra curriculum. The fact that students took almost three semesters to reach the
required levels of achievement did not diminish the the importance of building students'
foundations for algebra at the 7th and 8th grade levels. Had resources and the time been
available, it would probably would have been expedient to continue the model project at
Rafael Cordero with a redesigned prealgebra curriculum that was consistent with the
instructional pace that had been established in the first two cycles. This could have been
done by restructuring the prealgebra topics over a three semester period, leaving the fourth
semester for a comprehensive prealgebra review and an introduction to first year algebra.
In this way, the junior high school program could have stood on its own as a structured
curriculum precursor to high school mathematics. While this curriculum design would not
have overcome the problems of teacher inexperience with mathematics content, with the
appropriate resources it would have provided the basis for timely staff development that
could have lessened the problem considerably.
The relationship between student underpreparedness for high school mathematics and
inadequate instruction at the middle and junior high school levels is a strong one and points
to the pervasive problem of teachers teaching subject matter they have not been trained for
and do not know well. While it may be possible for students to make up for inadequate
instruction in other subject areas, it is especially difficult in mathematics. This is mainly
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because of the abstract and sequential learning aspects of the subject where discontinuities
in instruction or course failure can cause students to doubt their academic ability and
diminish their concentration and efforts towards higher level mathematics.
Ted Sizer in his book, Horace's Compromise. The Dilemma Of The American Hi^h
School speaks poignantly about his own experience as a high school English teacher who
is given the responsibility to teach two sections of algebra with little prior knowledge of the
subject.

The students in my clases learned mathematical operations pretty well.
They learned virtually nothing about mathematical inquiry or mathematical
thinking, because I knew virtually nothing about these things. Certainly, my
pupils were not inspired by the subject In a word they became competent
algebraic drones. However, if I had not had good texts, an ability to keep
discipline with a tough administration behind me, and a supportive spouse, the
year would have been a total disaster. Competent drones were the best I could
hope for. Fortunately for high school youths, I have not taught mathematics
since. My experience would be irrelevant except that it represents a sadly
common situation. Many high school teachers do not know their subjects.
They teach, as I did, from day to day, and the textbook is the source of
everything.1

The CMSP junior high school experience added credence to the premise that the
major deterrent to student success in high school mathematics was students' lack of
proficiency in the basic arithmetic upon which algebraic concepts and algorithms were
founded.

And,

at least, from the perspectives and experiences of the CMSP in its

involvement with the three junior high schools in Community School Distrcict #13 and #4
that the student deficiencies in prealgebra were primarily the result of inadequate
mathematics instruction. It can be inferred with a reasonable degree of confidence that the
same situation prevails at other junior high schools in the two districts and at other school
districts with predominant Black and Hispanic students populations. The disparate
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Chapter 1 junior high school achievement data presented in Chapter 2 also provide
convincing evidence to support the original CMSP premise of students’ inadequate
mathematics foundation for traditional high school mathematics coursework.

The Chapter 1 High Schools: Model test implementation in the participant Chapter 1 high
schools was concurrent with that of the junior high schools, and because of this, direct
comparisons of the quality of mathematics instruction could be made. In the six high
schools which participated there were twelve mathematics teachers involved and all were
licensed in mathematics and experienced (just the opposite of the junior high schools). In
addition, all had taught upper level Regents high school mathematics courses and were
prepared to work with the incoming 9th year students at the ground zero level required by
the model guidelines. The distinction in mathematics teaching between the participating
high schools and the junior high schools was clear—the continuity of the three semester
program cycle at the high schools would not be affected because of the quality of
instruction. However, quality of mathematics instruction and corresponding student
achievement, while important and in keeping with the major goals of the CMSP, were not
in and of themselves the overriding issues in the test implemenation of the model in the six
high schools.
The major problem in the Chapter 1 high schools was high student absenteeism and
attrition, neither of which were noticeable problems at the junior high schools. At two of
the schools John Jay and Benjamin Franklin, the attendance was so poor that the programs
deteriorated to a dysfunctional state by the end of the Spring term. The particpating student
population at the Benjamin Franklin had been reduced to one third of the original students
who took the initial pre-evaluation exam at the beginning of the program in September
1979.

The same high level of attrition occurred at John Jay High School with the 64

starting students dwindling down to less than a class of 30 students. The problem at both
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schools combined high absentee rates with class cutting and the eventual reduction of class
size to levels that made it difficult for teacher to manage instruction effectively. These
events were a completely new experience to the CMSP and were so acute that they dwarfed
the teaching issues that were faced at the junior high schools. It was evident that no
instructional program or form of academic support could hope to benefit students if the
students themselves were not present to participate. At both schools there were periods of
time when

absences

amongst students were so pervasive that continuity of class

instruction was impossible—in the space of two week instructional period practically every
one of the students had been absent or had cut class at least one time. Average daily class
attendance was about 50% at both schools.
The high absentee rate at Benjamin Franklin had a disheartening effect on the
participating teachers and also affected tutorial efforts of the college student team from
Columbia University.

Eventually, the college students felt that their efforts in the

classroom were not realizing intended benefits to the high school students and their own
participation at the high school became erratic.

The attrition and, thus,

lack of

participation on the part of the high school students at Benjamin Franklin proved to be too
great of a hurdle for the CMSP and the school administration to overcome, and model
program efforts at the school eroded to the point of diminished return.
Subsequent discussions with the Principal were centered on the viability and value of
the CMSP model test implementation effort at Benjamin Franklin, given the high student
attrition. There was agreement that resources provided by the CMSP were insufficient to
remedy the student drop out problem at Benjamin Franklin and that the CMSP model
project, while worthwhile for the few remaining students, could not affect an increase in
the pool of students who achieve in the study of precollege mathematics. The CMSP did
not continue model program activity at Benjamin Franklin High School beyond the Spring
term of 1980. The departure of the CMSP in June 1980 preceded by one year the official
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closing of Benjamin Franklin by the New York City Board of Education as a result of the
very high student attrition rate and poor student achievement.
The situation at John Jay High School was not much different from Benjamin
Franklin's.

Student absences and attrition made the program unstable and almost

impossible to control. The uneven class attendance was exacerbated by the fact that the
school was on double session, with one of the CMSP classes beginning at noon. The
attendance in this first starting class was very low as compared to the second class which
would provide reinforcement for work covered in the first class. Because of the disparate
attendance in both classes, only a handful of students received the benefit of a double
period of structured mathematics instruction. Of all the five schools which particpated in
the Fall term prealgebra program, John Jay made the least progress, completing the topics
only through multiplication of fractions. The severe attrition of students at John Jay High
School had the same dysfunctional effect that eventually led to the program's demise there
in June of 1980.
There were some aspects of the experience at John Jay High School that were useful
indicators of the viability of a school environment for the implementation of intervention
programs such as the CMSP.

What factors in a school can thwart the implementation of

a new program concept or model of instruction? Certainly, attendance and student attrition
are important key factors. Both have to be carefully examined to insure that resources
brought to the schools by the intervention program are not squandered or made ineffective
by the lack of student participation.
departmental leadership.

And then there is the question of school and

In the case of John Jay, the mathematics chairperson had

indicated that other school priorities prevented him from giving the program the time and
effort it needed. And, therefore, in order for the program to operate, another member of
the department with supervisory experience, a teacher was called upon to supervise the
model test implementation. The school's choice of a program coordinator was excellent
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as was the selection of the two mathematics teachers who would instruct the two CMSP
participating classes. All three gave the program the best of their efforts, and even in the
face of the severe student attrition, maintained a spirit of enthusiam in the classroom. In
effect, the program became teacher driven and the teachers' energies and resolve lessened
the impact of not having a mathematics chairperson directly involved with the project. In
the end, however, student attrition became too great an obstacle to overcome and CMSP
project activity ended at the conclusion of the 1980 Spring term. The question of the
necessity of the mathematics chairperson's direct project involvement remained
unresolved, however there were strong indications from the other participant schools that it
was a critical factor to effective model test implementation and program continuance.
Attendance and student attrition remained a problem at the other four schools
participating in the first model project cycle—Chelsea, John F. Kennedy, Washington
Irving and George Washington.

By the end of the Spring term of 1980 the student

population at each of these four schools had been reduced to half. This attrition occurred
despite the fact that there was no attempt to hold back students from the Fall to Spring
terms for academic reasons. In general, students who attended class regularly did fairly
well in their mathematics coursework and their participation in class provided the impetus
for movement forward in the program. Students who left the program were esentially
students who were excessively absent or were school dropouts. As much as possible the
students who remained with the program were given the resources both during school and
after school to keep up with the pace of the course and to insure the slow build up of the
foundation for algebra coursework.
In two of the schools, Chelsea and John F. Kennedy, the problem of faculty
interaction with the mathematics chairperson led to circumstances that were extremely
difficult to control as an outside intervention program. In fact, the presence of the CMSP
model project at the schools appeared to exacerbate the problem as both faculty participants
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and the chairperson utilized the project and its peculiarities as a platform for departmental
reactions.

The biggest frustration was at Chelsea High School where the CMSP pilot

model had originated and whose program exerience in the Spring of 1979 became a model
for other schools to emulate. Students' fine performance in the initial whole number
arithmetic topics of the prealgebra

course carried over to the Fall term.

In the preevaluation examination in whole number arithmetic that was given to the five
high schools starting in September of 1979, Chelsea scored the highest, with a mean test
score of 75. This score was more than 20 points higher than the student performance at
all of the other schools, with the exception of John F. Kennedy, whose students' mean test
score was 74. What was significant about the Chelsea students' performance was the fact
that they had not been randomly selected and represented the bottom third of the school's
9th year students' ranking in terms of standardized mathematics test scores. The other
important element of their high test performance was the fact that the students had retained
much of what they had learned the previous Spring when the material on the test was
covered. This was an indication that their mathematics knowledge of whole number
arithmetic was, for the most part, intact and the process of building a foundation for
algebra coursework could move forward smoothly.
Because of their head start in whole number arithmetic Chelsea students completed
work in fractions and decimals during the Fall 1979 term and were in a position to begin
coursework in algebra in the following Spring term. Student achievement on the twelve
unit tests that were given in the Fall prealgebra course averaged around 80%. This
performance by the students was very encouraging and lent some credence to the premise
that students could master

prealgebra coursework in the space of one semester

independently of their prior mathemetics proficiency and background.
Surrounding this fine student performance was a rising tide of resistance to the
program that was being demonstrated by the participating mathematics teachers. The
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resistance was manifested by "communication problems" with the school's mathematics
and science chairperson and with the CMSP staff regarding programmatic details of the
model project. Teacher resistance to the CMSP led to their gradual non-participation in
after school teacher meetings which the CMSP held regularly with all of the participant
teachers to share experiences, discuss problems and to plan for the coming weeks' work.
The situation with the teachers became progressively worse in the Spring 1980 semester.
In late Spring teacher dissatisfaction reached the point where their continuance in the
program was in jeopardy. The unstable situation that had developed at Chelsea High
School was creating a strain on student performance and their achievement levels began to
falter. The Spring term ended with the two teachers declaring that they no longer wished
to continue in the CMSP model development effort. This essentially signaled the end of
CMSP model project activity at the school. Chelsea is a small school in comparison to the
other five schools and the mathematics department consisted of only five teachers. The
fact that two of the five teachers, who were senior members of the department, had
expressed dissatisfaction with the program colored the perception of other teachers who
might have been willing to participate. The CMSP had always operated on the principle
that new intervention programs needed the general support of the faculty, and any attempt
to implement new programs without that support is futile, especially where it concerned
teachers who were or would be directly involved
This was the situation at Chelsea High School as understood by the CMSP staff, the
mathematics and science chairperson, the principal and the dissenting teachers. The
principal assessed the situation by explaining that perhaps the teachers had been with the
same group of students for too long and they had grown tired of the overwhelming
structure of the CMSP model. This seemed to be a valid point because there were
indications from other schools that the block programming of students for two periods of
mathematics was causing student behavior problems.
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At the end of the Spring 1980 semester, Chelsea High School became the third high
school to drop from the CMSP model project. The experiences at each of the three
schools demonstrated the unpredictable nature of field based model project development
and the degree to which program continuance is function of events and and institutional
qualities that are completely beyond the control of the program staff-or the available
resources that program might bring to the school. In discussions of these turns of events
with Nathan Quinones, he suggested that a certain "air of stability" must be in place at the
school in order for a new program or intervention to take hold. The stability he noted
further has to do with the presence of the principal and a collaborative team of school
department heads and administrators who, together, establish a supportive school
environment in which teachers and students can pursue the process of teaching and
learning. Interest in students' academic achievement is paramount as should be the
support of faculty and chairpersons' initiatives in working towards these academic aims.
If these elements of the schools are in place and functioning to the good of the students,
then the ensuing "air of stability" would nurture the growth of intervention programs. The
experiences at Benjamin Franklin, John Jay, and Chelsea High School were in reality,
more complex examples of the consequences of high student attrition and/or teacher
resistance, which, over the short life of the intervention, may have created a situation that
impeded the "air of stability" to which Nathan Quinones referred.
With the conclusion of the project activity at the three high schools in June of 1980,
four high schools were left with which the CMSP model could continue to work in the
development of a model mathematics achievement program, East New York, Washington
Irving, John F. Kennedy and George Washington. George Washington was a newcomer
to the CMSP 9th grade model project effort, first participating on the Fall of 1980. Each
of the schools represented was unique in its school character and all four had former
program association with the CMSP in its 11th and 12th year model enrichment program.
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Of the four schools, John F. Kennedy had the most stable program environment in
terms of student program retention and supporting supervisory staff. The situation at
Washington Irving High School was precarious as the mathematics chairperson there
became increasingly dissatisfied with the program and its operating principles. In this
instance the impediment was the chairperson clashing with the CMSP’s philosophical
view that all students could learn mathematics very well. At East New York High School
it was the principal who indicated that the model project activity was too costly and that
continued school participation would require budget assistance from the High School
Division of the New York City Board of Education. Since this was not possible it put
future CMSP project efforts at East New York High School in doubt. And finally at
George Washington High School the project was proceeding as scheduled but student
attrition loomed as a potential problem.
Starting a new year with a new set of students and some new teachers at the four high
schools provided the CMSP with an opportunity to update the curriculum model and
incorporate changes that reflected feedback provided by the students and teachers who had
participated in the previous year. These changes included a more balanced arrangement of
mathematics course topics in the two prealgebra courses and also refinement of the unit
examinations. This curriculum work was done in the summer of 1980 in preparation for
the new group of students that would study prealgebra in the Fall of 1980.
The Fall 1980 term proceeded without major incident in the four participating schools
except for Washington Irving High School where the philosophical differences voiced by
the mathematics chairperson became a source of rising concern. The situation at the
school grew worse towards the end of the Fall term and became somewhat chaotic with a
rapid turnover of mathematics teachers teaching the CMSP class that was then studying
algebra.

Within the space of two months, students in this first cycle of model project

activity had the continuity of algebra instruction disturbed by a changeover of four different
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mathematics teachers. The effect on the students was devastating and they never fully
recovered from the experience. By the end of the Fall term it was clear that the situation
had become intolerable and that model project collaboration between the CMSP and
Washington Irving could not continue.

This was assured by the mathematics

chairperson's decision to terminate all CMSP model project activity at the end of the Fall
semester. Thus, another negative school outcome was added to the field based experiences
of the CMSP.

In this case, however, not much was learned outside the fact that

collaborative programs may be seriously impeded by philosophical differences as they
pertain to programmatic goals.
The Spring semester with three remaining high schools went smoothly and according
to schedule. One class at John F. Kennedy completed the first three-semester cycle and
took the Regents Algebra Examination. The 28 students who took the examination passed
at a 68% rate, which was significantly higher than the 21% recorded by the 200 students
who studied the same subject in the school's regular mathematics program. This student
performance on the first Algebra Regents Examination was very encouraging and
revitalized the school’s participant teachers and provided a hopeful sign to the teachers at
the other two participant schools. It also provided the CMSP with another indication that
the higher rate of mathematics instruction (afforded by the double period) was affecting
student achievement in a positive way. Six months earlier, in June of 1980, students
participating in the CMSP at three schools-Washington Irving, George Washington and
John F. Kennedy-did very well on the Regents Competency Test (RCT) in Mathematics.
Their pass rate on this basic arithmetic test averaged 80%, which was significantly higher
test performance than scored by other students at the same schools who took the test. For
example, at Washington Irving, 86% of the CMSP students passed the test as compared to
non CMSP students who passed the test at a 29% rate.
The fine performance of the John F. Kennedy students on the Regents Algebra
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Examination also provided the CMSP with its first indication that the three term model (one
term of prealgebra course followed by a two-term algebra sequence) offered students
sufficient time to complete course material and contributed to student mathematics
achievement. The slow pace of instruction at the other participating schools left the
impression that the model curriculum was scheduled in too short a period of time and that
possibly another semester was required to cover the course topics in the prealgebra and
algebra course sequence.

For example. East New York High School was behind in the

completion of algebra coursework and CMSP students at the school would not take the
Regents Algebra Examination until June of 1981—four semesters after they had started.
However, the pace of instruction at John F. Kennedy High School was taken as a
reference indicator and curriculum revisions centered on restructuring course topics to
solidify the three semester curriculum model. In June of 1981, the model was given
additional feedback of a positive nature when 15 of the 19 CMSP students at East New
York High School remaining from the first cycle (60 students had been enrolled in the
CMSP model project two years earlier) passed the Regents Algebra Examination—two
students had perfect scores of 100!

The fine student performance on the Regents

Algebra Examination was primarily a function of the the exemplary teaching efforts of
one of the participating mathematics teachers. The mathematics teacher, Joan Diller, was
part of the CMSP staff that worked on CMSP model development and organizational
structure during the Summer of 1980 and planning for the first and second cycles of model
test implementation, and later joined the CMSP in 1982 as a full-time staff member,
coordinating model program efforts at new participating schools.
The 1980/81 program year ended with the second cycle of John F. Kennedy students
taking the RCT Mathematics and passing it at an 89% rate. This was higher than the 81%
that CMSP students first cycle registered on the RCT in June of 1980 and considerably
higher than the 40% pass rate registered by non-CMSP students studying comparable
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mathematics courses at John F. Kennedy in both test years. The high CMSP student
achievement on the RCT was another indication that the coursework in prealgebra was
strengthening students' arithmetic foundation. It should be noted that little time during the
Spring semester was spent reviewing for the RCT Mathematics test. The students passed
the test with high scores on the basis of prealgebra and algebra knowledge gained by their
participation in the CMSP model project.
The Summer of 1981 was spent revising the model curriculum once again in
preparation for the third cycle of students who participated in the model project at John F.
Kennedy and at East New York High Schools and a second cycle at George Washington
High School. A major change in the curriculum model was made by stopping work on the
science curriculum.

This was done because of the overwhelming priorities of the

mathematics program. It was felt that an effective mathematics curriculum model must first
be created before a complementary science program could be developed. Based on the
experiences of the first cycle of project activity the mathematics curriculum model would
undergo many changes before it was finalized.

The development of a matching science

curriculum would be put on hold until a structured mathematics curriculum unfolded.
The original textbook that was used in the first cycle for the prealgebra course Quick
Arithmetic by Carman and Carman was discarded and a traditional textbook Refresher
Mathematics by Stein was substituted. This was done because of negative teacher reaction
to the Quick Arithmetic text. Their basic complaints were that there were not enough
problems in the book and the reading levels created difficulty for a fair number of students.
There was some apprehension about using Refresher Mathematics because it was widely
used in the New York City public schools and around the country.2 Because of this there
was the possibility that classroom instruction would be guided by teacher's previous
teaching experiences with the book rather than by the course structure of the CMSP
model. However, Refresher Mathematics had a very large number of problems and the
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book s outline was consistent with the CMSP prealgebra course outline.
Changes were also made in the content of the prealgebra course and the blocked
reinforcement course that gave students an additional period of mathematics instruction.
The prealgebra course was restructured to have fewer arithmetic topics and was keyed to
Rgfreshgr Mathematics text. The reinforcement was correspondingly restructured to
match the topic sequence of the prealgebra course and an array of word problems and
geometric configurations were added to give arithmetic applications. These changes were
made to further balance the distribution of topics between the two courses and reduce the
perception of students that the second course was unofficial or remedial in nature. With
these structural changes a whole new set of unit tests was developed and schedules of
instruction organized. This development work was followed by the staff development
meetings with participant teachers where the changes were discussed and reviewed in
preparation for the 1981/82 program year.
Program activity during 1981/82 focused on the test implementation of the model that
was beginning to take shape as a complement of six courses that were scheduled over a
three-semester period. In each semester the courses were structured to provide students
with instruction, reinforcement and applications of a set of mathematics topics, thus giving
students and teachers a significant increase in teaching and learning time in a given time
period. The course materials developed by the CMSP included problem sets and unit tests
that matched and reinforced the content of the two textbooks used in the classroom,
Refresher Mathematics by Stein and Elementary Algebra by Jacobs.
From the perspective of curriculum model testing the CMSP project had stabilized to
the point where a fair test of the curriculum model could take place. John F. Kennedy,
while having some internal disagreements about the program between participant staff and
mathematics chairperson, would be completing the second three semester model cycle in
January of 1982, and a second group of students would be taking a Regents Algebra
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Examination. At East New York High School, the principal indicated that continued
participation in CMSP model project activity in the following year 1982/83 required
budgetary assistance from outside the school.

As per original agreements with the

principals at all of the participating schools, the CMSP did not provide any budget support
for the second mathematics course offering.

The cost of the additional period of

mathematics for two participating classes amounted to four tenths of a teaching position.
As the program would increase in size naturally, covering the second mathematics class
became an increasing burden for the schools, however it was assumed that the
commensurate rise in student mathematics achievement would make the CMSP second
class allocation a worthwhile school investment.

However, from the East New York

principal's point of view, there were competing priorities at the school and the allocation
for CMSP was a drain on the school's budget; and unless supporting funds for the
program were forthcoming from outside sources. East New York High School could not
afford to continue participation in the CMSP model project effort.

Since this was not

possible within the budget structure of the CMSP and its resource allocations, the third
cycle of students who began their study of mathematics using the CMSP model in
September of 1981 was the last. The CMSP students at East New York would continue
in the program for three semesters and take the RCT in June of 1982 and the Regents
Algebra Examination in January of 1983. This was the same Regents testing schedule that
would be used by third cycle students at John F. Kennedy High School and second cycle
students at George Washington High School.

All of the schools would start prealgebra

coursework with two heterogeneously grouped classes of students selected randomly from
the entire incoming 9th year student population.
Faculty resistance to the CMSP model project activity was becoming evident at John
F. Kennedy High School even though seven teachers in the department of about 30
teachers had participated. This mm of events at the school was curious because student
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performance on the RCT mathematics and the Regents Algebra Examination had already
demonstrated (on two occasions for the Regents Algebra Examination and three for the
RCT mathematics examination) that students participating in the CMSP model did
significantly better than comparable students on the tests—exceeding the two-to-one
differences that were established as a CMSP reference standard for comparison. It was
expected that this fine performance would foster greater teacher participation and an interest
on the part of the mathematics department faculty to expand the program to include more
students. There did not appear to be budgetary problems as the principal—who was very
supportive of the program and impressed with

student test achievement-made the

commitment to support an expansion to four classes for the third cycle of project activity.
However, in accordance with the CMSP organizational model four teachers were required
to teach the four model classes. CMSP and the department chairperson's efforts to recruit
two additional teachers who would teach in the expanded model undertaking (four classes)
failed and the third cycle project activity proceeded with two classes.
The reasons for the lack of greater teacher participation at John F. Kennedy appeared
to be similar to the situation at Chelsea High School although not as acute because of the
greater size of the John F. Kennedy High School mathematics department staff.
Beginning intervention programs require a great deal of time and effort on the part of
participating teachers. There is a certain amount of inertia that has to be overcome
whenever something new is started, especially if the new task differs considerably from
one's previous experience. The new task becomes a burden to the mind and requires
steady concentration, and, over a period, of time can tax the patience and enthusiasm of
teachers who already carry a great responsibility to teach adolescent students the
abstractions of high school mathematics-especially given the highly structured format of
the CMSP model.
Another reason for faculty resistance at John F. Kennedy High School may have been
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the faculty’s perceived need for the CMSP model in particular. Intervention programs are
created to solve problems or to fill a need. However, "need" is a term that can have many
facets, and from the faculty's viewpoint, the CMSP model wasn't needed because the
school, although classified as Chapter 1, shared few of the problems of the other
participant schools. Attendance and retention were high, and the proportion of students
enrolling in the three-year sequence of Regents mathematics was substantially higher than
the other schools~e.g., there were eight classes of Regents Geometry at John F. Kennedy
compared to two at George Washington and one at East New York. Perceived need,
therefore, can play a rather important role in faculty acceptance of an intervention program.
While this point of view is speculative, it may be plausible for John F. Kennedy High
School, given the the resistance of the faculty towards CMSP model program expansion,
in the light of significant mathematics student achievement on the RCT mathematics and
Regents Algebra Examinations.
The situation at John F. Kennedy became more curious as the second cycle students
took the Regents Algebra Examination in January 1982. As their first cycle CMSP
counterparts did a year earlier the students in the second cycle passed the Regents Algebra
Examination with a greater than two-to-one ratio in comparison to non-CMSP students at
John F. Kennedy-68 % vs. 29%.

The results at George Washington High School

showed the same substantial differences with CMSP students outperforming non-CMSP
students by margins of almost three-to-one—64% vs. 22%. The significantly better
Regents Algebra results for CMSP students at John F. Kennedy (for the second time)
failed to influence faculty acceptance of the model, and continuance of the program with a
fourth cycle of students starting in the Fall of 1982 was questionable.
In the Spring of 1982 a new mathematics chairperson joined the department at John F.
Kennedy. The new mathematics chairperson's appointment provided fresh department
leadership and it was expected that CMSP model activity would continue on a more solid
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footing. Discussions were held with principal and mathematics chairperson to explore the
possibility of expanding the program to include eight classes in the Fall of 1982. In
accordance with the model's staffing pattern, eight teachers were required, limiting each
teacher to teaching two CMSP classes. Because this was to be the first large scale test of
the CMSP in a Chapter 1 school, the CMSP held firm to this teaching arrangement for two
basic reasons: 1) it was important that the larger model test be supported by the larger
faculty and eight teachers volunteering to take part would be an affirmation of faculty
acceptance of the CMSP model, and 2) testing the model with less than eight teachers
would cause an imbalance in the staffing pattern (each teacher teaching two classes of the
CMSP same course) of the eight paired classes and would thus introduce variables in
CMSP teaching load that the CMSP wanted to minimize.
The CMSP program requirements were presented to the principal and mathematics
chairperson and an effort was begun to recruit eight teachers who would participate in the
Fall of 1982. The ensuing weeks were not fruitful as faculty resistance to the program
continued unabated. The principal recognized that the recruitment of eight teachers, given
the mathematics department's resistance to the CMSP model, would not be possible. In
light of the situation, the chairperson suggested that the eight paired class program be
implemented with four teachers rather than eight. However, this plan would increase the
CMSP teaching load to four classes which would be too much of a burden on the teachers
given the structure of the CMSP model. It was felt that such a change in the composition
of model staffing pattern would confound the issues of model program development.
However, the major concern for the CMSP in this instance was whether a model
program intervention serves any useful or valid purpose if it could not gain a consensus
from the mathematics department faculty at large.

On this point, the John F. Kennedy

mathematics department faculty were not accepting the model and continuance of the
CMSP model project activity would be in vain and not contribute any more to model
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program development than it had already in its three cycles of model test implementation.
And the contributions had been substantial in terms of demonstrating the feasibility of the
model elements including the ground zero start, the random selection and heterogeneous
grouping classes, the benefits of uniform pacing and external testing and the usefulness of
a coordinated double period of mathematics instruction. The three groups of students and
teachers which participated in the three cycles of model test implementation at John F.
Kennedy High School had proven the usefulness and viability of the three-semester
model. And the students' repeated achievement on the RCT mathematics and Regents
Algebra Examinations was evidence that their test achievements were not merely chance
occurrences. In the end it was the time and efforts of the seven participating mathematics
teachers that provided the impetus and energy to overcome the inertia of the model project
and to follow the individual program through to conclusion. It was unfortunate the CMSP
model project activity could not have reached a greater part of the faculty. This was a
reality, however, and the problem of faculty consensus of the CMSP model that surfaced
at John F. Kennedy and Chelsea High Schools (and later at other high participant high
schools) had to be confronted as a possible major impediment for wide scale replication of
the model when such dissemination efforts are organized.
By mid-Spring of 1982 it was clear that George Washington High School would be
the only Chapter 1 high school participating in the model test implementation with a new
group of students. Both John F. Kennedy and East New York High Schools would not
be continuing in the project past the current group of students who would complete the
CMSP three-semester model sequence in January of 1983 with the taking of the Regents
Algebra Examination. This presented a problem because the virtue of systems and field
based model project development is a paralleling of the development and testing in different
schools sites. The value of this parallel approach rests on obtaining similar outcomes at
schools sites

which have widely different school characteristics. When a common
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outcome appears there is a high likelihood that the project is on course in its model
development and systems organization. Given this necessity, efforts were made in the
Spring of 1982 to recruit two more schools for the Fall 1982 term.
Chester Singer, who was part of the CMSP central staff and served the project as
academic program coordinator, knew of two former colleagues at John Jay High School
who were currently chairpersons at Park West High School and Eastern District High
School. In the analysis of Regents data it was found that student Regents mathematics
achievement at these two Chapter 1 schools was sufficiently low to warrant attention to the
CMSP model by the mathematics chairpersons of Park West and Eastern District High
Schools.

Meetings were scheduled with the two mathematics chairpersons and the

particulars of the CMSP model were described, citing the conditions for participation,
including random student selection and the double period requirement. In addition to the
standard model, the CMSP asked that the beginning student population be set at four
classes with each of four teachers scheduled to teach two classes. Further, because of the
increase in program size the school would have to designate a school coordinator from the
pool of four teachers who would teaching in the CMSP model program. This school
program coordinator would have his or her teaching load reduced by one period and the
additional time during the school day would be used to coordinate program activity at the
school and also serve as liaison to the central CMSP staff. With this new organizational
plan-which was a prelude to the networking of schools-the participant schools would
have to allocate the equivalent of one full teaching position to the program, eight-tenths of
which would be used to cover the cost of staffing the four additional mathematics classes
and two-tenths for the school program coordinator.
The new plan was agreed to by the mathematics chairperson and presented to the
principal of Eastern District and Park West High Schools. They consented to participate
and preparation for the Fall model test implementation began in earnest with the selection
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of teachers and starting the administrative processes for the random selection of students
and the scheduling of the four classes. The selection of teachers created a little bit of
concern at Eastern District where there were misunderstandings about the developmental
nature of the model project effort. The chairperson had interpreted the program as being
one of service rather than development and, as such, had assigned a number of
inexperienced teachers to the initial effort when just the opposite was expected. Because of
the inertia required in beginning intervention programs it is extremely important that senior
experienced teachers participate in the first cycle of model test implementation. This is
essential for two reasons: 1) there are many aspects of the model that take "getting use to"
and often the model program must call on the participant teachers' long classroom
experience to adapt to the program peculiarities or to overcome program hurdles that appear
frequently during the first cycle of project activity, and 2) model program expansion is
dependent on teachers' perception of the value of the model; and this is more effectively
disseminated to other teachers in the department by a senior faculty member than by a less
experienced teacher.
The influence of the senior faculty member which would take place at the very
inception of project activity was seen as part of the solution to the problem of faculty
acceptance of the model project and its test implementation strategies. This would help
alleviate faculty skepticism to the detriment of the project before it got started. And
thereafter, the project could be judged on its merits to promote student mathematics
achievement and eventually increase teacher opportunity to teach higher level mathematics
courses. The latter is a long term consequence of an effective intervention mathematics
program and must be considered seriously by the entire department if the model project
efforts are to take root and operate in a stable departmental environment.
In Eastern District's case the CMSP model program was already jeopardized by the
misinterpretation by the mathematics chairperson that the model project needed no special
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attention, when in fact it did. Teacher selection was a very important part of the initial
processes of program organization. Even before project efforts began, the skepticism
within the department at Eastern District High School was keeping senior faculty away
from volunteering to participate in the program. As events developed only two classes
were selected to begin the first cycle of project activity. A senior mathematics teacher
agreed to serve as school program coordinator along with a less experienced teacher. The
senior teacher would teach the prealgeabra course and the less experienced teacher would
teach the mathematics reinforcement course. The CMSP entered in this agreement with
some reservation, knowing of the obstacles that would confront the teachers (especially the
less experienced teacher) as they became involved with teaching in accordance with the
model structure.
The situation at Park West High School was similar to that at Eastern District High
School except that the mathematics chairperson seemed to have a genuine understanding of
the CMSP model effort, the reason for its highly structured format and its intended goals.
He was very eager to see the program work, but, upon reflection, did not think that
starting with four classes was appropriate. Accordingly, he assigned two teachers to
teach two classes in the model project. One of the teachers was mathematics licensed and
had over ten years of teaching experience while the other teacher had less experience and
was not licensed. The selection of the less experienced teacher to participate in the first
model project cycle was based on the chairperson's belief that the inexperienced teacher
could do justice to the program because of his sensitivity to young students. And also
teaching the second mathematics "reinforcement and applications" course would be good
experience because of the CMSP teaching "partners" and block programming arrangements
which would promote interaction between teachers. This is a form of experiential teacher
training that would later prove to have great value as the program expanded within the
school and at other school locations.
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In late Spring of 1982, plans were made to do a major revision of the CMSP model
program format during the Summer of 1982 based on the experiences of the second and
third cycles of model test implementation. One of the major criticisms of the model was the
second reinforcement period which teachers felt was perceived by students as not being as
important as the first course. As originally conceived it was thought that the block
programming of classes and the teaching team arrangement would foster interaction and
discussion between the two teachers. But this did not happen as often as expected and was
dependent on the personal teaching styles and sociability of the two teachers—
characteristics which were difficult to predict or arrange. One solution to this problem
would be to tie the two courses together so they could complement one another by
curriculum themes. If this was done with sufficient structure it would minimize the need
for frequent interaction between teachers and also separate the courses as two distinct
mathematics classroom learning experiences. In this complementary course format,
treatment of a single arithmetic topic was numerical as developed in the first course and
geometric as reinforced in the second course. This complementary course arrangement
would also fulfill another criticism of the second course, the fact that there was no regular
course testing. In the new curriculum design the second course with its geometric theme
would stand on its own and have its own set of unit tests that would be tied to the testing
program of the first course. If this complementary course design was sound in practice,
students and teachers would look at the second course as official and just as important as
the first course. And, hopefully, student effort and concentration in both courses would
strike an even balance.
The new curriculum design work was carried out over the summer with a sense of
anticipation that a framework of the CMSP model would be developed and test
implemented in the 1982/83 year that would give further evidence that "all students can
learn mathematics very well given the foundation and academic support for

the
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mathematics they are expected to learn in the classroomThe complementary course
structure in prealgebra would significantly increase student learning time in the classroom
and this would strengthen students' foundations for subsequent coursework. The two
courses would also give the students the necessary academic support because they would
be taught the same mathematical topics from different perspectives from two different
teachers. If students have difficulty learning the mathematics topics from one teacher they
will generally learn from the paired teacher. But more importantly the duality of the
courses provided two uniform course records that could be assembled for students
enabling diagnosis on a much broader scale than can be done by a single course. Through
frequent compilation of achievement data, a longitudinal student profile could be organized
and utilized to identify trends in student achievement as they progress through each of the
CMSP courses.
The 1982/83 program year was a watershed of project activity. This included testing
the new model concept and organizing a large scale development of a model curriculum
prototype that would be test implemented in seven NYC high schools beginning in the Fall
of 1983 and continuing thereafter in three overlapping cycles of two year duration. The
new larger scale effort was based on the model project experiences at the three schools that
were originally involved in CMSP project activity and still were participating in the Fall of
1982-John F. Kennedy, George Washington and East New York high schools. These
three schools, in particular, had provided the consistency of effort and ensuing student
achievment that helped shape the format and structure of the complementary course model
mathematics program. With this new design the CMSP could move forward and assemble
the elements for a comprehensive curriculum design that would be subjected to a wide
scale test in later years with increasing student populations.

Rrnnlclvn Technical

High School: Model project activity at Brooklyn Technical High
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School represented a distinct and separate project effort that was primarily testing the
question of whether the model and its constructs would be beneficial to students who were
academically prepared to enroll in a first course in Regents Algebra. Would these students
achieve at higher level than their non-CMSP counterparts who would study algebra
without using the CMSP model? Model test implementation would be the same as in the
other Chapter 1 schools. There would be a random selection of students— however,
because of increased resources made available by the school, there would be four classes
rather than two. Students would be heterogeneously grouped in classes that would be
block programmed for a double period of mathematics and one period of science. The
major difference in the model program at Brooklyn Tech was that students would not
enroll in the prealgebra course but instead be enrolled in a traditional two term Regents
Algebra program that would be structured for two courses in mathematics —with each of
the courses taught by a different mathematics teacher. Another difference was the science
program which was structured around the school's Material Science course but was
modified with application modules and projects that was tied to mathematics topics.
The primary reason for CMSP model project activity at Brooklyn Technical High
School was the school's tremendous potential for enlarging the national pool of Black and
Hispanic students with the mathematics background to pursue engineering college study.
The school's Black and Hispanic population is large enough so that, under ideal
circumstances, it is possible to significantly impact the total Black and Hispanic first year
enrollments in the nation’s engineering colleges which in

1979/80 hovered around

10,000 students. To obtain a perspective of this possibility, the following logic applies.
In

1979 when the CMSP started working with Brooklyn Technical High School, its

student enrollment stood at 5,173 with 3,088 of these students, (or close to 60%) being
Black and Hispanic. The graduating student population in that year was 1,051 with an
estimated 500 students being Black and Hispanic. If it can be assumed that each of these
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Black and Hispanic students had successfully completed the school's rigorous program of
Regents mathematics and science, then a sizable pool of students would be eligible to
consider college study in engineering. Given the school's tradition for preparing its
graduates for engineering college, it is not speculative to state that 50% of the graduating
class would select engineering as their first choice of intended major, the school's technical
programs are structured towards this aim.3 Using this logic, then Brooklyn Technical
High School could effectively contribute 250 students or 2.5% of the total national pool of
Black and Hispanic students who enroll as freshmen in the nation's engineering colleges.
This is a significant pool of potential Black and Hispanic engineering students emanating
from one school—Brooklyn Technical High School.
However, the reality that prevails at Brooklyn Tech does not support the logic,
because Black and Hispanic students who complete the three-year Regents mathematics
and science sequence and who excel in their mathematics studies represent only a fraction
of the ideal as presented above.

In working with the school, in years previous, in the

after school CMSP model enrichment program, what was found to be the major issue
was the low number of Black and Hispanic students who achieved at a high level in the
study of 11th Year Regents Mathematics. These were the students who were to be prime
candidates for engineering colleges, but yet were not found in the numbers that the total
Black and Hispanic 11th year student population at Brooklyn Technical High School
would be expected to yield.
When the idea of CMSP model project and the mathematics and science chairpersons'
participation first arose in discussions with the Principal in the Spring of 1979, there was
agreement that working with incoming 9th year students in their first Regent mathematics
course experience might help increase the overall pool of Brooklyn Tech students who
achieve at a high level in 11th Year Mathematics. One reason for this viewpoint was the
fact that pass rates in Regents Algebra examinations at Brooklyn Technical High School
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were well below those of the two other specialized high schools. For example, in June of
1979, Stuyvesant and Bronx Science had pass rates of 98% and 94% respectively, as
compared to Brooklyn Tech which had a pass rate of 81%. For a specialized high school,
failure rates of 19% in 9th Year Regents algebra can have a marked effect on the school's
mathematics programs.

At Brooklyn Tech this was especially so because of its large

enrollment and the fact that 993 students took the June Regents Algebra Examination as
compared to 177 at Stuyvesant and 377 at Bronx. These numbers of algebra exam takers
reflect both school size and also the fact that a higher proportion of Stuyvesant and Bronx
Science students had completed the Regents algebra course of study prior to high school
entry. A failure rate of 19% on the Regents Algebra Examination at Brooklyn Technical
High School translated to 240 students who would have to repeat the course in the
following year. 240 students is equivalent to 8 full-size classes which would have to be
staffed by the school's experienced mathematics teachers who, under more favorable
circumstances, would be teaching higher level courses or courses with students on track
in their mathematics studies. This high failure rate in a first course in Regents Algebra not
only is a drain on the school's instructional resources, but is demoralizing for teachers as
well. Few teachers look forward to teaching a class which has a history of failure, even a
basic course in algebra. In addition, high failure rates in the first course in the traditional
three year Regents mathematics sequence establishes an off-track precedent for a large pool
of students at the school, which, over a period of time can preclude their graduating with
sufficient course credit to earn the specialized high school diploma.
It is important to note that at the three specialized high schools there are no RCT or
general mathematics course offerings, and students at these schools must enroll and pass
the Regents examinations in each of the 9th, 10th and 11th Year Regents mathematics
courses in order to qualify for the specialized school high school diploma upon graduauon.
The fact that all students at the three schools are required to take the same Regents
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sequence of courses made the CMSP model test implementation at Brooklyn Technical
High School a special project undertaking. This was because, unlike the Chapter 1 high
schools, there was a group of students within the school with which to make objective and
direct comparisons of Regents Algebra exam performance.
The four classes that were selected to participate in CMSP model project activity at
Brooklyn Technical High School were not chosen randomly in the same manner as in the
Chapter 1 high schools. At the Chapter 1 high schools, the students were chosen by
random number assignment, while at Brooklyn Technical High School, four of the classes
of the thirty classes of incoming 9th year students that were scheduled for 9th year Regents
algebra courses were assigned to the four mathematics teachers who were selected to
participate in model project activity. The four mathematics teachers were all licensed and
had considerable experience teaching Regents mathematics. One of the teachers would
serve as school program coordinator in the later cycles of the model project. Regular
meetings were held with the four teachers during the Spring semester of 1979 and they
were fully prepared to engage in the model test implementation when it began in the Fall of
1979.
The CMSP model program at Brooklyn Technical High School differed significantly
from the CMSP program at the Chapter 1 high schools. There were none of the serious
problems that afflicted the other schools. Attendance was very high as was retention and
teacher participation was energetic and directed at implementing the program as designed
and scheduled.

Even before the end of the first semester, it was clear that the two

mathematics class periods, driven by a paired teaching team, was having an affect on
student mathematics performance. One of the teachers observed that students in his two
CMSP classes appeared to be learning algebra with greater depth than other students (not
in the CMSP) in algebra that he was teaching. However, his comments were tempered
with the first sign of teacher fatigue that seemed to be experienced by teachers who were
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teaching the second course, mathematics reinforcement.

This second course effect

appeared to be a common criticism that extended itself to the Chapter 1 high school but not
the junior high schools.
The two mathematics teachers of the second course were also involved with utilizing
personal computers to provide algebraic applications by teaching students BASIC
programming. These efforts with computers were not fruitful primarily because (it was
thought) that six computers were available in the class which created logistical problems
and made classroom instruction difficult. However, one of the mathematics teachers
noted that learning how to program in BASIC seemed to be at odds with students' learning
algebra. In his terms, "it was putting the cart before the horse" because students first
needed to be fully conversant with algebraic operations and expressions before they could
be prepared to fully appreciate the algebraic syntax inherent in BASIC programming.
However interesting, these initial problems with computers did not detract from the
academic progress of the participating students.
The first year of model test implementation at Brooklyn Technical High School went
very smoothly and the students did surprisingly well on the June 1980 Regents Algebra
Examination, with 106 of the 107 students passing the examination-a 99% pass rate! This
was in comparison to 88% for the 528 students who studied algebra in the school's regular
mathematics program. While the pass rates (a passing score is 65 or higher) between the
two groups of students did not differ widely, there was a significant difference in the
number of CMSP students who scored 90 or higher on the examination. For the CMSP
students it was 58% and for the non-CMSP students it was 33%--not exactly a two-to-one
difference, but approaching it.
Because there was a significant number of CMSP students who scored 90 and higher
on the examination, the school decided to create a special class of CMSP students who
would take honors geometry in the following year. In retrospect, this was probably not a
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good idea because, as matters developed the students selected did not fare as well in the
honors geometry course as they did a year earlier when they studied algebra. Their
performance on the Regents Geometry Examination showed no appreciable difference
between the school's larger population that took the test. The larger pool of CMSP
students who were mainstreamed into the school’s regular geometry program also did not
achieve as well on the Regents Geometry Examination as they did on the Regents Algebra
Examination The subjects of high school algebra and geometry are sufficiently different in
course content to preclude direct learning transferences, however it was felt that because of
the students' high test achievement in algebra that their self confidence in mathematics
would extend to continued high achievement in geometry. This did not occur and, in fact,
may have given the students a false sense of security because of the additional course time
experienced in algebra. Nevertheless, the study of geometry loomed as the next step in the
effort to develop curriculum models to increase the pool of students at Brooklyn Technical
High School who achieve at high levels in the three year Regents mathematics sequence.
However the primary issue in June of 1980 was to prepare for a second cycle of CMSP
model test implementation that would determine whether the high student Regents Algebra
test performance in the first cycle was legitimate and the basis for future model program
expansion. Plans were made to implement the model program with slight modifications
with the same number of students—four classes.
In the 1980/81 year there was a sizable increase in 9th year student enrollment with
over 1,200 students from which to choose the four classes of students who would
participate in CMSP model project activity. In the second year there was a second attempt
to incorporate BASIC computer programming in the second algebra reinforcement class,
except this time a classroom equipped with 16 personal computers was available to give
students greater opportunity to work with the computers in class. Again the chief deterrent
for their effective usage appeared to be students' lack of understanding of algebraic
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operations which they were learning concurrently.

Although the students enjoyed

working with the computers, there was no compelling evidence to show that it was helping
the majority of students learn algebra— and learning algebra was the basic objective of the
CMSP model project activity.
As in the previous year the model project test implementation ran smoothly and in June
of 1981 the CMSP students took the Regents Algebra Examination and again CMSP
student performance was impressive and significantly higher than non-CMSP students' at
the school. The much larger entering 9th year population lowered the pass rate at the
school significantly with only 72% of the 1,162 students who took the test obtaining a
passing grade. This compared with a 91% pass rate for CMSP students. At the higher
end, test score differences were much wider, with 48% of the CMSP students scoring
90% or higher as compared to 28% for non-CMSP students. The New York State
Regents Mathematics Examinations can differ in their level of difficulty on year-to-year
basis, therefore, making comparisons from year to year can only be done in relative terms.
However the real value of the student performance was the near majority of students who
achieved 90 or better on the Algebra Regents Examination. This was important because it
showed that the model appeared to be promoting high level mathematics achievement and
thus could be a useful strategy for all students. One of the initial concerns at Brooklyn
Technical High School was that the second period of mathematics might be construed by
students as being remedial and, thus, actually be counterproductive. This concern did not
materialize. In fact most of the students liked the idea of having the two mathematics
courses and two teachers that were part of the parallel course model.
In the third and fourth cycles that took place in the 1981/82 and 1982/83 academic
years, the model program size at Brooklyn Technical High School was increased in steps,
with over 200 students participating in the third cycle and over 300 in the fourth cycle.
These larger numbers of students provided opportunities for more teachers in the
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mathematics department to participate and with it came murmurs of faculty concerns that
were similar to those voiced by the faculty at John F. Kennedy High School-Why is the
CMSP needed at the school? While there were no major impediments in implementing the
model program on a larger scale during the third and fourth cycles, the concerns of the
faculty raised the key issue of the value of an intervention program that leads to higher
student mathematics achievement but fails to gain a consensus of the faculty. From the
CMSP's view point this was a problem that had to be resolved if model project activity
was to continue at Brooklyn Technical High School.
The CMSP model project was given a boost in both the third and fourth cycles of test
implementation by the continued exemplary performance of the CMSP students on the
Regents Algebra Examinations. On the June 1982 Regents Algebra Examination, the 218
CMSP students in the third cycle passed the test at an 88% rate as compared to 60% of
the 894 non-CMSP students. Regents performance on this particular test was down city
wide, as there was a general recognition amongst New York City mathematics
chairpersons that the test was more difficult than in previous years. With scores of 90 and
above, the 29% for CMSP students was more than twice the 13% posted by non-CMSP
students. In June of 1983, 318 CMSP students passed the Regents Algebra Examination
with a 96% pass rate as compared with 436 non-CMSP students who passed the exam
with a 78% rate.

As on previous exams CMSP student performance with scores of 90

and above was significantly higher than non-CMSP students—50% for CMSP students
versus 22% for non CMSP students, a better than two-to-one margin.
Over the four cycles of CMSP model test implementation there was a consistency of
high student achievement on the Regents Algebra Examination that was clearly superior to
students who did not participate in the model project. Curriculum concerns had been
ameliorated to the general satisfaction of a majority of the participating faculty. And the
student selection process was revised to allow a special honors class to be formed on the
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basis of student mathematics scores on the school's admission test and on the CMSP
preevaluation test given to students upon their arrival at the school in September. These
changes in program format did help to increase faculty acceptance of the model, however,
at the end of the fourth cycle of CMSP model project activity, there still remained an air of
skeptism about the program and its value for increasing student test achievement above
Regents Algebra.

In the tracking of student achievement as they progressed in

mathematics at the 10th and 11th grades there seemed to be little indication that students
who participated in the CMSP model project at the 9th year did any better than students
who did not participate.

Solving the problem at these upper level mathematics

courses—which was the crux of the problem at Brooklyn Technical High School—would
require intervention over a longer term scale than was being explored by CMSP model
project efforts in 1983.

5.3 The Compilation and Analysis of Mathematics Achievement Data
Almost all student academic achievement in schools is measured by some form of
classroom testing. There is cause for argument that a single test may not always be
indicative of what a student has learned in the classroom. However it is the common
school instrument for assessing student achievement and its intrinsic value is governed by
how closely the test reflects what is taught in the classroom and by the logistics that
surround test administration. Testing, both in the classroom and year end Regents
examinations have been the measures that have guided CMSP model development and
research. The CMSP testing program was given impetus and new meaning because of the
parallel arrangement of the participant schools and their involvement in adhering to the
practice of administering classroom tests that were constructed by the CMSP.
The major advantage of the parallel school arrangement was that a process was
arranged whereby a common school outcome—student achievement on a given
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examination-could be sought as a measure of whether the program was having an effect
on increasing student achievement. If a common outcome in student test achievement
was obtained from several participant schools which had different school characteristics it
could be surmised that the model program was an important factor in producing the
outcome.

It has been this assessment rationale that has driven the CMSP in its model

development and research efforts.
The abundance of class room testing and reporting of results at the participant schools
sites contributed to the development of curriculum as it enabled short term revisions with
little delay as the model was being test implemented during the academic year. During the
first cycle, for example, any single unit test administration covering a specific topic in
prealgebra was taken by students at participating schools within the space of a single week.
These data were reported quickly by their schools to the central CMSP offices and
compiled and analyzed to determine trends in student achievement. This constant flow of
test data provided almost immediate feedback and allowed the CMSP staff to make
adjustments in the model curriculum as deemed necessary and warranted. Besides being
of value to model development and research, it also gave the schools a sense of how the
model program at their schools was proceeding, and because of the uniform pacing and
external testing strategy, they could make comparisons of student test achievement with
other schools participating in the CMSP. Since many unit tests were given throughout a
term a rather extensive longitudinal profile was developed for each school. At the end of
the first term, data summaries were constructed to indicate how participating schools
performed on the unit tests and cumulative tests. Table 21 shows the summary that was
constructed at the end of the Fall 1979 term of the first cycle of model test implementation.
While the CMSP repetitive unit tests serve to guide short term model development, it
is the New York State Regents Competency Test (RCT) in Mathematics and the Regents
Algebra Examination

that

established the growth and progress of CMSP model
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COMPREHENSIVE MATH & SCIENCE PROGRAM (CM.SP1
SUMMARY OF HIGH SCHOOL PERFORMANCE FALL 1979

BEN
FR'NKLIN
(n=46)

WASH.
TRVTNG
(n=53)

JOHN
(n=64)

JOHN E
KENNEDY
(n=51)
74.02
21.77

CHELSEA
(n=45)

EAST
N.Y.
(n=57)

75.23
20.43

54.65
27.12

42.30
23.90

55.50
19.40

49.45
25.76

75.47
20.47

52.80
27.40

71.16
18.97

64.60
25.07

B5

B3

prf.f.vaujation

MEAN (X)
SD

CUM WHOLE# EXAM
MEAN (X)
SD
1 ATF.ST L.U.

D1

EXAM WITH
MASTERY

B1-B5

IAX

B2

82.86*
21.36*

C3

(Mult of

(MulLof

(Meaning

(Subt of

(Div.of

(Cum.

Fractions)

(Fractions)

Fractions)

Decimals)

of Percent)

Fractions)

1.11 F.XAM AVE.
12

10

8

11

9

10

EXAMS TAKEN

MEAN (X)
SD
% ABOVE 80%
% ABOVE 65%
% BELOW 65%

77.38
15.50
47%
82%
18%

74.63
19.71
60%
77%
23%

66.70
20.10
30%
61%
39%

83.09
10.70
68%
94%
6%

72.54
19.82
53%
73%
27%

79.98
17.81
65%
84%
16%

* Based on results of only one class.
LU = Learning Unit

TABLE 21
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development and research over the long term. Both of these examinations are administered
statewide and are generally accepted by schools and school systems as standard reference
measures by which to gauge and evaluate students as they progress in their study of
mathematics. The Regents mathematics examinations are a tradition in New York State
junior and senior high schools and are administered three times each year for each course
in the three-year mathematics course sequence. In particular the examinations

are

constructed by a revolving committee of mathematics school teachers to reflect the scope
and content of the New York State Regents Mathematics course syllabus, and therefore
student achievement on the Regents examinations has been traditionally used to determine
both student and school Regents course performance.

Because the examination is

administered statewide on the same day, three times a year, frequent and timely test
comparisons can be made within schools, across schools, within a district and between
districts.

The achievement data are reported centrally to the New York City Board of

Education and the New York State Education Department where current and longitudinal
data are available for research documentation and school administrative purposes.
The Regents Competency Test (RCT) in Mathematics is a more recent test and has
been been administered by the New York State Education Department only since 1980.
Unlike the traditional Regents mathematics examinations, which are course specific, the
RCT does not reflect any particular mathematics course of study but is constructed to
measure students' knowledge of general mathematics as a requirement for high school
graduation. The basic content of the RCT mathematics is arithmetic at a 7th or 8th year
level. The RCT mathematics examination’s appearance as a statewide mathematics testing
instrument proved to be of value to the CMSP primarily because of its arithmetic format.
At the time of the first cycle of CMSP model test implementation in the Fall of 1979, the
reference measure to be used to gauge student achievement over the three-semester CMSP
model curriculum period was to be the Regents Algebra Examination. While this was a
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useful measure of student achievement in algebra there was no equivalent measure of
students' prealgebra achievement, except the inferences that could be drawn by their
commensurate achievement in algebra. It would have been possible to use the CMSP's
array of unit tests in the prealgebra course to assess the longitudinal course performance,
but these were internally constructed tests that could not be used to compare arithmetic
student performance within and between participating schools. The RCT mathematics test
served this purpose.
The three-semester configuration of the CMSP model curriculum provides two
distinct milestones upon which to assess student mathematics achievement, 1) at the end
of the first year in which students complete a semester of prealgebra and a semester of
algebra and 2) at the end of the third semester when students

have competed the

coursework in algebra as prescribed by the New York State Board of Regents.

New

York State regulations require that students complete a year of mathematics before the RCT
mathematics can be administered. This requirement fits nicely with the CMSP's plans for
the model testing schedule after the completion of two terms of coursework because it
provides a mechanism by which the participant schools can administer the test to other
students at the school studying RCT or general mathematics.
With the RCT mathematics test as a measure for CMSP prealgebra coursework and the
traditional Regents Algebra Examination as a measure for algebra coursework a legitimate
and widely recognized testing system was in place by which to compile and structure
achievement data for the cycles of CMSP model test implementation that would ensue from
September

1979 to June of 1983.

Before the four years elapsed, the CMSP had

accumulated and compiled RCT mathematics achievement data for the June RCT
mathematics test administrations of 1980,1981,1982 and 1983. For the Regents Algebra
Examinations test achievement data were available for the participant Chapter 1 high
schools for the January test administrations of 1981, 1982 and 1983, (plus a June 1981
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test administration at East New York High School) and for Brooklyn Technical High
School for the June test administrations for 1980, 1981, 1982 and 1983.

The data were

compiled for the CMSP participating classes and other classes within the schools that were
studying mathematics courses that culminated in the RCT mathematics tests or the Regents
Algebra Examination.
Only at Brooklyn Technical High School were comparisons with non-CMSP students
made with students who entered the school at the same grade and time as the CMSP
students—i.e., all of the students who took the Regents Algebra Examination were true 9th
graders. At the Chapter 1 schools there was no clearly defined grade level by which to
separate non-CMSP students. The achievement data comparisons made with non-CMSP
students include students from 9th through 12th grades. In the analysis of RCT test
scores between grade levels at one school, it was found that RCT mathematics pass rates
increased with higher grades-this tends to be a trend with the RCT mathematics because of
repeated testing to qualify for high school graduation. Thus the RCT comparisons
between CMSP and non-CMSP, if singled out for just 9th year student comparisons,
would be more widely separated in test performance levels. Because of the very small
pool of students who enroll in Regents Algebra coursework at Chapter 1 high schools,
non-CMSP student enrollment in Regents Algebra courses are invariably mixed with
students from all grade levels. Add to this the common practice of offering the traditional
two-term Regents Algebra sequence over three and four terms and a mixture of students
result which are difficult to disentangle for data comparisons.

RCT Mathematics Achievement Data.

Tables 22 and 23 show the RCT mathematics

achievement test data for the years 1980 to 1983 (for RCTs administered in June). The
achievement data compare CMSP students who had completed two terms of mathematics
study utilizing the CMSP model curriculum with non-CMSP students who had studied
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COMPREHENSIVE MATH & SCIENCE PROGRAM (CMSP1
NEW YORK STATE REGENTS COMPETENCY TEST (RCT)
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF CMSP & NON-CMSP STUDENTS
AT PARTICIPATING HIGH SCHOOLS-JUNE 1980 & JUNE 1981

JUNE 1980
N

NO. PASS

NO. >77

NO. >89

John F. Kennedy
CMSP
Non-CMSP

36
396

29 (81%)
168 (42%)

19 (31%)
47 (12%)

8 (22%)
19 (5%)

Washington Irving
CMSP
Non-CMSP

29
566

25 (86%)
164 (29%)

12 (38%)
52 (9%)

1 (3%)
12 (2%)

East New York
CMSP
Non-CMSP

32
269

25 (78%)
81 (30%)

18 (44%)
10 (4%)

4 (13%)
5 (2%)

NO. > 77

NO. > 89

JUNE 1981
N
John F. Kennedy
CMSP
Non-CMSP

28
223

NO. PASS

25 (89%)
82 (37%)

TABLE 22

_
23 (82%)
24 (11%)

_
7 (20%;
3 (1%)
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.COMPREHENSIVE MATH & SCIENCE PROGRAM (CMSP^
NEW YORK STATE REGENTS COMPETENCY TEST (RCT)
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF CMSP & NON-CMSP STUDENTS
AT PARTICIPATING HIGH SCHOOLS-JUNE 1982 & JUNE 1983
JUNE 1982
N

NO. PASS

NO. ^77

NO. ^ 89

John F. K£nn?<Jy
CMSP
Non-CMSP

56
875

32 (57%)
329 (38%)

17 (30%)
112 (13%)

1 (2%)
30 (3%)

George Washington
CMSP
Non-CMSP

27
480

12 (44%)
97 (20%)

6 (22%)
20 (4%)

1 (4%)
5 (1%)

Eaft N?w Y<?rk
CMSP
Non-CMSP

30
372

20 (68%)
134 (36%)

10 (33%)
39 (10%)

1 (3%)
5 (1%)

N

NO. PASS

NO. > 77

NO. ^ 89

Park West
CMSP
Non-CMSP

74
749

64 (87%)
353 (47%)

40 (54%)
114 (15%)

George Washington
CMSP
Non-CMSP

66
607

52 (79%)
273 (45%)

30 (45%)
74 (12%)

7 (11%)
12 (2%)

Eastern District
CMSP
Non-CMSP

27
541

21 (78%)
301 (56%)

11 (41%)
132 (24%)

2 (7%)
24 (4%)

JUNE 1983

TABLE 23

6 (8%)
23 (3%)
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Fundamentals of Mathematics (the RCT-directed course) or general mathematics or some
other form of non-Regents track mathematics. Data have been compiled and structured to
show test achievement at three test score references; number and percent of students with
test scores equal to or greater than: 65 (passing), 77, and 89. The test reference values of
77 and 89 are in keeping with the standard intervals reported by the New York State
Education Department
In the analysis of test data in the first two years, 1980 and 1981, the CMSP student
pass rate was at least twice that of non-CMSP students. In test scores at or above 77 and
89 the differences grew so large as to question the validity of the data. For example, at
East New York High School in June 1980, the percentage of CMSP students who scored
at or above 77 was 44% which was ten times higher than the 4% scored by non-CMSP
students. The achievement data at this reference level are made even more pointed by the
fact that the absolute number of CMSP students (18) who scored at or above 77, was
almost twice that of non-CMSP students (10) even though the number of non-CMSP test
takers was eight times higher than the CMSP test takers—269 vs. 32. The same wide
variability between CMSP and non-CMSP student achievement occurred at John F.
Kennedy High School in June 1981 where the percentage of CMSP students scoring 77 or
higher was eight times as high as non-CMSP students.
In the 1981 and 1982 test years the differences in RCT test performance between
CMSP and non-CMSP students were still quite substantial with three-to-one differences
appearing in test scores at or above 77 at five of the six schools listed. However, the
pass rates appear to be somewhat less than two to one but yet are substantially higher for
CMSP students.
The wide differences could be attributed to a number of factors: 1) the CMSP model
project was experiencing a Hawthorne Effect, or first time trial effect, where teacher
energy and staff enthusiasm greatly influenced student achievement, 2) the newness of the
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RCT (it was administered for the first time in January of 1980) made non-CMSP students
less prepared for the test because an RCT curriculum was not yet in place in the New York
City school system, and 3) the CMSP prealgebra course and ground zero start had indeed
strengthened students' arithmetic foundation and their high test performance on the RCT
was reflective of this renewed and stronger knowledge base.

Conceivably, CMSP

students' high test performance was a combination of these factors, however the
consistency of high test performance over the four-year period belies the Hawthorne
Effect and argues strongly for the achievement effects induced by students' participation in
the CMSP model experience.
What was of utmost interest to the CMSP was the consistency by which the CMSP
students at the participant schools outperformed a comparable group of students by
two-to-one margins. These schools have widely different characteristics and yet there was
a common output. This was a very important indicator that the CMSP model curriculum,
as implemented, was having an effect on student arithmetic achievement and that it may be
setting the stage for continued achievement in the study of algebra.
However significant the CMSP RCT test achievement data might seem, the one
variable that could have been influencing student achievement independently of the CMSP
model, was the effect of student attrition. In almost all of the schools the number of
students who were tested on the RCT were about one-half the number of students who
started a year earlier.

Because of this high rate of student departure from the school it

could be inferred that CMSP students were self-selecting and that at the end of the year the
random distribution of students that was in place at the start of the program was skewed
toward the high end of student mathematics preparedness. However, if this were the case,
then student attrition for CMSP students would have been higher than for non-CMSP
students, which was found not be the case. At all of the schools, student participation in
the CMSP had little effect on retention.
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Regents Algebra Achievement Data-Chapter 1 High Schools Tables 24 and 25 show
Regents achievement data comparisons for CMSP and non-CMSP students. The data are
structured in three test score intervals with the number and percentage of students indicated
scoring equal to or greater than: 65 (passing), 75 and 85. The achievement data reflect the
participation of the three high schools--John F. Kennedy, George Washington and East
New York—that persisted in

model project activity over a two-year test period

interval—January 1981 to January 1983—in which the Regents Algebra Examinations were
administered as part of the model assessment process.

John F. Kennedy took the

examination in three consecutive years-in January 1981, 1982 and 1983.

The

examination was taken twice by George Washington High School—in January 1982 and
1983. And East New York High School took the examination in June 1981 and in January
1983. The Regents Algebra Examination was administered to CMSP students after they
had completed the program sequence of one semester of prealgebra and two semesters of
algebra in accordance with the two-course mathematics model. The only exception to this
was the first cycle of students at East New York High School who took the Regents exam
after four semesters of coursework.
Comparisons of Regents examination performance were made with students at the
same schools who had completed course work in Regents Algebra using the schools'
traditional

mathematics program.

variations

in the

There

schools' Regents

was no attempt to differentiate between the

Algebra programs, which

could range from

the conventional two term program consisting of 9th and 10th graders to the three- and
four-term programs which included students from grade levels 9 through 12.

At East

New York High School, there were no comparisons possible because the school
traditionally did not administer the Regents Algebra Examination.
The number of CMSP students who took the test at each of the three participating
schools ranged from a high of 44 at John F. Kennedy in January 1983 to a low of 19 at
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COMPREHENSIVE MATH & SCIENCE PROGRAM (CMSP1
NEW YORK STATE REGENTS ALGEBRA EXAMINATION
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF CMSP & NON-CMSP STUDENTS
AT PARTICIPATING HIGH SCHOOLS

JANUARY 1981
John F. Kennedy
CMSP
Non-CMSP®

N

NO. PASS

NO. >75

NO. >85

28
200

18 (64%)
42 (21%)

10 (36%)
14 (7%)

6(21%)
3 (2%)

NO. PASS

NO. >75

NO. >85

JUNE 1981
N
East New York
CMSP
Non-CMSP(1)

19
none®

15 (79%)
——

8 (42%)

4 (21%)®

JANUARY 1982
George Washington
CMSP
Non-CMSP(1)
John F. Kennedy
CMSP
Non-CMSP ®

NO. >85

NO. PASS

22
45

14 (64%)
10 (22%)

5 (23%)
2 (4%)

3 (14%)
0 (0%)

25
188

17 (68%)
55 (29%)

7 (28%)
25 (13%)

6 (24%)
10 (5%)

N

NO. PASS

NO. ^75

NO. >85

94
433

64 (68%)
107 (25%)

COMPOSITE DATA

CMSP
Non-CMSP

NO. >75

N

30 (32%)
41 (9%)

(1) Tenth grade students only.
(2) Two students obtained perfect scores of 100%.
(3) Only CMSP students take Regents Algebra Exam at East New York.

TABLE 24

19 (20%)
13 (3%)
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COMPREHENSIVE MATH & SCIENCE PROGRAM (CMSP1
NEW YORK STATE REGENTS ALGEBRA EXAMINATION
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF CMSP & NON-CMSP STUDENTS
AT PARTICIPATING HIGH SCHOOLS

JANUARY 1983
N

NO. PASS

NO. >75

NO. >85

Georee Washington
CMSP
Non-CMSP

21
133

12 (57%)
40 (30%)

4 (19%)
16 (12%)

2 (10%)
5 (4%)

John F. Kennedy
CMSP
Non-CMSP

44
345

18 (41%)
58 (17%)

24
0

East New York
CMSP
Non-CMSP

10 (23%)
23 (7%)

4 (9%)
3 (1%)

7 (29%)

2 (8%)

1 (4%)

N

NO. PASS

NO. >75

18
911

101 (55%)
205 (23%)

COMPOSITE DATA

CMSP
Non-CMSP

TABLE 25

46 (25%)
80 (9%)

NO. >85
26 (14%)
21 (2%)
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East New York in June of 1981. This number of CMSP Regents Algebra test takers
reflects students' persistence in the three-semester CMSP model for each given cycle.
Student scores on the Regents Algebra Examination are not weighed heavily (if at all) in
the students' Algebra course grade. Therefore their taking the test could be seen as an
expression of their confidence in their previous Algebra course learning.

In comparing

the number of RCT test takers (Tables 22 and 23) with those who took the Regents
Algebra Examination six months later, it can be seen that there had been attrition over the
sixth month period-although not as severe as in the first two terms of the three model
cycles. Except for John F. Kennedy High School, on the January 1983 exam, which
tested 44 students, all of the schools had less than one full size class taking the Regents
Algebra Examination in each of the three test administrations. Three semesters earlier for
each of the test implementation cycles, all of the schools had started with at least two
classes with a live student register of about 25 students in each class. There was no
attempt in the model project to screen students and they were always given the benefit of
the doubt when it came to course promotion. The number of students listed in Tables 24
and 25 therefore represent the maximum number of students who could have participated
in the Regents Algebra Examination.
In the analysis of the Regents Algebra Examination data it can be seen that CMSP
students maintained their 2-to-l margins over non-CMSP students in test performance,
except for George Washington High School in January 1983 where the differences in
student test performance was slightly less than 2-to-l-CMSP 57%, non-CMSP 30%. In
the 1981 and 1982 Regents Algebra Exam administrations, there appeared to be a
consistency of CMSP student performance that was not evident in the third and fourth test
administration in January 1983 and 1984. In the first two cycles, the pass rate of CMSP
students was all above 63%, whereas in the last cycle only George Washington High
School approached this pass rate with 57%, while less than a majority of students passed
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at John F. Kennedy-41%, and the results from East New York showed almost no sign of
having participated in a special mathematics program.
Although the margins of student performance between CMSP and non-CMSP students
at John F. Kennedy remained wide-41% vs. 17%, the 41% pass rate was sufficiently
different from the past two cycles to indicate that the phase out of CMSP model project
activity at the school may have effected test scores. The lower pass margin for CMSP
students may have also been influenced by the larger number of students taking the test--44
students in January 1983 as compared to 28 and 26 in 1981 and 1982 respectively. This
appeared to be the case with the RCT mathematics Test where the 36 and 28 students
respectively who took the RCT in 1980 and 1981 did considerably better (respectively
81% and 89% pass) than the third group of 56 students who took the test in 1982 and only
passed the test at a 57% rate.
As on the RCT mathematics Test, performance by CMSP students on the Regents
Algebra Examination at test score intervals at or above 75 was much higher than
non-CMSP students'.

At John F. Kennedy High School in January 1981,

six of

twenty-eight CMSP students (21%) scored 85 or higher while only three of

the

two-hundred non-CMSP students (2%) scored at the 85 or higher level. These absolute
achievement differences occurred even though the number of non-CMSP test takers was
seven times the number of CMSP test takers (200 vs. 28). The same wide margins of
higher achievement (in test scores at or above 75) were evident for CMSP students at all of
the schools with Regents Algebra Exam administration. At East New York High School
two of the students had perfect scores of 100!
The composite exam scores listed in Tables 24 and 25 give a more complete and
generalized picture of CMSP student performance on the Regents Algebra Examination as
compared to the non-CMSP students. In the first two years (Table 24), the cumulative
totals show that CMSP students passed the examination at a 68% versus the 25%
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non-CMSP student rate--a margin of 2.7-to-l. In scores at or above 75 the margins
became larger, 32% vs. 9% (3.6-to-l). The same held for scores at or above 85 (margins
of 6.7 to 1) where the absolute numbers of CMSP students scoring at this level is greater
than non-CMSP students (19 CMSP vs. 13 non-CMSP) even though the latter number of
test takers exceeded CMSP students by more than four-to-one (433 vs. 94).
The composite margins of exam performance for CMSP students on the January 1983
exam are less dramatic than in the two previous years, but in relative terms are still
considerably higher than for non-CMSP students. The pass rates still show greater than
two-to-one margins in favor of CMSP students (55% vs. 23%) as do the margins at or
above 75 (25% vs. 9%). In scores at or above 85 there was a greater number of CMSP
students than non-CMSP scoring at this level even though the non-CMSP test takers
exceeded CMSP test takers by five-to-one (911 vs. 183).
When the exam performance is looked at from a comparative viewpoint, the
achievement of CMSP students on the Regents Algebra Examination is significant and
indicative that elements of the model project or the intervention project itself may have
contributed to the much better Regents performance by CMSP students. However, when
examined in absolute terms, CMSP student achievement is still much below what is
needed to initiate a sustained student movement to upper level mathematics courses. The
fact that only an average of 25% of the CMSP students scored higher than 75 on the exam
is suggestive that no more than this number of students is likely to enroll and achieve in
higher level Regents mathematics courses.

While

CMSP student algebra exam

performance is much higher than non-CMSP students’, scores are not at a level or in
sufficient number to begin the process of building a critical mass of students who can
pursue the three year Regents mathematics sequence. The wide margins in Algebra
Regents Exam performance, however, demonstrated that significant gains can be made by
students given the foundation and structure provided by the CMSP model project.
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In the third cycle, the Regents Algebra pass margins for CMSP students at John F.
Kennedy and at East New York High School were much lower and not as consistent
between schools as they were in previous project cycles. This may in part have been due
to the phase out of CMSP model project activity at both schools.

To a certain extent,

intervention programs (especially when new and driven by an outside agency) tend to be
more structured and goal oriented than traditional school programs. When the impetus of
the intervention program is reduced, teachers' collaborative input may wane. The
removal of project goals, thus, may have contributed to the fall off in student exam
performance at the two schools. This is an area of project experience that requires further
study and investigation as it may suggest that the merit of intervention programs may lie in
the associations that the intervention programs themselves bring to the schools. It may
follow, that in order for structured mathematics program change to take place in participant
schools, the association between an intervention program and a school may have to
become a permanent part of the model prototype that is finally developed and adopted by
the schools.

Regents Algebra Achievement Data-Brooklvn Technical High School Table 26
shows data comparing the performance of CMSP students with non-CMSP students on the
Regents Algebra Examination at Brooklyn Technical High School over four cycles of
model test implementation-June 1980 to June 1983. The data presented are more distinct
than the Chapter 1 high school data because of 1) the stable and growing population of
CMSP students over the four cycle period and because 2) both CMSP and non-CMSP
students studied Algebra over a two term period (rather than 3 or 4 terms) and almost all of
the test takers were ninth graders.
The Brooklyn Tech data presented in Table 26 are structured to show the number of
and percentage of students who scored at or above 65, 80 and 90. The test score intervals
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COMPREHENSIVE MATH & SCIENCE PROGRAM fCMSPl
9TH YEAR ALGEBRA REGENTS CYCLE I-IV
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF CMSP & NON-CMSP STUDENTS
AT BROOKLYN TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL

# TAKING
TEST
CYCLE I fending 6/8(D
CMSP

Non-CMSP

CYCLE II fending 6/811
CMSP

Non-CMSP

CYCLE m fending 6/821
CMSP

Non-CMSP

CYCLE IV fending 6/83)
CMSP

Non-CMSP

# PASSING
TEST

#
^ 80

#
>90

62
(58%)

107

106
(99%)

91
(85%)

528

462
(88%)

310
(59%)

176
(33%)

106

96
(91%)

77
(73%)

51
(48%)

1162

832
(72%)

543
(47%)

324
(28%)

218

187
(86%)

894

533
(60%)

252
(28%)

120
(13%)

303

292
(96%)

236
(78%)

151
(50%)

436

338
(78%)

203
(47%)

128
(59%)

64
(29%)

97
(22%)

COMPOSITE fCYCLES I-IV)
CMSP

Non-CMSP

734

681
(93%)

532
(72%)

328
(45%)

3020

2165
(72%)

1308
(43%)

717
(24%)

TABLE 26
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of 80 and 90 are higher than the 75 and 85 test score intervals used for the Chapter 1 high
schools. This was done because Brooklyn Technical High School traditionally has pass
rates in the Regents Algebra Examination in the 70-80 range, and if two-to-one differences
occurred in the test data, it would be reflected at the upper end of the achievement scale.
Over the four-year period the test taking population at Brooklyn Technical High
School varied widely from a low of 635 in 1980 to a high of 1,268 in 1981. In the first
two cycles of CMSP model test implementation (1979/80 and 1980/81) four randomly
assigned classes (approximately 120 students each year) studied Regents algebra
coursework using the CMSP model. In the first cycle the performance of students on the
Regents Algebra Examination was outstanding, with all but one of the 105 students
passing. In addition, 90 students (86% of the 105 students) scored 80 or higher and 61
students (58% of the students) scored 90 or higher. The performance of non-CMSP
students was reasonably high also with 86% of the students passing the examination, 59%
scoring 80 or higher and 33% scoring 90 or higher. While the two-to-one margins are not
apparent (or possible) at the 65 and 80 test score intervals, there is close to a two-to-one
margin between CMSP and non-CMSP students in test scores of 90 and above.
When the program was initiated at Brooklyn Technical High School in the Fall of
1979, there was a strong feeling among the CMSP staff that the structure and the additional
instructional time provided by the CMSP model would have a significant impact on student
performance on the Regents Algebra Examination. Because of this expectation, a high
standard was established as a reference goal which the model project would work towards.
The participating teachers and staff generally agreed that a goal of 80% of CMSP students
scoring 80 or higher on the Regents Algebra Examination was a reasonably high standard,
and if incoming students could be attain this level of performance over the course of
several cycles of model test implementation, then the model project would prove itself
worthy of serious consideration. The students in the first cycle did very well, indeed, on
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the Regents Algebra Examination. They exceeded the 80/80 standard on the first model
trial—85% of the students scored 80 or higher and 58% scored 90 or higher. While better
than average performance was expected on the part of the participating students, it was not
anticipated that the 80/80 goal set would be reached in the first cycle of model test
implementation.
Not only had the CMSP students achieved at a significantly higher level than nonCMSP students, but the participating teachers felt that students had learned the subject
matter in greater depth. This they felt was mainly due to the additional time provided by
the two blocked periods of mathematics and the fact that the two courses were taught by
different teachers performing as instructional partners. While the excellent student
performance on the Algebra Regents Examination was a clear signal that model test
implementation was proceeding in the right direction, it also raised the concern that the
outcome was influenced by first time trial effects and the exemplary efforts of the teachers.
In order to further test the model and its influence on student achievement, it was
decided to conduct the second cycle as closely as possible to the first cycle. Participating
classes were held to four and there was a change in one of the four teachers. All four of
the teachers who participated in the second cycle were certified mathematics teachers and
had extensive teaching experience. There was, however, a noticeable difference in the size
of the incoming student population from which the four classes for the second cycle were
to be randomly drawn—it was almost twice the size as the first cycle—around 1,300 vs 700.
Because of this larger student enrollment the levels of student preparation in mathematics
were lower-based both on entrance examination cutoff scores and the CMSP
pre-evaluation scores. The cut-off score for entrance to Brooklyn Technical High School
for the Fall of 1980 was 17 points lower than for the Fall of 1979 -94 vs. 111 (180 was
the maximum score on the entrance examination).

In the distribution of CMSP

pre-evaluation test scores, 58% of the second cycle students scored below 60, as compared
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to 37% below 60 in the previous year (100 was the maximum score on the CMSP
pre-evaluation test).
The Regents Algebra Examination was administered at the end of the second cycle of
CMSP model test implementation activity to the considerably larger student population of
9th graders. Although not scoring as high as in the first cycle, the 106 CMSP students
passed the Regents Algebra Examination at a level that was much higher than the 1,162
non-CMSP students--91% vs. 72%.

In scores at and above 80 and 90, the CMSP

students again out-performed the non-CMSP students—73% vs. 47% with exam scores at
or above 80 and 48% vs. 28% with exam scores at or above 90. In neither of the test
score comparisons for the first two cycles was a two-to-one margin achieved between
CMSP and non-CMSP students; however, the margins obtained were sufficiently large to
warrant further development and testing of the model on a larger scale. In the Fall of
1981, a third cycle of model test implementation was started with the random assignment
of eight classes of students drawn from an entering student population of approximately
1,200 students.
This third cycle of CMSP students continued achieving at a relatively high
performance level on the Regents Algebra Examination as compared to non-CMSP
students. Overall, the exam results were lower for CMSP and non-CMSP students than in
the previous two cycles. And this was probably due to the increased difficulty of the exam
(which teachers acknowledged) as compared to the exams given in 1980 and 1981. While
the pass rates and absolute scores of third cycle CMSP students were lower than on the
two previous cycles for CMSP students-86% (cycle 3), 91% (cycle 2) and 99% (cycle 1),
the margins of passing and high achievement exam scores were much wider between
CMSP and non-CMSP students. There was a 26 point percentage spread between CMSP
and non-CMSP students in pass rates-86% vs. 60%. And, on both exams, scores at or
above 80 and 90, two-to-one margins were achieved: for exam scores at or above 80,
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CMSP 59% vs. 28% non-CMSP; and for exam scores at or above 90, CMSP 29% vs.
13% non-CMSP. The wide exam achievement margins attained by CMSP students over
non-CMSP continued to demonstrate the usefulness and value of the model. This was
more apparent in the third cycle because of the greater number of teachers that
participated—eight rather than four in the previous two cycles.

Their wider range of

teaching styles and teacher experience allowed a more comprehensive test of the model.
In the fourth cycle of the CMSP model project, implemented in the Fall of 1982, it was
decided to increase the participating student population to twelve classes or approximately
40% of the entering 9th grade student population. This substantially larger student
population was approaching the level at which the model could be tested under conditions
that would closely reflect the administrative and academic realities of the school. This
included the difficulties encountered in course programming, the orientation of teachers,
the distribution of materials, the administration, grading and analysis of unit tests on a
bi-weekly basis, among other considerations.
The fourth cycle of model project activity, although large, ran smoothly, primarily
because of the experience gained in the three previous cycles and the strong support
provided from the mathematics chairperson, Dr. Melvin Klein, and the exemplary efforts
of the school project coordinator, Sheldon Pasner. The apparently more stable and larger
model project in the fourth cycle reflected continued excellent performance by CMSP
students on the June 1983 Regents Algebra Examination. CMSP students passed the exam
at a 96% rate (second only to the 99% rate achieved in the first cycle) as compared to 78%
for the non-CMSP students. And in exam scores at or above 80 and 90, the margins of
exam performance were, 78% vs. 47% and 50% vs. 22%, respectively. In exam scores
at or above 90 the two-to-one margins of achievement were obtained for the second time.
It is important to note that the absolute number of CMSP students scoring at or above 80
and 90 was higher than non-CMSP students, even though non-CMSP student enrollment
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was larger than that of CMSP students. The difference in absolute numbers is especially
noticeable in exam scores at or above 90, where more than 50% more CMSP students
scored in this range as compared to non CMSP students--151 vs. 98.
The composite scores over the four cycles of model project activity provide substantial
exam data to indicate the superior performance of CMSP students on the Regents Algebra
Examination. Overall, the pass rate for the 734 CMSP students was 93% as compared to
72% for the 3,024 non-CMSP students. In exam scores at or above 80 and 90, the overall
margins in favor of CMSP students were 72% vs. 43% and 45% vs. 24%, respectively.
The most important aspect of the higher Regents Algebra Exam performance by CMSP
students is its consistency when compared to non-CMSP students.

On each of the

examinations there were close to two-to-one differences in exam performance at exam
scores at or above 90.
Taken in the context of model development and research within a participating school,
the data comparisons of Regents exam performance at Brooklyn Tech were similar to the
Chapter 1 schools'. However, because of the much larger number of CMSP participant
students at Brooklyn Tech and their higher retention in the model project, the Regents
exam data had more depth and value by which to assess the impact of the model project on
student mathematics achievement. To this end there was general agreement amongst
CMSP staff, participating teachers and school administrators that the model project was
providing a structure that contributed to higher student mathematics achievement. The
larger questions, however, were: To what extent would higher student achievement in
Algebra lead to similarly high achievement in upper level mathematics courses? And was
the model consistent with the resources and tradition of the school? The answers to both
of these questions were elusive at the end of the fourth cycle and remained largely
unanswered as the CMSP model project activity continued large scale model test
implementation during the period 1983 to 1986.
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5.4 Perspectives on the Factors Influencing the Acceptance of the CMSP
Model Project and Its Test Implementation
How successful was the CMSP model project in the attainment of established goals?
Did the ground zero start and double the mathematics instructional time provide students
with the arithmetic foundation to succeed in a first course in Regents Algebra? And was
the model project perceived by the school's mathematics faculty and administration as
being viable and consistent with the school's resources and priorities? These are the
difficult questions that surface in the implementation of a systems and field based project
whose goal is the creation of curriculum models directed at the wholescale improvement of
a school's mathematics program. There are no clear and direct answers for any of the
questions posed because the questions themselves represent the dynamics and complexities
inherent in large educational institutions—which include urban high schools located in the
midst of metropolitan life. Just as the CMSP model project effort was systems oriented,
so must be the assessment of its effectiveness.
Taken singly, the questions posed have little meaning or value beyond establishing a
base upon which further research or development can continue. While this is important in
keeping with research tradition it does not address the major project issue, whether the
model project was proven useful to the participating school. This is the overriding issue
not only for the CMSP, but for all intervention strategies which are undertaken to
improve school effectiveness-either academically or administratively. It is not enough to
show that student achievement has been significantly raised by the program intervention,
although this academic outcome must be an inherent part of the overall process of program
assessment.

There must also be a consensus by the faculty who feel that the

implementation of the model project is in their own best interest and offers a program of
study that is more effective than the existing instructional program.
Certainly, student mathematics achievement in the CMSP model project has been
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impressive and there appeared to be consistency of student performance at all of the
participating schools despite the wide differences in school characteristics. The diversity
of participant schools ranged from relatively small vocational high schools (East New York
and Chelsea) to the large urban Chapter 1 high schools which included a school with an
all-female school population (Washington Irving) to a specialized high school where
admission was based on competitive examination (Brooklyn Technical). For those schools
that persisted in the model test implementation, RCT Mathematics and Regents Algebra
test scores were substantially higher for CMSP participating students than for comparable
students studying mathematics in the school's regular mathematics programs.
However, student achievement at all of the schools was tempered by a combination of
factors that reduced its significance and impact on the school's mathematics department
faculty. The first and most compelling of these was the size of the model project test
implementation at each of the participating schools. In retrospect, the size of the model
program turned out to be of extreme importance not only in demonstrating the viability of
the model curriculum but also in testing how the model would impact the school's budget
and administrative processes, including student course placement, course scheduling and
faculty utilization.
At Brooklyn Technical High School where the model project started with four classes
and four experienced faculty members, the project's viability was being continually
demonstrated with each repeated cycle of model test implementation that reached its peak
enrollment of 24 classes in June 1983. The increase in size at Brooklyn Technical High
School brought with it increased conjecture and criticism of the program by the department
faculty as more teachers participated. CMSP student achievement, as high and consistent
as it was at Brooklyn Technical High School, became less important than what the model
project represented in terms of school priorities and the allocation of school resources to
the mathematics department. A double period of mathematics for a student population of
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350 students or 24 classes represents a budget investment by the school of almost three
full teacher positions (given a five class teaching load per teacher) that are assigned to 9th
year mathematics programs. In implementing a model project of this magnitude the school
must decide to supplement its budget by increasing the number of courses offered during
the school day or reallocating the school's teaching positions to cover the costs of offering
the additional period of mathematics. If the latter is the school's decision then another
department will have less flexibility in course offerings because of its reduced teacher
allotments. For a full scale program at Brooklyn Technical High School the additional
allocations to the mathematics department may be as many as seven full time teaching
positions. Thus, size of the model program and its impact on the school's resources is a
primary concern that the school must weigh against the potential benefits of student
achievement
At the other Chapter 1 high schools, size was a programmatic issue that was
influenced by the decision to conduct parallel model project operations at several different
schools at the same time. Available project resources and a realization that a beginning
program is better started small--and increased gradually as the model program
demonstrates that it is beneficial to students--kept the classes to just two at each of the
participating classes. While this number of students was appropriate for initial project
implementation it did create a "a scale modeling effect" that served to limit and qualify
participating students' mathematics test achievement as the model project progressed over
several cycles of test implementation.
Because of the small number of classes at each of the participant schools, the model
project was subject to the influences of one or two teachers (unlike Brooklyn Technical
High School). In addition, the teachers volunteered to participate in the project and
therefore interest and enthusiasm were added as factors that had to be taken into
consideration in assessing the impact of the model program on student achievement. While
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there is a myriad of factors that influences student achievement in the classroom, there is
none so great as the teacher. Teachers can devote time and energy to a classroom that far
outweigh any intervention program or special curriculum and their students will
consistently achieve at high levels. Such teachers appear to have three important qualities,
they have:

1) a high scholarly interest in the subject they teach,
2) a great respect for their students and
3) a keen sense of classroom organization and management.

Probably only the last of the three qualities is modifiable. High school teachers in
possession of the three qualities can make almost any student rise to the occasion of
learning and they are generally recognized for this and held in high regard by their teacher
colleagues and administrative staff at the schools. Their presence in a model project can
greatly influence project outcomes and must be taken into account in assessing the model
project's viability and effectiveness in promoting student achievement.
The CMSP model project was designed as a parallel effort to minimize the effects of
small starting populations and single teacher influences. Presumably conducting the
project in many different school settings over repeated cycles of test implementation with a
growing student and teacher population would allow the model to be tested across a wide
range of school variables. A common outcome—high student achievement—under these
long term and parallel school project circumstances would be a fair indication that the
model project was working as intended. However, the project at the Chapter 1 schools did
not grow as expected and in the third cycle of model project test implementation, (the Fall
of 1982); the CMSP was still operating with two beginning classes at each of the three
remaining participant schools. Budgetary problems, teacher resistance and lack of support
from some school administrators combined to keep the school's participating student
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populations constant at two beginning classes. Thus at the end of the four year period it
could still be surmised that the one or two teachers that were involved in the model project
in each of the participating cycles were influencing student achievement as much as the
structural elements of the CMSP model.
This uncertainty of the effects of the CMSP model because of program size was
complicated still more by the severe problem of student attrition that was experienced at
each of the seven Chapter 1 schools that participated during the three cycles of model test
implementation. From the drastic reductions in student participants at Benjamin Franklin
and John Jay High Schools to the gradual decreases that took place at John F. Kennedy
High School, the CMSP model project was tested under conditions that made it seem as if
half of the participating student population was being selected out of the program.

It

mattered little that the attrition of CMSP students was no different from other comparable
students at the school. The fact remained that the students who stayed with the program
could be looked at as a special group of students who, at the end of a particular cycle of
model test implementation, were vastly different in student characteristics from the original
group of randomly selected students. However difficult this makes the process of judging
the value and effectiveness of the CMSP model project, it is a fact of life in Chapter 1
schools in the New York City public high school system (as in other large urban school
systems) and must be reckoned with in designing and implementing programs of
intervention aimed at wholescale student achievement in a particular subject area.
Another factor that lessened the impact of high student mathematics achievement in the
CMSP model project was the fact that there appeared to be little transference from algebra
mathematics achievement to the succeeding Regents course in geometry when the students
were mainstreamed with all other students at the school. At Brooklyn Technical High
School where objective comparisons could be made over several cycles, students who
participated in the CMSP algebra program a year earlier did no better on the Geometry
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Regents Exam than the larger student population. The situation was much worse at the
Chapter 1 schools where the invariably low number of students enrolled in Regents
Geometry precluded the formation of classes where a critical masses of high achieving
students.

The critical mass of high achieving students is necessary in Regents

mathematics classes because it provides the teacher with a reference pool upon which the
teacher can plan and manage the pace and depth of instruction for the entire class.
Regents Geometry, in particular, in its early course excursions on formal proofs can be
frustrating to teachers if only a few students in a class are able to make the conceptual leaps
in logic and reasoning.
The combination of factors that were experienced in the CMSP model project including
program size, student attrition and student achievement transference from algebra to
geometry, all served to dilute the academic accomplishments of the participating CMSP
students on the RCT and Regents Algebra Examinations. From this perspective the
CMSP model project could be viewed by the school's mathematics faculty as a useful
program intervention for 9th year students, but it hardly touched on the more complex
problem of student enrollment and achievement in upper level Regents mathematics
courses.

In this context, the advances that might have been made on a particular

educational problem (in this case Regents Algebra achievement) created an issue for the
faculty to seriously consider: whether the intervention program, if successfully
implemented, will lead to greater positive change in school achievement.
Change prescribed by intervention programs may often be resisted by the senior
faculty of educational institutions (especially those which are departmentalized like high
schools and colleges) if they are not involved in the planning and development process or
participate in the early stages of program experimentation. Through their subject matter
expertise and their long experience at the school, the senior faculty and department heads
largely influence the tradition and inherent qualities of the institution. They, in effect.
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represent thg culture and collective consciousness of the institution and, as such, need to be
consulted and relied on concerning matters that pertain to potential major changes in the
school s departmental programs. It is important to minimize the perception among the
senior faculty that changes to be implemented will undermine their long years of school
experience and academic standing at the institution.
Senior faculty must be able to question changes in a curriculum that they have worked
long and hard to master and/or develop and which they feel works to the best affect
possible. How can it really be shown the new intervention program will work any better
than the school's existing program over the long term? At best, this is a value judgement
that must be assumed by the faculty at large. Two decades of educational research have
shown that educational interventions and reforms can be initiated by outside or
administrative forces. However, it is the school's faculty that must eventually support and
nurture the new intervention processes to fruition. It is highly improbable that such long
term support can be sustained without the full consensus of the faculty and with their
belief that the new program is in the best interest of the school's teachers and students and
is in keeping with the school's tradition and available resources.
In the end, therefore, it was not so much what had been accomplished in the CMSP
model project as whether the accomplishment was acknowledged by a consensus of the
mathematics department faculty and the school administrators.

The attainment of

department faculty consensus is in itself complex because it revolves around the basic
support that is given the program by the mathematics chairperson and the relationship that
exists between the chairperson and senior members of the department faculty. Strong
support for the program can be forthcoming from both the mathematics chairperson and
principal. However, this is still insufficient if a consensus of program endorsement is not
also reached by the senior faculty. This was the situation at Chelsea and John F. Kennedy
High Schools where the CMSP model project activity eventually dissolved due to lack of a
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consensus from the senior faculty. Despite the hierarchical structure of the traditional
urban high school, departmental senior faculty wield considerable power and influence
when it comes to academic matters that relate to their background and expertise. The
ultimate decision to continue with model implementation beyond that established for
experimentation must reside with the department's senior faculty because it is they who
will be called upon to carry the burden of its future implementation and in the training of
less experienced teachers who will later participate.
The CMSP model project and its development and test implementation in the
participant schools represented one of the many precollege efforts which have been
undertaken throughout the country to increase the pool of minority students who enroll and
achieve in high school mathematics and science study.

The CMSP research and

developement work, conducted during the period from the Fall of 1978 to the Spring of
1983, was an attempt to create models that would overcome the obstacles that prevent
students in Chapter 1 schools from enrolling and achieving in a first course in Regents
algebra. In the pursuit of this goal, schools participating in the model project made
provisions to implement the model in accordance with guidelines that were a departure
from traditional mathematics programs.

The random sampling of students, the

heterogeneous class groupings, the offering of two periods of mathematics (with two
teachers) and the uniform pacing of instruction tied to bi-weekly unit tests administered by
teachers but constructed by the CMSP are all elements of a systems and field based effort
to increase the pool of students who enroll and achieve in the study of Regents algebra.
The testing of the CMSP model project was administrative as well as academic, for, in
adhering to the project guidelines, the participant schools demonstrated their capacity to
alter traditional administrative practices of student course placement and course scheduling.
The fact that CMSP participant students were selected randomly with no reference to their
junior high school records and standardized test scores was a significant step in the model
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development and research process. And besides providing heterogeneous classes of
students that could participate in the project without the selective aspects of "ability
grouping", it also demonstrated to the schools that there are alternatives to the reliance on
standardized diagnostic mathematics test scores for mathematics course placement

The

fact that the administrative changes were facilitated by the participant schools over several
cycles of model test implementation was evidence that the process of organizing the CMSP
model on a larger scale was possible. The project effort at Brooklyn Technical High
School, while focusing on a different student population from the Chapter 1 schools, was
an example of the large scale under which the model project can be implemented.
The testing of the premises and the assessment of model project effectiveness for
realizing the stated goal at Chapter 1 high schools was hampered primarily by the severe
attrition of CMSP students at each of the participant schools. However, the repeated and
consistent CMSP student achievement on the RCT and Regents Algebra Examinations
provided the timely and continuous feedback that allowed that the model curriculum to be
shaped and refined as a prototype. There was also a strong feeling amongst the CMSP
staff and several of the participant school administrators and teachers that feasibility of the
model project had been proven.
At the completion of model project activity in the Spring of 1983, the CMSP had
established both organizational and programmatic constructs that solidified the model
project for continued resaerch, development and testing. This provided the foundation for
a second phase of model project activity that would be implemented in seven Chapter 1
high schools over a four-year period (1983 to 1987) in three overlapping cycles of
two-year duration.
Access to higher education has always been determined by the strength of student
applicant's academic background, particularly by their performance record in high school.
Historically the uneven elementary and junior high school experiences of Black and
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Hispanic students in science and mathematics has limited their enrollment in precollege
mathematics in high school that is prerequisite for engineering and science programs of
college study. This complex problem has been the focus of CMSP model project efforts
over the initial four year period (1979-1983) in which repeated cycles of model test
implementation enabled significant improvements in student mathematics achievement in
Algebra coursework and the formation of a model curriculum prototype. What appears to
be evident in the CMSP model project work is that despite the inadequate mathematics
schooling prior to their high school entry participating students were able to secure a solid
mathematics foundation upon which to enroll and achieve in a first course in Regents
Algebra. If students' mathematics achievement continues to hold in the larger scale testing
of the model curriculum prototype, then a significant step will have been made to better
understand the pervasive problem that has for too long limited Black and Hispanic students
enrollment in traditional high school mathematics courses of study and their access to
programs of college study in engineering and science.

Sic********
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716.979
1,129464,025

72461459

33,484,152
35.732.302
21.785,207
1,036,799,287
27,400,595
40,636,883
4.504,550
565,529
716,979
1401425,484

34.879
29,217
29,086
20.947
25.477
14,526
17,911
19.501
10,391
21411

974.8
765.2
1.2494
18.9
070 1
334.5
3.720.8
32.268.4
13,562.1
16.5

36
38
23
1,108
29
43
5
1
1
IJ8«

6,731.359
6,120
1.318,934
8^56421

11,867,943
1,417.194
14,166,655
27451,792

29,890,520
7,400,159
65,362,134
102,732,821
1431.996446

42,267,376
33,345
7,407,968
49,700489
122,070,148

72,157.904
7,513,504
72.770,102
152,441410
1454466.994

6.08
5.30
5.14
545

.1
.7
.1

77
8
78
163
1447

t attaBarBaBla

6.5
1.0
3.222.0
191.0
34.5

STAFF COST Ptt PUPIL
TL 1.317
RE
130
By Numhm Of SdflB
-1000
PUPA TfACHft tATIO
By Numkm Of Idinli
-IS
% OF TEACHttl WITH S Ot MOtl YIAtS (XPttlfMCf
By Nvmtm Of SrttaaU
-SO
tfOULAt TlAOfttS ON SALAtY SOMDUlf C-1
tfOULAt TTACMftS ON SALAtY SOtCDUlf C-2
UOULAt TIACHCtS ON SALAtY SOtCDUlf C4
TOTAL

TTl 1447
34
1000-1299
19.2
15-17.9
151
84.4
JO-69.9
15
Numkm
4,784
18.015
25.063
47462

184,884
30,255
66,822,614
4,068,738
454,968

PUPIL/ STAFF
tATIO

STAFF CC»T
Ptt PUPIL

270

1300-1599

370

1600-1899

174

1900 +

217

18-20.9

289

21-23.9

205

24 +

122

70-79.9

201

80-49.9

375

90 +

319

74
Parcant
10.0
376
52.4
100.0
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•OARD OR IDOCATKIM OR TO* CITY OR NSW YORK
IRR1-IRR3 SCHOOL RRORILIS
DISTRICT

S

UVU . JUNIOR WOM/INTUMUNATI SCHOOL

CHARTCR I

SCHOOL

RORO MANHATTAN

43

DR ADR IRAN 07-0*

_RHYSICAL RACjUTY DATA
ADOOItS

SO* W#tl 1JY si

YRAR OR CONSTRUCTWN
TYRR OR CONSTRUCTION

CARAcrrr

1936
flnpnml TImimui
1.605

RRRCRMT UTRJZAnON

70.3

<0037

HI

690-5977

MOOHNIIATION

MO OR ANMIXI1
If 67

PUPIL 0ATA
tSOUTH (10/M/tl)

1.044

AVIBAOR DAILY BtOlfTU ROB SCHOOL YIAB IftS-lfBS

1.030

(THMC COMROSmON (BY O1A0R)
^.rw
4kt4L MO4AM
9—
Na %
307
At. 1
At. 1
173
IAS
70.A
AS
171
71*
m.i

MAM 7
OAAM •
MAM t
SftOAL
TOTAL

AMAM

VANC
7 OR—
140
310
•1
31 3
74
393
t
13.3
3*4
39.1

hwi
7
.4
1.1

3
1
3
1

7

ATTMANCi <*
Of And—— Oatty N#»4m)
M9A9TUAI3 (9—t Of Aiudrd- Oatfy 9r—)

TMT SCOftfS

MAM
7
t
9

fUftl
TAM MO
mr
439
237
763

1

MAPIMO
MAAN OtAM
•OUIVALJMT
TOTAL TOT
7.2
9.0
•0

.1

TttCWT
NOMOTN
170
•00
no

TOTAL
Mw—r A—
All
lttJD
337
toot
loot
3A3
74
100.0
1I***
10tt

AOAAftUOAft (7dr— Of A—— Oa*y ■•#—)
ftoAAonom (fDR— o« 4— iota a— no
NOAM AM) TO fAMAJKl WITH M9

I3.t
34.9
St 0

asuoD/mi uincn mmii inm ot it/it/o

WHffl
N— 9—at
1
3

avo a
un
29J
3t.A
30.3
13J
SSJ
39 9
94.9
A31

MATHfMATTCl

% AT/AtOVf
OtAM
iivm
44.3
334
41.9

% 1 YIAA
mow MAM
uva
37 A
230
47 9

% 2 TUB
AALOW MAM
uva
21.3
14A
32 4

wai
TAMMO
TOT
440
275
300

% AT/AAOW
MAM
uva
320
342
343

% 1 TUI
AALOW MAM
uva
31 3
31 4
407

% 3 YtAAS
mow OAAM
uva
34.3
337
427

STAFF DATA
ANNUAL SALAAMS (f)

NUMAAt Of fOSmONS/NOUM
Tri Uvy

Tri Levy
TOSITION TITUS^i1
Ae.» 9»——1
•-—
** ■-» Cmmt imkm
liDRiay
SOI TOTAL
HOUtlY TITUSlaiHaD* fa—
SUt TOTAL
TOTAL

STARR COST RDI RURR

1.0
2.0
73 0
10
20
TAt
4.719
12.113
14.934

Tt 2.071

At

1 0
2.0
730
10
2.0
•It

43.244
71.630
1.974 340
31.137
39.234
2tStt99

12.213
1.433
13.949

17.004
13770
19774

37.343
•6.330
173 A 71
MOJ7I

149

TTi 2J47

30

•1

KMUUUI TlACMKt ON fALAKY KNBUU C-l
nouui TlACMttt ON lALAIt KMDUU C-l
MOOLAI Y1ACMH ON SALA1Y fCMBUU C4
TOTAL

tilwil u ~i bMa

T—

79.134

43.244
71.630
1.933.474
31.137
39.234

79.139

11177*1

97.944
11.293
RRZS1
179747

123.299
97.613
222.904
U40>4|

rsmufiA*
kmmm
43.244
33.923
26 046
31.137
19.117
34792

1.030 0
3230
140
1 030 0
3230
lit

41
49
1.940
30
34
utu

737
709
7t4

1
.1

119
n
212
1347

fU9* T1AOM KATIO
% Of TUOAR1 WVTN 1 M MOM YlAAf (
10
It
43
73

137
347
61 A
100-0

Appendix B
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KATIO
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977
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1982/83 COMMIJNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT ENROLLMENT
XITX„,^ IN THE
BOROUGHS OF NEW YORK CITY
INCLUDING NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF BLACK & HISPANIC STUDENTS

TOTAL
ENROLL.

BLACK &

% BLACK &

HISPANIC

HISPANIC

MANHATTAN
District #
1
2
3
4
5
6

10,920
17,658
12,127
13,757
11,218
.12,391

9,654
6,864
10,636
12,955
11,163
1&242

88.4%
38.9%
87.7%
94.2%
99.6%
94.6%

Total Elementary
Total JHS/IS
Total

60,409
24.662
85,071

49,319
20.302
69,621

81.6%
82.3%
81.8%

BRONX
District #
7
8
9
10
11
12
Total Elementary
Total JHS/IS
Total

BROOKLYN
District #
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
32
Total Elementary
Total JHS/IS
Total

14,238
21,117
26,849
32,608
21,580
IJ.,323.

14,152
18,166
26,292
26,879
16,490
15.087

99.4%
86.0%
97.9%
82.4%
76.4%
98.4%

90,755
40.960
131,715

80,555
36.511
117,066

88.7%
89.1%
88.8%

16,638
18,470
20,360
10,513
25,879
17,276
24,136
23,199
20,155
23,503
12,450

16,214
16,654
15,490
10,494
25,228
12,525
22,193
8,034
7,732
10,591
12,417

16.Q2Q

15.43,8

97.4%
90.2%
76.1%
99.8%
97.5%
72.5%
91.9%
34.6%
32.9%
45.1%
99.7%
96.4%

162,161
66.438
228,599

123,266
49.744
173,010

76.0%
74,81’
75.6%

SOURCE: School Profiles 1982-83- New York City Board of Education
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1982/83 COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT ENROLLMENT
IN THE FIVE BOROUGHS OF NEW YORK CITY
INCLUDING NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF BLACK & HISPANIC STUDENTS
(cont.)

TOTAL
ENROLL.
QUEENS
District #
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
33

24,662
20,052
12,101
27,604
20,299
21,397
21,818
1.337

Total Elementary
Total JHS/IS
Total

BLACK &
HISPANIC

% BLACK &

HISPANIC

11,567
5,540
2,992
15,943
13,410
18,052
10,803

46.9%
27.6%
24.7%
78.5%
66.1%
84.4%
49.5%
46.3%

101,215
48.055
149,270

53,454
25,472
78,926

52.8%
53.0%
52.9%

STATEN ISLAND
District #
31

32,822

5,215

18.0%

Total Elementary
Total JHS/IS
Total

20,516
12.277
32,893

3,730
2.185
5,915

18.2%
17.8%
18.0%

m

SOURCE: School Profiles 1982-83. New York City Board Qf Education
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•OARD Of KDUCAT!ON Of TH8 CITY Of N8W YORK
IfRR-lftS SCHOOi PROfUJS
DISTRICT

9
SUMMARY RY DISTRICT

fWYSICAl fACUITY DATA
mu—■ of school*
TIM Of COM1MC1WM
rot of ceMinucnOM
CMAOTT
waff umtADOM
ly NMtli Of Mali

ii

oun» i schools
-HDD
0
W»piM< TWwat
17
1P.254
00.1
•40
IS

it
wououw T
HOO-H29
2
0

*2U

o

o

\»+

ii.isi

•03
12.1
15.5
•3.7
15 2
11.0
15.4
•0.1
•12
70.0
•IP
ttJ

%

1

.1

1

.1

4
1
1
4
1
3
3
0
1
1
2
17

3

ATTtMOAMCI (PmmO Of 0 ««Ml ONy SmM»)
ly Hmm+m Of Mwak
AOAUSUOUS (Pmmc Of Awn ON* lipim)
ly Nv— Of SOmO
MPAOTUOIS (Piwo Of A ■f|i Daty B«0M*ar)
•v rnmkm Of IAmO
PDO00QTSONI (Pmwi Of Im 1— lo«M*w)
•v H*m9m Of tOwA
LUM04 MOM— (P
It
Of 1
TO * A

.3
.1

170
213
101
131
143
17*
14*
201
1**
74
101
1,*I0

.4
.3
-3
-3
.4
.1
1.1
2
J
150
0
441
0
203
0
72.0
15

-40
-»
-M

1*2
177
1A2
13*
144
104
14.0
1*2
HA
20.2
17.2
17j0

Nfl
1
.1
*
.1

1
1
1

1
1
4
1

.1
.1
2
1

0
11

A
.1

ma
1411
1.111
1AOO
*01
*77
1A01
1A02
1 ATI
MS
«M
11JU

MIAM NAM
tom VAUNT
TOTAL TIST
25
24
4.3
3.0
63
74
♦2
*0

% AT/AOOV1
04A04
uva
42.1
404
251
471
421
31 1
37 7
41 *

!4i

IMA
IMA
IMA
IMA
IMA
IMA
IMA
IMA
IMA
IMA
IMA
IMA

no

•2*
07.4
134
•0 7
*24
*07
•1A
*2.1
*44

19 1
31 9
147
30J
117
IT 4
204

203•7
K7

00-0*

0

70-7*

2

M-M

•o-n

0

00-1*

3

00-7*

AN

13

40-4*

2

00-7*

10-04

1

•M*

1

M-00

1

READING

TIST SCOftfS
pum
TAKOfO
HST
1 006
969
1 003
964
1 026
1 S3*
909
205

100-11*

fUfll DATA

Mb.
712
999
970
P11
140
7P1
*07
1.213
00*
115
707

*

0

1

IMS

(M/2*/M) 11.210
(OT
KMDOITN
OCAOt 1
NAM 2
OtAM 1
OOAM 0
OOAOt S
00AM 0
00AM 7
ORAM •
00AM t
SPtOAL
TOTAL

im-iiM

MATHIMAT CS

% 1 TSAI
MOW 01AM
UVIL
21 2
21 0
21*
26 7
24 7
321
22*
47 *

PUP04 % AT/A0C
TAKIMO
00AM
TIST
uva
1.134
434
3*7
1.013
1.173
42 0
1 003
32 0
47.2
1.072
33*
1 6*2
32.3
1.003
200
203

% 2 TIAOS
MOW 00AM
uva
12
02
7.2
37
142
203
11.7
22 0

% l rtAfl
MLOW OOM

uva

uva

II
ll.f
11*

2.1
127

24
IJ

lot
234

17.0

51 4
007

21.0
427

212

lit

STAff DATA
ANNUAL UUA—t (|) __
PUNL/STAN
RATIO
Aiiw|l
TafM
—mmM.

MU—I OP POSITlONS/HOUtt
Twfwl

1mm Uvy

170
110
071.3
130
20.5

071.6*0
317.414
13.f72.071
3*7.301
4*3.024
!7,f2f,*11

T«a Uvy
OOSlTlON TITUS-

'"sUOTOTAA
HOUtkV TITUSSinty OnwO
OAw HwHy
SUBTOTAL
TOT AC,

Tl 1.7PS

02A
101.340
23100
122.412

■!

PUPA T1AOND 1ATTO
It-Of MmO
_
% OP T1AOMBS NTT* 1^1 MOM T1AD1 UPAMNC

1*1
HM

1.1
142-443

411.MO
131.31*
1.S31.P2*
1AM.42S
21 AH AH

104703
1f.*Q3
23* *040 .

174.130
1A17A01
2.12**00

m i.*m

071.0*0
217.414
17.M5.343
3*7.301
4*2.024
ItMUTt

3**23
33.21*
23.444
30.577
11.027
2376!

654.0
1.012 J
14.4
•57 1
4201
IS.1

1.254.443
131.31*
1.713703
3.10072*

7.02
4*6
7.13
7J2

.1
■9

-IS

4

10
44

vm
112
12
154
271

\.m

1

1MO-1 PM

0

IMP*

10

11-17*

10-JM

O

11-MA

1

•04-

0

10-4*.*

0

70-7**

3

M-M.*

10

M4

4

•3.2
0

01
25
1.522

0

10.7

-M
IMUU1 TIACMMtS ON IALAIT SOMMAJ C-1
UOULAA TlAOfMl ON SALAIT SOMDUU C-1
ItOULAB TtACHttS ON SALAIT SOMDUU C4
TOTAL

72*A

1.112,003

I

fm PUPA
•v M—0» Of IOiA

30.13*
1*.*Q3
213710
2*1 AM

42.0

1

ST APR COST

17.0
110
62* .3
130
20.5
0*7 A

P
i

NwOhI
Out Trm(AOi)
TmOmi
omo CMowitt

STAN con
— PUP*

•7
24*
313
04*

Appendix D1

13.4
314
413
IMA
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•OARD Of EDUCATION OPTHB CITY Of MW YOU
im-ms school nomn

DISTRICT U

SUMMARY BY OtSTVICT
PHYSICAL FACILITY-DATA

nsi SCORIS

_MAbmo__MATHt^ng

MU

IUM

% AY/AOOVf
MAM

% 1 TUI

oaow mam
uvm

uvm
n i
77 1

1.017

5.3
0.7
ft
70

70

1.10
1.041

01J
01.0
75 0

1.103
1.301

MM
077

•3 0

uvm

ISO

.1
i.i
o
n
2-3
7.3

73
11.9

It
34

•4

•2.2

% 3 run
OAOW MAM

pins
TIM no
TW
I.OtO
1.101
1.300
i.ott
1.237
1.393
1.307

% AT/AAOV9
MAM

uvm

% 1 TUI

oaow MAM
uvm

• 14
•34
70 J
04.0
04 1
704
73.3
77 2

930

24
3.0
10.7
•A

% 1 TUB
00AM

oaow

uvm
24
*
44
34
3J
13.0
94
11.9

•1
219
10J
109

STAFF 0ATA
MUOOQM 09 OOMTlONi/MOWtS
Tub Uvy
TbM
23 0
90
2.0
092.0
100
300
20
7744

AmT Ma(AOu)
Ami TiMM
TmA«
Thrlrt f mm bOu
IimWv
OtfMY OPCfeMl
SUBTOTAL
MOUOIT TITUSIpM Pmm
iBMFffy ObuO
OffWP Huffy
SUBTOTAL
TOTAL
not coot

no

worn

"n i.043

TUOm/fTAOO
•a no

23 0
90
2.0
7190
100
300
20
M04

1.029.454
310.271
70.099
17.977.311
300.900
040.003
43 432
AMU1I

1.029.454
310.271
70.099
10.374.213
300.900
040.003
43.432
mfoi.no

41.(70
35.303
15.350
23.033
30.097
17.940
22.720
mm

4030
1.347 2
0.042 J
109
1.212 J
3304
0.002 J
14.1

9.220
10,709

120.091
22.019
144.371
300401

•00.010
100.047
977 003
1.940400
OMMt

094.130
100.047
1.043.494
1490.491
334094M

7 40
703
722
7M

.1
J
.1

01

TTl 1.900

174
11.401

«f

(f)
TmW

27.0

109.409
22.019
133.343
307473

AMMUAl III
Taa lurry

1

OOSITIOM TITUS-

Appendix D2

390.902

900.913
0AI34
03.049
1S1433
700JS

ITAIf COfT
m pui
03
20
0
1.532
13
33
4

\jn
74
13
00
173
1,90i
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Li AIL

]

IH5P

iHA-9/H—

COMPREHENSIVE MATH 1 SCIENCE PROGRAM (CHSP)
PREALGEBRA:

PREEVALUATION EXAM

□JUS:

5CU0BL

^S^SsTRu?TTBI^^to»w«^T^rqu#»t?ont^^ho!^U«»or!Ml^!h^«*c^T^y7d»(P
Etch problf It worth 5 point*.

1)

Add:

6Z0,0</£
-387,29?

86,347 ♦ 473,845 ♦ 69,682 ♦ 329

!

3)

4)

93S>

X 607

51

.i.i
5*6

7)

2.1
5 * I

29) 20,4/6

6)

5
T2

.
"

3
4

|

J

8)

9)

82.4

♦

9.36

4 I
8

♦

21

♦

.

2 2
4

10)
B.702

61.3

Appendix El
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|

8.79
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Appendix E2

COMPREHENSIVE MATH & SCIENCE PROGRAM (CMSPI
LISTING OF CMSP ADVISORY PANEL MEMBERS 1979 / 80

George Altomare, Vice President
United Federation of Teachers

Karen Nicholls, Student
Washington Irving High School

Richard Brucato, Principal
Brooklyn Technical High School

Nydia Novoa, Director
Rafael Cordero Bilingual School

Linda Carnes, Contributions Advisor
Exxon Corporation

George Quarles, Chief Administrator
Office of Career Education

David B. Easson, Major General
United States Air Force

Nathan Quinones, Executive Director
Division of High Schools
New York City Board of Education

Ronald Edmonds, Senior Assistant to
the Chancellor for Instruction
New York City Board of Education

David Reyes-Guerra, Executive Director
Engineer's Council for Professional
Development

Sandra Kuntz, Vice-President
International Paper Co. Foundation

Chor Weng Tan, Dean
School of Engineering
The Cooper Union

Peter Likins, Dean
School of Engineering & Applied Science
Columbia University

Melvin Taylor, Principal
Benjamin Franklin High School

Appendix F
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•OMD Of (OUCATION Of TNI CITY Of NEW YORK
MS1VICT

IWWNO SCHOOL PROFIUS
uvil - JUNIOR HIOH/INTfRMIDIATI SCHOOL

4

mu i

SCHOOL

BORO MANHATTAN

45

ORAM Sf AN 07-04

PHYSICAL FACILITY DATA
ADM ESS
YEAR Of CONSTRUCTION
TVft Of' CONSTRUCTION
CAfAOTT
NRCMT UnUZATION

2351 Firti Am
1958

m

10035

440-5438

NO Of ANNEXES

2

Fireproof Threoot

1.413
•0.4

PUPIL DATA
RfOtSTER (10/31/74)

1.136

AVERAGE DAILY REOfSTER FOR SCHOOL YEAR 1474-1*40

1,132

ETHNIC COMfOSITION (BY CLASS)

OAADt
7
8
9

MAIM ICOOtS
OAADt
8

TOTAL

55
40
11
9
115

108
82
16.7
12.3
10.1

PNIC8NT
ptOMono
82 0
870
100.0

509
488
66
73
1.136

100.0
100.0
1000
100.0
1004

ADMISSIONS (ImmI Of .. DaUy UftoMt)
PROMOTIONS CNwI Of him 1900 AofNtoO
NORM tJO TO PAMAJtS WITH NFCMOCNT CMADRfN

PUPILS
TAKING
TOT
447
436
63

MIAN OAADt
•OUlVAifNT
PT1 VOCAO
6.4
7.6
9.3

MIAN OAAOt
•OUI VAUNT
PT2 COMPAf
7.2
8.2
10.4

PUPILS
TAKING
TUT
438

MIAN OAADt
IOUI VAUNT
PT1 CONCPT
8.3

MIAN OAADt
IOUI VAUNT
m COMPUT
7.6

> £

■ADM SCOttS

4
83 7
19.7
70.0

WHfTI

ff|

7

ATVMDANCf (Pwwr» Of Awif Daily Bftotf)
NPAATUAU (PmMrt Of Atih|i My loffetof)
pan umch KMmn (Pm**« of 10/31/79 A#*i«tar)

MNPANfC
NvoMt fWEll
264
51.9
284
58.2
28
42.4
31
42.5
607
S34

MIAN OAADt
IOUIVAUNT
PT3 WAD SKU

■c • o-

TOTAL

ASIAN
Nwnfcar P (iwiil
1
.2
.4
2
4
6.1

J
i
1
i

•LACK
AM. MOIAN
NaaiSir Nhim
Hm
%
189
37.1
162
33.2
17
25.8
6 9.1
33
45.2
UJ
401
0
J

NADI 7
MAOf •
OAADt •
fPKlAI

MIAN OAADt
IOUIVAUNT
TOTAL TUT
7.9

MIAN OAADt
SOUI VAUNT
PT3 APPUC

avo a
SIZI
29.1
296
33.0
12.2
274
21.9
79 4

457

% AT/AOOVt
OAADt
•OUfVALfNT
293
31.0
5S.7

% 1 YIAt
l&OW OAADt
8QUWALMT
534
47.5
333

% 2 YfAAS
•MOW OAAOt
IOUWALINT
31 8
28.7
7.9

% AT/AOOVt
OAADt
IOUIVAUNT

% 1 YIAA
SHOW OAADt
IOUIVAUNT
47.7

% 2 YIAAS
SHOW OAADI
(OUIVAUNT
314

290

STAFF DATA
Tti Uvy

AMmAopdoMd

PUPIL/ST APT

ANNUAL SALARIES ($)

NUMBER Of POSITIONS/HOURS
Tttal

Tax Uvy

1.0
3.0
804
4
3.0
14
894

37.076
•7.870
1.252.135
12.681
26.482
19.806
1436450

16,219
3,052
30.861
50,132

6.564
16.253
153.567
176484

AoiaiAvftaAi#

ST APT COST
Pit PUPA

AATtO

Total

Avaioff

37,076
87.870
1.552.035
12.681
39.127
19.806

37.076
29.290
19.280
25.362
13.042
19.806
19467

1.132.0
377.3
14.1
2.264.0
377.3
1.1320
124

5.76
5.33
5.11
143

.1
A

POSITION TITUS
NNPp.l
PlUPpil
Ire**.
R*N ..

EURTOTAL
"OURiT titles.
Pm
s—*1 aMf
MrroTM
TOTAL

n*ff

con

F4i pup*.

ER4IAA1 TEACHERS ON
B4<MI TEACHERS ON
—WAR TIAONRS ON
TOTAL

1.0
3.0
64.0
4
2.0
1.0
71J

164
1.0
174
15,020

1,199
3.052
30.077
84p32S

Tl 1.424

714
IS 404

RE

KMDUI Ol
SON DU LI C-2
SOROUU 04

357

m 1741
ffoarAar
21
28
31
80

299.900
12.645
iiufs

1JMS4S

86.861

93.425
16.253
157.744

4,177
91438
603483

267422
2416417

PUPIL TIACMM RATIO
% OF TIAONRS WITH S OR MORE YEARS EXP4RNNCI
Pmaat
26.3
35 0
386
1004

Appendix Gl

33
78
1471
11
35
17
1444

236
1481

14 1

Mi
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BOARD Of (OOCAHON Of TMI CITY Of NEW YORK
1«7fu1«R0 SCHOOL PROFILES
LEVEL - JUNIOR HtOH/INTIRMEOIATI SCHOOL

DISTRICT 13
TITO I

•ORO BROOKLYN

SCHOOL 117

ORADE Sf AN 07-E*

PHYSICAL FACILITY DATA
300 WIEoyjhby An
1933

YEAR Of CONSTRUCTION
TYF! Of CONSTRUCTION
CAPACITY
POICCNT UTILIZATION

11203

TEL

834-6904

NO Of ANNEXES

Fkmpnot Tlwvout

1.293
70.6

PUPIL DATA
RfOISTM (10/31/79)

AVERAOE DAILY REOISTER FOR SCHOOL YEAR 1979-1900

914

ETHMC COMPOSITION (BY CLASS)

OCAM 7
OCAM •
VMAL
TOTAL

•LACK
Hum+m TbftoM
343
73J
74.6
296
81.7
33
494
74.1

Me.
1

%
.2

1

.1

ASIAN
8ImMbm hwii«
1
.2

1

ATT8NOANC8 (f»»—I Ol Awn Omltf *.*UW,>
OVARTURfS (MM Ol A»M|| 0M»v Ry*NM.)
FMi LUNCH fUOMUS |f«M Ol 10/81/79 ItHiMtl

mnxn reo—*

PUftS
TAKINO

NAM
7
331

MATH SCOCfS
OOAOI
•

CUTIS
TAKINO
TfST
312

.1

WHHI
Hvmhm
PeiebrI
A
2
1
.3

PBfBBRt
23.3
23.2
11.3
23J

Hmmbm
106
100
7
313

J

3

PHCWT
TCOMOTM
87.0
*1.0

TOTAL
Nm4bt PwiRt
100 A
433
100.0
397
100.0
42
914
100.0

MIAN OCAM
tOUWAUNT
m vocai
6.4
7.3

MIAN NAM
IOUWALIMT

MIAN OCAOI
MOW AUNT
TT1 CONCTT
1.3

MIAN OCAM
MOIVAUNT
m COMTOT
8.0

m coMPti

MIAN OIAOI
lOiX VAUNT
m WRO SKIS

MIAN OCAM
lOUt VAUNT
TOTAL TUT

7.1
1.4

6.1
10

MIAN OCAOI
MOW AUNT
TTS ATTUC

MIAN OCAOI
MOW AUNT
TOTAL TUT
8.1

a v« a
sm
2li
MJ
133
37J
22.0

ADMISSIONS (IMM Ol Ainm*. 0M»» Ry*teW.)
PROMOTIONS IMM Ol Mm 19*0
NO*M AM TO 9AMAJ8S WITH 08P8N08MT CMUM8N

*2.3
20 9
40.2

911

K> 1

491

% AT/ABOVI
OCAM
MUWAUNT
299
37.3

% 1 YIAI
•NOW OCAM
MOW AUNT
30J
41.1

% 2 ruts
MOW OCAM
MUWAiMT
294
263

% AT/AIOVt
OCAOI
MOW AUNT
34.3

% 1 YIAI
ftliOW OCAOI
MOIVAUNT
43.6

% 2 YUM
BILOW OCAM
MOWAUNT
*43

STAFF DATA
MUM888 Of POSmONS/HOUtS

T«M

Tea Uvy

Tn Uvy

POSITION TITUS1.0

1.0

2.0

2.0
2.0

31.3
1.0

20

33-3
1.0

2.0
1.0

1.0

2j8
12,493
•71
11.639
12*337

Tl 1.394

906

13*399

IE

MODI 4R T1ACMMH ON SALARY SOMDULf C-1
MNU1 AC TIAONtS ON SALAtY SCHROUU C-3
MOULAl I1ACMR8S ON SALARY SCMDUU C4

139

12.493
•71
12.363
33.931

PUP1L/STA9P

ANNUAL SALAMI (S)
TbM

Afirtr

34.211
31.310
998.076
24.043
30.337
18.872

34.281
29,290
18.634
26,043
13.179
18.872

CiIMbhbMb

34,211
33.310
933.462
26.043
30337

42.414

13.372
1,133*397

43*414

1,14M11

19*3M

79,474

79,474
4.410
44,413
141,371

6.16
3J3
3.13
IJ1

4.410
39.3C9
64,269
1,109,044

4.124
4*303
134*914

•

U14J33

TUTC TIACMR RATIO
% 09 TIACHCCS WITH S OR MOC3 Y1AC3 I

m \A
tm
10
13
20
40

PbeebwI
20J
373
41.7
1004

TOTAL

Appendix G2

STAFF COP

RATIO
918.0
439.0
17.2
918.0
439.0
*18.0
13J
.1
1.0
.1

64
1.087

a

a
21

i jn
v

3
70

162

1 A*
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■OAM) OF MMJCATION Of THf OTV Of NCW YORK
1979-1980 SCHOOL PROHUS
UVSL - JUNIOR HtOH/NfTUMKMATI SCHOOL

DSIRICT 13

RORO RROOKLYN

SCHOOL 251

mu I

ORAM SPAN 87-OR

PHYSICAL PAaUTY DATA
141 Macon $t

TSAR OP CONSTRUCTION
TTPt OP CONSTRUCTION
CAPAOTY

11216

TIL

NO Of ANNRXIS

134-6916

1

1953
fbapcaaf TLniawl

1.261
100.6

WTROATION

PUPIL DATA
nMSIB (10/91/79)

AVMAOI DAILY RMiSTM POR SCHOOL YIAR 1979-1900

1.269

flMRC COMPOSITION (IT CLASS)

a
un

A VO

TOTAL
14
10
19
43

101 Ai
LT1WDAMCS (hnM Of A.. Da«y taffeta.)
■NAlTURfS (Nncn Of *»■««■ OaOy 6a*fe.a.)
Mi LUNOf NIONin (Psnaaf Of 11/11/79 ..

6

MAIM ICORU
ORAM

I

1

2

M2
104

1
2

.9
2

112
1*29

294
315
115
164

63 0
69.0

100*
100.0
100 j0
100*

31 0
76.1
S42

AM4ISNONS {fMN Of ... Oatfy NiM
PROMOTIONS (fllNKt Of iMM I960 l»alM»i)
NORM AN TO f AAARJB WITH I

634
375
46.9

MIAN ORAM
60MVALJNT
9T3 WRD IKLS

543
493

MIAN ORAM
60UIVALINT
912 COMPRI
75
65

MIAN ORAM
MMVAUNT
TOTAL TRST
7.2
1.1

« AT/AAOV1
ORAM
•QUTVALNfT
394
34.1

% I TSAI
IMOW ORAM
60WVAUNT
435
44.0

% 1 T1ARS
6NOW ORAM
60WVAL6NT
29.1
274

9UPRS
TAKOfO
TOT
479

MIAN ORAM
MUIVALfNT
9T1 CONCPT
1.0

MIAN ORAM
■QUIVALINT
PT2 COM9UT
7.4

MIAN ORAM
•OUfVAUNT
9T2 A9PUC

MIAN ORAM
tOUIVALINT
TOTAL TOT
7.7

% AT/AROVf
ORAM
MUfVAtMT

% 1 YIAR
•MOW ORAM
■OUTVALNfT
49 1

% 1 YIARS
(NOW ORAM
ROUfVALNfT
24 3

mi

7

n

MIAN ORAM
60WVAUNT
PT1 VOCA6
44
75

9UPRS
TAKMO
■RAM

rmmm
2.1
2.0
14*
14

1.250

22.1

STAFF DATA

M

In lavy

•44

65

1.0
1*
1.0
•I*
1J
3 JO
09*

11544

14524

29.190

1.040
17544

»*
17.247
44533

1.0

1.0
15
765
15

AM MMtaf)

35

15
H0U6LT TITUS.
•74
14.227
10447

T Mat

Tv lavy

fOtITION TTTU6.
NNOpN

9U9R/STA99

ANNUAL SALARIIS (I)

NWMRIR Of POWWON6/NOURS

23.241
29.290
29.290
1*G3.M9
27.122
42.292
1*21,790
79.121
4.447
11.517
146513
1567.102

59.277

•9*77
111.941
4.320
114466
176546

RATIO

A*

23.241
29.290
29.290
1*43.1M
27.122
42.292
1*41*27

22.241
29.290
29.290
19.120
24.722
14,099
19*42

1.230.0
1.230.0
1,230.0
13J
•23 J
414.7
14*

191,074
A447
64.037

459
353
4.96

14
-1

361560
2522447

657

6TA79

con

fM fUPR
27
23
23
1531
30

39
1563
133

1519

TOTAL

mm

con

rm

fin

n >476

•!

■MAI IRAOfNN ON 6AIARY MODULI C-l
NOULAR 1SAONR6 ON 6A1ART 6CNNMIU C.3
H ill TVACMR6 ON IA1ART IONDUU C-4
TOTAL

u»

9U9R T1ACHM RATIO
__
% Of T1AOH WITH I OR MORI T1AR6 txrmmtrt

m 1519
11
43
24
72

14.1
33.1
20.2
100*

Appendix G3

135
705
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district r$

K>AM> OF EDUCATION Of THE CITY Of NEW YORK
IfTE-lfRO SCHOOL profiles
LEVEL - ACADEMIC COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOL

EORO MANHATTAN

SCHOOL 439 ESNJAMIN FRANKUN

MADE SPAN EE-11

mu i

PHYSICAL FACILITY DATA
116 Slmt A F D toowv*tt 0n»«

YEAR Of CONSTRUCTION
TYPE Of CONSTRUCTION
CAPACITY

I00?9

TIL

876-4639

NO Of ANNEX 11

1942
Fireproof Thruout

2,639

_PUPIL DATA_
IIWSTH (10/31/79)

2,021

AVERAGE DAILY REOISTf* FOR SCHOOL YEAR 1979-1960

1.837

ETHMC COMPOSITION (BY CLASS)
NhmAwv

•RAM 9
•RAM 19
•RAM 11
•RAM It

462
221
192
200
54
i,isr

WEEMS
TOTAL

Pmmmt
564
46.0
61.9
61.9
57.4

564

AM. MOCAN
IM %
1
2
1
6

ASIAN
Mhmfcwr Pdp—wt

4
4
4
4

ATIMBAMCi ... Of |HM|| OoRy Rl|IM»)
OWARTURRS ... Of A.. DNv RopNtOr)

HISPANIC
ffumfcT IefeerI
43.7
359
236
51.7
115
37.1
127
378
39
41.3
878
414

60J
63.2

WHH1
NweeAwp

TbeemH

1

.3

1
2

1.1
.1

AMM1MOM (Imm Of
Oo»> Uttttm)
PM UPNOi HJOflLIS (PM Of 16/11/79 UfUtm)
NORM AS TO FAMUUB WITH DfffNMMT CMUPRtM

ESTIMATED PERCENT OF STU0ENTS READMO TWO OR MORE YEARS BELOW GRADE LEVEL

(TUORNTI
HA0UATMQ
236

TOTAL
IlFWRl
•21
1000
460
1004
*10
1004
836
100.0
100 jO
96
1004
2421

NmeeeLw

41.9
MJ
1.00

71.0

PIKMT 09 OAADUATYS AfflTMO TO:
Few Ynt CeIeim
C«ml CeMeu
OAef IriHMIere
23.9
11.1
9

NANTB ONLOMAS/CKTWICATtS
Mmebtbm
Pormml
91
40.3

STAFF DATA
numkm of positions/houm
Tm Imt

_annual salaws <$>_

T«tN

T«m Uvy

1.0
1.0
3.0
•50
3.0
9.0
1.0
1.0
1004

39.389
29,290
143.962
1.518.643
50.945
136.369
17459
10,391
1.968J68

a.197

37,111
7.538
41,302
66,131

116.673
39,077
180,799
8*6449
1361.117

216

m 14*6

|

IiMemWe

T«M

A»if|i

309.303
73,160

39.389
29,290
143.962
1,121.146
126.123
136,369
17,339
10,391

164661

U1IA11

39,389
29.290
28.792
21.300
23,223
13.132
17.339
10.391
11666

100,140

216.021
39,077
213.926
8714*6
L6MAI

n*%jti**
KATIO

posmo* TimsAmi MKAM)
Am! F*ML«P>
|y.^ M.| |Sovotorf
0Aa» PwNiH
ttMOVM

1.0
1.0
3.0
70.0
2.0
94
1.0
1.0
N4

13.0
3.0

1M

HOUOLT TITUS|th

—

o8m Mr
tUSTOTAL
TOTAL

ivAfp oocv mt wi
AVAN CLAM SOI

1AH3

20,990
7S»
35,410
61,964

Tl 1,250

6.004

IK

37.1

C-l
C-3
MOULU TIAONKS ON
TOTAL

04

33.127
183473
SI 9,988

544
5.18
340
348

1,827.0
1,827.0
363.4
214
363.4
2030
1427.0
1,027.0
16,9

4

PUT* TtAOMI KATIO (Ormwl)
PUnL/TIACMM tAHO (Pm Sub*Dd Ponod)
_
% 09 TIAONKS WITH S OC MOM YIAKS B7MNO

98
21.0
62.2
100j0

Appendix G4

ITA#9 con
rm purl
22
16
79
1,001
69
75
10
6
UH
119
21

111

IAN

20J
24J
654

304

•OAM) OF COUCATION Of THi CITY Of MW YORK
»CHOOi profius
- ACAMMK COMPRIMNSIV1 MOM SCHOOL

MflUCT n
imi i

•ORO MANHATTAN

•CMOOl 440 WASIANOTON RIVMO

•RAM SPAN OP-13

PHYSICAL PAaUTY DATA
TSAR OF CONSTRUCTION
TTPS OF CONSTRUCTTON

CAPACITY
' WTRIZAT10N

ao in
1*13

10003

TIL
AOOmON

674-3000

NO OF AMNXIS

1*36

3.680

60.6

AVBAM MSTRUCnONAi FHUOOS

6.3

PUPIL DATA
Mom (10/J1/7*)

2.231

AVSRAO* DAILY (SOUTH FOR SCHOOL TIA6 1*76-1*60

2.134

ITTRRC CQ6APOSITTON (>Y CLASS)
1 MDUN
m. %
MAM *
MAM 1*
MAM 11

431
373

ITS
131

i.m

TOTAL

*3.0
464
4U
K.O
•03

I

3

1

23
49

9.4
*4

70
49

163
19.t

IV

ATTBMANM INm Of A. OMy hOk.)
•VAATUMF (Pawl Of Amo —•» Immi)

227
910
169
195
Ml

M
744
30.0

mm
tomtom NnmM
24
93
92
4.2
19
3.0
10
33
79
U

91.2
40.6
99.3
49.5
97J

TOTAL
tomtom Nnori
727
100.0
764
1004)
490
1004)
910
1004)
U91
100 JO

AIMMUIONS (Fmmm Of Amm*. OWy Imo)
FMi umcn uaaut (Fmmm of i*/*i/t* imkM.)
*fO«M AN TO FAAHUU WTfM 0FMII CMLDCfM

SSTIMAnO FMCSNT OF STUMNTS UAOfNO TWO OR MORS YSARS SHOW ORAM UVfl

(TUONfTT

FMMfT
9mm Yam Csl»|n
41.7

ORAOWAIMO
313

17 J

IO
1437

33.3

•KA0OATBS AfflYMO TO:
Crrhr. CoAofo
ONiof Im
213
3

STAFF DATA
MUPOMB 09 fOSITKMS/NOUtS
position

mus-

******
Ami Fm(L6w)
Ami M4M)
tomtom
MM Cmmamkm
•mmtomv
tottom PsrImsI
■Mm
MTOTAl
HOU01T TITUS
tomrnto Pmm
%mmofto\ tomato
06k Ml
—TOTAL

ANNUAL SALAMI (I)

Tm Uvy

TiM

Tm Uvy

13
2.0
9.0
913
13
93
2.0
13
1174

13
2.0
9.0
1133
43
103
2.0
1.0
1434

40.104
50.905
260.044
2.054,601
39,409
144,213
35,060
10.391
IfAfAT

22.0
9.0
1.0

*34
21.941

13.959
33400
*7,7*3

21.941
13.953
30,197

6.397
jf

64391

it a/9 am mt nm
mm9m cun m

Tl 1330
293

if

*4t

m iA7*

SAAAAY OOWPUII C-1
SALABY KlflOUU C*2
SALABY ICMDUli C-6

TOTAL

■AT10

TrW

Ammm

40.104

402.092
70.135
14.391

50.905
260.044
2336.693
117,544
150.604
95,060
10,991

2.134.0
1,067.0
237.1
10J
474.2
2032
1.007.0
XI 34.0

374413

14114*3

40.104
29 493
20.903
22,350
26.121
15.105
17,530
10,991
**.4X7

194.760

194,760
71.720
150.693
906,179
*46*471

6.14
5.14
5.26
lil

.1
3
.1

71.720
121.057
199377
*4*7 JM

TOTAL

PUWL/ITA/9

*MMm6N

36.036
171396
746314

14.9

fUM TVACHB BATIO (Owfrf)
9UWL/T1AOM KATIO (Pm SuOpct Pmtod)
% 09 TIAOMS WITH S OB MOB! YIABS IIIMin
4
33
67
1*4

3J
31.7
64.4
100.0

Appendix G5

it a/9 am
FM W»
19
20
122
1,109
55
74
16
5
14M
63
34
74
171
147*

174
21.9
943
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■OAU OF UOCADOM Of THI OTY Of NSW YOtK
1*P*-1*«0 SCHOOL PCOflUS
- ACAMMK COMMtCHSNSIVI MOM SCHOOL

MS11ICT 71

mu i

•0*0 MAMMA TT AM

*CMOOl *65 OfOfOf WASMNOTON
®«AD« Sf AN 0V-11

PHYSICAL FACILITY DATA
*wiini

_

549 «mAA»» Avi

UAt of coMtrawcnoN
rm of coNSTiuenoN
CAfAOTT

•MOM (10/91/79)

10040

--

1975

m

h^w

MOOUMUATtOM

927-1(41

MO Of ANNTOS

1965

32,7

PUPIL DATA
3.2(0*V«A« DAILY tIOfSTH KM SCHOOL VIA! 1979-1 Mo

j.ioj

CTNMK COMfOHTKM (»V CLAU)
Na
MAM 9
MAM If
MAM 11
MAM It

M0
233
104
*3
(1
(tl

TOTAL

32-3
19A
19.(
19.7
40.9
MA

2

t

HH9AMK
Makar fmaat
633
44 3
922
77.7
342
72.9
311
73.9
49
Ml
2*317
70.4

%

.2

.1

12
4

lj
5

3
5

1.0
IJ

24

.9

I Tipi l I Of >'M|| Oaky (a'jUfar/

TOTAL
Maa*at ..1
1,01*
1004
1.117
100D
*24
100D
421
100D
i»
10QD
100D
UM

AM4IUWM (fa*** Of Avwaaa Oafy bfM.)
fMI LUMOf OJOKlfS INaat Of 10/31/79 (••Mar,

4SA

■STIMAnD FRONT Of STUOMm UAONM TWO O*

(TMHNTt
OfAOOATMO
410

WMm
Mwfcn
hwi
20
2.0
24
2D
33
6.3
22
3.2
3
2D
tot
1.1

MOM YtAM (CLOW MAM UVfl

mankd OffiofMAS/camncAm
MnaiOt
Panaaf

32A
412
IA79

65.2

7MCMT Of MA0UATB AfflYWO TOi
faa» Taav Caftaaaa
Caaa. C.».t.
OMa, kHQafflu.
44J
27.3
.7

00.2

STAFF DATA
N1M41M Of fOimOM/HOUBt

ANNUAL 5ALAMH (»)

Ta. Uvy

fetal

Ta Uvy

1.0
2.0
4D
133J
3D
9D
2D
1.0
IMA

ID
2.0
6.0
154-3
4.0
11.0
2J
ID
114D

39.319
39.373
176.333
2D49.721
77.010
139.311
40,179
10.391
(A91.9K

33,079
4.129
39,930
11,1M

31,217
31.934
131.316
221/417
LAI 3404

14

******
Aaaf ffa(46a)
Aaaf 9Ha(«a»)
Taaaka.
MAI CmuIh
IomoIm 1
p11 ■ * 1 •'1,1
*******
MTOTAL
MOUOIT TTTLtt*
laMI Nm
ImbA^p 1mA
Ofka. NaaMy
MTOTAL

23.0
3.0
2D

364

5.711
6.129
32.442
44A09

29,341
7.411
IMM

TOTAL

(TAff COOT fd MM
AV0BAM OAM m

Tl 1.165
3i3

It

■MUUI TIACMIM OM tALATT (CMDUU C-1
■MULAf TIACMI■S OM LALAOT IQfOOUU CJ
M4UUJ TIACMIm ON IALACY iONPUIJ 04
TOTAL

243

m 1/421

Nh*i
11
44
90
147

PUfft/STA*

Tafaf

POSITION TITUS-

497.637
71.135
24,937

406779
174,413
41.114
314A79
(17AM

lADO

rm pup*

39,349
59,373
176.333
3.347.363
133.143
164.264
40,179
10,391
3,991447

39,319
29.614
29.423
21,349
23.454
14.933
14.072
10.391
HAM

3,102 0
1.551.0
517.0
194
317.0
242 0
1.2404
3.102D
14J

13
19
37
1.079
30
33
1)
3
UP

204.032
31.954
200.130
4M.1I4
4AJ0741

5J7
5.21
3.01
IN

.1
4
.1

66
10
63
141

MIT* T1AOM «AT» IOimI)
fU9*/TlAOM (AIM (fa.
fehorf)
% Of KAOfMS WITH 5 Of MOM Y1ACS C
feu*
7J
31J
41.2
104J

Appendix G6

ST ATP COST

IAN

19.1
a7
•3D

BOARD Of I DO CATION Of THI CITY Of NfW YORK
l*7»-l»»0 SCHOOL RROfllCS
UV*l - ACADCMIC COMPRIHCNSIVI WON SCHOOL

DISTRICT 71

RORO BRONX

SCHOOL 473 JOHN f KINNiDY HS

ORADC BRAN OB-13

PHYSICAL FACILITY DATA
YBAR Of CONSTRUCTION
TYfB Of CONSTRUCTION
CAPACITY
fBRCBNT UTILIZATION

”7j*"OC* V"W A”nu*

10463

ni

562-5500

NO Of ANNEXES

Fireproof TKrwowt
4,117
137

AVERAGE INSTRUCTIONAL PERIODS

6.9

PUPIL DATA
RBOISTBR (10/11/79)

5,253

AVIRAOI DAILY MOISTII FOR SCHOOL YCAR 1979-1990

5.033

(THNK COMPOSITION (BY CLASS)

GRADE t
GRADE 10
GRADE 11
GRADE 19
EfROAL
TOTAL

MACK
AM. MDIAN
No—hm Nfwri
N*. %
277
14.0
*10
31J
2
.1
444
3U
3
.2
324
33.0
50
20.0
1
4
1705
32J
* .1

ASIAN
tUf ftWBWl
50
7.0
51
2.7
55
3.9
33
34
1
.6

190

ATTMOAMCI (Niwrt Of S*rW|I Dotty Ughht)
NFAIIUKIS (Niwrt Of Ammgi Dntty Ugh ft)

MBPANfC

WHfTI

TOTAL
f—fit

37

206
749
524
301
70

36.0
39.0
37.2
314
40.5

176
500
304
297
51

1,030

3*7

Ml*

22.1
264
27.2
31.1
29.3
77 JO

795
1,920
M10
9S5

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

in

loo.o

iJU

100.0

77 4
51.9

ADMISSIONS (Fmsm* Of A*«f ■ Dotty
mu LUNCH fuomis (Nimi Of 10/11/79 Ughtm)
'W rwwil WIIR HU UMII1 OKIMIN
(STIMATB fSRCINT Of STUDSNTS READING TWO OR MORE YEARS BELOW GRADE LEVEL
44.9

STUDENTS IN
GRADUATMO CLASS
971

ORANTED DNlOMAS/ORTmCAm
Hfmhmt

3.307

999CENT Of GRADUATES 4991TINO TO:
f9«f Ym. C.INf.i
Cm. CaH9«4
OHm. MOHvttea,
2S7
1J.3
jj

Twwil

659

49.4
44 9

679

STAFF DATA
MUMMt OF FOSmONS/HOUOS
fosrrK>N TITUSN.4,.1
Ami 9*MA4»)
AMl 9fM<3«9)
Tm4m
Osttd C-RlttBI
IbdeIrii
OH—i MmbI
OMMmm
SURTOTAI
HOUtLY TfTUSiRiUult Fnm
So—tty Im4
Ott—. Minify
SURTOTAI
TOTAL

Tntol

In Uvy

1.0
2.0
10.0
204.0
•4
12.0
34
1.0
3424

1.0
2.0
10.0
223.0
104
13.0
34
1.0
3*44

39,339
58.530
291.839
4,400.329
215,630
174,093
67.374
10,391
SJ57A7J

25.462
7,317
74,139
10*,93t

14.926
39,018
340.829
394773

190
2.0
1.0

224

2.693
7,317
63.071
714*3

22.767
0.213
314*5

n i.i23
343

If

ON SALAKY SCHRDUU C-1
ON SALARY SOftOUU C-2
ON SALARY 1CMDUU C4

130

nmu STAFF

iBMRkUfSRttR

T**N

At—f ■

391.249
50.188
10.160

39.389
58.580
291.839
4.791.378
265.868
184.253
67.374
10.391
sTot jn

39.389
29.290
29.1*4
21.4*7

158.633
39.018
391.899
8*9450
MIMS

6.23
5-33
5.28
141

SAS>.«44

STAFF COST Mi FUFIL
AVKAM CLASS SOI

TOTAL

ANNUAL SALARItS (|)

Tn Levy

411497
143,707
31,070
194777
*4*474

25.321
14.173
19,250
10,391
2142*

RATIO

FtR FUFU

3.033.0
24164
3033
226
4793
387.2
1.438.0
3,0330
19.1

8
12
58
932
53
37
13
2
1.138

2
.7
.1

32
8
78
118

FUftl TtACHRR tATK> lOvrol)
FUFK/TlACHf* KATIO (f.r Sub-ci F-iod)
% Of TEACHERS WITH S OR MORI YIARS IXffRIfNCt

m 1453

12
56
145
213

5.6
26.3
68 1
1004

Appendix G7

STAFF COST

IASJ

21.6
298
87 3

DISTRICT 7«

•OARD OF (DUCATION Of THi CITY Of NIW YORK
1B7B-1BB0 SCHOOL fROfllfS
UVfL - ACADCMIC COMPREHENSIVE HIOH SCHOOL

>

SCHOOL 430 MOOKLYN TECHNICAL

•0*0 BROOKLYN
GRADE VAN OB-11

PHYSICAL FACILITY DATA
aooress
YEAR Of CONSTRUCTION
TYft Of CONSTRUCTION
CAfACITY
PERCENT UTILIZATION

29 fort Gnana PI
<933
firaprool Tlwvout
3.742
49.3

11217

TEL BJS-51S0
MODERNIZATION

AVERAGE INSTRUCTIONAL PERIOOS

MO Of AMNtXII
I960

6.9

PUPIL DATA
REGISTER (10/31/79)

3.173

AVERAGE DAILY REOISTER POR SCHOOL YEAR 1979-1900

3.034

ETHNIC COMPOSITION (RY CLASS)
•LACK
AM. MOIAN
Ngri4d« NmrI
Hm. %
469
54.1
671
47.1
716
490
45.7
562
22
71.0
2417
MJ

OftAOl t
OtAOC 10
MAM 11
MAM 12
SOtOAl
TOTAL

ASIAN
NmrNt Tint
115
13.3
273
19.0
249
15.5
224
11.2
164

Ml

ATTWOANCE IPmM Of A»mn Omily RMaMt)
CMPARIURtf (iMM Of Avanfa Mr RmM«)

WMfTV
NmLi TiiirI
20.9
111
335
23.3
311
23.1
26.4
325
2
6.5
1-2M
aJ

MS9ANIC
NmMii PiiwM
102
11.1
154
10.7
111
11.7
9.7
120
7
22.6
S71
114

17 J
27.3

TOTAL
Nw6m Pswwl
M7
100.0
1004
1440
1404
100.0
1004
141
1004
21
S.17J
1004

ADMISSIONS (l<M Of A.0a*Y RaRkM.)
ftEE lUNOf HKMU1 |fnm Of 16/31/79 bflM)
NORM AID TO f AM&XS WITH DffRORfl ORLDRWf

74
464
2444

ESTIMATED PERCENT Of STUOENTS READING TWO OR MORE YEARS BELOW GRADE LEVEL

stumnis m
0RADUATB40 CLASS
1.051

PERCENT Of GRADUATES AP91TWO TO.
fw Yw C.H.1W
Cmk C«R»i«
0Mm> I.HtWIiM
97
3.4
76.6

ORAMTH) OfPiOMAS/CamfICAm
»■

■

n_ . . .

IRNNEf

PW^RIT*

941

90.2

staff data
ANNUAL SAIAMS

HU MUR Of POSITIONS/HOURS
To Urry

NMmmWs

Taf»l

Ta Irry

1.0
3.0
12.0
241.0
4.0
17.0
6.0
2.0
1.0

39,319
•7.170
350,153
5474.291
104,110
260,014
112.604

POSITION TfTlESAui fiMAAn)
Aut MMSif)
TiMi
OiM Cmli
ONw Puliiil
MmO Ha*at
SUBTOTAL
HOURLY TITLES.
HaHwM fan
OMnt Haaffy
SUBTOTAL
TOTAL

STAff COST PNI PUP*
AVBLAOE CLASS SUE

1.0
3.0
12.0
241.0
4.0
17.0
6.0
24
1.0
2VA

van

4,177
39.457
56.401
110442

Tl 1.409
324

RE

MOULAI T1AOH ON SALARY SONOUU C-l
REGULAR TEA Cl NET ON SALARY SONOUU C-2
tSOULAR T1AONRS ON SALARY SONOUU C-4
TOTAL

39.002
10.391
4477,901

341

4.525
39,457

•73
1421

57.211
1014*1

1

TTL Ml®

23.233
207.110
2S1.091
313AM
7RS1J47

1.934
4.060
4794
4794

($)
TeN

puny it am
Afiwi

Appendix G8

PM PUPA
•
17
70
1,107

39.319
29.290
29.179
23.130
26.045
15.295
11.767
19.501
10.391
22.930

5.034.0
1.671.0
4197
20.9
1.2517
296.1
139.0
2717-0
5,034.0
174

14*

27.169
207.110
215.951
S30430
7490.111

6.00
5.25
4.99
S.14

1.1
.1
.1

S
41
57

lOarRI
(Ptr SUHki PnM)

J
11.1
• 1.0
1004

STAff COST

39.319
•7.170
350,153
5774.291
104.110
260.014
112.604
39.002
10,391
6477,901

PUP* TEACINR RATIO
PUP*/TtAONR RATIO
% OP TEA OURS WITH S OR MORE YEARS 1
2
43
192
237

KATIO

21
52
23

1
2

10
M»*

199
27.5
949

308

BOAKD Of (OUCATION Of TMI OFT Of MfW YORK
DISTRICT

1f7*-l«R0 SCHOOL FROFIliS

7t

UVIL - ACAMMIC COMPRtHiNUVE MON SCHOOL

TTTU I

BORO MOOKLVH

SCHOOL 440 JOHN JAY HS

MAM Sfan o*-ij

PHYSICAL fAQllTY DATA
AOOUSS
YtAR Of CONSTRUCTION
TYfl Of CONSTRUCTION
CAPACITY
HROMT UTILIZATION

137 7

"J,3

TIL

7M-1JW

<*03
Finproof Thruout
3.406

ADOITION

>»•

AVWAOI MSTRUCTIONAL PCRIOOt

NO Of ANNIXIS

1939

6.3

PUPIL DATA
RROOTIR (10/11/79)

4,163

AVIRAOI 0AILY IHMTIR FOR SCHOOL YIAR 1979-1900

3.794

ITNNK COMPOSITION (RY CLASS)

ftftADC 10
OftAOf 11
OftAM 12
MOAL
TOTAL

ASIAN
NmrNt liwwl
•
1.9
19
14
42
2.3
2.0
12
1
.9
•2
2-0

ATTWDAMCI (Fmmmt OF A.. M, !•*•«•*>
MPAftVUftfS (NnMt Of Aooiofo Mty MtUtof)

226
•11
922
206
54
2J99

61.7
44.9

WHVTV
NmrNt PpPMlH
100
246
300
22.4
390
23 1
193
31-6
23
20.2
1,006
MJ

55.0
60.6
54.6
46.9
47.4
112

ftftANTK) (MPLOMAS/COmPICATtS

266
11.1
3690

91C1NT 09 OftAOUATVS APTLY440 TO:
9tmv ybbp CmMmoss

407

TOTAL
MmmWt Pf—H»
100.0
411
1006
14M
1/490
100.0
410
100.0
114
1006
4,143
1006

ADMISSIONS (>wmt Of Avosof* 0*My BfUNr)
mm LUNCH fLKMOUS (NwH Of 10/91/79 t^otof)
MOftM AMD TO FAMiUfS WITH NPtNOfMT CMLDfttN
YiAftt ULOW OtAOf UVIL
56 8

UTIMATID PftCfMT OP STUDCHTS RKAOMO TWO Oft

studbmts m
OftAOUATMO CLASS
405

lJ

«

i

OftADC

BLACK
AM. MMAN
NmiAw P«wmiI
M». %
77
18.7
200
136
336
19.9
119
196
34
314
774
1BA

67.3

Crrmr. CrHo^o

II

26.3

0tte«i h»4fw4f»
2.6

STAFF DATA
ANNUAL SALAIKS ($)

NUMB8B 09 POSITIONS/HOUBS
T*t*l

To Uvy
POSITION TITUSrr-ii^p r*
Ami PfMAAm)
Ami PiMSm?)
*—»--lRWlsr>:
ONhi PwIimI
MRTOTAl
Mouiiv mus
6fM

MTOTAL
TOTAI.

8TAP9 COn PV PUPIL
AVAOI CLASS SOI

1.0
2.0
•0
145.0
4.0
136
2.0
177J

146
16

164
17613

6.067
10631
47.093

4612
M42S

644H

t(

C-1
C-2
C-6
TOTAi

T»M

Ay|PR|I

1.0
2.0
8.0
1596
76
136
2.0
1936

39.935
37.519
234.034
3.203.420
154.020
190.213
36604

34.953
29.760
29.237
22.043
25.796
14,662
16.404

i.mm

981,941

34.953
57.319
234.054
3.515694
193,497
199.213
36606
4674,990

33.160
10631
54.405
00696

31.066
56.536
237.677
MS J7Y

100,009

139.075
56,336
277.104
471J15
«/«7 MS

562
3.36
3.09
•62

MUJU

Tl 1.120
316

132

PUPIL/ST APf

Ta Uvy

312.474
39.467

39.427
147694
499677

2X093

ftATIO

P« PUPIL

3.7940
1,697.0
4746
23 6
503.9
281.0
1697 0
196

10
13
62
927
31
52
10
1,127

6
6
.1

37
15
73
125

FUPK TIACHR RATIO (Om«)
rUfA/TlAOMt RATIO (Ff S-Mct Ml
% OF TIACNHS WTTM 1 OR MOM Y1AR1 PF—M

m ljs2

•
36
101
14S

Pf—Mt
36
24.9
69.7
1006

Appendix G9

ST APT COST

1JSJ

22.7
29 1
91.0

309

or

•OARD

or

BHICATtON

INC CITY Of NSW YORK

DtrnucT 7«

i*7*-i*to school ntonus
UV1L - VOCATIONAL no INI CAL MIOM SCHOOL

RORO MANHATTAM

NON-TTTU I

SCHOOL SIS CHCLSSA VHS

•RAM STAN 09-11

PHYSICAL rACIUTY DATA
AfIMMI

131 Aw O* Tla Anwricoi

Y1A« or CONSTRUCTION
TYH or CONSTRUCTION
CAPACITY
WRCWI tmuZATTON

1*05

10013

fi.»6H0l Thrvovf
*50
135.

TIL

725-10*0

AVIRAM MSTRUCTIONAL rCRIOOt

HO O* INIIXU

6.9

PUPIL DATA
RSOtSTH (10/31/7*)

1,1*0

A VRAM DAILY RMISTH TOR SCHOOL YIAR 1*79-1***

1.100

Nvafetr
107
14S
M
47
990

••ADC f
OAAD4 10
OftAOC 11
WADI 19
TOTAL

Nnnt
40.7
37.6
26.2
23.9
S2J

ATIRMNO (*»i—l Of «
SOM1WD (fmat Of

1

f

l

(THMC COMPOSITION (IV CLASS)
Mm.

%

ASIAN
f«WM
2
J
10
24
.9
3
4
2.0
1i
It

0

Mfr *•!»•••*>
Mty R^Ma)

wwn

MBfANK
NmbSm* ClIMt
104
39.3
4li
163
143
42.6
73
37.1
463
404

7S.1
*4.5

NwrNt
30
73
102
73
994

PrsrrrI
19.0
1S4
30.4
37.1
9S4

TOTAL
Nw6*f hrwrt
363
1004
994
1004
336
1004
197
1004
1,190
1004
UA
63.7
303

AOMHMONS INnl Of *"■»««• Mty la«ta«w)
Wi UMO* BJWRUS (*»«M Of IC/yi/T* b|M>)
NOtM AK> TO fftMHIW WITH NP0MKT CMUNMN

CSTIMATH) FttCWT Of STUOfNTS ftlAMMO TWO Oft MOftI YlAftS MLOW OftADf iiVIL

STUNKT* M
•ftAOUATMO CLASS

in

51.3

fftCSNT Of OftAOUATTS AfflTHO TO;
hur Vmt C«»Rf s
Cm
2.3
17.0
1i-7

OtAHIH) MftiOMAS/OVTVKAm
MmArt
Nwwrt
137
735

STAFF DATA
MU MSN Of *QSWK>N»/HOUR*
la U*y
POSITION TITUS-

AaH ft>MS«p)

MTOTAL

14
14
3.0
544
24
74
14
14
1.0
txj

MTOTAL
TOTAL

STAN COST *■ NIR
AMASS CUM sa

n Iasi

u

TOTAL

4*747

14744**

M ,**»

2764*

33,604
17449
67403
1X6*4
1/69* jm

6.06
3.13

42S
4,917

7.736
17.649
63.044

7*

m IR7

33.747

Z*53
**42)
•3,970

«0A7»
16114*4

5.1)
164

3

SJ

11
41
17

'**
71*
IMA

Appendix G10

(TAf* COST

NR firs

•a no
1.1034
1,103.0
367.7
19.4
5315
147.1
7335
1,103.0
1.1030
1*7
4
4
.1

*U*R. TIACMSR RATIO (OwR)
ftmL/TSACMM RATIO <4* MpA NM1
__
% 0* TIACMSR* WITH I OR HORS YSAR* DTMRfCS

*16

C-1
U
U

39.349
29.290
29.290
21,144
26.043
12.276
16,464
19401
10,391

5.S71
3.436
13.134
2M4I

4.4*9

1402
3436
12.710
17JB3I

39,349
29.290
•7,470
1.214.494
32.090
92.073
23402
19401
10.391

39.309
29.290
•7.470
1,165.147
32.090
92.073
23.302
19,301
10,391
16216*1

u

MOUtlY TITUS-

A*—*.

14
14
3.0
374
24
74
14
14
1.0
TSj*

24

WNL/STATf

ANNUAL SALARHI (I)
1MN
M

lalay

T«tal

A

ve
27
so
1.105
47
S3
23
IS
*
IRS

n
it
«i
IN
13*7

ISA

134
SS.0

310

•OAW) or ioocahon or thc city or mw york
w»-mo school norms

DISTRICT 71

UVIl - VOCATIONAL TSCHHKAl MWH SCHOOL

MOM-TTTU I

tORO MOOKLYN

SCHOOL SIS IAST MW YORK VTHS

ORAOC STAN 06-1J

PHYSICAL PAQUTY DATA
»■»««»

1 W«Ri Si

VRAR or CONSTRUCTION
TYTC OR CONSTRUCTION
CAPACITY
PRRONT UTILIZATION

1941
Unpnot

1120S

TIL

647-5204

NO Of ANNRX1S

Thruoul

1.262
125.

AVSRAOC WSTIUCnONAl PMIOOt

7.5

PUPIL DATA
RMOTH (10/SI 779)

1481

AVMAOI DAILY RMISTM TOR SCHOOL Y1AR 1979-1900

1.454

ITHNIC COMPOSITION (RY CLASS)
N—ln
324
237
199
72
30
M2

Sm
545
53.9
52.6
544
•1.1
MJ

AM ORMAN
M*
%

M,|

ORAM 9
00AM 16
ORAM 11
ORAM 12
IPlCUt
TOTAL

AMAH
NmAw Nhmm
4
.7
2
1

4
J

7

A

ATTMMNO (9—1 Of A—m OMty Ra«Mm)
DRPARTURU (9—1 Of A....... Dally lakw)

263
1§9
169
57
6
684

79.1
44.6

WHHI

TOTAL

Pwwsit

44.3
43.0
44.7
434
16.2

3
14
•
2
1

4
34
2.1
14
2.7

434

28

14

momm m

660
378
132
37
1481

1804
1804
1004
1004
1004
1004

AOMILUONS (Nm Of A—a* OaMy taataM.)
Ml LUNCH KKM6UI (PmM Of 10/SI/79 kfka.)
MOtM A IP TO PAMJUn WITH I

CSTIMATH) PttCINT Of STUOfWTS IKAKMMO TWO OK MOftK TKAKS ULOW OKAOf LfVII

OtADUATIMO CLASS
196

594

okamto onoMAS/campiCAm
NwApt
P*mm«4
134
6S.4

14.0
91.0
Hi

58.5

PMONT 09 OKAOUATB AfflYMO TO
hw Vmt CoHofii
Cmm
22.4
36.2

STAFF DATA

mmom 09

fosmom/HQUKS

ANNUAL SALAIMS (|)

T«a Uvy

Tvtal

T«i Uvy

1.0
2.0
6.0
00.5
2.0
7.0
14
1.0
1.0
1084

1.0
2.0
6.0
054
2.0
7.0
14
1.0
1.0
1074

40,104
57,519
175.740
1,703.118
49.115
100,038
25.726
19.501
10.391
2J6IAM

10.025
7.166
31,047
69430

21.794
38,706
138.435
198,935
1466.267

■•6w6uw6l>

9U9A/STA99

Tstal

A»w|>

40.134
57.519
175.740
1496.947
49.115
100.038
25.726
19,501
10.391
1271.161

40.184
28.760
29.290
22.187
24.558
14.291
17.151
19.501
10.391
22,166

62.869
38.706
160.696
262471
1627412

5.01
5.40
5.05
146

■ATX)

STA99 COST
pm pupil

POSITION TITLES-

5.0

54

3.902
7.166
27.691
30439

WAN COST pm PUPA
AVWAOf CLASS S4ZI

TL 1.692

6.60
4.156
10,099

if

124

m

1416

113429
41.075
22.261
4SJS6
177,145

PUT* T1ACMS RATIO (Oml)
9W91L/TLACH66 RATIO IN. UiM 6«Nd)
% Of TIAONRt WITH 1 OR MORI YIARt DO
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